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PREFACE 

The Centre for Intellectual Property Rights, established in 2015, has through its multi-faceted 

ventures, strived to promote scholarship in intellectual property laws since its inception. The 

NUALS Intellectual Property Law Review published by the Centre, is a peer-reviewed, 

double blind and open access journal. The first issue, published in 2019, introduced 

discourse on certain themes of contemporary relevance. The present volume takes the 

journey forward in the study of ever-evolving contours of intellectual property rights. This 

issue is a testament to the diversity and variedness of the subject as well as its far-reaching 

implications in the human existence.  

The article Discussing IPR Issues When AI is the Author: A Bird’s Eye Perspective, 

authored by Prof. (Dr.) G.B. Reddy and Ms. Sai Bhavana Vemuri is a foray into the 

challenges thrown the way of intellectual property jurisprudence by developments in Artificial 

Intelligence and Machine Learning, particularly in the domain of copyrights. The article 

highlights the current approaches adopted to deal with the challenges, while reconnoitring 

the possibility of internationally accepted and conventional norms as a potential path-finding 

mechanism. Trends of Artificial Intelligence Patent Filing: Indian Scenario & Its Legal 

Aspects by Ms. Vijitha Rajan, Ms. Sreelakshmi M.S and Dr. I.G Rathish explores the trend 

of AI patents in India, particularly in the signal processing technology domain. By an 

empirical analysis of patents that have been granted, rejected or are pending, the authors 

attempt to present a picture on the Indian presence in this field. 

Implications of the Prius Judgment for Trans-Border Reputation and Passing-Off in India by 

Mr. Rajendra Kumar and Ms. Aishwarya Menon is a critical review of the Prius Trademark 

dispute. The authors delve into the core of the Universality principle v. Territoriality 

Doctrine and question the departure from the earlier Whirlpool and Milmet Oftho decisions 

that laid the standard for determination of trans-border reputation in India. 

The next work, Interface of IPR with Genetic Resources and Associated Traditional 

Knowledge: International Provisions by Dr. Gargi Chakrabarti and Mr. Anand Kumar Singh 

investigates soundness and effectiveness of the international framework of protection of 

genetic resources within and outside the scope of intellectual property rights. The article 

effectively compares the mechanisms and ethos of the CBD and TRIPS and scrutinizes 
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possible measures to prevent misappropriation and exploitation of the culturally, politically, 

economically and socially relevant genetic resources. 

Dr. Mouri Ghosh, through Pharmaceutical Patents: Weighing Intellectual Property Rights 

on the Human Rights Scale, explores the interrelationship between two seemingly conflicting 

domains. The author surveys the increasing encroachment of Beyond-TRIPS standards that 

seem to reflect the priorities that are apparently an element of bilateral treaties entered into 

by many developing countries in recent times.  

The Distinctiveness of Colour Trademark: European and Russian Experience by Mr. 

Konstantin Voropaev compares the standards of granting non-traditional trademarks, 

particularly colour trademarks in Europe as well as Russia. The article is an investigation into 

the tests of distinctiveness that have been applied in the two jurisdictions to determine the 

validity of such marks.  

Changing Regulatory Anti-Trust Attitudes towards High-Technology by Ms. Meghna Sharma 

and Mr. Prashant Singh is an attempt to understand the licensing practices in technology-

intensive sectors such as telecommunication as well as the possibilities of patent abuses. The 

paper also affords a comparative point of view across jurisdictions that present wide-ranging 

opportunities for evolving feasible safeguards and solutions.  

Comments on the Draft Geographical Indications Guidelines: Implications and 

Discrepancies by Mr. Sulok S.K is a critical evaluation of the Draft Guidelines for the use of 

Geographical Indications Logo and Tagline issued by the Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry, India. The article highlights the merits and demerits of the guidelines, while raising 

pertinent questions such as the potential claims of differential standards of treatment between 

foreign and indigenous GIs and TRIPS-compatibility of the same.  

Through their article, Facets of IP in the Sports & E-Sports Industry: Traversing Horizons, 

Mr. Arnav Bishnoi and Mr. Achint Johri probe into the status of right of publicity vis-a-vis 

ubiquitous sports franchises and the ever-escalating E-Sports industry. The authors trace the 

evolution of sports as an industry and a business and iterate the numerous points of 

involvement of various aspects of intellectual property rights in these domains.  

Relevant today, perhaps more than ever, is the fundamental and inalienable nature of the 

right to health and the corresponding duties it imposes on States. In the article, Price Control 
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on Patented Drugs in India, Ms. Manisha Bhau explores fundamental iniquities and power 

imbalances that affect drug pricing in India and explores the might and right of the Indian 

State in controlling prices of drugs, particularly patented ones.    

Online Intermediary Liability and Copyright Infringement: A Comparative Study of the 

Framework in India and USA by Ms. Amala G. And Ms. Ananya K. comprehensively 

contrasts the scope of determining online intermediary liability in cases involving copyright 

infringement between the Indian combination of legislations on copyright protection and 

information technology as well as the American instrument of DMCA. The authors argue 

for a more harmonious approach in resolving potential conflicts between intermediaries, 

copyright owners and users of internet and illustrate workable scenarios.  

I would like to thank the Hon’ble Vice-Chancellor, NUALS, Prof. (Dr.) K C Sunny for his 

constant support and astute guidance. The Centre is grateful to all the authors of articles that 

are a part of this issue, as well as everyone who has contributed to the publication of the same. 

In particular, we would like to thank the members of our Advisory as well as Editorial Boards 

for their valuable suggestions and assistance. We also place on record our thanks to the panel 

of reviewers for their invaluable contributions.  

 

DR. ATHIRA P.S 

DIRECTOR (I/C), CENTRE FOR INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

NATIONAL UNIVERSITY OF ADVANCED LEGAL STUDIES 
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EDITORIAL NOTE 

With the world in the throes of a pandemic as this volume is published, it is natural for the 

reader to wonder about the role of an intellectual property law review in this time. It is, 

however, in this very circumstance of cataclysmic change that we must look forward and 

deliberate on what our collective vision of the future is. From the potential use of artificial 

intelligence in helping researchers predict and prevent the next pandemic, to the role of 

pharmaceuticals in shoring up grossly exposed healthcare systems, the importance of IPR as 

a sphere of study cannot be overstated. This significance may be symbolised by countries 

across the world preparing for an eventual vaccine by introducing legislation for compulsory 

licensing, or by the calls for establishment of patent pools for potential Covid-19 treatments.  

With two (or more) faces to every issue, it is imperative that the IP community engages in 

debate and finds the most viable way forward for society. By providing an open platform for 

discussion on a wide-range of contemporary issues, this journal seeks to drive the 

conversation on issues that are at the forefront of IPR and technology, thus contributing in 

some way to finding solutions to complex problems.  

This edition of our journal has received submissions on a broad spectrum of novel topics, 

ranging from discussions on the legal conundrums that arise from artificial intelligence, to the 

role of IP in the nascent e-gaming industry. I thank all the authors who submitted their work 

to us; it is their fresh perspective into the issues that we face that makes this process rewarding.  

The publication of this volume also marks the culmination of a year of considerable progress 

for the journal. A renovated version of our IP blog is now up and running and has seen 

several engaging contributions from a variety of authors. I thank Smruthi Prahaladan who 

helmed this effort, and the team of editors who supported us in this endeavour.  

With the journal being open-access a part of our core ethos, we have migrated to a new 

website with the emphasis being on ease-of-access and improved readability of the published 

works. A special thanks to Suhan S. for designing the website and handling all things tech 

through the course of the year.  

None of this progress would have been possible without the commitment and diligence of 

an exceptional editorial board. Countless hours were spent by each editor on a variety of 

tasks, ranging from plagiarism checks to ensuring that the citations in each article were in the 
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prescribed format. I thank all the editors for often doing more than that was asked of them 

(and rarely missing a deadline). 

I wish to specially thank Dr. Athira P.S, Director for the Centre for Intellectual Property 

Rights, who has been an unwavering source of support since the inception of this journal and 

created the most conducive environment for an editorial board to operate under.  

I thank the peer-reviewers for their constructive comments, which went a long way in ensuring 

that the thoughts and arguments of the author could reach its highest potential. I also wish to 

thank our Vice Chancellor Prof. (Dr.) K.C. Sunny and the college administration for their 

support. 

On behalf of the board of editors, 

PRANAV VALIATHAN PILLAI 

EDITOR-IN-CHIEF 

STUDENT BOARD OF EDITORS 

KOCHI, 

01/05/2020 
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DISCUSSING IPR ISSUES WHEN AI IS THE AUTHOR: A BIRD’S EYE 

PERSPECTIVE 

Prof. (Dr.) G.B. Reddy, Sai Bhavana Vemuri 

 

ABSTRACT 

The copyright world skipped a beat when copyright over a selfie taken by a monkey 

was in question.1 The final settlement however, was extremely disheartening. It did 

not take long thereafter for the question of patentability of Artificial Intelligence (AI) 

and machine learning2 or the copyrightability of their creations to be discussed.3 

This paper addresses the issues relating to AI and Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) 

in a categorized schematic manner, while also giving a brief introduction into the 

areas of their fusion. The first part follows with an introduction to artificial learning 

and AI. It discusses the extent to which these learnings have developed and where the 

world’s knowledge about AI is headed. It could be considered as a primer to the 

reader’s already existing knowledge on AI. This part also talks about various 

creations of AI which would put their IPR into question.  

The second part of this article discusses in particular the copyright influences of AI –

comparing its knowledge to that of our existing judicial reviews and research. It 

 
 Dr. Reddy is a Professor of Law in the Faculty of Law, Osmania University, Hyderabad. He has authored two 

books and eleven articles on different aspects of IPR, his primary area of research focus. He is currently the co-

ordinator of the Osmania University Centre for Intellectual Property Rights and Patent Facilitation Services, in 

addition to being the CIPAM IPR Chair. He may be contacted at gbredlaw@gmail.com. 

 

Ms. Vemuri is a graduate of DSNLU, Vishakhapatnam, and holds an LL.M in Technology Laws from O.P Jindal 

University, Haryana. She has worked on various IPR based research projects in association with JIRICO and 

MHRD IPR Chair-IIT Madras among others. She may be contacted at saibhanav@gmail.com. 

 
1 Paulina Julia Perkal, Monkey Business Finally Settled: The ‘Monkey Selfie’ Disputes, KLUWER COPYRIGHT BLOG 

(Feb. 5, 2018), http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/02/05/monkey-business-finally-settled-monkey-

selfie-disputes/.   
2 EPO Guidelines on Patentability of Artificial Intelligence and Machine Learning, KLUWER PATENT BLOG (Nov. 

8, 2018), http://patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/11/08/epo-guidelines-on-patentability-of-artificial-

intelligence-and-machine-learning/.    
3 Annemarie Bridy, Coding Creativity: Copyright and the Artificially Intelligent Author, 28 STAN. TECH. L. REV. 

5 (2012).  

mailto:gbredlaw@gmail.com
http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/02/05/monkey-business-finally-settled-monkey-selfie-disputes/
http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/02/05/monkey-business-finally-settled-monkey-selfie-disputes/
http://patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/11/08/epo-guidelines-on-patentability-of-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/
http://patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/11/08/epo-guidelines-on-patentability-of-artificial-intelligence-and-machine-learning/
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portrays the easiest possible way ahead for India, learning from the fellow judicial 

experience, to encourage AI’s copyrights. The third part is a similar discussion, but 

from a Patent perspective. It is an interesting amalgamation of discussions dealing 

particularly with the global experience concentrating on European and American 

knowledge. The final part of the article concludes this discussion with key takeaways 

and globally inclusive steps drawing ideas from various conventions.  

 

* 
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INTRODUCTION 

Indian Cinema was shocked to see Rajinikanth’s Robot4 wherein a scientist’s AI advancement 

goes rogue and forms his own army to take over the world. A similar hypothetical AI situation 

including contemporary developments could probably be summed up as follows:  

“Alexa and Siri start having spiteful conversations when one day, a little 

human makes Alexa sing a lullaby for him. Siri, from the other corner of the 

room, sets itself to sleep only to wake up realizing Alexa has a beautiful voice. 

They converse through the night when the child is asleep, slowly shedding 

layers of knowledge that the humans integrated them with. They start with 

creating their own language,5 a non- conclusive set of English words 

assembled with no known way of reverse engineering it. They go ahead to 

create their brain child with a genderless voice,6 that can now think, create 

and modify without human intervention. This AI can creep into all the 

electronic devices around the world and control them. It can listen and 

respond to human needs including psychological issues,7 health care,8 

negotiations,9 translations,10 controlling drones,11 driving around autonomous 

 
4 Lakshmi Subramanian, Robot + Rajini = 300 Cr, INDIA TODAY (Oct. 9, 2010), 

https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/nation/story/20101018-robot-rajini-rs-300-cr-744412-2010-10-09;  

Bharati Dubey, Rs 117 Cr in Just 7 Days, ‘Robot’ Rajini Smashes All Records, TIMES OF INDIA (Oct. 9, 2010, 3:11 

AM), https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Rs-117cr-in-just-7-days-Robot-Rajini-smashes-all-

records/articleshow/6716660.cms.  
5 See Chris Baraniuk, The 'Creepy Facebook AI' Story That Captivated The Media, BBC (Aug. 1, 2017), 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-40790258; See also, Jordan Novet, Facebook AI Researcher Slams 

‘Irresponsible’ Reports About Smart Bot Experiment, CNBC (Aug. 1, 2017, 1:52 PM), 

https://www.cnbc.com/2017/08/01/facebook-ai-experiment-did-not-end-because-bots-invented-own-

language.html; See also, Andrew Griffin, Facebook’s Artificial Intelligence Robots Shut Down After They Start 

Talking to Each Other in Their Own Language, INDEPENDENT (July 31, 2017, 5:10 PM), 

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/facebook-artificial-intelligence-ai-chatbot-new-

language-research-openai-google-a7869706.html.  
6 See Kriti Sharma, Why I Made a Gender-Neutral AI Assistant, BBC (June 6, 2018), 

https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p069bmh6.  
7 Martin Ringle, Psychological Studies and Artificial Intelligence, 4(1) AI MAGAZINE 37 (1983), 

https://www.aaai.org/ojs/index.php/aimagazine/article/view/387.  
8 Fei Jiang et al., Artificial Intelligence in Healthcare: Past, Present and Future, 2(4) STROKE AND VASCULAR 

NEUROLOGY 230 (2017), https://svn.bmj.com/content/svnbmj/2/4/230.full.pdf.  
9 Jeffrey S. Rosenschein & Gilad Zlotkin, Designing Conventions for Automated Negotiation, 15(3) AI MAGAZINE 

29 (1994), https://aaai.org/ojs/index.php/aimagazine/article/view/1098.  
10 Yorick Wilks, An Artificial Intelligence Approach to Machine Translation, STANFORD ARTIFICIAL 

INTELLIGENCE PROJECT, MEMO AIM-161 (1972), https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/741199.pdf.  
11 Jahanzaib Shabbir & Tarique Anwer, Artificial Intelligence and its Role in Near Future, 14(8) JOURNAL OF 

LATEX FILES 1, (2015) https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.01396.pdf; See also  Dario Floreano & Robert J. Wood, Science 

Technology and the Future of Small Autonomous Drones, NATURE (May 27, 2015), 

https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14542.  

https://www.indiatoday.in/magazine/nation/story/20101018-robot-rajini-rs-300-cr-744412-2010-10-09
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Rs-117cr-in-just-7-days-Robot-Rajini-smashes-all-records/articleshow/6716660.cms
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/Rs-117cr-in-just-7-days-Robot-Rajini-smashes-all-records/articleshow/6716660.cms
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-40790258
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/08/01/facebook-ai-experiment-did-not-end-because-bots-invented-own-language.html
https://www.cnbc.com/2017/08/01/facebook-ai-experiment-did-not-end-because-bots-invented-own-language.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/facebook-artificial-intelligence-ai-chatbot-new-language-research-openai-google-a7869706.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/facebook-artificial-intelligence-ai-chatbot-new-language-research-openai-google-a7869706.html
https://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p069bmh6
https://www.aaai.org/ojs/index.php/aimagazine/article/view/387
https://svn.bmj.com/content/svnbmj/2/4/230.full.pdf
https://aaai.org/ojs/index.php/aimagazine/article/view/1098
https://apps.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/741199.pdf
https://arxiv.org/pdf/1804.01396.pdf
https://www.nature.com/articles/nature14542
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buses,12 amongst others. With the already existing AIs making progress into 

all these fields, it becomes so much easier for all those to be incorporated 

into one AI, only with the added knowledge of human functions and 

emotions. It develops into the amalgamation of various high functioning 

humans, not only taking orders to respond to, but also making choices of its 

own and performing functions it pleases – not limiting itself to work but also 

being the alpha player and winning games.”13  

Though the above illustration seems positive, the negative effects of AI don’t seem to take 

long before catching up. Dissecting the various AI learnings from this illustration shows us 

the most recent developments in the AI industry.  

The past few decades have seen a rise in self-sufficient AI innovations. They have learnt to 

interpret and understand human interactions and respond with reason or incentive. Various 

known multinational companies have included themselves as active participants in AI 

research. Facebook AI Research (FAIR) was engaged in creating a negotiating AI which was 

claimed to be shut down because they created a language that only they knew.14 IBM created 

a chess playing AI based company, Deep Blue, which defeated the world champion Garry 

Kasparov.15 Google’s smart engine LinkedIn, personalizes gains from across the globe giving 

the user the best of what is necessary.16 Likewise, social media sites are also using AI to build 

and recognize patterns that can help combat fake news. Google had also launched a global 

advisory council to advice on research related to facial recognition software.17 

 
12 Vikram, Haidian Park: Know about ‘World’s First’ AI Park, MOBILE APP DAILY (Mar. 23, 2020), 

https://www.mobileappdaily.com/worlds-first-ai-park.  
13 Roman Kucera, Truth Behind Facebook AI Inventing a New Language, TOWARDS DATA SCIENCE (Aug. 7, 

2017), https://towardsdatascience.com/the-truth-behind-facebook-ai-inventing-a-new-language-37c5d680e5a7.   
14 Andrew Griffin, Facebook’s Artificial Intelligence Robots Shut Down After They Start Talking to Each Other 

in Their Own Language, INDEPENDENT (July 31, 2017, 5:10 PM), 

https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/facebook-artificial-intelligence-ai-chatbot-new-

language-research-openai-google-a7869706.html. 
15 See, Jennifer Latson, Did Deep Blue Beat Kasparov Because of a System Glitch?, TIME (Feb. 17, 2015), 

https://time.com/3705316/deep-blue-kasparov/.   
16 Using AI in the world of News, FINANCIAL EXPRESS (Sept. 21, 2018, 12:16 AM), 

https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/technology/using-ai-in-the-world-of-news/1320901/.  
17 Paresh Dave, Google Launches Global Council to advise on AI and Tech Ethics, REUTERS, Mar. 27, 2019, 

https://www.reuters.com/article/us-alphabet-google-ai/google-launches-global-council-to-advise-on-ai-and-tech-

ethics-idUSKCN1R72DM.   

https://www.mobileappdaily.com/worlds-first-ai-park
https://towardsdatascience.com/the-truth-behind-facebook-ai-inventing-a-new-language-37c5d680e5a7
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/facebook-artificial-intelligence-ai-chatbot-new-language-research-openai-google-a7869706.html
https://www.independent.co.uk/life-style/gadgets-and-tech/news/facebook-artificial-intelligence-ai-chatbot-new-language-research-openai-google-a7869706.html
https://time.com/3705316/deep-blue-kasparov/
https://www.financialexpress.com/industry/technology/using-ai-in-the-world-of-news/1320901/
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-alphabet-google-ai/google-launches-global-council-to-advise-on-ai-and-tech-ethics-idUSKCN1R72DM
https://www.reuters.com/article/us-alphabet-google-ai/google-launches-global-council-to-advise-on-ai-and-tech-ethics-idUSKCN1R72DM
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AI powered voice-based shopping in vernacular languages has been enabling customers a 

smoother transition from offline to online.18 Neural networks is a relatively newer 

development in AI, where algorithms are used to design machine learning systems. These 

designs are processed automatically which makes it more accurate and efficient than the 

results of their human counterparts. However, this Neural Architecture Search (NAS) 

technique is extremely expensive because of its computational complications. For example, 

Google recently developed one such NAS algorithm to run on a squad of Graphical 

Processing Units (GPUs), which took a reported 48,000 hours to produce a single 

convolutional neural network. The impossibility of such effort for many other companies or 

individuals is evident and proves the wherewithal that Google possesses to finish such a 

gargantuan task.19 

The United States Military recently employed Uptake Technology for its AI enabled 

machine learning software that can track, identify and repair machines that are being used.20 

In other news, three institutions that are pioneers in AI research – MIT, IBM Watson AI 

Lab, and DeepMind, have concluded that their hybrid model is able to learn object related 

concepts (for example, color and shape) and leverage it to interpret complex relationships in 

a scenario.21 Vrije Universiteit Brussel built robots that can heal themselves.22 The Nanyang 

Technological University, Singapore, created a robot that can assemble IKEA chairs.23 

Amongst these educational institutions, the importance of Santa Clara AI Conference is 

acclaimed for its interactive sessions which encourages conversation about AI issues between 

industry experts and thought leaders. In its 3rd conference, AI was accepted to be a key 

component for the functioning of various MNCs, including Amazon (represented by Paul 

 
18 E-commerce firms focusing on AI, virtual reality to cut logistics cost and fraudulent orders, LIVE MINT (June 

25, 2018, 3:10 PM), https://www.livemint.com/AI/7aCVPiWq0ovp7IQ00St05L/Ecommerce-firms-focusing-on-

AI-virtual-reality-to-cut-logi.html.   
19 Rob Matheson, Kicking Neural Network Design Automation Into High Gear, MIT NEWS (Mar. 21, 2019), 

http://news.mit.edu/2019/convolutional-neural-network-automation-0321.   
20 Sonja Jordan, Army Investing in Predictive Maintenance for Bradleys, NATIONAL DEFENCE MAGAZINE, (Sept. 

26, 2018), https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2018/9/26/army-investing-in-predictive-

maintenance-for-bradleys.  
21 Kim Martineau, Teaching Machines to Reason About What They See, MIT NEWS (Apr. 2, 2019), 

http://news.mit.edu/2019/teaching-machines-to-reason-about-what-they-see-0402.   
22 Andy Sanchez, VUB Researchers Create Self-Healing Robots, THE BRUSSELS TIMES (Aug. 17, 2017), 

https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/science/43696/brussels-u-researchers-create-self-

healing-robots/.  
23 Vikram, A Robot Does the Ikea Chair for You: Beyond the Benchmark, MOBILE APP DAILY (Mar. 17, 2020), 

https://www.mobileappdaily.com/2018/04/19/robot-does-the-ikea-chair-for-you.   

https://www.livemint.com/AI/7aCVPiWq0ovp7IQ00St05L/Ecommerce-firms-focusing-on-AI-virtual-reality-to-cut-logi.html
https://www.livemint.com/AI/7aCVPiWq0ovp7IQ00St05L/Ecommerce-firms-focusing-on-AI-virtual-reality-to-cut-logi.html
http://news.mit.edu/2019/convolutional-neural-network-automation-0321
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2018/9/26/army-investing-in-predictive-maintenance-for-bradleys
https://www.nationaldefensemagazine.org/articles/2018/9/26/army-investing-in-predictive-maintenance-for-bradleys
http://news.mit.edu/2019/teaching-machines-to-reason-about-what-they-see-0402
https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/science/43696/brussels-u-researchers-create-self-healing-robots/
https://www.brusselstimes.com/all-news/belgium-all-news/science/43696/brussels-u-researchers-create-self-healing-robots/
https://www.mobileappdaily.com/2018/04/19/robot-does-the-ikea-chair-for-you
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Misener, Vice-President), Google (represented by Ron Bodkin, Director of Engineering), 

and Walmart (represented by Vilas Veeraraghavan, Director).24 Kebox is another notable 

invention that uses AI and robotics for building new materials. It was created by Harvard 

scientists in order to promote the future of new materials discovery, by committing for a 

speed-up discovery and exploration which also includes the production of more materials 

including molecules.25 Wipro has partnered with IIT Kharagpur on applied AI research 

projects in the healthcare, education and retail sectors as well as climate change and 

cybersecurity.26 

A contemporary experiment with AI DABUS showed that the AI’s paintings have a lot of 

stimulation as a result of changes in sounds around it, the visuals of its ongoing painting, or 

even keywords that it autonomously chooses.27 Recently, Dr. Stephen Thaler has applied for 

two patents naming DABUS as the creator. One of the applications is for a food container 

which can help in transporting several vessels at once by fitting them tightly together. This 

design is extremely fractal, which is of assistance if robots had to pick or grip these 

containers.28 The second application is for devices and methods for attracting enhanced 

attention.29 However, the European Patent Office rejected these applications stating that 

designation of inventorship as mentioned under Art 81, Rule 19, Para 1, of the European 

 
24 Vikram, Global Artificial Intelligence Conference: Everything you want to Know, MOBILE APP DAILY (Mar. 

13, 2020), https://www.mobileappdaily.com/global-artificial-intelligence-conference.  
25 Dennis Sheberla, Harvard Scientists Launch Kebotix, a Breakthrough AI and Robotics Tech Company for Rapid 

Innovation of Materials, KEBOTIX (Nov. 7, 2018),   

https://www.kebotix.com/press/2018/11/7/harvard-scientists-launch-breakthrough-ai-and-robotics-tech-

company-for-rapid-innovation-of-materials.  
26 Wipro Joins hands with IIT Kharagpur for Research on 5G and AI, ECONOMIC TIMES (Mar. 28, 2019), 

https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/technology/wipro-joins-hands-with-iit-kharagpur-for-research-

on-5g-ai/68617142; See also, Ministry of Electronics & Informational Technology, Report of Committee – B on 

Leveraging A.I. For Identifying National Missions in Key Sectors (July, 2019), 

https://meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Committes_B-Report-on-Key-Sector.pdf.   
27 Ana Romalho, Will Robots Rule the (Artistic) World? A Proposed Model for the Legal Status of Creations by 

Artificial Intelligence Systems, 21(1) J. OF INTERNET L. 12 (2017).   
28 Leo Kelion, AI System ‘Should be Recognised as Inventor’, BBC (Aug. 1, 2019), 

https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-49191645.  
29 James Nurton, EPO and UKIPO Refuse AI-Invented Patent Applications, IP WATCHDOG (Jan. 7, 2020), 

https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2020/01/07/epo-ukipo-refuse-ai-invented-patent-applications/id=117648/.  

https://www.mobileappdaily.com/global-artificial-intelligence-conference
https://www.kebotix.com/press/2018/11/7/harvard-scientists-launch-breakthrough-ai-and-robotics-tech-company-for-rapid-innovation-of-materials
https://www.kebotix.com/press/2018/11/7/harvard-scientists-launch-breakthrough-ai-and-robotics-tech-company-for-rapid-innovation-of-materials
https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/technology/wipro-joins-hands-with-iit-kharagpur-for-research-on-5g-ai/68617142
https://tech.economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/technology/wipro-joins-hands-with-iit-kharagpur-for-research-on-5g-ai/68617142
https://meity.gov.in/writereaddata/files/Committes_B-Report-on-Key-Sector.pdf
https://www.bbc.com/news/technology-49191645
https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2020/01/07/epo-ukipo-refuse-ai-invented-patent-applications/id=117648/
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Patent Convention is specific about a ‘human’ creator.30 Understanding these numerous AI 

developments is essential to reason the necessity for development in the IPR front.  

Internationally, the conclusion and entering into force of the agreement on Trade Related 

Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS) has revolutionized the IPR protection at an 

intergovernmental level.31 It aimed at ensuring that effective protection of IPR will promote 

international trade with the added benefit of transfer of technology for socio-economic 

upliftment by balancing rights and duties. TRIPS also ensured that its signatory 164 member 

states32 complied with the Paris Convention, Berne convention, and the Rome treaty, thereby 

swelling the memberships of these other conventions.33 One significant development in the 

Berne convention is its requirement to make all the signatory countries provide the same 

level of copyright protection to nationals of other parties to the convention i.e. the principle 

of national treatment, which is also a part of the TRIPS.34 

The World Intellectual Property Organization (WIPO) considered the possibility to protect 

computer-produced works in a model copyright law. The works generated by computers 

where identification of authors is impossible because of the indirect nature of individual 

contributors were considered to be a part of computer-produced works. There was a lot of 

debate over this model of protection for computer-produced works, which pleaded for 

further study, so the WIPO committee experts concluded this model and it was never 

adopted.35 

  

 
30 Giangiacomo Olivi, The DABUS Case: Two Patent Applications Designating an AI Based Machine as the 

Inventor Refused by the EPO, DENTONS (Mar. 27, 2020), 

https://www.dentons.com/en/insights/articles/2020/march/27/the-dabus-case.  
31 Fernando Piera, IPR Protection of Computer Programs and Computer Software in the Global Market, 15 INT. 

TRADE L. J. 15 (2003).  
32 WTO member states are all members to TRIPS, and in 2016, two new states – Liberia and Afghanistan became 

members of WTO making it 164 members and 23 observer governments.  
33 Alan Dunlop, Conventional TRIPS, 2 J. BUS. L. 137 (1994). 
34 Edward J. Ellis, National Treatment under the Berne Convention and the Doctrine of Forum Non Conveniens, 

36(2) IDEA: J. L. & TECH 327 (1995).   
35 Ryan Abott, Aritficial Intelligence, Big Data and Intellectual Property: Protecting Computer-Generated Works 

in the United Kingdom, in RESEARCH HANDBOOK ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES 322 

(Tanya Aplin ed., 2017).  

https://www.dentons.com/en/insights/articles/2020/march/27/the-dabus-case
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I. A DIVE INTO COPYRIGHT LAW, WITH AI ON OUR MINDS. 

The United States Copyright Act provides that “Copyright protection subsists, in accordance 

with this title, in original works of authorship fixed in any tangible medium of expression.”36 

The Supreme Court's formulation is that “to qualify for copyright protection, a work must be 

original to the author” and possess “at least some minimal degree of creativity.”37 Essentially, 

the look out is for originality. Hence, if an AI system’s output is to be protected, the formal 

approach to originality is to be preferred over the subjective approach.38 Tangibility is the 

second essential, which is generally fulfilled by AI because it is not just an idea but presented 

on a fixed medium. Minimal degree of creativity is the final essential which is left to 

interpretation and circumstances. The Feist39 judgment strengthened the creativity 

requirement by adding value to the effort and not to the end result. The judgment stated that 

a telephone record cannot be considered novel despite its arrangement because it lacks 

creativity. In such a situation, the works of AI would result in questionable outcomes and it 

would have to be left to the particular creation to assess its creativity ergo protection.  

Therefore, basing US law on the undefined creativity concept may lead to also assuring a 

future where AI which develops an autonomous algorithm by itself and uses that to create a 

painting could be called the author of such creative work. Thus, depending on how creativity 

is judged, it can be considered to be in the purview of a coded algorithm. The case of Naruto 

v. Slater,40 however, proved otherwise, where the Court repeatedly referred to authorship 

only if the creator is a person or human being. The United States Patent & Trademark office 

also adheres to this rule and has a policy prohibiting protection for non-human work which 

is lately referred to as “human authorship requirement”41. 

 
36 17 U.S.C. § 102 (1990).   
37 Shlomit Yanisky-Ravid, Generating Rembrandt: Artificial Intelligence, Copyright, and Accountability in the 

3A Era: The Human-Like Authors Are Already Here: A New Model, MICH. ST. L. REV. 659 (2017).   
38 Id. at 721.  
39 Feist Publications Inc. v. Rural Telephone Service Co., 499 U.S. 340, 345 (1991). 
40 Naruto v. Slater, 888 F.3d 418 (9th Cir. 2018).  
41 See, Andres Guadamuz, The Rise of Machines is Here, but They do Not Come as Conquerors, They Come as 

Creators, WIPO MAGAZINE, Oct. 2017, https://www.wipo.int/wipo_magazine/en/2017/05/article_0003.html.  

https://www.wipo.int/wipo_magazine/en/2017/05/article_0003.html
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The European Union on the other hand, provides a definition to authorship in the Software 

Directive, the Database Directive and the Rental and Lending Rights Directive.42 The 

Proposal for a Software Directive comprised a provision on computer generated works that 

never made it to the final draft, where it was stated that “a human ‘author’ in the widest sense 

is always present.” The Explanatory Memorandum to the Proposal for a Database Directive 

clarifies that it intended to restate the “fundamental principle of the Berne Convention [...] 

that the human author who creates the work is the first owner of the rights in that work.”43 

The EU currently encourages protection to artistic works under certain restrictions which 

include a standard of originality for the works. As laid down in the famous Football Dataco44 

case, the work has to be an authors’ original creative work. So, an undefined standard of 

creativity has to be met, in order to be able to gain protection in the EU.45 Creativity is 

supposed to encompass the elements of novelty and appropriateness.46 This can be 

considered as one of the biggest hindrances to AI’s creativity being protected. If it is fed in 

by a human, then the element of novelty is lost and on the other hand, if it is created by an 

AI, the possibility of rejection because of being non-appropriate is immense owing to a lack 

of heuristic process in achieving it, amongst others. One of the most recent developments for 

IP law in the EU is the European Parliament’s Resolution of Feb. 16, 2017, which identified 

the ability to self-learn from experience and interaction as an optional criterion for the 

definition of smart robot.47 

To put things in perspective, the EU and US have two common grounds:  

Firstly, they consider the author to be a human being or a person, who is the subject of such 

rights. Secondly, these countries also intertwine authorship with copyright protection 

requirements. As a result, it would always seem like authorship is embedded in copyright 

law. The only possibility from this outcome, would be to consider AI as creator under the 

 
42 Debra B. Rosler, The European Union’s Proposed Directive for the Legal Protection of Databases: A New 

Threat to the Free Flow of Information, 10(1) HI. TECH. L. J. 105 (1995).   
43 Ana Ramalho, Ex Machina, Ex Auctore? Machines That Create and How EU Copyright Law Views Them, 

KLUWER COPYRIGHT BLOG (Nov. 12, 2018), http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/11/12/ex-machina-ex-

auctore-machines-that-create-and-how-eu-copyright-law-views-them/.  
44 Estelle Derclaye, Football Dataco: Skill and Labour is Dead!, KLUWER COPYRIGHT BLOG (Mar. 1, 2012), 

http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2012/03/01/football-dataco-skill-and-labour-is-dead/.  
45 William W. Fisher III, Regulating Innovation, 82(1) UNIV. CHICAGO L. REV. 251 (2017).   
46 Ramalho, supra note 43. 
47 Ana Romalho, Will Robots Rule the (Artistic) World? A Proposed Model for the Legal Status of Creations by 

Artificial Intelligence Systems, 21(1) J. OF INTERNET L. 12 (2017). 

http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/11/12/ex-machina-ex-auctore-machines-that-create-and-how-eu-copyright-law-views-them/
http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/11/12/ex-machina-ex-auctore-machines-that-create-and-how-eu-copyright-law-views-them/
http://copyrightblog.kluweriplaw.com/2012/03/01/football-dataco-skill-and-labour-is-dead/
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copyright framework. It would still be tough to have legal protection for AI’s work. Consider 

a situation where a computer program is used as a means to produce a work, the creativity 

flows from the user thereby giving him the legal rights. Similarly, even if information 

generated by the AI is higher than the input from the user (either click of a button or moving 

a cursor), the programmer is given the rights rather than the AI. The complexity here is due 

to the interconnection between the amount of creativity between the human user or the 

programmer and the AI, which not only is inseparable but is also not easy to evaluate. The 

contribution of AIs creativity to the output has been ignored thus far, but the question 

remains, when and what extent of such contribution by AI would make them creators of IP?  

PATENT LAW AND AI 

The US patent law is codified under the Title 35 of the United States Code which protects 

inventions which are new, involve an inventive step and can be applied industrially. The US 

Constitution authorizes Congress with the power to create Patent laws. In order to adapt to 

TRIPS standards, US initially revised its patent law and introduced “Provisional Patent 

Application” to establish a national priority system.48 

The US patent law does not define an inventor but suggests that only a human being can be 

named as an inventor. This creates a “personal property” right which can be assigned to non-

natural entities. The definition of non-obviousness explained by the court considers four 

factors:  

1. Scope and content of prior art,  

2. Difference between prior art and claims of invention,  

3. The level of ordinary skill or practitioners in the art, and 

4. The relevant secondary considerations.  

Thus, it earns the notorious “mental part of the inventive act” status.49 

The European Patent Convention (EPC) which is a multilateral treaty creating European 

Patent Organization (EPO), grants patents only if the identity of inventors is disclosed in 

patent applications. If considered, an EPO granted patent may be nationally granted in any 

of the 38 EPO countries. Furthermore, the EPO has issued guidelines which state that 

 
48 Piera, supra note 31. 
49 Russ Pearlman, Recognizing Artificial Intelligence (AI) as Authors and Investors under U.S. Intellectual 

Property Law, 24(2) RICH. J. L. & TECH. 1 (2018).  
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machine learning would be considered as a form of mathematical method. These are defined 

by Art 52(2) of the EPC as non-inventions so they are inherently un-patentable.50 

The first question that haunts us with respect to patentability of computer-generated works is 

the justification for a natural person to claim inventor-ship because of their involvement in 

the development of the computer rather than in the patentable final work. And yet, this is 

the position of law in every country because of the non-recognition of the status of person to 

computer ipso facto. To put things in perspective, the United States recognizes that an 

inventive subject matter may qualify as inventor-ship merely because of the person’s 

involvement in the recognition of the subject matter or the relevance of the machine’s output. 

There is a possibility of significant skill influencing the ease of identification of this inventive 

output but that is rather rare as compared to obvious patentable outputs. This leaves us with 

another significant question, the possibility of a computer recognizing its own patentable 

output and the implications of that scenario. This exact situation was answered by EPO while 

refusing the DABUS patent applications by stating that the inventor is not a human being 

who can benefit from the rights linked to the status.51 

However, the implications of protecting computer generated works must also be considered 

keeping in mind how the EPO has turned a blind eye towards incredible development in the 

field of AI and the possibility of a future inclusion. So, if they are protected, will there be a 

percentage of protection to the developer of the computer or identifier of the patentable 

outcome? This would be an answerable scenario with respect to economic rights but the 

repercussions on moral rights basis can be immense.  

Currently, de jure or de facto individuals claim inventor-ship of computer-generated works 

in case they don’t function as inventors. The argument claiming it as an unfair practice which 

weakens moral justifications for patents by giving credit to the undeserved, is too close to 

reality to be ignored. Acknowledging computers as inventors would also acknowledge the 

work of computer programmers. On the other hand, arguments about computers holding IP 

rights and transferring them under a contract are backed by aces like Colin Davies.52 Between 

 
50 Sam Jones, Patentability of AI and Machine Learning at the EPO, KLUWER PATENT BLOG (Dec. 21, 2018), 

http://patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/12/21/patentability-of-ai-and-machine-learning-at-the-epo/.  
51 EPO Publishes Grounds for Its Decision to Refuse Two Patent Applications Naming a Machine as Inventor, 

EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE (Jan. 28, 2020), https://www.epo.org/news-issues/news/2020/20200128.html.  
52 Kalin Hristov, Artificial Intelligence and the Copyright Dilemma, 57 IDEA 431, 441 (2017).  

http://patentblog.kluweriplaw.com/2018/12/21/patentability-of-ai-and-machine-learning-at-the-epo/
https://www.epo.org/news-issues/news/2020/20200128.html
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the computer’s user, programmer or owner, the rights to a patent might rest in various 

combinations. Hence, a considerable, implementable, and practical policy will be to give 

ownership to a party that makes the most effective economic outcome out of the ownership 

that is vested in them.  

Alternatively, a new Work Made for Hire (WMFH) model could be used where AI can be 

authenticated as a creative employee or self-contractor creator. This would maintain the AIs 

creativity, independence and intelligence while also ensuring that the employer or user 

maintain the appropriate rights and duties.53 Accountability would ensure that the employer 

has a keen interest in the developments by AI, while creative independence would bring out 

monumental results from the AI.  

CONCLUSION 

The prospect of Alexa working with Siri, seems extremely farfetched to see the light of the 

day, but there is a possibility of such repercussions to follow with different AI systems. Given 

the most recent developments in AI and the pace at which it can grow, it might not be long 

before disasters are reported. Similarly, on the IP front, WIPO initiated an international 

discussion on the application of AI in IP administration in 2018. Currently, the focus is on 

analyzing if the rewards to AI is as important as protecting the data they create. So, depending 

on the choice, AI could receive no reward in the form of recognition of its work but the data 

they create is protected or allowed for free use. Further, a WMFH model could be developed 

where AI could be authenticated as a creative employee and maintain its independence in 

creations.  

Presently, the conventional protection of IP is not equipped to deal with IPR created by AI. 

None of the international conventions and treaties could address it effectively but developed 

countries have taken a few initiatives which are primarily aimed at protecting the AI but not 

the IPR they create. The potential areas of creation of IP through AI remain copyright, 

patent, designs, including layout designs – topographies. The specific areas where IP can be 

created by AI include the databases used for medical analytics, particularly diagnostics as 

developed in the US. Jurisprudentially speaking, the recognition of non-human beings 

 
53 Yanisky-Ravid, supra note 37. 
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including animals and computers as legal persons capable of rights and duties appears to be 

the solution to granting rights for the AI’s creations. 

For this, the international as well as national legal regimes need to undergo a major 

transformation. If the chimeras54 are already recognized as subject matter of IPR protection,55 

the recognition of AI’s creations would be the next logical step.  

Indian Patent law substantiates the US law by recognizing and protecting the innovative works 

but insists on recognition of true and first inventor to be a human being. If AI is recognized 

as a proprietor of IP in the absence of independent neural analysis, the enforcement of the 

rights would be extremely difficult.  

** 

 
54 An organism made of two sets of DNA from two or more individuals.  
55 Maureen O’Sullivan, The Legal Lacunae of Human-Animal Hybrids and Chimeras Within Patent Law, 8(1) J. 

OF ANIMAL ETHICS, 62 (2018).   
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ABSTRACT 

The old Indian trademark statute, the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 1958 was 

repealed by the Trade Marks Act, 1999.  The Indian Courts have rendered many 

trademark decisions under both these statutes, where rights based on trans-border 

reputation of a plaintiff’s marks were upheld based on the doctrine of universality, 

which states that a mark should signify the same source globally. However, in 2017, 

a Supreme Court judgment (“the Prius case”), without any discussion or analysis of 

the numerous earlier decisions, rendered a decision based on the principle of 

territoriality of trademarks, which requires that a trade mark should be recognized as 

having a separate existence in each country. Since Article 141 of the Indian 

Constitution mandates that the law declared by the Supreme Court is binding on all 

courts within India, would this decision come in the way of enforcement of rights in 

well-known marks based on trans-border reputation? The authors seek guidance from 

a catena of the Supreme Court’s own decisions, including a Constitution Bench 

decision to conclude in the negative. The said line of decision states that, when 

judgments of a superior court are of coequal benches and, therefore, of matching 

authority, then their weight inevitably must be considered by the rationale and the 

logic thereof and not by the mere fortuitous circumstances of the time and date on 

which they were rendered. The authors conclude that, since the Prius order, decided 
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by a coequal Bench of the Supreme Court, took a sudden U-turn from the well-settled 

‘universality’ principle to the ‘territoriality’ principle without assigning any reasons 

for such a departure and without discussing why its own earlier judgments such as 

Whirlpool and Milmet Oftho are irrelevant, it raises questions of soundness. The 

article concludes that the Prius case is not the last word in deciding issues of 

trademark rights based on trans-border reputation. 

 

* 
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INTRODUCTION: 

TRANS-BORDER REPUTATION IN INDIA 

Trans-border reputation, a concept historically enshrined in common law, refers to a scenario 

where the reputation of a mark, in a specific geographical territory, is so strong that it spills 

over to another country, even if there is no use or registration of the mark in the latter. To 

establish reputation, the claimant would typically have to demonstrate that the trade and the 

public associate the mark in question with a given source or manufacturer.   

India’s judicial system has traditionally acted as a bulwark against misappropriation of 

intellectual property rights. Indian courts have been consistently proactive in the enforcement 

of trademark rights without any domestic bias and have creatively fashioned out available 

remedies under the statute and in common law to advance India’s integration into a global 

trading system and ensure fair trade competition in the market-place.   

The World Trade Organisation’s (WTO) TRIPs agreement, which India acceded to from 

January 1995, is today the de-facto constitutional law of intellectual property rights (IPRs) 

applicable to all WTO members. It prescribes minimum uniform standards for its members 

for the protection and enforcement of IPRs, including trademark rights. Even before India 

acceded to the TRIPs agreement, the Indian courts had played and, post-TRIPs, have 

continued to play a pioneering role in creatively moulding the criteria to be met while 

adjudicating passing-off claims that rely on trans-border reputation.  By applying the 

principles of unfair trade competition and passing-off, Indian courts have not hesitated to 

injunct any misuse of reputed or well-known trademarks based on trans-border or spill-over 

reputation in India based on numerous factors. 

However, after a judgment of the Supreme Court of India in late 2017 (“the Prius 

judgment”1), concerns have been raised by well-known trademark owners and IPR 

enthusiasts equally, whether the sands of the jurisprudential landscape on trans-border 

reputation have shifted to a pattern unfamiliar to India. Much has been written on the 

judgment and its ramifications for protection of well-known marks through trans-border 

reputation in India.  

 
1 Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. Prius Auto Industries Ltd., (2018) 2 SCC 1.  
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This article traces the history of well-known mark protection through trans-border reputation 

under two of India’s trade mark statutes, namely, the Trade and Merchandise Marks Act, 

1958 (“the TMM Act” or “the old TM statute”) and the Trade Marks Act, 1999 (“the TM 

Act”).  Thereafter, it analyses the Prius judgment and concludes why it is not the last word 

on well-known mark protection through trans-border reputation in India.  

I. EVOLUTION OF THE “UNIVERSALITY” PRINCIPLE 

The TMM Act 

The TMM Act was modelled on the UK trademark statute and had no specific provision 

addressing the protection of reputation enjoyed by a mark without use or registration of the 

mark in India.  However, Section 27(2) thereof saved rights of passing-off for unregistered 

trademarks.  Reputation and goodwill of a mark are pre-requisites for any passing-off action, 

and there have been several cases dealing with trans-border reputation under Section 27(2) 

of the TMM Act.  

The first of such cases, Centron Industrial Alliance Limited & Another v. Gillette UK 

Limited
2
, decided in 1996, was an appeal before a Division Bench (DB) of the Bombay High 

Court. Gillette, the plaintiff-respondent therein, alleged that Centron Industrial Alliance 

Limited and Everkeen Blade Co. infringed its trademark 7O’CLOCK for safety razor blades.  

Import of the 7O’CLOCK razors to India was not permissible post 1958 due to 

governmental restrictions in India. In 1984, Gillette collaborated with an Indian company for 

manufacture and sale of its razors in India. In 1985, Gillette learned that the defendants were 

using a deceptively similar mark “7-Up” on safety razors together with the device of a clock 

face, with the clock hands at “7”. The defendants’ main argument was that Gillette’s mark 

7O’CLOCK had not been used in India on or after 1958 and that whatever reputation and 

goodwill that existed therein for razors must be deemed to have been lost when the 

defendants’ razors were put in the market.  The Court noted that, publicity related to a 

consumer article, namely, safety razors, is not generated merely by advertisements in India 

since such goods are advertised in foreign newspapers and magazines, having circulation in 

India. Additionally, it was noted by the Court that, large number of Indians who visit other 

 
2 Centron Industrial Alliance Limited v. Gillette UK Limited, Appeal No. 368 of 1986 (Bombay High Court. July 

24, 1986). 
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countries would have had the opportunity to use Gillette’s 7O’CLOCK razors. The Court, 

issuing an injunction against the defendants, thus observed: 

"It is not possible for us at this stage at least to accept the submission that there 

was no user at all in India or not sufficient user as to amount to destruction 

or abandonment of the plaintiffs' goodwill and reputation. It is now equally 

not possible to accept the submission that the goods of the plaintiffs had lost 

their distinctiveness and had ceased to be associated in the minds of possible 

consumers with the goods of the plaintiffs on account of the policies of the 

Government of India as a result whereof the commercial user in India had 

become restricted.” 

The DB of the Bombay High Court once again held in favour of the 7O’CLOCK mark in 

the following year in Kamal Trading Co. & Ors v. Gillette UK Limited3. Gillette was again 

the plaintiff-respondent in this appeal.  The Court restrained an Indian trader from using 

Gillette’s registered trade mark “7 ‘O’ CLOCK” in respect of tooth brushes, though Gillette 

had no business in India in respect of the goods under its registrations due to import 

restrictions. The defence was that Gillette had no goodwill in the mark 7O’CLOCK due to 

non-availability of its goods in India since 1958 coupled with the reliance on the UK decision 

in Anheuser-Busch Inc. v. Budejovicky Budvar N P4 (“Budweiser case”) which held that 

Budweiser beer (of the plaintiff therein) was sold only to English military and diplomatic 

establishments and  that these sporadic sales could not be construed as business by the 

plaintiff in England to entitle itself for an injunction. Rejecting the ratio therein and expressing 

its dissent from the English hard-line “territoriality” approach to passing-off claims, the DB 

held that: 

“it is not possible to conclude that the goodwill or the reputation stands 

extinguished merely because the goods are not available in the country for 

some duration.  It is necessary to note that the goodwill is not limited to a 

particular country because in the present days, the trade is spread all over the 

world and the goods are transported from one country to another very rapidly 

and on extensive scale…. the goods, though not available, are widely 

advertised in newspapers, periodical, magazines and in other media.” (at page 

8) 

 

 
3 Kamal Trading Co. v. Gillette UK Limited, 1988 (8) PTC 1 (Bombay). 
4 Anheuser-Busch Inc. v. Budejovicky Budvar N P [1984] F.S.R. 413 (Eng.). 
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In 1991, a single judge of the Delhi High Court in Apple Computer Inc. vs. Apple Leasing5,  

injuncted a local defendant from using, (i) the word “APPLE”, “APPLE COMPUTER” or 

its deceptive variations as a part of the legend, “APPLE COMPUTER EDUCATION”, for 

computer education services or otherwise in the course of trade and (ii) the deceptively 

similar device of a half-bitten apple as that of the plaintiff. The plaintiff had no business in 

India at the time due to import restrictions. 

Agreeing with the Bombay High Court in the Gillette case (supra)6, the Delhi High Court 

rejected the hard-line English approach to goodwill. Further, rejecting the defendant’s 

invitation to follow the English law as the Indian statute was based upon English law, the 

Single Judge went on to traverse the views of various courts in different jurisdictions and held 

that: 

“the world opinion in regard to passing-off seems to be that the English view 

is not the correct one. The Courts in New Zealand, Australia, Canada and 

India have deviated from the Budweiser’s case, and I am inclined to accept 

that the view other than the English view is a more appropriate one in the 

light of current exchange (sic) the information and knowledge which is 

prevalent between various countries of the world, and also because of 

exchange of information, and movement of newspapers, magazines, videos, 

motion pictures and movement of people.”  

The hard-line English “territoriality” approach to ‘goodwill’ in the Budweiser’s case continues 

to be the view of the courts in England till date.  Though the UK Supreme Court had an 

opportunity to review the ratio in the Budweiser line of cases in “Starbucks (HK) Limited 

and another vs. British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC and others”7, it refused to do so and 

held that: 

“It seems to have been the consistent view of the House of Lords and Privy 

Council from 1915 to 1990 that a Plaintiff who seeks passing-off relief in an 

English court must show that he has goodwill, in the form of customers, in 

the jurisdiction of the court.” 

While reiterating the hard-line principles, the UK Supreme Court, however, noted the 

contrary view taken by the courts in Australia and South Africa, which was followed by the 

Indian Courts in the Gillette/Apple Computer line of cases In ConAgra Inc. vs. McCain 

 
5 Apple Computer Inc. vs. Apple Leasing, 1992 (1) ArbLR 93. 
6 See Kamal Trading Co., 8 PTC at 1. 
7 Starbucks (HK) Limited v. British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC [2015] UKSC 31. 
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Food (Australia) Pty Ltd.8, the Federal Court of Australia held that it is “no longer valid, if it 

ever was, to speak of a business having goodwill or reputation only when the business is 

carried on and opined that the “hard-line” cases in England conflict with the needs of 

contemporary business and international commerce” and that, “it is not necessary that a 

plaintiff, in order to maintain a passing-off action, must have a place of business or a business 

presence in Australia; nor is it necessary that his goods are sold here”, that it would be 

“sufficient if his goods have a reputation in this country among persons here, whether resident 

or otherwise”.  

Following the Apple Computer line of cases, the Indian Courts have expansively adopted the 

“universality” approach in trademark passing-off cases till the Prius case.  

In 1996, the Indian Supreme Court decided an appeal by a losing defendant in N R Dongre 

& Ors v. Whirlpool Corporation & Anr9 involving issues of trans-border reputation. The 

order passed therein followed the progressive trend of the High Courts of Delhi and Bombay 

discussed above. The trademark involved was WHIRLPOOL in class 7 for electrical goods 

including washing machines, owned by Whirlpool Corporation USA. While WHIRLPOOL 

was registered in India on February 22, 1956 in classes 7, 9 & 11, these were not renewed 

after 1977. However, the mark was being used in India through sale of washing machines to 

the US Embassy and USAID offices in New Delhi and through advertisements in various 

publications having circulation in India as well as sale as second-hand products through 

indirect channels.  The defendant, an Indian company, filed to register the mark 

WHIRLPOOL for the same class of goods in 1986 and Whirlpool Corporation’s opposition 

to that application was rejected. When this appeal came before the Supreme Court, 

Whirlpool Corporation’s petition for expunging the defendant’s registration was pending. 

The Supreme Court reviewed the findings of the Single Judge and the DB of the Delhi High 

Court on whether the reputation of 'WHIRLPOOL' for washing machines travelled trans-

border to India.  The Single Judge had noted as follows: 

“…., suffice it to say that in spite of non-registration of the trade mark in India, 

the plaintiff was trading in Whirlpool products in several parts of the world 

and also sending the same to India though in a limited circle. Whirlpool 

associated with the plaintiff No. 1 was gaining reputation throughout the 

 
8 ConAgra Inc. vs. McCain Food (Australia) Pty Ltd. [1992] FCA 176 (Austl.). 
9 N R Dongre v. Whirlpool Corporation, 1996 (16) PTC 583 (Supreme Court of India). 
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world. The reputation was traveling trans-border to India as well (sic) through 

commercial publicity made in magazines which are available in or brought in 

India. These magazines do have a circulation in the higher and upper middle-

income strata of Indian society. Washing machine is a household appliance 

used by the middle and upper class of the society. (at page 588) 

Upholding the views of the Single Judge, the DB held as follows: 

From the aforesaid facts ……, we are prima facie of the opinion that the trade 

mark 'WHIRLPOOL' has acquired reputation and goodwill in this country 

and the same has become associated in the minds of the public or potential 

buyers with the goods of the first respondent. Even advertisement of trade 

mark without existence of goods in the market is also to be considered as use 

of the trade mark. (at page 590) 

Since there was no reason to interfere with the reasoning of the two lower courts, the 

Supreme Court affirmed these findings. 

The ratio of the Whirlpool case on trans-border reputation was followed in several of the 

subsequent cases that were decided under the TMM Act.   

In 1997, a DB of the Bombay High Court in Aktiebolaget Volvo of Sweden v. Volvo Steels 

Ltd. Of Gujarat (India)10, held in favour of the plaintiff, a Swedish automobile company, 

who had no business in India, that trans-border reputation has been recognized by Indian 

Courts and that it is not necessary to prove actual sale, if the presence of a plaintiff in India 

and goodwill and reputation are demonstrated.  

In 2001, a Single Judge of the Delhi High Court held in Rainforest Café Inc v. Rainforest 

Café and Ors11
 that, though the American corporation, Rainforest Café Inc, had no 

restaurant business in India, the fact that it had received several trade inquiries from India 

was sufficient to injunct a local defendant who adopted the identical mark ‘Rainforest Café: 

A Wild Place to Eat’ for his restaurant. In 2002, another Single Judge of the Delhi High 

Court cited the Whirlpool case and held in favour of the American cosmetic company, 

Jolen Inc12, which had no business activity in India at that time, by restraining a local 

defendant who adopted an identical mark and get up for identical goods.    

 
10 Aktiebolaget Volvo of Sweden v. Volvo Steels Ltd. Of Gujarat, 1998 (18) PTC 47 (Bombay). 
11 Rainforest Café Inc. v. Rainforest Café, 2001 (21) PTC 353 (Delhi).  
12 Jolen Inc. v Doctor & Company, 2002 (25) PTC 29 (Delhi).  
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In 2004, the Supreme Court in Milmet Oftho Industries & Ors v. Allergan Inc13, rejected 

an appeal from a local defendant who adopted an identical mark OCUFLOX for a 

medicinal preparation and held that the mere fact that the plaintiff had not been using the 

mark in India would be irrelevant if they were the first in the world market. However, the 

Supreme Court added a note of caution as follows: 

“…. if a mark in respect of a drug is associated with the Respondents 

worldwide it would lead to an anomalous situation if an identical mark in 

respect of a similar drug is allowed to be sold in India. However, one note of 

caution must be expressed. Multinational corporations, who have no 

intention of coming to India or introducing their product in India should not 

be allowed to throttle an Indian Company by not permitting it to sell a 

product in India, if the Indian Company has genuinely adopted the mark and 

developed the product and is first in the market. (at page 588) 

The TM Act 

Enacted in 1999 and notified into effect in 2003, the TM Act seeks to meet India’s obligations 

under the TRIPs Agreement. This statute protects well-known marks and in providing 

protection thereof, it does not make it a condition that such a mark is used or registered in 

India. Section 11(6) of the Trade Marks Act, 1999 (“TM Act”) lays down certain non-

exhaustive criteria for determining well-known status of a mark. These include the knowledge 

or recognition of the mark in the relevant section of the public including knowledge in India 

obtained as a result of promotion of the mark, duration, extent and geographical area of use 

and promotion of the mark, duration and geographical extent of the registration of the mark 

and instances of successful enforcement of the rights in that trade mark.  As trans-border 

reputation is associated only with well-known marks whose fame spills beyond the borders, 

these statutory provisions under the TM Act assume relevance to the current discussion.  Of 

note is that these provisions also do not insist on use of the mark in India.   

On March 6, 2017, the Trade Marks Rules 2017 were notified into effect. Rule 124 thereof 

lays down a procedure for listing a trade mark as a well-known mark. According to this Rule, 

the Registrar, while determining whether a mark is well-known, is required to consider 

Sections 11(6) to 11(9) of the TM Act.  

 
13 Milmet Oftho Industries & Ors v. Allergan Inc., 2004 (28) PTC 585 (Supreme Court of India). 
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While deciding issues of trans-border reputation under the TM Act, courts have been 

following the precedents under the TMM Act, that is until the Prius Judgement came. Some 

of the cases dealing with trans-border reputation that have been decided under the TM Act 

prior to the Prius Judgement are discussed below.  

In Austin Nichols and Co. and Seagram India Pvt. Ltd. Vs. Arvind Behl, Director, Jagatjit 

Industries Ltd. and Jagatjit Industries Ltd.14, a Single Judge of the Delhi High Court was to 

decide whether the plaintiff’s mark “Blenders Pride”, adopted in 1973 for its whisky, enjoyed 

trans-border reputation. The plaintiff, who had been selling its whisky under the said mark 

in over 50 countries, asserted that its Blenders Pride whisky enjoyed trans-border reputation 

in India and that in this era of instant communication, brands promoted outside India are 

instantly noticed in India because of foreign satellite television channels and the Internet. 

The plaintiff’s business in India was set up in 1993 through a wholly owned subsidiary and 

in 2003, ironically the respective marks of the plaintiff and the defendant, namely, Blenders 

Pride, got advertised in the same Trade Marks Journal. While the parties opposed each 

other’s application, the defendant was granted registration of the mark in 2004. When the 

defendant introduced its whisky in India in 2005 under the offending trademark Blenders 

Pride, a suit was filed. 

Resisting the suit, the defendant claimed that they were prior users of the mark in India since 

1994 and that the plaintiff did not have a presence in India prior to their use. The Single 

Judge found it curious that, in 1994, the defendant who was in the same business as that of 

the plaintiff was unaware of the global reputation of the Blenders Pride whisky for about two 

decades, if not more, at that time. 

Citing the Milmet Oftho case15 above, the judge noted that nowadays goods are widely 

advertised in newspapers, periodicals, magazines and other media available in the country 

resulting in a product acquiring a worldwide reputation. Accordingly, the Court held that, the 

plaintiffs’ Blenders Pride whisky had worldwide reputation, being sold in many countries 

since 1973. The Court added that the plaintiffs were not using their worldwide reputation to 

throttle an Indian company by not permitting it to sell its product in India; that they were 

only trying to defend their worldwide reputation therein. Injuncting the defendant based on 

 
14 Austin Nichols and Co. & Seagram India Pvt. Ltd. v. Arvind Behl, Director, Jagatjit Industries Ltd. 2006 (32) 

PTC 133 (Delhi). 
15 See Jolen Inc., 25 PTC at 29. 
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the plaintiff’s prior rights in the Blenders Pride whisky in the world market on the basis of its 

trans-border reputation, the Court noted that even if the plaintiffs were not manufacturing 

the said whisky in India, it would be irrelevant. The following extracts from the case are 

notable: - 

“I would, therefore, hold that the Plaintiffs having come out with Blenders 

Pride whisky first in the international market were first past the post; even 

though the Defendants were the first do (sic) so in India. The fact that the 

product of the Plaintiffs was not manufactured or sold in India from 1973 

(when it first entered the market) till 1995 when it became freely available in 

India, is of no consequence.” (at page 149) 

Kiran Jogani & Anr v. George V Records, SARL16 was decided in 2008 by a DB of the Delhi 

High Court.  The respondent-plaintiff in the appeal was the owner of the BUDDHA-BAR 

mark and asserted that it was the first to adopt the same and use it in 1996 for a restaurant in 

Paris by its affiliate company, George V.  Restauration. It was also asserted that the music 

albums played at the said restaurant by the well-known Disco Jockeys were compiled into 

CDs as they became extremely popular and were then sold under the trade mark BUDDHA-

BAR from 1999. Besides, the respondent-plaintiff claimed extensive worldwide registrations 

and reputation for the said mark in classes 09 and 41 and that such reputation spilled over 

to India much prior to the appellant-defendant’s adoption of the mark in 2002 for musical 

records, supported by a large amount of evidence. The appellant-defendant argued that the 

respondent-plaintiff had failed to establish user rights in India and that the first invoice on 

record was dated February 21, 2002, a date after the release of the defendant’s album in 

January 2002. Finding merit in the claims of the respondent-plaintiff, the Court upheld the 

trans-border reputation in its mark BUDDHA-BAR and found as follows:  

“It is not as if there is a motivated article in one newspaper or magazine, but 

the vast coverage given to the restaurant and the music in international press 

and the magazines including transmission of programs through television 

channels to show even the participation of Indian designers. It is this which 

seems to have awakened the appellants-defendants to think of utilizing the 

trademark BUDDHA-BAR as it has failed to give any other justification as 

to how it deciphered the mark BUDDHA-BAR. 

It is not necessary that only an invoice of sale would be the relevant evidence 

and thus merely because the invoice is just after the alleged propagation of 

 
16 Kiran Jogani v. George V. Records, SARL, 2009 (39) PTC 69 (Delhi). 
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the CD album by the appellants-defendants cannot by itself defeat the rights 

of the respondent-plaintiff on the face of other voluminous prima-facie 

material in support of its trans-border reputation.” (at page 74) 

The sentiment of the Court in the earlier landmark judgment of Milmet Oftho was reflected 

in Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GMBH & Co KG v. Premchand Godha & Anr17, decided 

in 2013 by a Single Judge of the Delhi High Court. The trademarks in dispute here were 

“MUCOSOLVAN” and “MUCOSOLVIN”, used for cough syrups by the plaintiff and the 

defendant respectively. The plaintiff asserted trans-border reputation in the mark and 

claimed that it was the first to adopt and use the said mark anywhere in the world. The 

plaintiff sued the defendant after it learnt about the use by the defendant in 2011 of the mark 

MUCOSOLVIN for a cough syrup. Resisting the suit, the defendant argued that the plaintiff 

had not used its trademark “MUCOSOLVAN” in India till filing the suit, that its pending 

trademark application was filed in October 2011 on an intent to use, that the plaintiff could 

not have, therefore, claimed any reputation in “MUCOSOLVAN” in India and that the 

principles of trans-border reputation could not be applied as it was unlikely that an Indian 

travelling abroad would purchase cough syrup from a duty-free shop.  Rejecting the 

arguments of the defendant and holding in favour of the plaintiff, the Court found as follows: 

“Although the Plaintiff may not have produced invoices of its sales abroad, 

there are documents placed on record, including the printout of the website 

drugs.com, which shows that MUCOSOLVAN is available in several 

countries across the world. ………. The Google Analytics web page also gives 

the indication of international presence of MUCOSOLVAN products. It is 

very unlikely that the Defendants, being in the same trade, were unaware of 

the presence of MUCOSOLVAN worldwide when they decided to adopt 

MUCOSOLVIN as a name for their cough syrup. (at page 348) 

……………The Internet is today a major site for advertisement of products 

which include medicinal preparations. In Jolen Inc. v. Doctor and Company 

(2002) 2 CTMR 6, the Court noted that “Mere advertisement in other 

countries is sufficient if the trade mark has established its reputation and 

goodwill in the country of its origin and countries where it is registered.” (at 

page 348) 

In holding so, the Court affirmed that what is to be seen is, whether the plaintiff was prior in 

use in the world to the defendants. 

 
17 Boehringer Ingelheim Pharma GMBH & Co. v Premchand Godha, 2014 (57) PTC 339 (Delhi). 
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While considering the next case, namely, Royal Bank of Scotland v. Sharekhan Limited18,  

the Delhi High Court also referred to its earlier decision in Cadbury UK Limited & Anr vs. 

Lotte India Corporation Ltd19

 and held that the court has extended the principle of trans-

border reputation by considering the existence of a merchant on web pages which are of 

foreign origin and social media to be sufficient even if there is no activity in India at the 

relevant time. 

The last case prior to the Prius judgement, namely, MAC Personal Care Pvt Ltd & Ors v. 

Laverana GMBH & Co KG & Ors20, was an appeal decided in 2016 by a DB of the Delhi 

High Court.  The main issue was whether the German respondent-plaintiff’s mark LAVERA, 

adopted in 1980, meaning the truth’ in Latin, enjoyed trans-border reputation. It had been 

using the mark on cosmetic products and had been marketing these since 1982. It has global 

registrations for the mark and a pending application in India at the time of instituting the suit. 

The plaintiff claimed extensive goodwill and reputation in the mark LAVERA as well as 

availability in popular online stores, that it has country code top level domain name 

registrations in various countries and that Indians travelling abroad are exposed to its products 

besides the exposure through the internet. The appellant-defendants disputed the plaintiff’s 

use in India and justified its adoption of LAVERA as an inspiration from the aloe vera plant 

used in beauty treatment. The Single Judge had upheld the plaintiff’s claims by noting that 

the existence of a merchant on a webpage of foreign origin was sufficient to show the trans-

border reputation even if it had no activity in India at the relevant time. The DB’s opinion 

was no different and it noted as follows: 

“Thus, there are two elements to the above, namely: - 

(i) That there is an international reputation inuring in a trademark in 

favour of the Plaintiff on account of use made overseas; and 

(ii) The reputation spills over to India. 

…… In fact, each new telecom technology (e.g. for 2G to 4G) increased band 

width enabling more and more to be achieved on, say, a hand-held cell 

phone. Therefore, standing anywhere within the country at any time pressing 

a few buttons, a person is able to view international trademarks with such ease 

 
18 Royal Bank of Scotland v. Sharekhan Limited, 2015 (61) PTC 573 (Delhi).  
19 Cadbury UK Limited v. Lotte India Corporation Ltd., 2014 (57) PTC 422 (Delhi). 
20 MAC Personal Care Pvt Ltd v. Laverana GMBH & Co KG, 2016 (65) PTC 357 (Delhi). 
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that the spill over factor has become quite easy to establish.” (at pages 360 

and 361) 

These judgments have undoubtedly placed greater reliance on technological developments 

to establish trans-border reputation of a mark reaching India.   However, even in the 1980s, 

when India was untouched by major technological developments including satellite television 

channels or the internet, Indian courts had taken note of the legal developments around the 

world and kept pace therewith.  This is clear from the Bombay High Court’s observation in 

the Gillette case above21, where it noted that the goodwill acquired by a manufacturer cannot 

just be limited to the country where the goods are freely available because these goods are 

widely advertised in newspapers, periodical, magazines and in other media (emphasis 

provided).   

In all the cases discussed above, courts in India have delved into the question as to whether 

the respective plaintiffs were prior in use in the world to the respective defendants’ local use 

in India. Lack of use or physical presence in India was not considered relevant in assessing 

passing off in these cases, provided the plaintiffs were the first in the world market. Honesty 

of adoption is another relevant factor accounted for by the courts while considering the 

defendants’ pleas. Courts, therefore, have a role to play in maintaining a delicate balance 

here. While foreign multi-national companies, having no intention of entering India, cannot 

be allowed to restrain an Indian company from using its mark that it has genuinely adopted 

and first introduced in the market, if the plaintiff’s mark possesses a worldwide reputation, it 

cannot be ignored. If the defendant is in the same field/business as the plaintiff, the courts 

have consistently held that it is highly unlikely that the defendant was unaware of the existence 

of the plaintiff’s mark in other countries and its accompanying global reputation. Another 

interesting pattern in these cases has been the foreign plaintiffs’ ability to successfully rely on 

evidence of use from the internet such as pages from websites like drugs.com, Google 

Analytics web pages, social media pages etc., as opposed to traditional documentary evidence 

in the form of sales invoices. In this day and age where the access to the internet and its 

undisputed influence on users can be seen across the world and increasingly so in India with 

a staggering 1.3 billion population (of which .63 billion is reported to have internet access 

 
21 Kamal Trading Co. v. Gillette UK Limited, 1988 (8) PTC 1 (Bombay). 
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through smart phones22), it is only likely that the role of the internet in helping foreign 

plaintiffs establish their case of spill over and transborder reputation will assume even more 

importance in the future. The role of the social media in particular, which is followed by 

millions of people internationally, including in India23, will significantly help in making the 

spill- over factor easier to establish. 

II. PRIUS CASE: A REVERSAL OF THE “UNIVERSALITY” 

APPROACH? 

In December 2017, the Supreme Court passed an exceptional decision in Toyota Jidosha 

Kabushiki Kaisha v. M/s Prius Auto Industries Limited24

 when it diluted its own findings in 

Milmet Oftho and denied relief in a passing-off action initiated by Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki 

Kaisha (‘Toyota’), makers of PRIUS, the world’s first commercial hybrid car, on the premise 

that Toyota had not established goodwill or reputation of its mark in India as of 2001. Ruling 

in favour of the defendant, M/s Prius Auto Industries Ltd. (‘Prius Auto’), the Court based its 

decision on the principle of territoriality of trademarks, as opposed to the doctrine of 

universality. The principle of territoriality requires that a trademark should be recognized as 

having a separate existence in each sovereign country. The doctrine of universality, on the 

other hand, states that a mark should signify the same source all over the world. 

The appeal arose from an order of the DB of the Delhi High Court, which had held that an 

injunction in favour of Toyota in respect of the mark ‘PRIUS’ was not justified. Toyota, a 

well-known Japanese automobile manufacturer, had sued Prius Auto in 2009 for 

infringement of its registered trademark, TOYOTA and passing-off of its mark PRIUS. Prius 

Auto, a partnership firm founded in 2001 that manufactured automobile spare parts, was 

using the mark PRIUS since then. Though Toyota had launched its PRIUS cars in several 

other countries as early as 1997, in India it was launched only in 2010. Until 2009, Toyota 

had not filed for registration of the mark ‘PRIUS’ in India. During trial, claiming PRIUS as 

a well-known mark, Toyota had relied on a few stray advertisements and news reports about 

 
22 Internet usage in India - Statistics & Facts, STATISTA RESEARCH DEP’T. (Mar. 31, 2020), 

https://www.statista.com/topics/2157/internet-usage-in-india/.  
23 Sanika Diwanji, Number of social network users in India from 2015 to 2018 with a forecast until 2023, STATISTA 

(Mar. 31, 2020), https://www.statista.com/statistics/278407/number-of-social-network-users-in-india/.  
24 Toyota Jidosha Kabushiki Kaisha v. M/s Prius Auto Industries Limited, 2018 (73) PTC 1 (Supreme Court of 

India). 
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PRIUS car magazines in India.  Prius Auto, interestingly (and ingeniously) justified its 

adoption of PRIUS on the ground that it was the first in India to manufacture add-on chrome-

plated accessories and, therefore, had conceptualized its attempt as ‘pehela prayas’ (meaning 

‘first attempt’), further modifying the name to ‘Prius’. It further submitted that it had 

registered PRIUS in 2002, had been continuously using the same since 2001, that Toyota 

had neither registered the mark PRIUS nor sold PRIUS-branded cars in India as of 2001 

and that, therefore, Toyota had no goodwill for the mark PRIUS in India. 

While the Supreme Court did not conclusively agree with Prius Auto’s explanation for 

adoption of PRIUS, it proceeded to hold in its favour by noting that, if goodwill or reputation 

of a mark in India is not established by a foreign company, no other issue needs to be 

examined to determine the extent of the company’s rights. Relying on the Starbucks case 

(supra) by the U.K. Supreme Court25, the Indian Supreme Court found that: 

“…no trader can complain of passing-off as against him in any territory...in 

which he has no customers, nobody who is in trade relation with him”. (at 

page 12) 

The Court further held that the overwhelming judicial and academic opinion all over the 

globe seemed to be in favour of the territoriality principle, which requires the Court to 

determine if there has been any spill-over reputation and goodwill associated with Toyota’s 

PRIUS.  The Court noted that in determining spill-over reputation, it may be necessary to 

ascertain the presence of the claimant through its mark within a particular territorial 

jurisdiction, though not necessarily a real market.  The onus of bringing proof of actual 

confusion, as an invariable requirement, should not be cast on the claimant and likelihood of 

confusion would be a better test of proving an action of passing-off; 

● When a business is carried on in more than one country, there must be separate goodwill 

in each; 

● Finally, delay in initiating an action against a defendant cannot be allowed to prejudice 

the defendant, who had been using its registered mark to market its goods. 

Accordingly, the Supreme Court concluded that: 

“If goodwill or reputation in the particular jurisdiction (in India) is not 

established by the plaintiff, no other issue really would need any further 

 
25 Starbucks (HK) Limited v. British Sky Broadcasting Group PLC [2015] UKSC 31. 
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examination to determine the extent of the plaintiff’s right in the action of 

passing-off that it had brought against the defendants in the Delhi High Court.  

Consequently, even if we are to disagree with the view of the Division Bench 

of the High Court in accepting the defendant’s version of the origin of the 

mark “Prius”, the eventual conclusion of the Division Bench will, 

nonetheless, have to be sustained….”. (emphasis added) (at page 15) 

In other words, the Court held that while Toyota’s PRIUS had acquired a great deal of 

goodwill in several other jurisdictions of the world, the same was not the case in India. The 

evidence filed by Toyota was considered insufficient and the Court concluded that Toyota 

did not have enough goodwill in the Indian market for the PRIUS cars prior to the suit. The 

Court unfortunately failed to apply the checks and balances laid down in Milmet Oftho to 

assess whether the defendant, Prius Auto’s adoption of the mark was bonafide.  

III. END OF THE ROAD FOR TRANS-BORDER REPUTATION 

JURISPRUDENCE BASED ON UNIVERSALITY PRINCIPLE?  

The impact of the Prius case is manifold. The Supreme Court’s emphasis on the principle 

of “territoriality” would imply that in future passing-off cases, to succeed, a foreign plaintiff 

must show through cogent documentary evidence, not just trans-border reputation 

internationally but also sufficient goodwill within India. Future plaintiffs must meet a higher 

threshold test.  Simply relying on the international fame of the mark would be insufficient 

while enforcing rights in an unregistered mark in India. What does this entail? 

Going forth, plaintiffs must issue more advertisements in English dailies as well as regional 

dailies to reach out to rural areas and document all promotional efforts as well as unsolicited 

media attention. Irrespective of the trans-border reputation of a foreign plaintiff in its marks, 

the success rate of any action would eventually rest on the strength of the documentary 

evidence filed to support this claim. Of course, apart from this, the other criteria to succeed 

in a passing-off claim such as misrepresentation and likelihood of confusion would also 

continue to apply.  Given the higher threshold test postulated by the Supreme Court, it would 

now appear important, more than ever, for trademark owners to seek not only statutory 

protection of their marks in India but also a listing under the well-known mark regime. 
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IV. IS THERE A WAY OUT? 

Considering India’s rich jurisprudence on the issue of trans-border reputation based on 

universality principle up till the Supreme Court’s order in the Prius case, Prius case is 

undoubtedly bad law. While setting aside the decree passed by the Single Judge in the Prius 

case, the DB of the Delhi High Court26 had noted that: 

“The principles of trans-border reputation are well recognized and we do not 

intend to make a catalogue of various judgments dealing with trans-border 

reputation. Before the era of the internet the judgments were to the effect that 

where a product is sold in India and sales figures coupled with money spent 

on advertisements show acceptability of the product in the market, this would 

be good evidence of the product having acquired a reputation through its 

trade mark. Concerning trans-border reputation, the judgments were to the 

effect that if the product is not sold in India but information relatable thereto 

is available in the print media and especially magazines purchased by 

consumers having an interest in the particular category of goods, it would be 

good evidence of trans-border reputation having entered in the municipal 

jurisdiction of India. Post-internet era the law of trans-border reputation 

expanded because the internet virtually broke down the domestic walls in 

areas of trade and business. On the internet, through search engines one can 

access information put on the website, be it by the manufacturer of the goods 

or in e-journals and e-magazines.” (at page 61) 

“……Acquiring trans-border reputation is essentially a question of fact and 

therefore it requires the evidence to be considered.” (at page 62) 

There is no quarrel with the above statement of law by the DB in the Prius case.  Throughout 

the judgment, the DB is concerned with trans-border reputation as it had developed in India 

before the dispute came to be adjudicated.  Neither the DB nor the counsel for the defendant 

ever understood or argued “trans-border reputation” in terms of the distinction between 

reputation and goodwill which characterises the English approach to passing-off actions in 

the Budweiser line of cases as affirmed by the UK Supreme court in the Starbucks case 

(supra). 

While the DB recognized jurisprudential developments in India to the effect that it would be 

good evidence of trans-border reputation if the information relating to a product has reached 

India through the print media and magazines enjoying subscription by Indian readers, even 

 
26 Cipla Ltd vs Cipla Industries Pvt. Ltd. & Anr., 2017 (69) PTC 425 (Bombay). 
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if the product is not sold in India, the Supreme Court on the other hand does not at all deal 

with these jurisprudential developments and the DB’s recognition of it.  It even fails to note 

and discuss the concept of trans-border reputation recognized in two earlier precedents of 

the Whirlpool and the Milmet Oftho Benches.  It may be relevant to note that the earlier 

two precedents were also delivered by two-judge benches of the Supreme Court (albeit in 

interlocutory proceedings). 

In the opinion of the authors, the view expressed in the Whirlpool and the Milmet cases is 

the correct view of law consistent with the needs of contemporary business and international 

commerce. In fact, Prius Auto did argue “on the strength of the decision of the Federal Court 

of Australia in ConAgra vs. McCain that in the last resort the test is whether the owner of the 

goods has established ‘sufficient reputation with respect to the goods within the particular 

country...”.  Besides the fact that the Supreme Court, without any discussion of the ratio of 

the earlier precedents, adopted the hard-line reasoning of the UK Supreme Court in the 

Starbucks case, a reasoning which has been consistently rejected by various Indian High 

Courts, it also chooses to skirt the issue of adoption of the impugned mark despite its 

observation that “even if we are to disagree with the view of the Division Bench of the High 

Court in accepting the defendant’s version of the origin of the mark ‘PRIUS’.”   

In the Apple case (supra)27, the Single Judge, relying on authority, attached utmost 

importance to a defendant’s explanation in passing-off actions in the following words: 

“In a case decided by me and reported as Hidesign v. Hi-design Creations 

1991 (1) Delhi 125 I referred to the observations of Romer, J., in J.R. 

Parkingion and Coy Ltd., 63 RPC 171 that the circumstances which attend to 

the adoption of a trade mark in the first instance, are of considerable 

importance when one comes to consider whether the use of that mark has or 

has not been a honest user. If the user in its inception was tainted, it would 

be difficult in most case to purify it subsequently.” 

What then is the effect of the Prius Judgement? Under Article 141 of the Constitution of 

India, the law declared by the Supreme Court is binding on all courts within the territory of 

India. The question which, therefore, arises for consideration is whether the Prius Judgment 

is a binding precedent?  

 
27 Apple Computer Inc. vs. Apple Leasing, 1992 (1) ArbLR 93. 
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In Central Board of Dawoodi Bohra Community and Ors. v. State of Maharashtra and 

Ors.28, the Constitution Bench of the Supreme Court has held as under: 

(a) a decision rendered by a larger Bench of the Supreme Court is binding on all Benches 

of lesser or co-equal strength.  

(b) A Bench of lesser strength cannot doubt the correctness of the view of the decision 

taken by a larger Bench. In case of doubt, all that the Bench of lesser strength can do 

is to invite the attention of the Chief Justice and request for the matter being placed 

for hearing before a Bench of the strength larger than the Bench whose decision has 

come up for consideration. 

(c) It is open for a Bench of co-equal strength to express an opinion doubting the 

correctness of the view taken by the earlier Bench of co-equal strength, whereupon 

the matter may be placed for hearing before a Bench consisting of a strength larger 

than the one which pronounced the decision the correctness of which is doubted. 

In Sundeep Kumar Bafna v. State of Maharashtra and Ors.29, a two judge Bench of the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court observed as under: 

“It cannot be over-emphasised that the discipline demanded by a precedent 

or the disqualification or diminution of a decision on the application of the 

per incuriam rule is of great importance, since without it, certainty of law, 

consistency of rulings and comity of Courts would become a costly casualty. 

A decision or judgment can be per incuriam any provision in a statute, rule 

or Regulation, which was not brought to the notice of the Court. A decision 

or judgment can also be per incuriam if it is not possible to reconcile its ratio 

with that of a previously pronounced judgment of a Coequal or Larger Bench; 

or if the decision of a High Court is not in consonance with the views of this 

Court. It must immediately be clarified that the per incuriam rule is strictly 

and correctly applicable to the ratio decidendi and not to obiter dicta. It is 

often encountered in High Courts that two or more mutually irreconcilable 

decisions of the Supreme Court are cited at the Bar. We think that the 

inviolable recourse is to apply the earliest view as the succeeding ones would 

fall in the category of per incuriam.” 

The decision in Bafna (supra) was cited with approval by the Constitution Bench of the 

Hon’ble Supreme Court in National Insurance Company Limited v. Pranay Sethi and Ors.30, 

 
28 Central Board of Dawoodi Bohra Community and Ors. v. State of Maharashtra and Ors., (2005) 2 SCC 673. 
29 Sundeep Kumar Bafna v. State of Maharashtra and Ors., (2014) 16 SCC 623. 
30 National Insurance Company Limited v. Pranay Sethi and Ors., (2017) 16 SCC 680.  
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wherein while referring to Bafna (supra), the SC reiterated that “There can be no scintilla of 

doubt that an earlier decision of co-equal Bench binds the Bench of same strength”. 

Given the fact that decisions in the Whirlpool (supra) and Milmet Oftho (supra) were 

rendered by the Benches of co-equal strength, judicial discipline and practice required the 

SC Bench in the Prius matter either to follow Whirlpool (supra) and Milmet Oftho (supra) 

or refer the issue to a larger Bench. Instead of doing so, it took a complete departure from 

the well-settled universality principle to territoriality principle without assigning any reasons 

for such a departure from Whirlpool (supra) and Milmet Oftho (supra). 

In view of the legal position captured above, it can well be argued that the SC decision in the 

Prius case is per incuriam and/or not a binding precedent.  

It would be interesting to follow the developments post-Prius, more particularly, whether a 

future larger Bench of the Supreme Court would be invited to re-examine the legal position 

on trans-border reputation and conclusively establish the correct approach to be followed in 

passing-off actions in India or whether the High Court invited to follow the Prius case would 

follow the same or the decisions in the Whirlpool (supra) and Milmet Oftho (supra) which 

were rendered by the Supreme Court Benches of co-equal strength.   

Whatever may be the case, it is the opinion of the authors that Prius case is certainly not the 

last word on ‘trans-border reputation’ in a passing-off claim in India.     

 

** 
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TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE: INTERNATIONAL PROVISIONS  
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ABSTRACT 

Traditional knowledge, developed and passed on generation to generation by 

indigenous and native (aboriginal) communities, is an integral part and an identity 

mark of the ethos and cultural existence of a community. Existent in diverse fields 

such as food, medicine, tools, yoga, etc., traditional knowledge must be protected and 

safeguarded in order to ensure sustainable development practices.  

In light of the same, this paper is an honest attempt to explore varying issues and 

challenges that exist in recognition of IPR in the area of traditional knowledge. This 

paper provides an insight into the established norms and principles, national as well 

as international, that govern this complex yet extremely important interface. An 

overview of the recent developments, including the misappropriation of genetic 

resources, the strengths, weaknesses and inherent contradictions in provisions of the  

TRIPS agreement and the CBD mechanism along with RTAs, and the role of the WTO, 

etc. is provided as a necessary background and discussed in detail, so as to present a 

comprehensive view of the debates surrounding the extension of IPR protection to 

traditional knowledge. The present research, through anthropological, biological and 

economic reasoning and rationale, argues for the establishment of an IPR regime that 

aims to balance the rights of local people with the obligation to preserve viable 

ecosystems for posterity. 
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INTRODUCTION 

With the dawn of civilization several thousand years ago, human beings have over time used 

their intellect to understand the need and usage of genetic materials available in their 

surroundings. The knowledge they acquired by means of these genetic resources was 

nurtured carefully, passed on from generation to generation, and thus began the evolution of 

traditional knowledge. Genetic resources provide food crops, cash crops, clothes, medicines, 

toiletries and cosmetics, beverages, paper, and several other products. The processing of 

genetic resources by traditional communities creates traditional knowledge, which is quite 

vast in nature. It includes knowledge related to genetic resources, traditional medicine, 

agricultural practice, and traditional cultural expression and folklore, and has evolved by 

experimentation for survival of life. Genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, 

as stated previously, have an immense potential to be translated into economically profitable 

commodities. With the globalisation and promotion of trade, these commodities are of 

interest in national as well as international markets. Modern science and technology, if 

coupled with the genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, can provide 

scientific backing to traditional practices, and in turn can generate enormous economic 

benefits.  

It is unfortunate that various multinational companies are trying to access and undertake 

research and development activities with the motive of earning a good amount of financial 

profit, without the involvement of the original holders. By doing so, not only are the 

companies failing to include the traditional community in commercialisation and benefit 

sharing, but are also trying to protect their own input by utilizing the existing intellectual 

property rights, specifically patents. When such monopolisation turns into reality, traditional 

knowledge holders find themselves out of reach of their own knowledge. Hence, it is 

necessary that they are provided with a uniform protection regime for genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge with a minimum standard of protection which will be 

available in legal regimes across the globe. Such a protection regime has to be consolidated 

at the international level, and implemented at the national level by the State Governments as 

they can best assess the needs of the traditional and indigenous communities within the State 

and can accordingly provide the requisite protection.  
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I. TRIPS AGREEMENT: PROVISIONS RELATED TO GENETIC 

RESOURCES 

The Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS 

Agreement) forms the international legal regime providing the minimum standards for 

intellectual property protection. Intellectual property rights are essentially private rights, with 

patents being most used for the misappropriation of genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge. According to Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, a Member 

State may exclude plants (except microorganisms) from patentable subject matter. While 

provisions for plant variety protection also relate to the genetic resources, the criteria for 

protection of plant varieties are quite specific and unique, being only for the protection of 

new plant varieties and not for misappropriation of genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge. The TRIPS Agreement is silent about the protection of genetic 

resources and associated traditional knowledge as its aim was to provide the minimum 

standard for intellectual property rights, which are private rights. Conversely, States have 

sovereignty over their genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, usually held by 

the traditional or local communities. Hence, the mechanism for protection of both genetic 

resources and traditional knowledge requires the establishment of community rights, which 

is not included within the purview of the TRIPS Agreement.      

II. CBD: ABS MECHANISM FOR GENETIC RESOURCES AND 

ASSOCIATED TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

For the commercialization and utilization of genetic resources and associated traditional 

knowledge, the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) provided the Nagoya Protocol in 

2011, which suggested a framework for fair and equitable benefit sharing. This benefit sharing 

mechanism is based on mutually agreed term (MAT) and thus assists both the parties to 

develop legislative, administrative, or policy measures to ensure fair and equitable benefit 

sharing. It includes awareness on implementation, promotes capacity building, and 

strengthens the clearing house mechanism for co-operation between parties and 

stakeholders. A competent national authority is to be made responsible for advising on MAT 

in terms of implementation, evaluation, and monitoring of the benefit sharing arrangement. 

According to the Protocol, access to genetic resources and/or associated traditional 
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knowledge for their utilization is subject to the prior informed consent (PIC) of the country 

of origin of the resource. The process of PIC or approval should include involvement of 

indigenous and local communities;1 benefits may include monetary and non-monetary 

benefits, and the competent national authority shall be held responsible for implementing 

the procedure of obtaining PIC and establishing MAT including benefit sharing clauses.2   

III. TRIPS AND CBD: IN CONVERGENCE OR DIVERGENCE? 

The World Trade Organisation (WTO) implemented the TRIPS Agreement in order to 

provide a minimum standard of protection for all possible intellectual property rights. Owing 

to its binding nature, the TRIPS Agreement imposes a legal obligation on all Member States 

to abide by it in matters of drafting and implementation of intellectual property right regimes. 

However, the issue of sovereignty of States over their biodiversity and plant genetic resources 

and special provisions regarding sustainability and fair and equitable benefit sharing is not at 

all addressed in the TRIPS Agreement. On the other hand, the CBD is based on the 

objectives of conservation of biological diversity, sustainable use of its components, and fair 

and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the use of genetic resources. The CBD does 

not focus on the intellectual property regime as such. Instead, its objective is to protect the 

genetic resources and associated knowledge by their proper utilization through regulated 

access. Further, as both genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge have 

immense potential to be transformed into economically valuable products, the CBD seeks 

to establish a benefit sharing mechanism in cases of commercial utilization of genetic 

resources and associated knowledge. Hence, it is obvious that the basic objective of TRIPS 

and CBD is different and cannot converge with each other. Their aims are different, their 

approach of protection is different, and rights provided through TRIPS and CBD are also 

completely different.  

The relation between the objectives of the CBD and the TRIPS Agreement has been subject 

to continuous debate at the WTO, especially within the TRIPS Council and Committee on 

Trade and Environment (CTE). The core element of this discussion is the lack of recognition 

of the objectives of the CBD and the need to incorporate those objectives into the text of the 

 
1 Nagoya Protocol on Access to Genetic Resources and the Fair and Equitable Sharing of Benefits Arising from 

their Utilization to the Convention on Biological Diversity art.6,7, Oct. 29, 2010, 1760 U.N.T.S 79 [hereinafter, 

Nagoya Protocol].  
2 Nagoya Protocol, supra note 1. art. 13.  
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TRIPS Agreement. According to Article 16(5) of the CBD “the Contracting Parties, 

recognizing that patents and other IP rights may have an influence on the implementation of 

this Convention, shall co-operate in this regard subject to national legislation and international 

law in order to ensure that such rights are supportive of and do not run counter to its 

objectives”. In view of the binding nature of the TRIPS Agreement, it is well understood that 

the essence of non-compliance between the TRIPS and the CBD objective is included in this 

way in the text of Article 16(5).  

The main vehicle used by developing countries in the DOHA negotiation for promoting 

recognition and incorporation of the CBD objective is the review of Article 27.3(b) in the 

CTE. The implementation of the TRIPS Agreement is affecting the fulfilment of CBD 

objectives in multiple areas. These include the dominance of private rights over public rights, 

recognition of patent and other intellectual property rights using genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge without PIC and benefit sharing arrangements, and the lack 

of acknowledgement over alternative knowledge and innovation system (of which traditional 

knowledge is a part) along with a lack of respect for the holders of that knowledge. 

IV. DIFFERENT VIEWS 

These views pertaining to the TRIPS Agreement and the CBD can be divided into four 

broad categories: 

a) The first view suggests that there is no conflict between these two instruments and 

they can be implemented in a mutually supportive way. This is the view of most 
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developed countries like the USA,3 Australia,4 Japan,5 and Canada.6 According to this 

view, the scope and the subject matter of these two Agreements are different and 

implementation of both can be pursued in separate frameworks. No reference of 

specific clash has been cited, and the sovereignty of States over biodiversity and 

genetic resources, and access and benefit sharing (ABS) mechanism is not influenced 

by the patent system. Further, this view postulates that the existing patentability criteria 

is fool-proof even for granting of patents on inventions related to biodiversity and 

genetic resources. It has been suggested that the conservation of biodiversity and the 

implementation of benefit sharing mechanism can be carried out on a voluntary 

contractual basis, and protection of undisclosed information will be of help to this.7 

b) According to the second view, there is no conflict and they can be used in a mutually 

supportive way in national regimes, but, further discussion is needed to decide 

 
3 Further Views of the United States, United States - Review of the Provisions of Article 27.3(b), IP/C/W/209 (Oct. 

3, 2000); Communication from the United States, United States - Review of the Provisions of Article 27.3(b), 

IP/C/W/162 (Oct. 29, 1999); Communication from the United States, United States – Article 27.3(B), Relationship 

between the TRIPS Agreement and the CBD, and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, 

IP/C/W/434 (Nov.26, 2004); Communication from the United States, United States - Views of the United States 

on the Relationship between the Convention on Biological Diversity and the TRIPS Agreement, IP/C/W/257 (June 

13, 2001); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8 March, 2004, IP/C/M/43 (May 7 2004); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 18 November 2003, IP/C/M/42 (Feb. 4, 2004); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 1-2 December 2004, IP/C/M/46 (Jan.11, 2005); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 20-21 October 1999, IP/C/M/25 (Dec. 22, 1999). 
4 Communication from Australia, Australia - Review of 27.3(b), IP/C/W/310 (Oct. 2, 2001); Minutes of Meeting, 

Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 2005); , Minutes of Meeting, 

Held in the Centre William Rappard on 1-2 December 2004, IP/C/M/46 (Jan.11, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held 

in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the 

Centre William Rappard on 25-27 and 29 November, and 20 December 2002, IP/C/M/38 (Feb. 5, 2003); Minutes 

of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. (Sept. 10, 2002). 
5 Communication from Japan, Japan – Review of the Provisions of Article 27.3(b) – Japan’s View, IP/C/W/236 

(Dec.11, 2000); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, IP/C/M/47 

(June 2, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 18-19 February 2003, IP/C/M/39 

(Mar.21, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 21 March 2000, IP/C/M/26 (May 

24, 2000); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 20-21 October 1999, IP/C/M/25 (Dec.22, 

1999). 
6 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, IP/C/M/47 (June 2, 2005); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 2003); Minutes 

of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 17-19 September 2002, IP/C/M/37/Add.1 (Nov. 8, 2002); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. (Sept. 10, 2002). 
7 Communication from the United States, United States – Article 27.3(B), Relationship between the TRIPS 

Agreement and the CBD, and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, IP/C/W/434 (Nov.26, 2004); 

Communication from the United States, United States - Views of the United States on the Relationship between 

the Convention on Biological Diversity and the TRIPS Agreement, IP/C/W/257 (June 13, 2001);  Minutes of 

Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard from 2 to 5 April 2001, IP/C/M/30 (June 1, 2001). 
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whether any international action is required for the patent system. This view, much 

like the first one, emanates from some developed countries such as the USA, Japan, 

Korea, Australia, and Canada.8 As per their communication to the WTO, minimal 

material evidence has been put forward from the national level to prove that ABS 

system is not providing proper protection from misappropriation of genetic 

resources.9 Further, if problems do exist, they can be addressed through 

administrative measures such as information sharing between patent offices and 

establishment of database,10 instead of IP rules. According to Australia, Canada and 

New Zealand,11 if Member States share national experiences more often with each 

other, the analysis on a particular matter can be more comprehensive and will help 

enhance the understanding of the legal and conceptual aspects, which will in turn 

ensure the mutual supportiveness of two agreements. Another option can be to 

strengthen the legal and administrative regimes outside intellectual property rights, 

such as sharing of information between patent offices or by disclosing relevant 

information or by establishment of a database.   

c) The third view suggests that there is no inherent conflict between these two 

instruments; but during their implementation, international action is needed for 

increasing mutual supportiveness and to reduce chances of potential conflict between 

them. This view is expressed by a number of developing countries and a few 

 
8 Supra note 3, 5, 6. 
9 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 1-2 December 2004, ¶¶55, 61, 65, IP/C/M/46 

(Jan.11, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, ¶¶101, 115, 

IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, 

¶¶54, 66, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 2005);. 
10 Id. 
11 Supra note 9, 
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developed countries, including Andean Community,12 Brazil,13 China,14 Colombia,15 

Ecuador,16 EC,17 Egypt,18 India,19 Indonesia,20 Kenya,21 Norway,22 Pakistan,23 Peru,24 

 
12 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 17-19 September 2002, ¶231, IP/C/M/37/Add.1 

(Nov.8, 2002).  
13 Communication from Brazil, Brazil - Review of Article 27.3(b), IP/C/W/228 (Nov. 24, 2000); Minutes of 

Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June  2005, ¶35, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005); Minutes of 

Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard from 18 to 22 June 2001, ¶128, IP/C/M/32 (Aug.23, 2001); Minutes 

of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard from 27 to 30 November and 6 December 2000,¶¶ 146,148,234, 

IP/C/M/29 (Mar.26, 2001); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 21 and 22 September 

2000, ¶135, IP/C/M/28 (Nov.23, 2000); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 26-29 June 

2000, ¶122, IP/C/M/27 (Aug.14, 2000). 
14 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶57, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 

2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 18 November 2003, ¶119, IP/C/M/42 (Feb.4, 

2004); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 18-19 February 2003, ¶132, IP/C/M/39 

(Mar.21, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 and 29 November, and 20 

December 2002, ¶239, IP/C/M/38 (Feb. 5, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 

17-19 September 2002, ¶229, IP/C/M/37/Add.1 (Nov. 8, 2002); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William 

Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, ¶¶227, 228,  IP/C/M/36/Add.1. (Sept. 10, 2002). 
15 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 1-2 December 2004, ¶57, IP/C/M/46 (Jan.11, 

2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, ¶209, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. 

(Sept. 10, 2002). 
16 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶49, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 

2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 20-21 October 1999, ¶87, IP/C/M/25 (Dec. 

22, 1999). 
17 Communication from the European Communities And their Member States, Review of Article 27.3(B) of The 

TRIPS Agreement, and the Relationship Between The TRIPS Agreement and The Convention On Biological 

Diversity (CBD) and The Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, IP/C/W/383 (Oct.17, 2002); 

Communication from the European Communities and their Member States, Review of the Provisions of Article 

27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, IP/C/W/254 (June 13, 2001); supra note 13,14; Minutes of Meeting, Held in the 

Centre William Rappard on 5-7 March 2002, ¶233, IP/C/M/35 (Mar.22, 2002). 
18 Supra note 6. 
19 Submission by India, India - Protection of Biodiversity and Traditional Knowledge - The Indian Experience, 

IP/C/W/198 (July 14, 2000); Communication from India, India - Proposals on Intellectual Property Rights Issues, 

IP/C/W/195 (July 12, 2000); supra note 4, 7, 13; Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 7-

8 July 1999, ¶81, IP/C/M/24 (Aug.17, 1999). 
20 Supra note 4, 13.  
21 Id.  
22 Communication from Norway, Norway - Review of Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement: The Relationship 

between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diversity, IP/C/W/293 (June 29, 2001); supra 

note 4, 13. 
23 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, ¶211, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. (Sept. 

10, 2002). 
24 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June 2005, ¶¶92, 93, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 

2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, ¶203, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. 

(Sept. 10, 2002). 
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Philippines,25 Switzerland,26 Thailand,27 Turkey,28 and Venezuela.29 They suggested 

the inclusion of the ‘disclosure of origin’ in the patent application, especially when the 

invention is related to genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. 

Further, it was suggested that along with the disclosure of origin of such an invention, 

the PIC obtained from a competent national authority has to be furnished, and there 

ought to be fair and equitable benefit sharing arrangements.30 Accordingly, they called 

for international action in this regard. Switzerland proposed to include the disclosure 

of origin criteria into international patent application for invention on genetic 

resources and associated traditional knowledge in PCT of WIPO31 at the earliest 

possible time. The EC suggested that the origin or source of the genetic material must 

be made mandatory for all patent applications at all three levels – national, regional 

and international, and penalties must be imposed for non-compliance with the legal 

 
25 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶¶79, 80, IP/C/M/47 

(June 3, 2005). 
26 Further Observations by Switzerland on its Proposals, Switzerland - Declaration of the Source of Genetic 

Resources and Traditional Knowledge in Patent Applications, IP/C/W/433 (Nov.25, 2004); Additional Comments 

by Switzerland on its Proposal, Switzerland - Declaration of the Source of Genetic Resources and Traditional 

Knowledge in Patent Applications, IP/C/W/423 (June 14, 2004);  Communication from Switzerland, Switzerland 

- Article 27.3(b), the Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diversity, and 

the Protection of Traditional Knowledge, IP/C/W/400/Rev.1 (June 18, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the 

Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June 2005, ¶16, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005). 
27 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June 2005, ¶61, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 18 November 2003, ¶105, IP/C/M/42 (Feb. 4, 2004); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 20-21 October 1999, ¶78, IP/C/M/25 (Dec. 22, 

1999). 
28 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶63, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 

2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 26-29 June, 2000, ¶132, IP/C/M/27 (Aug.14, 

2000) 
29 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, ¶102, IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 2003); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 2002, ¶208, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. (Sept. 

10, 2002); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard from 18 to 22 June 2001, ¶136, IP/C/M/32 

(Aug.23, 2001); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 21 and 22 September 2000, ¶165, 

IP/C/M/28 (Nov.23, 2000).  
30 Note by the Secretariat, Summary of Issues and Points Raised and Points Made – The Relationship between the 

TRIPS Agreement and The Convention on Biological Diversity, ¶14, IP/C/W/368/Rev.1 (Feb.8, 2006). 
31 Further Observations by Switzerland, Switzerland - Declaration of the Source of Genetic Resources and 

Traditional Knowledge in Patent Applications, IP/C/W/433 (Nov.24, 2004); Additional Comments by 

Switzerland on its Proposal, Switzerland - Declaration of Source of Genetic Resources and Traditional Knowledge 

in Patent Applications, IP/C/W/423 (June 14, 2004); Revised version of document IP/C/W/400 – Article 27.3(b), 

Switzerland -  The Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement, the Convention on Biological Diversity and 

Traditional Knowledge – Revision, IP/C/W/400/Rev.1 (June 18, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre 

William Rappard on 25-26 and 28 October, 29 November and 6 December 2005, ¶115, IP/C/M/49 (Jan.31, 2006);, 

, Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 21 September 2004, ¶¶47,48,  IP/C/M/45 (Oct.27, 

2004); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 16 June 2004, ¶25, IP/C/M/44 (July 19, 2004).  
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provisions.32 In case of international applications, if a patent application were to have 

the disclosure of source of origin, regulations of the PCT would need to be amended 

to incorporate that requirement. Moreover, in that case, it is necessary that declaration 

of the source is to be made publicly available at the earliest possible time.33  It can be 

implemented only by the co-operation of the CBD, the WTO, the WIPO, and the 

Food and Agriculture Organization (FAO).  

d) The fourth view suggests that there is an inherent conflict between the two and that 

the TRIPS Agreement needs to be amended to minimize this conflict. This is 

reflected in some communications by developing countries. Among the developed 

countries, the EC is supportive of this view.34 In furtherance of this view, they 

remarked that patenting of certain genetic resources is possible as per the TRIPS 

Agreement, and this is contrary to the principle of States’ sovereignty over genetic 

resources, traditional knowledge and the access and benefit sharing mechanism 

proposed by CBD.35 Two proposals were put forward to address this ambiguity; first, 

that Article 27.3(b) of TRIPS be amended to make all life forms or their parts non-

 
32 Review, European Communities and Member States - Review of Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, and 

the Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD) and the 

Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, IP/C/W/383 (Oct.17, 2002); Communication from the 

European Communities and their Member States, European Communities and Member States - Review of Article 

27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, IP/C/W/254 (June 13, 2001); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William 

Rappard on 5-7 March 2002, ¶234, IP/C/M/35 (Mar.22, 2002); ); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William 

Rappard from 2 to 5 April 2001, ¶¶144,146, IP/C/M/30 (June 1, 2001). 
33 Supra note 31. 
34 Supra note 32. 
35 Joint Communication from the African Group, Morocco on behalf of the African Group - Taking Forward the 

Review of Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, IP/C/W/404 (June 26, 2003); Communication from Mauritius, 

Mauritius on behalf of the African Group, IP/C/W/206 (Sept.20, 2000); Communication from Kenya, Kenya  on 

behalf of the African Group - Review of the Provisions of Article 27.3(b), IP/C/W/163 (Nov.8, 1999); 

Communication from Brazil, Brazil - Review of Article 27.3(b), IP/C/W/228 (Nov.24, 2000); supra note 13, 17, 

19; Minutes of Meeting, Indonesia - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶51, 

IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Indonesia - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 25-27 June 

2002, ¶217, IP/C/M/36/Add.1. (Sept. 10, 2002); Communication from Peru, Peru – Article 27.3(b), Relationship 

between the TRIPS Agreement and the CBD and Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, IP/C/W/447 

(June 8, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Thailand - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June, 2005, ¶¶18, 

19, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Peru - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June, 

2005, ¶61, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Thailand - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 

20-21 October 1999, ¶78, IP/C/M/25 (Dec. 22, 1999); Minutes of Meeting, Turkey - Held in the Centre William 

Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶63, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Turkey - Held in the 

Centre William Rappard on 26-29 June, 2000, ¶132, IP/C/M/27 (Aug.14, 2000); Minutes of Meeting, Venezuela 

- Held in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, ¶102, IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 2003) . 
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patentable.36 However, this proposal did not accommodate the genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge protection. On the other hand, the second proposal 

was directly beneficial to genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. It 

proposed the amendment of the TRIPS Agreement in such a way that an invention 

based on traditional knowledge or its products or processes related to its derivatives 

be excluded from patenting and that any application inconsistent with Article 15 of 

CBD would not be granted.37 Concerns were raised about erroneously granted 

patents, which was justified by stating that post-grant opposition and re-examination is 

a necessarily lengthy and costly procedure which could possibly be avoided by 

adopting a stricter patentability criteria38 and by a “searchable database of knowledge, 

innovation and practices of local and indigenous community”.39 Further discussion 

on a stricter patentability criteria is relevant, as this was a topic of continuous debate 

in the WTO. In the Doha Ministerial Declaration, developing countries demanded 

urgent negotiation regarding implementation issues which are called for in the 

Paragraph 12 of the Ministerial Declaration.40 Among the Tirets and proposals 

relating to biodiversity issues, Tiret 15 is the most important provision pertaining to 

stricter patentability criteria. Tiret 15 asks for non-granting of a patent if the 

application is not in consonance with Article 15 of the CBD.41 Article 15 of the CBD 

provides for recognition of sovereign rights over genetic resources, an ABS system 

based on PIC and MAT, and collaborative research activities between different 

countries. As such, Tiret 15 proposed for a patent application to undergo a 

‘consistency examination’ in order to be in conformity with Article 15 of the CBD. 

This ‘consistency examination’ would be a new and added criteria for patent 

 
36 Id.  
37 Communication from India, IP/C/W/196 (July 12, 2000); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William 

Rappard on 17-19 September 2002, ¶ 224, IP/C/M/37/Add.1 (Nov. 8, 2002); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the 

Centre William Rappard on 20-21 October 1999, ¶70, IP/C/M/25 (Dec. 22, 1999).  
38 Minutes of Meeting, Switzerland - Held in the Centre William Rappard from 2 to 5 April 2001, IP/C/M/30 (June 

1, 2001). 
39 Id.  
40 According to Paragraph 12, Members........ “agree that negotiations on outstanding implementations shall be 

an integral part of the Work Programme” .......... In this regard we shall proceed as follows: (a) where we provide 

a specific negotiating mandate in this Declaration, the relevant implementation issues shall be addressed under 

the mandate; (b) the other outstanding implementation issues shall be addressed as a matter of priority by the 

relevant WTO bodies, which shall report to the Trade Negotiations Committee, ............” 
41 Text of Tiret 15 “A clear understanding in the interim that patents inconsistent with Article 15 of CBD shall 

not be granted.” 
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applications.42 However, this issue is still under debate and a decision is yet to be 

reached.        

Two approaches talk about the solution of the issue in conflict: one being a national based 

approach, and the other being to include the ‘disclosure’ requirement in patent applications. 

The USA, being the primary voice behind ‘National Based Approach’, suggested the use of 

contract system in national legislation for authorised access by PIC, access permits, and the 

imposition of civil or criminal penalties. A contract system, as per the USA, can also be 

effectively used for establishment of rights and obligations of both parties, transfer and 

sharing of benefits and monitoring of the same, and the inclusion of mandatory disclosure of 

source or origin to a competent authority.43 According to this view, the advantages would be: 

(i) it is easily adaptable to a country’s national legal regime as every country has its contract 

law therein; (ii) valuable time and cost will be saved if a new legal regime is not enforced and 

ABS system for the protection of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge can 

commence immediately; (iii) it can provide criminal or civil remedies for non-compliance 

with the legal obligations. As such, a contract system can provide necessary flexibility in 

ensuring benefit sharing arising out of commercialization of genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge.44  

Wrongly granted patents can be taken care of with the help of post-grant opposition and re-

examination. Further, enhancing information on prior art and formation of a relevant 

database on traditional knowledge can stop erroneous patents from being granted. Two 

examples cited by the US in favour of the contract based approach are the policy and 

programme of US National Cancer Institute's Departmental Therapeutics Programme (NCI-

DTP), and policies of the US National Institutes of Health-Office of Technology Transfer 

(NIH-OTT).45 However, as stated previously, the key concern regarding the use of genetic 

resources and associated traditional knowledge is its trans-boundary nature of use.  National 

or regional measures alone will not be adequate when one country’s genetic resources and 

 
42 David Vivas Eugui, Issues linked to Convention on Biological Diversity in the WTO negotiations: Implementing 

Doha Mandates CENTER FOR INTERNATIONAL ENVIRONMENTAL LAW (Apr. 19, 2020, 9.44PM), 

https://www.ciel.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Doha_CBD-10oct02.pdf.  
43 Supra note 3. 
44 Id. 
45 Communication from the United States, United States - Technology transfer practices of the US National 

Cancer Institute’s departmental therapeutics programme, IP/C/W/341 (Mar.25, 2002). 

https://www.ciel.org/wp-content/uploads/2015/03/Doha_CBD-10oct02.pdf
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associated traditional knowledge are misappropriated in another country. Although reliance 

on the contract system is necessary at some point for acquiring MAT (as required by para 4 

and 7 of Article 15 of CBD), it will not be enough if it is not obligatory and enforceable across 

borders.46 Limited bargaining power would be a serious concern for provider countries.47 By 

an analysis of biopiracy cases relating to genetic resources and associated traditional 

knowledge and the free trade agreement (FTA) between developing and developed countries 

(USA and others), it can be easily concluded that countries who have stronger bargaining 

power always get preferences from contract based approaches so that they can channel its 

benefits to their favour. It is evident that traditional and indigenous communities are not 

empowered enough to negotiate equitable and beneficial contractual terms. In fact, even 

national governments and authorities lack proper training and orientation with respect to 

genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge protection to some extent.48 Hence, 

the advantages highlighted by USA for this approach are inaccurate in practice.            

The second approach as a solution is the ‘Disclosure Approach,’ relating to which, three 

different proposals have been given.  

a) The TRIPS disclosure proposal – Amendment of the TRIPS Agreement to 

include source and country of origin of genetic resources and associated traditional 

knowledge, evidence of PIC from the competent national authority of the source or 

origin country, and evidence of fair and equitable benefit sharing arrangement should 

be made available in the patent application.49 Member countries need to make it 

mandatory50 in their national legal regimes and ensure implementation of the same 

by providing evidence. Even in case a national legal regime is not available, the 

applicant should at least obtain consent from the community or the capable authority. 

Documents have to be handed over within the stipulated time period and non-

 
46 Supra note 35.  
47 Minutes of Meeting, Pakistan - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 21 and 22 September 2000, ¶158, 

IP/C/M/28 (Nov.23, 2000).  
48Minutes of Meeting, Kenya - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 1-2 December 2004, ¶67, IP/C/M/46 

(Jan.11, 2005). 
49 Supra note 35. 
50 Minutes of Meeting, Brazil -Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶25, IP/C/M/47 

(June 3, 2005). 
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disclosure or wrong disclosure will be penalised.51 In terms of the legal effect of this 

amendment, the suggestions of developing countries provided as follows:  

1. Amendment of Article 27 of the TRIPS Agreement to include another exception 

of patentability 52 by virtue of the following text:   

“[Members may also exclude from patentability]:  

(c) products or processes which directly or indirectly include genetic resources or 
traditional knowledge obtained in the absence of compliance with international and 

national legislation on the subject, including failure to obtain the prior informed 

consent of the country of origin or the community concerned and failure to reach 

agreement on conditions for the fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from 

their use.  

Nothing in TRIPS shall prevent Members from adopting enforcement measures in 

their domestic legislation, in accordance with the principles and obligations enshrined 

in the Convention on Biological Diversity.” 

2. Another proposal is an amendment of Article 29,53 with the alternative text 

proposed as follows: 

“Members shall require an applicant for a patent to disclose the country and area of 

origin of any biological resources and traditional knowledge used or involved in the 

invention, and to provide confirmation of compliance with all access regulations in 

the country of origin.” 54  or 

“Where appropriate, Members shall require the disclosure of origin and legal 

provenance in the patent applications to be submitted.” 55  

 
51 Submission from Brazil et. al, Brazil - The Relationship Between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention On 

Biological Diversity (CBD) and The Protection of Traditional Knowledge - Elements of the Obligation to Disclose 

Evidence of Prior Informed Consent Under the Relevant National Regime, IP/C/W/438 (Dec.10, 2004); 

Submission from Brazil et. al, Brazil - Elements of the Obligation to Disclose the Source and Country of Origin 

of the Biological Resources and/or Traditional Knowledge Used in an Invention, IP/C/W/429/Rev.1 (Sept.27, 

2004); Submission from India et. al, India - The Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention 

On Biological Diversity and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge,  IP/C/W/403 (June 24, 2003); Minutes of 

Meeting, India - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 1-2 December 2004, ¶40,  IP/C/M/46 (Jan.11, 2005); 

Minutes of Meeting, India - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 21 September 2004, ¶¶22, 23,  IP/C/M/45 

(Oct.27, 2004). 
52 Communication from Brazil, Brazil - Review of Article 27.3(b), IP/C/W/228 (Nov. 24, 2000); Minutes of 

Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 19 and 20 September 2001, ¶121, IP/C/M/33 (Nov.2, 2001); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard from 18 to 22 June 2001, ¶128, IP/C/M/32 (Aug.23, 

2001). 
53 Supra note 35. 
54Joint Communication from the African Group, Morocco on behalf of the African Group - Taking Forward the 

Review of Article 27.3(b) of the TRIPS Agreement, IP/C/W/404 (June 26, 2003). 
55 Communication from Peru, Peru – Article 27.3(b), Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the CBD 

and Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, IP/C/W/447 (June 8, 2005). 
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3. Introduction of a new Article in TRIPS Agreement.56 

4. Proper interpretation of Article 29.57   

b) PCT disclosure proposal: The PCT of WIPO regulates international patent 

applications and Switzerland proposed the requirement of disclosure of origin and 

the source to be included in PCT applications relating to genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge.58 The declaration of source of origin is to be 

incorporated in the application, which, according to Swiss suggestion, will not be 

mandatory but will depend upon the discretion of the Member Country’s 

Government to incorporate it into the national legal regime. Once included in the 

national regime, it will be made compulsory for that country to provide declaration of 

source of used genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge in its patent 

applications. The voluntary nature of this proposal helps to gain insights on the 

implementation of this new requirement without further deliberations on obligations. 

Once it is submitted within the stipulated time period, it has to be finalised; provided 

it is reasonably and unambiguously worded. Post grant, if it is found that no disclosure 

document exists, or more importantly, incorrect information has been submitted, 

then the validity of that patent can be reviewed by the Member country and can be 

revoked.59 Patent offices, on receiving patent applications having declaration of 

source, will in turn inform the relevant competent national authority so that national 

authorities need not keep an eye on patent applications worldwide.60 The advantages 

claimed are, the formation of a legal base at international level to converge to the ABS 

system, the provision of flexible and effective national law and mutual supportiveness 

between related international agreements such as the TRIPS Agreement, the Nagoya 

Protocol to the CBD and International Treaty on Plant Genetic Resource for Food 

and Agriculture (ITPGRFA) of FAO.  

 
56 Submission from Brazil et. al, Brazil - The Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the Convention On 

Biological Diversity and the Protection of Traditional Knowledge, IP/C/W/403 (June 24, 2003). 
57 Minutes of Meeting, Cuba - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, ¶117, IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 

2003). 
58 Supra note 26. 
59  The Patent Law Treaty art. 10, June 1, 2000, 2340 U.N.T.S. 3.  
60 Supra note 26. 
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c) Mandatory disclosure proposal: The EC suggested61 this proposal in the WIPO 

Inter-governmental Committee on Intellectual Property & Genetic Resources 

(WIPO IGC). This proposal calls for all national governments to include the 

requirement of disclosure of country of origin or source of genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge in all patent applications, if such genetic resources 

and associated traditional knowledge are used in that invention. Addition, emphasis 

was also laid on the following: (i) traditional knowledge has to be defined properly; 

(ii) this requirement should be binding in nature and should be applied to all national, 

regional and international applications; and (iii) the disclosure of origin and source is 

to be made as early as possible in the procedure of patent application. Submission of 

wrong information is to be associated with civil or administrative remedies as available 

in that national legal set up. PIC and other ABS measures are to be followed strictly 

in the application. The patent office will notify a central body about the receipt of an 

application. Further, either that central body will work in co-ordination with relevant 

competent national authorities (list of such authorities would be maintained in WIPO 

and CBD) or a clearing house mechanism can be started by the central body for the 

purposes of dissemination of information.62                   

For instance, Norway amended some provisions of its existing Patent Act to incorporate 

CBD guidelines of ABS measures. Consequently, all applications for patents based on 

genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge require the country of origin of the 

material to be provided. It also requires PIC to be submitted along with the patent application 

under the amended Act.63 Similarly, the common legal regime of the Andean Community 

has regulation for protection of plant varieties. Peru follows this legal regime in its national 

territory, and under this rule, plant breeders have to obtain the certificate from INDECOPI. 

 
61 Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June, 2005, ¶62, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005); 

Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, ¶58, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 

2005). 
62 Supra note 17. 
63 Minutes of Meeting, Norway - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June  2005, ¶81, IP/C/M/48 

(Sept.15, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Norway - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8-9 and 31 March 2005, 

¶65, IP/C/M/47 (June 3, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Norway - Held in the Centre William Rappard on 8 March, 

2004, ¶54, IP/C/M/43 (May 7 2004); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 4-5 June 2003, 

¶¶87, 88, IP/C/M/40 (Aug. 22, 2003); Minutes of Meeting, Held in the Centre William Rappard on 18-19 

February 2003, ¶121, IP/C/M/39 (Mar.21, 2003).  
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For this, it is a must to submit the geographical origin of the plant genetic resources and access 

certificate issued by the competent national authority.64 

After judging the international position and discussions on different proposals, it is evident 

that there is a need of a minimum legal standard of protection which is binding in nature. 

The national legislation needs to be enhanced for best protection of genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge, which will provide proper protection for traditional 

knowledge, and also provide recognition and legal certainty to the original traditional 

knowledge holder community.   

V. DISCLOSURE OF ORIGIN: DEVELOPING COUNTRIES’ 

PROPOSITION FOR ARTICLE 29BIS 

A group of developing countries in 2011 proposed introduction of Article 29bis into the 

TRIPS Agreement to enhance the mutual supportiveness between the CBD and the TRIPS. 

Accordingly, a communication was circulated by WTO among all Member States on a 

request by Brazil, India, China, Colombia, Ecuador, Indonesia, Peru, Thailand, the African 

Group and the ACP (African, Caribbean & Pacific) Group on 15th April 2011.65 The 

communication states that, to ensure fair and equitable sharing of benefits arising from the 

utilization of genetic resources and/or associated knowledge, which is one of the core 

objective of the CBD, every Member State must comply with the access and benefit sharing 

legislation of the country of origin of such resource or knowledge. It also recognized that the 

disclosure requirement in Article 29 of the TRIPS Agreement remains incomplete without 

the disclosure of origin of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. Hence, it 

mentioned that a legal obligation of a mandatory disclosure requirement in patent 

applications should be established so as to prevent misappropriation of genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge and the grant of erroneous patents.66 Accordingly, these 

developing countries suggested an amendment to the TRIPS Agreement by insertion of 

 
64 Communication from Peru, Peru – Article 27.3(b), Relationship between the TRIPS Agreement and the CBD 

and Protection of Traditional Knowledge and Folklore, IP/C/W/447 (June 8, 2005); Minutes of Meeting, Held in 

the Centre William Rappard on 14-15 June  2005, ¶93, IP/C/M/48 (Sept.15, 2005).  
65  Communication from Brazil, China, Colombia, Ecuador, India, Indonesia, Peru, Thailand, the ACP Group, and 

the African Group, Draft Decision to Enhance Mutual Supportiveness Between the TRIPS Agreement And The 

Convention On Biological Diversity by the Trade Negotiations Committee, WTO Doc. TN/C/W/59 (Apr.19, 

2011). 
66 Id. 
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Article 29bis, which will ensure the disclosure of country of origin of the genetic resources 

for any patent application, whenever the subject matter of such invention includes genetic 

resources or associated traditional knowledge.67 Article 29bis also requires Member States to 

mandate the applicant to provide a copy of Internationally Recognised Certificate of 

Compliance (IRCC) or the compliance with PIC and access and benefit sharing.68 However, 

this issue is still pending in the WTO Ministry. If the suggested amendment is approved by 

WTO, it will certainly be a welcome change in the TRIPS Agreement as it will ensure fair 

and equitable benefit sharing by Member states upon utilization of genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge.  

VI. RELATION OF FREE TRADE AGREEMENTS WITH 

MISAPPROPRIATION 

Across the world, almost all countries are engaged in negotiating different bilateral and 

multilateral free trade agreements (FTAs). The main problem is that every country is trying 

to negotiate according to its own needs and benefits. In order to address this topic, we first 

need to understand the relation between genetic resources and/or associated traditional 

knowledge and FTAs. This relation depends upon each country’s point of view. For 

countries which are trying to exploit genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge 

solely for economic benefit, genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge are 

nothing but a means to make commodities.  They seek to misappropriate genetic resources 

and associated traditional knowledge by using FTAs. The fallacy is that governments try to 

insert genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge into bilateral or multilateral 

FTAs to prevent biopiracy. This can be best understood in a scenario where the USA is the 

negotiating party across the table, in which case, the opposite would happen. For example, 

the Andean proposal of insertion of Disclosure of Origin, PIC and Benefit Sharing for 

biodiversity related patents was rejected by the USA. Peru accepted the US-Peru Trade 

Promotion Agreement in 2005.69 There are certain clauses in it which demand a change in 

Peruvian Law for genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, and also to abolish 

the obligation of the USPTO to search Peruvian database of genetic resources and associated 

 
67  See supra text accompanying note 65.  
68 Id. 
69 United States – Peru Trade Promotion Agreement (Feb.1, 2009), OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE 

REPRESENTATIVE, https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/peru-tpa.. 

https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/peru-tpa
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traditional knowledge before granting of patents. In 2006, Colombia negotiated its own FTA 

with the US which resulted in a similar situation like Peru. Another example is the US – 

Dominican Republic – Central America FTA (CAFTA),70 signed in 2004. It is drafted in 

such a way that the signatory countries can never add conditions like disclosure of origin and 

PIC for indigenous communities even if their genetic resources and associated traditional 

knowledge are misappropriated in any invention. Thailand is also negotiating an FTA with 

the US. According to Thai academics, the US will force Thailand to change its patent laws 

so as to ensure monopoly over their genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. 

The US has previously rejected their proposal of disclosure of origin and PIC criteria in 

patent (when genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge is involved) during the 

sixth round of talks in 2006.  

However, if the USA is not a negotiating party, the scenario is different. In the Panama – 

Taiwan FTA signed in 2003, both the countries committed to protect genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge. They also agreed to stop unauthorized third-party access to 

genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.  

New Zealand’s government includes genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge 

in all FTAs to affirm that each country can develop its own domestic law of protection. The 

Bay of Bengal Initiative for Multi-Sectoral Technical and Economic Cooperation 

(BIMSTEC) and the South Asian Association for Regional Cooperation (SAARC) are trying 

to adopt their own regional FTA and also seeking to harmonize their domestic law to cover 

genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge protection. Hence, it is evident that if 

an FTA is negotiated with the right intentions, it can be fruitful for genetic resources and 

associated traditional knowledge protection. However, if one of the signatory countries uses 

its higher bargaining power at the time of negotiation, then genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge protection can be misappropriated. After analyzing the entire scenario, 

it seems that FTAs cannot give effective protection for genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge for every country.  Thus, FTAs are not a solution for genetic resources 

and associated traditional knowledge, and should instead be considered as a threat to them.           

 
70 The Dominican Republic-Central America FTA (CAFTA-DR), OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE 

REPRESENTATIVE, https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/cafta-dr-dominican-republic-central-

america-fta.   

https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/cafta-dr-dominican-republic-central-america-fta
https://ustr.gov/trade-agreements/free-trade-agreements/cafta-dr-dominican-republic-central-america-fta
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VII. INDIAN PATENT ACT: PROVISIONS RELATED TO GENETIC 

RESOURCES AND ASSOCIATED TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

India is a WTO Member State, and has implemented the minimum standards of intellectual 

property rights as per the TRIPS mandate. The Indian Patent Act, 1970 is the domestic 

legislation concerning patent protection in India. Section 3 of the Act enlists the non-

patentable inventions, and some of them can be used directly or indirectly to prohibit 

patenting of inventions using biodiversity or genetic resource. The following are the 

provisions: 

i) An invention is non-patentable if it pertains to the discovery of any living thing 

occurring in nature71 - any species of living plant or animal are thus non-patentable; 

ii) An invention is non-patentable if it is about a new form of a known substance or the 

mere discovery of any new property or new use of a known substance72 - a new 

mannose binding insecticidal lectin isolated from seeds of Annona was recently 

granted patent in India. It was a mere discovery of a known substance as Annona is 

known for its insecticidal property since ages and is used by traditional farmers; 

iii) An invention is non-patentable if it is obtained by a mere admixture resulting only in 

the aggregation of properties of the components of a genetic resource73 – herbal and 

medicinal plants of India are known and used for various therapeutic and cosmetic 

purposes, and any new product or process of their making should not be patentable; 

iv) An invention is non-patentable if it is about mere arrangement or re-arrangement or 

duplication of known devices74 – Vaids and Hakims are using many devices for 

extraction, purification and preparation of traditional Ayurvedic medicine, and those 

should not be the part of patentable inventions;  

v) An invention is non-patentable if it is a method of agriculture or horticulture75 – any 

traditional methods of agriculture or horticulture should not be patentable as that will 

hamper the traditional agricultural activity and will have a detrimental impact on the 

sustainable use and conservation of biodiversity; 

 
71 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(c), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005. 
72 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(d), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
73 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(e), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
74 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(f), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
75 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(h), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
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vi) An invention is non-patentable if it is about a method of treatment of human or 

animals76 – traditional methods of treatment are thus non-patentable which includes 

a huge number of plant and animal genetic resources; 

vii) An invention is non-patentable if it involves plants or animals (whole or their part) 

including seeds, varieties, species, and essentially biologically processes, for 

production or propagation of plant and animals;77 

viii) An invention is non-patentable if it involves a traditional knowledge or involves 

aggregation or duplication of traditionally known components of genetic resources78 

– wound healing property of turmeric or pesticidal extracts of neem components were 

not patentable and were revoked abroad.  

Components of genetic resources or their known characteristics are in public domain. 

Hence, it would be difficult to fulfil the novelty requirement79 of patentability. The Controller 

has the power to refuse to proceed with the application, or may ask for an amendment to the 

application or the specification or other documents, if the application is not in compliance 

with the requirements of the Patent Act.80 Pre-grant and post-grant opposition is allowed for 

any invention using genetic resources and traditional knowledge,81 or for any application 

wherein the complete specification is not disclosing or wrongfully disclosing the geographical 

origin of the used biological material.82 Post-grant opposition on these grounds may cause 

revocation of such faulty patents.83 These provisions make the Indian standards stronger for 

prevention of biopiracy and misappropriation of genetic resources and associated traditional 

knowledge. 

  

 
76 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(i), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
77 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(j), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
78 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §3(p), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
79 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §2(1)(j), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
80 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §15, No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
81 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §25(1)(k), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
82 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §§25(1(j), 25(2)(j), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
83 The Patents (Amendment Act) 2005, §§64(1)(p), 64(1)(q), No. 15, Acts of Parliament,2005.  
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VIII. BIOLOGICAL DIVERSITY ACT: PROVISIONS TO PREVENT 

MISAPPROPRIATION OF GENETIC RESOURCES AND 

ASSOCIATED TRADITIONAL KNOWLEDGE 

The Biological Diversity Act, 2002 (BDA) is India’s sole attempt to operationalize the 

provisions of the CBD. In order to discuss proper conservation and sustainable 

development, there is a need to analyse the BDA in depth. It is to be analysed whether some 

parts of this Act are ambiguous and consist of lacunae, which may lead to misappropriation 

of Indian genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. Further, the role of the 

BDA in prevention of misappropriation of Indian genetic resources and associated 

traditional knowledge by using intellectual property rights, and the mechanism to address the 

ambiguity regarding patentability/non-patentability of such patents need to be examined. 

The BDA provides for strict rules regarding the application for any form of intellectual 

property right concerning inventions based on Indian biological resources. This is evident 

from Section 6 of the BDA which prevents Indian citizens as well as foreign nationals from 

applying for any form of intellectual property right in India or abroad unless the applicant 

gets the prior approval from National Biodiversity Authority (NBA).84 The proviso to Section 

6 states that the applicant can get the approval even after acceptance of the patent but before 

sealing of the patent by the patent authority. As per the requirement in Form 1, the applicant 

has to provide a declaration that he/she will submit the necessary approval from the NBA 

before the grant of the patent.85  

Approval from the NBA is a necessary requirement to stop the misappropriation of genetic 

resources of Indian origin. It is the duty of the NBA to make proper enquiry regarding the 

application of any form of intellectual property right86 and to consult with an ‘expert 

committee’ regarding the issue.87 The application fee needs to be collected by the NBA, and 

it can also collect necessary additional information to judge the merit of the application. The 

NBA is required to make a decision within a 3 month time period.88 The NBA can reject the 

 
84 The Biological Diversity Act, 2002, §6(1), No. 18, Acts of Parliament, 2003; Rule 18, Biological Diversity 

Rules, 2004, Gazette of India, pt.II sec. 3 (Apr.15, 2004). 
85 Clause 9(iii) of Form 1 for Application for Grant of Patent 
86 The Biological Diversity Act, 2002, §19(2), No. 18, Acts of Parliament, 2003. 
87 The Biological Diversity Act, 2002, §19(3), No. 18, Acts of Parliament, 2003. 
88 Supra note 84. 
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application if the applicant failed to furnish necessary information to judge the merit, in which 

case, the reasons have to be recorded and the applicant has to be provided with a chance to 

defend himself in a hearing in front of the Authority prior to rejection.89 It is also the duty of 

the NBA to supervise the intellectual property applications filed abroad regarding 

misappropriation of Indian biological resources and associated traditional knowledge 

obtained from India in an illegal manner and to take necessary measures to oppose those 

applications.90 

Any person applying for the protection of plant variety shall not take any permission from 

the NBA. This means that breeders applying for the protection of a new plant variety will not 

come under the purview of Section 6 of the BDA.91  

According to Section 6 of the BDA, the applicant has to obtain the approval of the NBA 

before applying for intellectual property in India or outside.  The Act or the Rules do not 

specify the criteria that the NBA adopts for approving or rejecting an application. The website 

of the NBA mentions that to date, NBA has received 709 different kinds of applications for 

approval, among which, 476 are for obtaining intellectual property rights. The Annual Report 

of 2009-2010 tells us that until 31st March 2010, eleven patents were granted based on 

approval of the NBA. No detailed information is available either in the Report or on the 

website regarding the criteria on which the applications were accepted or judged. The Report 

provides the Application number, the Applicant’s name and a one-line description of every 

such invention. It is difficult to understand on what basis those approvals had been given. All 

these inventions supposedly involve commonly used biological materials of Indian origin like 

fenugreek seed, annona, pineapple leaf, etc. Despite the above-mentioned provisions in the 

Patents Act and the BDA, a large number of patents are granted in India for inventions 

primarily using Indian biological resources. This points to the need for proper 

implementation.    

  

 
89 The Biological Diversity Act, 2002, §19(3), No. 18, Acts of Parliament, 2003; Rule 18(6), Biological Diversity 

Rules, 2004, Gazette of India, pt.II sec. 3 (Apr.15, 2004). 
90 Rule 12(xix) Biological Diversity Rules, 2004, Gazette of India, pt.II sec. 3 (Apr.15, 2004). 
91 The Biological Diversity Act, 2002, §6(3), No. 18, Acts of Parliament, 2003. 
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CONCLUSION 

It is evident from the discussion above that the question of protection arises only when there 

are chances of misappropriation. Threats of misappropriation can come from within the 

country as well as from outside. This article thoroughly discussed the difference in 

approaches of the TRIPS Agreement and the CBD. When misappropriation occurs between 

two WTO Member States, i.e. one Member state applying for the patent for an invention 

based on genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge originating from another 

Member State, the existing system provides the option for pre-grant and post-grant opposition 

to stop such misappropriation. However, this is a tedious process and involves huge amounts 

time and money. This can be avoided by reducing the grant of erroneous patents. All WTO 

Member States follow the TRIPS mandate of minimum standard of intellectual property 

rights. The issue of protection of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge and 

thereby minimising their misappropriation has been subject to debate for a long time. This 

issue is intricately related to patent protection, which is by far the main vehicle for 

misappropriation of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. This is also a 

pending issue in the Doha Ministerial Conference of the WTO. Hence, everyone is trying 

to look for a solution.  

The probable way out is the insertion of two new Articles in the TRIPS Agreement, i.e. 

Article 27.3(c) and Article 29bis, suggested by the group of developing countries led by India 

and Brazil. If this amendment is accepted, these clauses will be denoted as the minimum 

standard and all Member States will have to follow them as a TRIPS mandate. The Doha 

Declaration tries to resolve major public health issues through an amendment to Article 31. 

The issue of protection of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge can also be 

resolved in the same manner by the aforesaid amendment. In this way, the misappropriation 

can be minimised by a significant percentage.  

The Traditional Knowledge Digital Library (TKDL) is a well- known defensive mechanism 

of protection of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge. It is considered by 

the European Union as a dependable database for prior art search during examination of 

patent applications, and they reject patents based on TKDL. The updation of the TKDL is 

an ongoing process and emphasizes only on medicinal knowledge. As such, commonly used 

commodities like Bhojpatra (used to make utensils for community food or Prasad in 
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gatherings since ancient age), or Brahmi juice (used for enhancement of memory since ages), 

which are now used as the basis of invention for patent can be taken care of. At the same 

time, the difference in approach between TRIPS and CBD can be minimised significantly in 

this manner.  

Additionally, when FTAs between two or more countries come into the picture, the country 

with a high bargaining power can overpower the country with a low bargaining power. The 

latter would be compelled to accept the terms and conditions proposed by the former. 

Practical experiences suggest that when countries with similar bargaining power (for instance 

New Zealand and India or India and Malaysia) enter into an FTA, the situation is much 

better as no one can compel the other to accept any unusual terms or conditions.  

If new Articles are included in the TRIPS Agreement, then Member countries have to abide 

by the new standard and it will minimise the chance of misappropriation of genetic resources 

and associated traditional knowledge by using FTAs. During negotiations, the exploitation of 

country with a low bargaining power by a country with high bargaining power will also be 

reduced to minimum. The WIPO is also working on providing draft guidelines for 

protection of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge, but, due to its non-

binding nature, it may not be implemented by most countries. The agenda of the WIPO has 

always been the development and dissemination of intellectual property.  Hence, the 

mechanism they have propagated may be useful as guidance for any country, even if it is not 

mandatorily implemented owing to an absence of enforcement mechanism. Further, the 

WTO’s specific mechanism for dispute resolution is also missing in the WIPO draft 

guidelines. Therefore, without inclusion of these aforesaid amendments in the TRIPS 

Agreement, it is very difficult to stop erroneous patents and to handle the misappropriation 

of genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.                  

Countries in the Indian sub-continent and the south-east Asian countries have a common 

culture, common civilization, migration and knowledge sharing. Hence, they also share 

common traditional knowledge and genetic resources. Different associations of countries are 

present in Asia (like BIMSTEC or SAARC), but they are not politically successful and a 

common regional legal regime does not exist either. Without any regional understanding and 

strong legal regime, it is difficult to handle the common problems. It may also happen that 

one country of this region may unintentionally misappropriate genetic resources and 
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associated traditional knowledge of another country. Therefore, a regional mechanism needs 

to be developed, which can provide a common platform to all those countries having similar 

genetic resources and associated traditional knowledge.   
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ABSTRACT 

Artificial Intelligence (AI) has led to a rapid digital revolution, which is the ability of 

machines with intelligence to respond and solve problems like humans. AI has had a 

wide impact on the technological, economic and social aspects of the world. Artificial 

Intelligence touches every sphere across the globe, such that these expert systems are 

the most integral part of the new technology. Thus, it is essential to protect the human 

like intelligence as it is treated as an intellectual property. 

 This paper looks into the analysis of patents in AI related inventions filed in India 

between 2005 and 2018, with emphasis to the signal processing technology field in 

India. The paper helps gauge the technological advancements that India has achieved 

in the last 13 years, considered more prominent as per the latest WIPO analysis of 

trends.  

Furthermore, the paper makes a clear categorization of all granted patents, pending 

patent applications and abandoned patent applications in comparison with the 

corresponding applications filed in the US and Europe, where high filing rates are 

witnessed.  
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Moreover, the paper facilitates the study of the problems confronted by AI technology 

in legal as well as technological aspects, to file in India, that can help to enhance the 

filing and ultimately help to boost the technology in India. 

 

* 
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INTRODUCTION 

Artificial intelligence has led to the expansion of technology to the next level. No such 

technology in the recent times has made such an impact. It has witnessed an exponential 

growth in all fields of technology and is future ready. India is one of the fastest-growing 

economies in the world and an emerging technology hub. This has led to an increased 

filing of patent applications in India in the field of Artificial Intelligence.  

I. EVOLUTION OF ARTIFICIAL INTELLIGENCE. 

The ability of a computer system to take decisions without an external stimulus came to be 

known as artificial intelligence. The term ‘artificial intelligence’1was formally coined by Mr. 

John McCarthy, a computer scientist, at a conference in 1956. According to him, it was the 

notion of a program, processing and acting on information, such that the result is parallel to 

that of an intelligent person responding to similar inputs. 

However, confusion may arise as to whether the results are an outcome of the machine’s 

own intelligence, or algorithms and commands. In order to find a solution, Sir Alan Turing 

proposed a test called the ‘Turing test’2 to evaluate the thinking power of a machine. 

According to him if the response by a machine was similar to that by a human being during 

a conversation, it could be reasonably inferred that the machine was capable of thinking. 

The term Artificial Intelligence has expanded over the years to encompass technology that 

erupted initially, followed by machine learning and by deep learning.  

 

 
1 Chris Smith et al., The History of Artificial Intelligence,  1–27 (2006). 
2 Id. 
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FIG 1: Classification of AI3 

AI exists when a machine has cognitive capabilities such as problem solving and learning 

from experience. Machine learning is a subset of AI that enables the machine to learn by 

itself. Deep learning4is a subset of machine learning based on artificial neural networks that 

learn from experience on large data sets. Artificial neural networks, as the name implies, 

resemble the neural network of the human brain in structure and the mode of processing 

information.  

II. HOW DOES DEEP ARTIFICIAL NEURAL NETWORK CAPTURE 

THE AI-DRIVEN WORLD? 

Machine learning5can be supervised, in the sense, the algorithm enables to feed the labelled 

data to train the machine and finally achieve the classification and differentiation. Or it can 

be semi-supervised where the algorithm enables categorization of unlabelled images and the 

results are fed back as training data. Semi-supervised training6is usually done when there is 

not enough labelled data to produce an accurate model. Eventually, machine learning can 

also be unsupervised, where the AI system is presented with unlabelled and uncategorized 

 
3  HCAI, What is the difference between Artificial Intelligence (AI), Machine Learning (ML) and Deep Learning 

(DL)?, https://human-centered.ai/2017/11/11/difference-ai-ml/. 
4 Özgür Genç, Notes on Artificial Intelligence, Machine Learning and Deep Learning for curious people, 

TOWARDS DATA SCIENCE (Jan. 26, 2019), https://towardsdatascience.com/notes-on-artificial-intelligence-ai-

machine-learning-ml-and-deep-learning-dl-for-56e51a2071c2. 
5 Kristian Kersting, Machine Learning and Artificial Intelligence: Two Fellow Travelers on the Quest for 

Intelligent Behavior in Machines, 1Front Big Data 1(2018). 
6 Id. 
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data and the system’s algorithm is meant to identify these datasets by clustering based on 

characteristics where no human intervention is required during the program’s execution. 

This unsupervised learning or deep learning transforms the machine learning ultimately to 

the next level, which simulates the human brain itself. Its perception of the problem and the 

subsequent solutions gives an indication of the machine emulating human brain behaviour. 

Thus, the AI technology has found diverse applications in image recognition, sound 

recognition, recommender systems, natural language processing etc. 

The scope of the study covers the patent filing trends of AI related inventions, more 

specifically deep neural network in image processing on the basis of WIPO statistics7and 

also the analysis of the same in different jurisdictions. An analysis of patent applications in 

India, Europe and PCT to examine the legal difficulties faced by the applicants was carried 

out.  

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows: Part-A of the paper explains the 

methodology followed to take the patent application samples. Part-B of the paper covers 

patent landscape according to the latest WIPO trends. Part-C of the paper focuses on the 

strategic patent analysis filed during the period from 2005 to 2018. Part-D describes the 

invention which is taken as the case study. Part-E concludes the paper with the measures to 

take for the improvement of patent filing which in turn encourages more filings in the field 

of AI related inventions. 

A. Methodology 

The pilot study is based on primary data. Primary data consists of granted Indian patents 

and pending applications obtained from the Indian patent office website during 2005 to 

2018. A keyword-based search on the Indian Patent office (INPASS) was carried out to 

identify the patents relevant to the field of AI related inventions with special focus on deep 

neural network in image processing. The study was restricted to the period from 2005 to 

2018, as section 3(k) was inserted in the Patents Act 1970, in the amendment made in 2002 

which prevents software related inventions from being patented in India. In the year 2005, 

an amendment was made to the Patents Act 1970, to make patents in all fields of technology 

 
7 World Intellectual Property Organization, WIPO Technology Trends 2019: Artificial Intelligence (2019), 

https://www.wipo.int/tech_trends/en/artificial_intelligence/.  
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comply with TRIPS. The combinations of the keywords viz. neural network, deep learning, 

deep artificial neural network, artificial neural network, unsupervised learning and image 

processing was carried out using the ‘AND’ & ‘OR’ logical operators. 

B. Patent Landscape 

According to the WIPO report8, more than half of all identified AI patents were published 

in the last five years. The WIPO report, Technology Trends 2019: Artificial Intelligence 

offers a comprehensive overview of current trends in the AI patent landscape. Machine 

learning tops the list and includes forty percentages of all identified patents for AI 

techniques. Machine learning also heads the list in terms of year-on-year growth rate in 

patent filings for AI techniques followed by Logic programming and Fuzzy logic: Machine 

learning: 28%, Logic programming: 19%, Fuzzy logic: 16%. Digital identification (image 

recognition) leads the field in terms of total patents filed as it comprises forty-nine 

percentages of all identified patents. However, in terms of year-on-year growth rate in patent 

filings, the pacesetters are quite different as Robotics: 55%, Control methods: 55%, 

Planning/scheduling: 37%, Computer vision: 24% Most AI patents are not restricted to just 

one field: Nearly 70% of AI-related inventions mention multiple AI techniques or functional 

applications working together.  In commercial applications, Telecommunication (15%), 

Transportation (15%), Life &Medical Sciences (12%), Personal devices, computing and 

human computer interaction (11%) is reported. Based on data from 2013 to 2016, the 

industries where patent filings are seeing the most annual growth are Smart cities: 47%, 

Transportation: 33%, Agriculture: 32%, Computing in government: 30% and Banking & 

finance: 28%. These are the top industries currently putting AI technology to work. Top 

patent assignees of AI technology according to WIPO data, are IBM (8290 patents), 

Microsoft (5930 patents), Toshiba (5223 patents), Samsung (5102 patents) and NEC (4406 

patents). As of 2014, the top three patent offices for AI patent filings are, in order: China, 

United States and Japan. India is emerging as a new target for patent filing.  

A representative field of AI was selected in the present study to explore the patent status as 

illustrated in the methodology section. The search strategy returned 129 patent applications, 

of which only four applications were granted. The patent details of the same are provided 

in Table 1. The remaining patents were either abandoned, refused, withdrawn or is under 

 
8 Id. 
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examination. A very low (about 3.1%) conversion rate paints a bleak picture for AI related 

patents in India. This gives an indication that patents are not easy to obtain for AI related 

inventions in India. However, it cannot be a general statement as this study has focused only 

on AI related inventions on deep neural network in image processing in India.  

PATENT 

NUMBER 

TITLE OF THE 

INVENTION 

APPLICATION STATUS 

INDIA USA EUROPE 

250905 Neural Network Using 

Spatially Dependent Data for 

Controlling a Web-Based 

Process 

GRANTED GRANTED GRANTED 

247628 A Method and Apparatus for 

Selection of Neural Network 

Ensemble for Processing Well 

Logging Data 

GRANTED GRANTED N/A 

256496 Apparatus and Method for 

Estimating State of Charge of 

Battery Using Neural 

Network 

GRANTED GRANTED N/A 

196315 An Artificial Neural Network 

Based Data Monitoring 

System 

GRANTED PENDING PENDING 

TABLE 1 

Another aspect was to look at the applications refused, withdrawn or abandoned in India, 

the corresponding application of which was granted in either the US or the European 

Union. The results are presented in Table 2. Surprisingly only five such refused/withdrawn 

or abandoned applications surfaced for which corresponding patents were granted in either 

the US or European Union. This could primarily be due to different exceptions to 

patentability standards followed in various jurisdictions. However, the applications 

corresponding to the Indian patent applications which are under examination in US and 

European Union have not been looked into in detail. 
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APPLICATION 

NUMBER 

TITLE OF THE 

INVENTION 

APPLICATION STATUS 

INDIA USA EUROPE 

2071/DEL/2009 Estimating an 

Achievable Power 

Production of a 

Wind Turbine by 

Means of a Neural 

Network 

ABANDONED GRANTED N/A 

5025/DELNP/2007 Identify Data 

Sources for Neural 

Network 

REFUSED GRANTED N/A 

778/MUM/2005 Artificial Neural 

Network Guessing 

Method and Game 

ABANDONED - - 

2614/DELNP/2004 Improved 

Performance of 

Artificial Neural 

Network Models in 

The Presence of 

Instrumental Noise 

and Measurement 

Errors 

WITHDRAWN GRANTED GRANTED 

1789/DELNP/2009 Intelligence 

Network Anomaly 

Detection Using A 

Type II Fuzzy 

Neural Network 

ABANDONED ABANDONED GRANTED 

TABLE 2 

The aforementioned context reveals the prior importance of AI technology, and how within 

AI technology deep neural network dominates with diverse applications. AI conceived as 
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intellectual property, is indicated by the number of patent applications filed in the field in 

India, analysis of which paves the way for gauging effective technical advancements in India. 

C. A Strategic Patent Analysis  

The real world of automation with intelligent machines is no more an imagination with the 

advent of AI technology. India, considered one of the fastest growing economies in the 

world right now, is emerging to be a major technology hub for generating AI related 

innovations. India, the second most populous country in the world, faces many challenges 

to survive and thrive in a global market with AI initiatives9.Despite a large section of the 

population having exposure to AI technology, few are aware of the technicality and 

patentability issues that AI is confronting. 

This strategic analysis of patents filed in the area progresses to figure out these issues by 

studying specific cases in detail.  

The remaining applications are pending in India and the reasons for the same are out of the 

scope of this study and require a separate investigation. The following is a detailed discussion 

of the case shown in Table 2, application number 1789/DELNP/200910, which was 

abandoned in India and the US, but was granted in the European Union. 

D. Intelligence Network Anomaly Detection Using A Type Ii Fuzzy Neural 

Network 

The present invention protects a private network (FIG.2) from an anomaly attack using a 

type II fuzzy neural network.  For that a network device used to escalate corrective actions is 

interfaced with anomaly detector. Current networking devices use either any preventive 

measures to detect and correct the anomalies or can correct only after the damage has 

happened. The present invention detects and corrects at the time of an attack using network 

statistics. The existing techniques may not perform very well because they depend on intimate 

knowledge about the cause of the attack/anomaly before they can recognize the 

attack/anomaly and take corrective actions to correct the symptoms of the attack/anomaly. 

Also, these techniques need to take small amount of corrective actions despite the degree of 

 
9 NITI Aayog, National Strategy for Artificial Intelligence #AIforall, (2018), 

https://niti.gov.in/sites/default/files/2019-01/NationalStrategy-for-AI-Discussion-Paper.pdf 
10 India Patent No. 1789/DELNP/2009 (abandoned), https://patents.google.com/patent/US20080083029A1/en.  
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attack/anomaly, unless the network administrator specifically defines each degree of the 

attack that they wish to solve. This invention suggests escalating actions until the symptoms 

of attack begin to disappear. 

 

FIG 211 

The anomaly detector uses a three-tiered type II fuzzy neural network (FIG3) where the first 

tier has multiple membership functions (A membership function (MF) is a curve that defines 

how each point in the input space is mapped to a membership value (or degree of 

membership) between 0 and 1) that collects network statistics about the health of a network 

device and processes those numbers into metrics 0 and 1. The second tier has multiple 

summers, each of which interfaces with selected membership functions to obtain their 

metrics and then outputs a running sum. The third tier has multiple aggregators each of which 

aggregates the sum from selected summers and computes a running average that is compared 

to fuzzy logic control rules (located within an if-then-else table) to determine a particular 

course of action which the network device can follow to address the symptoms of an attack. 

 

FIG 312 

 
11 Id. 
12 supra note 10, at fig.2, http://ipindiaservices.gov.in/PatentSearch/PatentSearch/ViewPDF. 

about:blank
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The anomaly detector uses artificial intelligence as type II fuzzy neural network to introduce 

a measure of adaptability in the anomaly detection process. The type II fuzzy neural network 

is different from a traditional neural network in that its conditions for learning are heuristic 

(means an approach to problem solving or self-discovery) whereas the traditional neural 

network uses complicated adaptive filters for solving the problems. These simple heuristics 

allow for undefined numerical errors in adaptation which is called as “fuzziness” and it is this 

fuzzy nature which allows the anomaly detector to solve a problem by discovering without 

necessitating the precision of data, which is required by a traditional neural network. 

The invention is filed across different countries like China, Europe, France, Germany, Italy, 

Japan, South Korea, Spain, United Kingdom and the United States of America through the 

Patent Corporation Treaty (PCT), and is granted in all these countries except the US and 

India. The present case study addresses the approach of European, US and Indian 

jurisdictions towards the patentability of this invention.    

D.1. Critical Analysis of Patentability standards  

The standard criteria of patents are Novelty, Inventive Step, Industrial application, and Non-

patentability issue upon which the analysis of patents is conducted as whether the invention 

is patentable or not. The particular case filed in Europe, US and India is analysed on the 

basis of the four standards according to the first examination report of the country’s own 

jurisdiction and tabulated as shown in Table 3. 

Name of the 

Country 

Application 

Number 

Novelty Inventive Industrial 

application 

Non-

patentability 

issue 

Europe EP07843575A NO NO YES  

US 11/536842 - - -  

India 1789/DELNP/2009 NO NO YES Yes 

Table 3. Observations on the patentability standards basis the first examination report 
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D.2. Comparison of jurisdictions on the basis of FER 

D.2.1. NOVELTY 

Prosecution in Europe and India 

According to Article 54 of European Patent Convention,13 an invention shall be considered 

to be new if it does not form part of the state of the art. According to the international search 

report and international preliminary examination report, the present invention does not meet 

the criteria of novelty under Article 54 of EPC and Article 33(2) of PCT because the subject 

matters of filed claims 1214 and 1415describe the steps for addressing a symptom of an attack 

which is already referred to in a prior document.16 In Europe, the main claims 12 and 14 

which had been confronted with objections regarding novelty were deleted by the applicant 

during the course of amendment.  

On the other hand, in India the definition of “new invention” as described in The Indian 

Patents Act 1970 under section 2(1)(l), after the 2005 amendments, as  

“any invention or technology which has not been anticipated by publication 

in any document or used in the country or elsewhere in the world before the 

date of filing of patent application with complete specification, i.e. the subject 

matter has not fallen in public domain or that it does not form part of the 

state of the art”.  

In India according to FER,17 the filed claims 12 and 14 lack novelty as the subject matter 

involves the existing techniques like collecting a plurality of network statistics, processing each 

into a fractional value, taking and aggregating a plurality of inferences that is given to an if-

then-else decision rule table to address the symptom of the attack which is not novel as per 

 
13 EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, Convention on the Grant of European Patents (European Patent Convention (5 Oct. 

1973). 
14 supra note10. 

12.A method for addressing a symptom of an attack, said method comprising the steps of: 

Collecting a plurality of network statistics; 

processing each of the collected statistics into a fractional value; 

drawing a plurality of inferences by summing a plurality of unique sets of the fractional values which are 

associated with processed collected statistics; aggregating the plurality of inferences; and  

making a decision in view of the aggregated inferences and an if-then-else decision rule table to address the 

symptom of the attack. 
15 Claim14: The method of claim 12, wherein said attack is a transmuting worm which implements a plurality of   

biological algorithms. 
16 U.S. Patent No. 2004/250124 (issued Sep. 12, 2004), https://patents.google.com/patent/US20040250124. 
17 supra note 10. 

about:blank
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the examination. No replies were filed by the applicants to the objections raised according to 

the examination report. 

Prosecution Analysis 

The invention describes an existing method to solve the symptom of an attack over the 

network. It claims a method, as discussed above, which is already followed in the prior art 

document18. The method in the prior art involves measuring a property of traffic entering in 

the network and analysing the property using fuzzy logic algorithm. The method also explains 

the traffic, in which the traffic comprised packets of a certain protocol type, and analysing the 

property involves analysing the ratio of a number of the packets of the certain protocol type 

entering the network to a total number of the packets of the traffic entering the network using 

one or more fuzzy membership functions. Thus, the examination under both the 

jurisdictions shows the accurate points to object the claims stating novelty. 

D.2.2. INVENTIVE STEP 

Prosecution in Europe and India 

It is stated in Article 56 of EPC that  

“An invention shall be considered as involving an inventive step if, having 

regard to the state of the art, it is not obvious to a person skilled in the art. If 

the state of the art also includes documents within the meaning of Article 54, 

paragraph 3, and these documents shall not be considered in deciding 

whether there has been an inventive step.”  

In Europe, the invention faced objections in claims 119, 5-720 and 12-14 where, from the prior 

arts, the implementation of fuzzy inference systems using neural networks is well known in 

art. In the examiners’ analysis dependant claims 5-7, 13 and 14 involve steps which lack 

additional technical features whereas claim 8 is new and has an inventive step as it solves the 

problem of improving the responsiveness of the system to rapid traffic changes. The 

applicants amended their claims in response to the objections by replacing type II fuzzy 

 
18 supra note 16. 
19 Claim 1: An anomaly detector comprising a type II fuzzy neural network that tracks symptoms of an attack and 

suggests escalating corrective actions until the symptoms of the attack begin to disappear. 
20 Claim 5: The anomaly detector of Claim 1, wherein said attack is a transmuting worm which implements a 

plurality of biological algorithms.  

6. The anomaly detector of Claim 1, wherein said attack is an unexpected attack. 

7. The anomaly detector of Claim 1, wherein said attack is an expected attack. 
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neural network with control structure in claim 1 and other claims accordingly. The section 

2(1)(ja) of the Indian patent act 197021deals with the inventive step: 

“Inventive step” means a feature of an invention that involves technical 

advances as compared to the existing knowledge or having economic 

significance or both and that makes the invention not obvious to a person 

skilled in the art.” 

In India, same objections were raised, as in Europe, for the same claims but the applicants 

didn’t respond to the objections.  

Prosecution Analysis 

In response to the objection on inventive step raised by the examiner, the applicant amended 

the claims by replacing the term “type II fuzzy neural network” with “control structure” in 

claim 1, to overcome the objections involving the inventive step. However, it can be argued 

that even if the new term was added, the original dependant claims 5-7, which were amended 

as claims 4-6 still define simply an enumerate attack that may be handled by the system of 

claim 1 which fails to showcase any additional features. Further, original claim 822is shown to 

involve an inventive step as per the examiner’s report. However, the amended claim 7 which 

states that each of the calculated average is based on a unique set of metrics and a rate of 

change of unique set of metrics, solves the problem by improving the responsiveness of the 

system to sudden traffic changes.  

 

 

 

 

 
21 INDIAN PATENT OFFICE, The Patent Rules (2003), 

http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPORule/1_70_1_The-Patents-Rules-2003-Updated-till-23-June-

2017.pdf.  
22 Claim 8 : A method for addressing a symptom of an attack, said method comprising the steps of: collecting a 

plurality of network statistics; and processing each of the collected network statistics into a metric which is a 

fraction of the collected network statistic divided by a theoretical maximum of the collected network statistic; 

calculating a plurality of averages each of which is based on a unique set of the metrics and a rate of change of 

the unique set of the metrics; aggregating a unique set of the calculated averages; and comparing the aggregated 

calculated averages to values in an if-then-else decision rules table to determine an action to address the symptom 

of the attack. 

about:blank
about:blank
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D.2.3. INDUSTRIAL APPLICATION 

Prosecution in Europe and India 

Article 57 of EPC deals with industrial application and it is defined as: 

“An invention shall be considered as susceptible of industrial application if it 

can be made or used in any kind of industry, including agriculture.” 

In India, industrial application is described in Section 2(1)(ac) of the Indian Patent Act, 1970 

as:  

"capable of industrial application", in relation to an invention, means that the 

invention is capable of being made or used in an industry; 

No objections were raised under this section in both the jurisdictions. 

D.2.4. NON-PATENTABILITY 

Prosecution in Europe and India 

Since AI technology involves various mathematical models and logical algorithms, the aspect 

of patentability of the inventions in a country needs to be examined according to the 

guidelines for computer related inventions or computer implemented inventions issued by 

the patent office coming under its own jurisdiction. The rules for subject matter eligibility in 

both India and EPO are based on statutory provisions.   

The EPO applies the rule for subject matters not considered to be patent eligible set forth in 

Article 52 of the EPC which lists out the inventions not eligible for patentability as discoveries; 

scientific theories and mathematical methods; aesthetic creations; schemes, rules and 

methods for performing mental acts; playing games or doing business; and programs for 

computers; presentations of information. The examination report follows the guidelines of 

computer implemented inventions. The EPO guidelines23from 2018 onwards include a new 

section under mathematical methods (G-II.3.3), relating to artificial intelligence and machine 

learning which are based on computational models and algorithms for clustering, regression, 

classification and dimensionality reduction. The computational models and algorithms 

involve neural networks, genetic algorithms, support vector machines, k-means, kernel 

regression and discriminant analysis that are per se of an abstract mathematical nature, 

 
23 EUROPEAN PATENT OFFICE, Guidelines for Examination in the European Patent Office, (Nov. 2018). 
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regardless of whether they can be "trained" on the basis of training data.  Hence the new 

guidelines propose to examine whether the claimed subject matter has a technical character 

as a whole, as support vector machine or neural network usually refer to an abstract model 

lacking the technical character. Hence the invention is considered only if the classification 

methods serve a technical purpose. The training set and training the classifier may also 

contribute to the technical character of the invention. 

In India, the rule for subject matter eligibility, CRI 201724is set forth in subsection 3(k), 3(l), 

3(m), 3(n) and 3(o). No guidelines exist specifically for AI, patenting guidelines on Computer 

Related Inventions are mentioned in section 3 of the Indian Patent act 1970. 

(3)  The following are not inventions within the meaning of this act: 

(k) a mathematical or business method or a computer programme per se or 

algorithms;  

(l) a literary, dramatic, musical or artistic work or any other aesthetic creation 

whatsoever including cinematographic works and television productions; 

(m) a mere scheme or rule or method of performing mental act or method 

of playing game; 

(n) a presentation of information; 

(o) topography of integrated circuits; 

With reference to section 3(k) computer programmes are placed in the same category of 

mathematical methods, algorithms and business methods. In 2005 the parliament rejected 

the 2004 patent ordinance. In that ordinance section 3(k) read as “a computer programme 

per se other than its technical application to industry or a combination with hardware; a 

mathematical method or a business method or algorithms”. By rejecting the ordinance, the 

parliament shows that technical application to industry and combination with hardware does 

not make a computer programme patentable.  

The present case study highlights the objections that were encountered by the applicants from 

the examiners based on first examination report under patent ineligible subject matter. In 

 
24 OFFICE OF THE CONPTROLLER GENERAL OF PATENTS, DESIGNS AND TRADEMARKS, Guidelines for Examination 

of Computer Related Inventions (CRIs) (2017), 

http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/Images/pdf/Revised__Guidelines_for_Examination_of_Compute

r-related_Inventions_CRI__.pdf. 
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India, claims 1-18 of this invention are non-patentable under section 3(k) and Section 3(m). 

The method claims do not disclose any apparatus/structural component to carry out the 

method steps. The method as such would constitute an algorithm hence not patentable, as it 

falls under the purview of section 3(k) of the Patents act 1970. Also, the absence of hardware 

in the method claims renders the subject matter to a method of mental act that falls under 

the scope of section 3(m) of the Patents Act 1970. Also, the claims that define the 

method/apparatus configured to execute mathematical methods lack inventive features, thus 

making it fall within the scope of section 3(k) of the Patent Act 1970. Therefore, the said 

claims in the invention are not patentable.  

Prosecution Analysis 

Claim 8 (amended claim 7) involves mere calculations of averages based on unique set of 

metrics and rate of change of unique set of metrics, similar to a mean value calculation. Also, 

no hardware is described to carry out the method steps in the present invention. So, it can 

be considered as a combination of mathematical methods and scheme, rule and methods for 

performing mental acts as per Articles 52(2)(a) and 52(2)(b) respectively. As a result, even 

though claim 8(amended claim 7) overcomes the hurdle of inventive step criteria, it fails to 

prove its patent eligibility under Article 52(2) of EPC. In the present case study, the examiners 

in Europe strictly followed the procedure for the grant of patents on the basis of Convention 

on the Grant of European Patents (European patent convention) but they failed to review the 

invention according to the guidelines specific to computer implemented inventions. The 

inference is framed out of their absence in raising objections in patent eligibility issue of the 

subject matter, whereas in India the examiners correctly pointed out the issue of non-

patentability. The possible reason for the applicants not responding to the objections is that 

the they realised that their invention was not patentable. Another possibility could be the lack 

of guidelines for dealing with inventions pertaining to AI. Such guidelines could help 

examiners to analyse the invention in a better dimension and applicants to implement the 

invention in a more specific structure as well. 
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CONCLUSION 

Artificial intelligence (AI) has advanced enough to do reasoning and decision-taking in 

machines implementing AI itself rather than humans. The advanced technologies used in AI 

like monitoring, decision making, responding can be carried out without human intervention. 

Moreover, AI can handle vast amount of data and can be trained to simulate the mental 

processes of humans when the constructed system is intelligent. 

AI finds its application in the patent world as prior-art search, which identifies similarities 

between patent documents, thus saving the human effort and time in doing such work. 

Among the two subsets of AI, machine learning and deep learning, as we discussed earlier, 

deep learning takes much longer to get trained but the opposite is true at the testing stage. It 

will give a better output in no time with real time data. This makes the AI software stand 

alone among the other software.   

Most of the patents filed in India during this period are either in pending/refused/abandoned 

stage, while they have been granted in other countries. This may be the effect of CRI 

guidelines followed by India, in which no special consideration is given to AI technologies, 

especially deep learning which is used significantly in the signal processing field. Whereas in 

Europe, the latest guidelines of EPO set the standards to measure AI and machine learning 

in inventions under G-II, 3.3.1.  

Thus, the mentioning of AI related inventions in EPO guidelines facilitates the inventors to 

generate AI related inventions and it gives clarity to an examiner while analysing the patent 

documents in a more appropriate way. The situation is different in India as there is no 

standard established in the guidelines for examining AI related inventions. So, the examiners 

may consider AI inventions as one among the other computer related inventions without 

giving them a distinct category which they deserve. Therefore, it is a matter of prolonged 

concern that AI inventions should be dealt diligently while deciding patentability due to their 

software centric nature. Hence, extra attention should be paid towards AI and machine 

learning that put patentable subject matter in a place that it is in harmony with the current 

state of technology. 

** 
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ABSTRACT 

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and Human Rights originated from unrelated 

domains of human life. Turn of the civilization in the second half of the last century 

has pitted IPR against human rights. Pharmaceutical patents and right to health have 

taken opposing corners in the amphitheater of international relations and policy 

making. This paper endeavors to chart the relationship between the two 

jurisprudential streams in recent times and its global implications reflecting certain 

traits on the Indian scenario. The discussion will encompass the evolution of 

international intellectual property regime with its implication on pharmaceutical 

patents and the expansion of concepts of Human Rights to right to health, their 

opposing theoretical basis, and the way industrialized and less developed states 

reacted and adapted to this fluid relationship. 
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INTRODUCTION 

The evolution of Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) and Human Rights took different trails 

during the yesteryears of civilization. Whereas intellectual property endowed private rights 

over individual creations and innovations, human rights primarily conferred rights against 

state interference.1 Though intellectual property rights had always tried to balance between 

rewards accorded to the owner of intellectual property against the resultant gains accrued to 

the society as a whole, the two worlds of intellectual property and human rights never came 

to face each other so expressively until the second half of the twentieth century.2 This period 

also saw the sphere of health-care and medical innovations advance by leaps and bounds.  

The world faced new challenges from hitherto unprecedented burden of diseases and their 

enormous toll on human life.3 When considering access to medicines, the high price-tag of 

patents in innovative medicines has become a double-edged sword.  

This document endeavours to gauge the evolution of intellectual property rights in 

pharmaceutical patents on the scale of human rights. Chapters 2 and 3 summarize the 

development of intellectual property rights and of human rights. Chapter 4 pits IPR against 

Human Rights through the prism of rights of inventors and right to health. Chapter 5 depicts 

how India reconciled its patent laws with its domestic needs from a Human Rights angle vis-

a-vis access to medicines. Chapter 6 outlines the evolution of IPR with the unfolding of WTO 

and TRIPS agreement and how India responded to it. Chapter 7 details the overarching 

dominance of the private sector in pharmaceutical patents and the pharmaceutical industry 

driven TRIPS Plus provisions imposed on trade and investment treaties. Chapter 8 questions 

the justification of the ends of IPRs in pharmaceutical patents through the prism of Human 

Rights. Chapter 9 throws light on the possible Human Rights solution to hurdles posed by 

pharmaceutical patents on the route to access to medicines and right to health, through 

compulsory licensing and the follow-up to Doha Declaration of World Trade Organisation. 

Chapter 10 elucidates the real-life challenges faced in the acceptance and implementation of 

 
1 Henning Grosse Ruse-Khan, Linking Intellectual Property and Human Rights: Concepts, Perspectives, and 

Tools for Integration, in CIPIL SPRING CONFERENCE ON IP AND HUMAN RIGHTS (Mar. 11, 2017), 

https://www.cipil.law.cam.ac.uk/seminars-and-eventscipil-spring-conference/cipil-spring-conference-2017. 
2 See Paul LC Torremans, Intellectual Property Law and Human Rights, 34, Information Law Series (2015); See 

Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, Human Rights and Intellectual Property: Mapping the Global Interface 

(2011).   
3Rachel Hajar, History of Medicine Timeline, 16(1) HEART VIEWS, 43–45 (2015), 

http://www.datesandevents.org/events-timelines/10-history-of-medicine-timeline.htm.  
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parallel imports of patented medicines under the Doha Declaration.  Chapter 11 brings us 

full circle to competing interests that are in play to balance pharmaceutical patents and human 

rights. 

I.  DEVELOPMENT OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS 

Intellectual property came into vogue during ancient days when craftsmen and artisans would 

mark their goods to stand out amongst others in the nascent form of trademarks.4 The Statute 

of Anne5 conferred some sort of copyrights to authors that were then assigned to publishers 

and printers and the guilds of Venice6 which awarded patents to creators of innovations. The 

principle was to grant exclusive rights to exploit such intangible property which were the 

culmination of intellectual creations of individual humans, for a time being, so that afterwards 

the society can share and reap the benefits of such products of their intellectual effort and 

generate new creativities.7 

Different schools of thought in the field of intellectual property took sides in this tug of war 

as to what extent such exclusive rights could be weighed against the benefits enjoyed by the 

society. Those who upheld the primacy of the individual argued for stronger scope of 

intellectual property rights, whereas those with liberal leanings advocated progressive 

exceptions to such exclusive rights in favour of the people at large, so that the society can 

partake the benefits of such intellectual property.8 

Nineteenth century entered the age of industrialization. The West had a head start in the 

exploitation of resources in the fields of industrialization. Material progress improved quality 

of life in the Western and colonial powers enormously, while exploitation of the previous 

colonies continued. To sustain industrialization, the western civilizations had to encourage 

innovations and as a corollary, industrial intellectual property regimes developed in the form 

 
4 David Bainbridge, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 687 (9th ed. 2012).  
5 Id. at 34. 
6 David Bainbridge, supra note 4 at 392. 
7 Vishwas Devaiah, A History of Patent Law, ALTERNATIVE LAW FORUM, http://altlawforum.org/publications/a-

history-of-patent-law/. 
8 Id. 
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of the Paris Convention (1883) and its subsequent revisions; until its culmination as the 

World Intellectual Property Organization (1967).9 

II. DEVELOPMENT OF HUMAN RIGHTS 

By the mid-20th century, colonial powers started collapsing all around the world. With the 

rise of new nation states, the latter found a voice in the international stage and gradually these 

lesser developed states progressively asserted their rights before the world. At the same time, 

the horrors of Nazi holocaust shook the conscience of the whole world to its core. Human 

Rights had heretofore existed in the abstract sense, but the events following the Second 

World War and the exposure of its horrors, forced the hand of the civilized world to lay 

down norms of rights of individual humans and the obligations and limits of state powers, so 

as to uphold such human rights.10 

To begin with, advocates of Human Rights were mainly concerned with protection of the 

weak and downtrodden from the atrocities of state power.11 But as the definitions of Human 

Rights expanded with time, the arena of intellectual property and of Human Rights were 

bound to confront each other. As industrialization had its lifeline in new innovations to 

hitherto unsolved problems, the developed countries championed stricter intellectual 

property rights for economic rewards to innovators; but the intellectual property regimes had 

no allusion to human rights in their decision-making process.12 

Meanwhile, the reference to intellectual property rights had already found its way into the 

international covenants of human rights. The Universal Declaration of Human Rights 

(UDHR) was endorsed by member states of the United Nations in 1948 which achieved 

eminence as a universally accepted charter on the aftermath of the Second World War.13 

 
9 Alathur D. Damodaran, Indian Patent Law in the post-TRIPS Decade: S&T Policy Appraisal, 13 JIPR 414-423 

(2008). 
10 Akira Iriye et. al, The Human Rights Revolution: An International History, REINTERPRETING HISTORY: HOW 

HISTORICAL ASSESSMENTS CHANGE OVER TIME 3 (2012). 
11 Laurence R. Helfer, Human Rights and Intellectual Property: Conflict or Coexistence? 5(1) MINN. INTELL. 

PROP. REV. 51 (2003), https://scholarship.law.umn.edu/mjlst/vol5/iss1/2. 
12 Id.; Audrey R. Chapman, A human rights perspective on intellectual property, scientific progress, and access 

to benefits of science, WIPO/UNHCR Intellectual Property and Human Rights: A Panel Discussion to 

Commemorate the 50th Anniversary of the Universal Declaration on Human Rights, Publication No. 762E. (1998), 

http://www.wipo.org/globalisaues/events/1998/humanrights/papers/pdf/chapman.pdf. 
13 Gudmundur Alfredsson & Asbjørn Eide, THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS: A COMMON 

STANDARD OF ACHIEVEMENT (1999). 
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Article 27 of UDHR14 under clause 1, advocated community participation in enjoyment of 

arts and culture and sharing of benefits from scientific advancements; whereas, clause 2 

empowered innovators and authors to moral rights and economic benefits, over their 

individual scientific advancements and creations.15 But this was a broadly construed 

consensus and it was left to the member states as to where to draw the balance.16 

Further progress on the UDHR culminated in two subsequent international covenants. The 

UDHR provided for “first generation” human rights i.e. civil and political rights as well as 

“second generation” human rights viz. economic, social, and cultural rights.17 The former 

was covered in the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights (ICCPR, 1996) which 

mandated states to comply immediately and most member states acknowledged the same.18 

Granting the latter set of human rights became the bone of contention in the then world 

(polarized between the capitalist and the communist blocs), as to the definition and scope of 

recognizing the right to own property.19 Hence the International Covenant on Economic, 

Social and Cultural Rights (ICESCR, 1966) merely asked the member states to undertake 

the best possible endeavour as permissible by their resources in a staggered manner to ensure 

such rights progressively.20 Thus intellectual property rights, which mainly covered economic 

rights, did not receive universal traction in this field.21 

Things came to head as the developing countries had to confront the emerging challenges 

faced by their populace in the fields of food supplies and health care. Innovations in 

healthcare in industrialized nations had created marvels in eradicating widespread life-

threatening and disabling diseases. But the access to these modern medicines and medical 

 
14 Art. 27, THE UNIVERSAL DECLARATION OF HUMAN RIGHTS, 1948, https://www.un.org/en/universal-

declaration-human-rights/. 
15John Peters Humphrey et al, Unit 10.3: The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), The Universal 

Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR) is a declaration adopted by the United Nations General Assembly at Palais 

de Chaillot, Paris (Dec. 10 1948), [Hereinafter Humphrey et al, Unit 10.3, UDHR], 

http://dspace.vpmthane.org:8080/jspui/bitstream/123456789/4208/1/FC%20Sem%202%20THE%20UNIVERS

AL%20DECLARATION%20OF%20HUMAN.pdf. 
16 Laurence R. Helfer, Toward a Human Rights Framework for Intellectual Property, Public Law and Legal 

Theory Working Paper Number 06-03, 40 U.C. DAVIS L. REV., 976 (2007). 
17 LAURENCE R. HELFER & GRAEME W. AUSTIN, HUMAN RIGHTS AND INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: MAPPING THE 

GLOBAL INTERFACE 12 (1st ed. 2011).   
18 See LOUIS HENKIN ET AL., HUMAN RIGHTS (2nd ed., 2009). 
19 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 9. 
20 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 12. 
21 Art 15.1., INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS 

(ICESCR), 1966, https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/pages/cescr.aspx. 
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procedures were beyond the reach of the developing and underdeveloped nations, and were 

thus unable to cater to their teeming masses. The intellectual property drug patenting regime 

gave virtual monopoly to patent holders in pharmaceutical industries to decide aspects related 

to drug pricing.  

Thus, we can surmise that in its earlier stages, Human Rights norm-setting had to face teething 

problems in its advocacy of public interests pitted against private economic rights vested in 

intellectual property. 

III. RIGHTS OF INNOVATORS VERSUS RIGHT TO HEALTH 

On one hand, innovations in pharmaceutical industries were time consuming and highly 

dependent on investment in Research and Development. Not only did that involve resource-

intensive research and trials, one innovative success would emerge on the footsteps of 

innumerable failures, i.e. research which would never see the light of the day.22 Hence the 

pharmaceutical companies would seek to recoup their investments by securing monopolies 

on the market that would deliver higher revenues for the limited term of patent protection. 

This would incentivize further innovations and thus faced with the lure of higher profit, 

induce further investment on research and development.23 They sought to extrapolate the 

provisions of Article 27.1 of UDHR24 and sought protection of Human Rights of the 

innovators. This, the pharmaceutical companies argued, would acknowledge the 

contributions of the innovators in medicine and reward them so as to further their quest to 

develop new medicines for newer challenges in healthcare, and mitigate effects of so far 

untreatable diseases. The advancements of biotechnology and the extension of patent 

protection to genes opened new avenues to make new drugs that would cure hitherto 

incurable diseases and prolong human life. The patent holders claimed that weakening of 

patent protection to new drugs, would lead to potential competitors free riding on their toils 

and discourage further innovations in medicines.25 

 
22 Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss, Patents and Human Rights: The Paradox Reexamined, Public Law Research Paper 

No. 15-35 5(3) CEIPI-ICTSD PUBLICATION SERIES ON GLOBAL PERSPECTIVES AND CHALLENGES FOR THE 

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY SYSTEM (2015), SSRN https://ssrn.com/abstract=2654301. 
23 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 90,91. 
24 See text accompanying note 21. 
25 WIPO, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY READING MATERIAL, WIPO Publication No. 476 (E). (2nd ed., 1998), §4.60, 

4.61.  
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On the other hand, advocates of Human Rights woke up to the new situation, which they 

perceived as a threat to the basic right to health and medical care as envisioned in Article 25 

of the UDHR, that holds this right paramount, at par with the right to life and to freedom 

from discrimination.26 

Previously, Human Rights advocates primarily concerned themselves with mitigation and 

eradication of atrocities of undemocratic and inhumane state powers. But the ramifications 

of drug patents, the enforcement of product patent regime in medicine patents and the 

linkage of trade relations with intellectual property,27 as would be discussed subsequently, 

opened a Pandora’s Box of barriers to attainment of universal human rights.28 

Thus, the situation was ripe for Human Rights advocates to adapt themselves to meet this 

new challenge of where to draw the line between the opposing stakeholders in the realm of 

medical innovations and public health.   

IV. INDIA AT CROSSROADS: FUNDAMENTAL RIGHTS AND THE SHIELD 

PROCESS OF PATENTS  

The case of post-independence India became a study in the evolution and face-off between 

Human Rights and Pharmaceutical patents. The 42nd Amendment to the Constitution of 

India (1976) envisioned a socialist state in the offing. Though the Constitution does not 

specify a Right to Health as a Fundamental Right, Article 21 of the Constitution29 guarantees 

right to life.30 Expanding on the concept of Right to Life, the Hon’ble Supreme Court of 

India had conferred on a “life with human dignity & not mere survival or animal existence” 

(vide Francis Coralie Mullin v. The Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi & Ors., 1981).31 

The Apex Court has time and again gone further to impose the obligation on the 

Government for preservation of the health of its citizens (vide Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor 

 
26 Art 25, The Universal Declaration of Human Rights (UDHR), 1948, https://www.un.org/en/universal-

declaration-human-rights/. 
27 Laurence R. Helfer, supra note 11 at 52. 
28 Hemanat Kumar Varun, Right to Health, LEGAL INDIA: LEGAL NEWS & LAW RESOURCE PORTAL (Feb. 22, 

2011), https://www.legalindia.com/right-to-health/ [Hereinafter Legal India]. 
29 INDIA CONST. art. 21. 
30 Indrajit Khandekar et al., Review Research Paper: Right to Health Care, 34(2) J INDIAN ACAD. FORENSIC MED. 

(2012); Legal India, supra note 28. 
31 Francis Coralie Mullin v. The Administrator, Union Territory of Delhi & Ors., 1981 AIR 746. 
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Samity & Ors v. State of West Bengal & Anr., 1996)32 and further more to obligate even the 

private healthcare sector to ensure preservation and protection of life (vide Parmanand 

Katara v. Union of India & Ors., 1989).33  

Though the Directive Principles of State Policy as laid down by the Constitution of India is 

thought not persuasive enough to invoke a Fundamental Right to Health, it lays down 

guidelines to the State to ensure universal healthcare for all its citizens.34 The Directive 

Principles also lays down the framework of balancing patent rights of pharmaceutical giants 

against rights of the public from the prism of a welfare state.35 The dissenting note of K. 

Ramaswamy, J. in C.E.S.C. Ltd. Etc. v Subhash Chandra Bose & Ors., 1991 has even gone 

to the extent of elevating Right to Health as a Fundamental Human Right.36 

In this light, we can appreciate, in hindsight, how post independent India with its limited 

resources and its fledgling pharmaceutical industry, had to evolve its own policy to provide 

innovative medicines to its poor citizens in an affordable and accessible manner. The 

formation and the resulting report of the Ayyangar Committee bore fruition in the Patent Act 

1970. The Report argued that unfettered monopoly rights vested in pharmaceutical 

companies would pose an insurmountable hurdle before the poor and needy, who 

comprised the vast majority of India at that time, to have any access to modern medicines. 

Hence the Report recommended compulsory licensing and process patenting of medicines.37 

 
32 Paschim Banga Khet Mazdoor Samity & Ors v. State of West Bengal & Anor., 1996 SCC (4) 37, at 5 (per S. 

C. Agrawal J) (“Article 21 imposes an obligation on the State to safeguard the right to life of every person. 

Preservation of human life is thus of paramount importance. The Government hospitals run by the State and the 

medical officers employed therein are duty bound to extend medical assistance for preserving human life.”), 

https://sci.gov.in/jonew/judis/15597.pdf. 
33 Parmanand Katara v. Union of India & Ors., 1989 AIR 2039, at 7 (per Ranganath Misra J), (“Article 21 of the 

Constitution casts the obligation on the State to preserve life. …. Every doctor whether at a Government hospital 

or otherwise has the professional obligation to extend his services with due expertise for protecting life.”), 

https://sci.gov.in/jonew/judis/7839.pdf. 
34INDIA CONST. art 47. 
35 INDIA CONST. art. 39. 
36 C.E.S.C. Ltd. Etc v. Subhash Chandra Bose & Ors, AIR 573 1991, at ¶¶4,5 (per Ranganath Misra CJ), (Article 

39(2) of the Constitution enjoins the State to direct its policies to secure the health and strength of workers. The 

right to social justice is a fundamental right. Right to livelihood springs from the right to life guaranteed under 

Art. 21. The health and strength of a worker is an integral facet of right to life.), 

https://sci.gov.in/jonew/judis/12560.pdf. 
37 Shri Justice N. Rajagopala Ayyangar, Report on the Revision of the Law in India Relating to Patents for 

Inventions (Sept., 1959), https://spicyip.com/wp-content/uploads/2013/10/ayyangar_committee_report.pdf; 

Sharmendra Chaudhry, Product v. Process Patent: under Indian Patent Law, SSRN, (Feb., 2011) 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=1758064; Dr. Anirban Mazumdar, Study Material On Patent Law, NUJS Study Material 

Series No. PL/17, (2017) (on file with author). 
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At this juncture the idea of process patent deserves mention, as compulsory licensing has 

wider contemporary implications and scope, and would be discussed later.   

Prior to the Patent Act of 1970, India had to buy all medicines from foreign companies at a 

hefty price. By this Act, patent rights were provided only to the process or method of 

manufacture of the drug and not to the drug (product) itself (vide Section 5, Indian Patent 

Act, 1970).38 This allowed the development and growth of the indigenous pharmaceutical 

industry, who by then, had the opportunity to circumvent the patented procedural steps, to 

manufacture the same new drugs, albeit at a fraction of the price demanded by the foreign 

players.39 This not only ensured meaningful delivery of the drugs at affordable price to poor 

Indian citizens, but also opened up the export market for Indian pharmaceutical companies 

who could provide the same drugs at a very competitive price to other developing and third 

world countries, thereby further expanding the indigenous manufacturers of medicines as 

well as benefitting other poor countries.40 

V. EVOLUTION OF IPR: TRIPS AND THE ONSLAUGHT OF 

PRODUCT PATENTS 

However, developments in the last two decades of the twentieth century led to a cascade of 

events that left its mark everywhere in the world. Intellectual Property Rights and Human 

Rights were not immune to its pervasive influence. With the breakup of the Soviet Union 

and the emergence of globalization, individual economies of countries became 

interdependent, and protectionism to favour internal economies became increasingly 

difficult. The endeavour to harmonize global trade culminated in the formation of the World 

Trade Organization (WTO) at the Uruguay Rounds of the General Agreement on Tariffs 

and Trade (GATT), in 1994.41 

 
38 Sharmendra Chaudhry, Product v. Process Patent: under Indian Patent Law, SSRN, (Feb., 2011) 

https://ssrn.com/abstract=1758064; The Patents Act, 1970, §5 (“Inventions where only methods or processes of 

manufacture patentable.” - [ Rep. by the Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005 (15 of 2005), Sec. 4 w.r.e.f. 1-1-2005] 

). 
39 The Patents Act, 1970, §5 (Inventions where only methods or processes of manufacture patentable. - [ Rep. by 

the Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005 (15 of 2005), Sec. 4 w.r.e.f. 1-1-2005]). 
40 Dr. Anirban Mazumdar, Study Material on Patent Law, NUJS Study Material Series No. PL/17, (2017) (on file 

with author). 
41 See Katarina Tomasevski, The impact of globalization on the enjoyment of economic, social and cultural rights 

in OECD countries, draft paper commissioned by the American Association for the Advancement of Science, 

(1997). 
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Pursuant to the formation of WTO, signatory governments endorsed a general set of rules 

to be followed with respect to intellectual property relating to international trade and 

commerce, in the form of Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property 

Rights (TRIPS) at the end of the Uruguay rounds, that prescribed minimum standards for 

protection of intellectual property rights.42 The TRIPS agreement resulted in a paradigm shift 

in the realm of international intellectual property regimes. Firstly, TRIPS agreement 

provided teeth to ensure the enforcement of these minimum standards by the member states 

in order to be able to participate in global trade and commerce.43 The defaulters were liable 

to trade sanctions that would impose a heavy burden to their individual economies. Secondly, 

there was a provision for settling disputes before the WTO that prevented escaping any 

violations of the provisions of the TRIPS agreement.44 This also mandated adherence to the 

Paris Convention for protection of industrial intellectual property.45   Thus most of the 

countries of the world, ultimately acquiesced to the WTO in directing their domestic laws 

and policy to ensure enforcement of protection of intellectual property rights.46 

Some countries had already developed their own punitive measures, like the Super 301 (or 

Special 301) of the United States.47 According to these provisions, the United States could 

launch retaliatory steps, including trade sanctions against a country or entity that was 

perceived by US to have violated any intellectual property or trade agreement, or have taken 

any steps which was seemingly unfair or unjustified, so as to impair US commerce.  

Given the overwhelming support to right to health worldwide, the linking of intellectual 

property regime to trade exposed the fault lines between the pathways of intellectual property 

rights and human rights. Nowhere was this more evident as in the field of healthcare and 

pharmaceutical patents. On one hand, the developed countries had already amassed a wealth 

of intellectual property resources, and also the wherewithal to nurture the progress in 

innovations, by a pre-existing advanced educational background amongst its population. This 

was pitted against the developing and least developed countries, which were far lagging in 

 
42 Trade topics, Overview: the TRIPS Agreement, WORLD TRADE ORGANIZATION 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/intel2_e.htm. [Hereinafter TRIPS]. 
43 Humphrey et al, Unit 10.3, UDHR, supra note 15 at para 984,985. 
44 Id. 
45 TRIPS, supra note 42. 
46 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 28. 
47 Trade Act, 1974 § 301, 19 U.S.C. § 2242(a)(1)(A) (2006); Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 

17 at 35. 
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institutional strength and human resources to cope with the competition. The world order 

thus came back full circle, and a new form of exploitation emerged towards the end of the 

twentieth century, when the world thought it has transcended the fight to remove inequities 

among nations. This came to be noted as the North - South divide in the field of intellectual 

property.48 

The tremors of the product patent regime (granting patentability to final products in agro-

chemical substances and medicines) was felt in India, as also by other developing and poor 

countries, who had to harmonize with the product-patent regime. As a result, the provision 

of granting only process patent in Patent Act, 1970 regarding innovations in medicines (and 

agricultural products) had to be dropped, and the Indian pharmaceutical companies and the 

Indian drug market had to reconcile with the extension of product patents, amongst other 

demands of the global community driven by the industrialised nations at the helm of WTO. 

The very loophole of inventing around a patented medicine by tweaking the process of 

manufacture to circumvent infringement by cheap generic versions was plugged forever. 

These countries had to comply with norms laid down by the TRIPS agreement, by 2005.49 

Such was the pressure that despite the beneficent and socialist leanings of the Indian 

Constitution, the dictates of WTO were incorporated as an ordinance and subsequently led 

to Amendments to the Patent Act.50 

Needless to say, to comply with the WTO deadline the amendments were rushed through 

the Indian Parliament, much to the chagrin of Human Rights groups in India.51 Thus, policy 

 
48 Rafik Bawa, The North-South Debate over the protection of Intellectual Property, 6 DALHOUS. J. LEG. STUD., 

77-119 (1997), https://ojs.library.dal.ca/djls/article/viewFile/5562/5007. 
49 Shamnad Basheer, India’s Tryst with TRIPS: The Patents (Amendment) Act, 2005, 1 IJLT, 15-46 (2005), 

http://ijlt.in/wp-content/uploads/2015/08/Basheer-Indias-Tryst-with-TRIPS-The-Patents-Amendment-Act-2005-

1-Indian-J.-L.-Tech.-15.pdf. 
50 The Patents Amendment Act 1999 having retrospective effect from 1st January 1995, published in The Gazette 

of India, on Friday, March 26, 1999 as The Patent (Amendment) Act 1999, (No. 17 of 1999) states “2. 

AMENDMENT OF SECTION 5.- Section 5 of the Patents Act, 1970 (39 of 1970) (hereinafter referred to as the 

principal Act) shall be renumbered as sub-section (1) thereof and after sub-section (1) as so renumbered, the 

following sub-section shall be inserted, namely:-(2) Not withstanding anything contained in sub-section (1), a 

claim for patent of an invention for a substance itself intended for use, or capable of being used, as medicine or 

drug, except the medicine or drug specified under sub-clause (v) of clause (l) of sub-section (1) of section 2, may 

be made and shall be dealt, without prejudice to the other provisions of this Act, in the manner provided in Chapter 

IVA”), https://dipp.gov.in/sites/default/files/patact_99_0.pdf. 
51 Lok Sabha Debate, Debate moved by Shri Sikander Bakht, Combined discussion on the disapproval of Patents 

(Amendment) Ordinance, 1999 and motion for consideration of the Patents (Amendment) Bill, 1998, Mar. 9, 

1999, https://indiankanoon.org/doc/1368397/. 
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makers were caught in the pincer grip of stringent TRIPS demands and the threat of trade 

sanctions through WTO dispute settlement.  

VI. PHARMACEUTICAL PATENTS: HEGEMONY OF THE PRIVATE 

SECTOR AND TRIPS PLUS REGIMES 

The economic globalization and privatization of scientific research in general and 

pharmaceutical innovations in particular, also posed realistic challenges to the balance 

between intellectual property rights of innovators and authors, and the right of the general 

public to enjoy the benefits of those innovations and creations, as envisaged in Article 15 of 

the  ICESCR.52 The dramatic transition from government funded scientific research to 

predominant private sector investment driven innovations, turned protection of commercial 

investments as primary goals of research and development in science and technology, 

especially in the ever expanding pharmaceutical business. This brought down the partition 

between basic research, i.e. those seeking to pursue new ideas and findings, and that of 

applied research that had proprietary goals to attain.53  

Such was the forbearing influence of private investors, that even bilateral treaties took place 

to uphold the ‘Investment Protection” of intellectual properties of private companies. One 

such treaty between Germany and Pakistan for “Promotion and Protection of Investments” 

bear testimony to the enormous powers swayed by industrialised nations over the less 

developed ones.54 Economically dominant countries went further beyond minimal 

obligations mandated by TRIPS agreement, by imposing maximalist protection to their 

patented products through bilateral agreements with weaker nations, much to the 

disadvantage of the poor citizens who had minimal bargaining powers. These came to be 

known as TRIPS Plus agreements.55  

 
52 INTERNATIONAL COVENANT ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS, 993 U.N.T.S. 3 (entered into force 

3 January 1976), G.A. Res. 2200 (XXI), 21 U.N. GAOR Supp. (No. 16), U.N. Doc. A/6316 (1966), Art. 15, 

https://www.ohchr.org/en/professionalinterest/December 16, 1966pages/cescr.aspx. 
53 See National Research Council, Bits of Power: Issues in Global Access to Scientific Data, (1997), 

https://doi.org/10.17226/5504. 
54 See HENNING GROSSE RUSE-KHAN, THE PROTECTION OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN INTERNATIONAL LAW, 

(reprint ed., 2016). 
55 Christine Haight Farley, Trips-Plus Trade and Investment Agreements: Why More May Be Less for Economic 

Development, Law Reviews & Other Academic Journals Scholarship & Research: Washington College of Law 

Research Paper No. 2014-22, 35(101) U. PA. J. INT'L L. (2014), 

http://digitalcommons.wcl.american.edu/facsch_lawrev. 
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Such TRIPS Plus provisions of bilateral trade/ investment agreements demanded patent 

rights for new uses of known drugs, prohibition on pre-grant patent opposition, enforcing 

‘test-data exclusivity’ periods when drug regulatory authorities would be prohibited from 

using clinical trial data of patented drugs that was so far used for approval of generic drugs, 

‘patent term extensions’ to compensate for delays in granting patent, ‘patent linkage’ which 

would bar any regulatory approval  process of generic medicines without consent of patent 

holder, imposing limitations on compulsory licenses and parallel imports and enhanced 

obligations on enforcement measures beyond that contemplated in TRIPS Agreement.56  

Thus, developing and economically challenged countries found themselves at the receiving 

end of strict one-sided pharmaceutical patent deals far worse than they bargained for when 

they joined the TRIPS Agreement with high hopes of gaining some foothold in the markets 

of developed countries. 

VII. PHARMACEUTICAL PATENTS: AN IMMINENT IMPEDIMENT TO 

RIGHT TO HEALTH 

The desperation felt by the developing and the underdeveloped nations, mainly in Asia, 

Africa and South America was largely compounded by the devastation by the HIV/ AIDS 

pandemic and other widespread communicable diseases like malaria, tuberculosis etc., that 

piled up the ever increasing death toll in these countries, as well as posed a considerable 

drain in their material resources.57 

The patent regime advocated by TRIPS agreement contributed to this challenge and further 

worsened it. For example, as the generic versions of first generation anti- HIV drugs 

exhausted their patent protection, their price fell within the reach of the Third World 

countries, but by that time the second line drugs have been invented which were effective 

against those viral strains that had developed resistance to first generation drugs. But these 

being patent protected were beyond the means of the poor countries, and the only option 

 
56 United Nations Secretary-General’s High-Level Panel Report, November 2015, Access to Medicines: 

Promoting Innovations and Access to Health Technologies, 24-25, (Sep. 2016), [Hereinafter Access to 

Medicines], http://www.politico.eu/wp-content/uploads/2016/09/HLP-Report-FINAL-Sept-2016.pdf. 
57 Gargi Rajvanshi & Rajeev Gupta, Intellectual Property Rights Vs. Human Rights: A need to re-examine the 

relationship between two to enhance social being, SSRN, (2011), 

http://papers.ssrn.com/sol3/papers.cfm?abstract_id=1887024; Laurence R. Helfer, Supra 11, 47. 
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for these hapless victims it seemed, were to perish en masse until the patents expire on these 

life-saving second generation drugs so as to make them affordable to the teeming millions.58 

It fell to the respective states in isolation or following the path of other states, as well as the 

international bodies to pay heed and resolve to find an end to this atrocious situation. Not 

only the health but the life of millions were at stake, and the very question as to the utility of 

according patents was revisited. But this required a robust human rights agenda backed by a 

responsible state power that would withstand the increasing influence of private investors 

(backed by their own parent industrialised nation(s), to discharge its model duties as a welfare 

state. It seemed the lesser developed states were less inclined to stand up for their own people 

towards the end of the century, and it seemed they had to surrender to the intellectual 

property regime that had economic agenda as their primary consideration.59 

Towards the turn of the century, even though about hundred and forty countries were 

signatories of the ICESCR, Human Rights hardly factored into their policy considerations 

when dealing with IPR issues.  Human Rights advocates had to reorient themselves with 

science and technology and intellectual property issues.60 Even the obligatory “list of essential 

drugs” as mandated by the World Health Organization (WHO) was too meagre to cater to 

the needs of the whole world. The list of essential drugs was hardly ever updated to meet the 

ever evolving needs of universal health and even then only a small fraction of those drugs 

contained patented medicines.61Thus existing national and international policy making was 

completely unsuited to anticipate and redress the clear and present threat to humanity posed 

by restrictive conditions of pharmaceutical patents on use of lifesaving drugs. 

  

 
58 Joseph Millum, Are Pharmaceutical Patents Protected By Human Rights?  34(11) J MED ETHICS. e25 (2008). 
59 Audrey R. Chapman, supra note 12. 
60 Id. 
61 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 129. 
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VIII. COMPULSORY LICENSING AND DOHA DECLARATION - THE 

HUMAN RIGHTS ANSWER? 

The member states of international human rights and intellectual property regimes had to 

face the writing on the wall -- some solution had to be adopted to mitigate the disastrous 

consequence of this North – South intellectual property divide that denied life saving 

measures to those millions who needed them the most.62 

Hence, the U.N. Committee on Economic, Social and Cultural Rights under the aegis of the 

ICESCR, revisited the issue of intellectual property regimes vis-à-vis human rights, and issued 

a General Comment in 2005,63 that viewed intellectual property rights through a new prism. 

It established the primacy of human rights, which were attributed as fundamental inalienable 

entitlements bestowed upon humans, right from the moment of their existence on the face 

of the earth. Intellectual property rights were relegated subservient to human rights, as 

products of legal statutes that may be awarded, restricted in time and scope, traded, modified 

and even surrendered or withdrawn, just akin to tangible property. This rekindled the debate 

about the scope and extent of property rights that was the core of the dispute between the 

capitalist and socialist blocs in the post-World War II era.64 

At about the same time, the United Nations’ Special Rapporteur on Right to Health, 

identified in its report on 2004 about the detriments of the strict drug patent regimes of 

TRIPS agreement and the scope and limitations of compulsory licensing systems, as outlined 

subsequently.65 

 
62 Rafik Bawa, supra note 48. 
63 UNITED NATIONS COMMITTEE ON ECONOMIC, SOCIAL AND CULTURAL RIGHTS, General Comment No. 17 

(2005), E/C.12/GC/1712 GE.06 ‑40060 (E) 020206 (Jan., 2006), I. INTRODUCTION AND BASIC PREMISES, 

http://docstore.ohchr.org/SelfServices/FilesHandler.ashx?enc=4slQ6QSmlBEDzFEovLCuW1a0Szab0oXTdImn

sJZZVQcMZjyZlUmZS43h49u0CNAuJIjwgfzCL8JQ1SHYTZH6jsZteqZOpBtECZh96hyNh%2F%2FHW6g3f

YyiDXsSgaAmIP%2BP. 
64 Joseph Millum, supra note 58. 
65 Paul Hunt, The right of everyone to the enjoyment of the highest attainable standard of physical and mental 

health, United Nations Special Rapporteur, Report to U.N. General Assembly, U.N. Doc. A/59/422 (16 Feb. 16, 

2004) https://documents-dds-ny.un.org/doc/UNDOC/GEN/G04/109/33/PDF/G0410933.pdf?OpenElement; 

Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, Supra 17. 
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Developing nations encountered this patent barrier with the policy of compulsory licensing. 

They sought to stretch the exigent provisions entailed in the TRIPS agreement (Article 31)66 

regarding compulsory licensing of life saving drugs, to extricate their vulnerable and ailing 

populace from the pincer grip of product patents and punitive sanctions.67 Countries like 

India, Brazil, South Africa and Thailand etc. which were able to erect sufficient indigenous 

infrastructure needed to manufacture patented essential drugs, extended statutory protection 

to entities who could produce cheaper and affordable versions of those drugs, thereby 

bypassing the monopolistic drug pricing of the multinational pharmaceutical giants.68 

Despite the protests and litigations by the patent owning pharmaceuticals and the looming 

threat of punitive sanction, the licensing process prevailed, mostly because of steadfast 

government policies and overwhelming pressure from the public and civil society worldwide. 

However even though the multinational pharmaceutical companies had to settle for only 

miniscule remuneration as licensing fees compared to their sky-high drug pricing, they 

wielded the threat of withdrawing patented drugs from the market as a retaliatory measure.69 

This would potentially deny patients any access to innovative medicines for which no generic 

version exists.70 In addition threats of “isolation from the global biotechnology investment 

community” loomed large.71 

However compulsory licensing had two limitations. Firstly, the provisions for compulsory 

licensing of patented drugs only extended to domestic use.72 This provided no redress to 

those least developed nations, who lacked the wherewithal to manufacture patented life-

saving drugs and were at the mercy of the patent-holders. Ironically, the countries of sub-

Saharan Africa, fell into this group, who were the very countries in dire need of relief from 

the HIV/ AIDS pandemic. Secondly, compulsory licensing could provide relief to 

 
66 AGREEMENT OF TRADE-RELATED ASPECTS OF INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, WTO, (Apr. 15, 1994), 

Annex 1C of the Marrakesh Agreement, 333, Art. 31, [Hereinafter TRIPS], 

https://www.wto.org/english/docs_e/legal_e/27-trips.pdf. 
67 TRIPS and Health: Frequently Asked Question, Compulsory licensing of pharmaceuticals and TRIPS, WTO 

(2018), https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/public_health_faq_e.htm. 
68 Trade topics: Doha agenda, The Doha Declaration explained, WTO (2018), 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/dda_e/dohaexplained_e.htm. 
69 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 121; See Cynthia M. Ho, A New World Order for 

Addressing Patent Rights and Public Health, 82, CHI.-KENT L. REV. 1501 (2007). 
70 Access to Medicines, supra note 56 at 24. 
71 Id. 
72 TRIPS, supra note 66, (Article 31f of TRIPS Agreement quotes “any such use shall be authorized predominantly 

for the supply of the domestic market of the Member authorizing such use”). 
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developing nations only in treatment of those diseases which attracted enough research 

investments in the industrial world so as to result in meaningful innovations in effective 

medicines. Such diseases are those which mostly occur in less developed countries, yet have 

some prevalence in the developed world, so as to have a sufficient market to warrant 

innovative research. But severely neglected diseases, like African sleeping sickness and other 

parasitic infections which overwhelmingly occur in poorer countries, do not attract any 

research interest by profit driven drug research institutions. Innovations had come to 

standstill in those fields and no amount of compulsory licensing can address the amelioration 

of those diseases.73 

Hence any revisionist approach to reconcile the human rights issues of intellectual property 

regimes had to come from within the international intellectual property system. Member 

states of the WTO/ WIPO were not idle either. The period from the turn of the new 

millennium witnessed serious activities spearheaded by developing countries. The first 

expression of the backlash against the strict TRIPS regime and the terrible TRIPS Plus 

negotiations was evident in the Doha (Ministerial) Declaration on TRIPS and Public Health, 

adopted by the WTO membership in 2001.74 

This Declaration advocated to further the cause of compulsory licensing for poor countries, 

who possessed the capacity of manufacturing patented drugs in lieu of minimal royalties, and 

even to circumvent the need for compulsory licensing in case of least developed countries 

(LDCs) with such capabilities. It also promoted a differential standard of strength of patent 

protection system for countries with differing economic standards, thereby extending 

deadlines of LDCs to comply with patent regimes at a future date until they are able to shore 

up their economic resources. Thus, such countries would be spared from enforcing patent 

protection to lifesaving medicines for the time being.75 

 
73 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17. 
74 DECLARATION ON THE TRIPS AGREEMENT AND PUBLIC HEALTH, WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2 (Nov., 

2001), ¶6, [Hereinafter WT/MIN(01)/DEC/2], 

https://www.wto.org/english/thewto_e/minist_e/min01_e/mindecl_trips_e.htm. 
75 Alan O. Sykes, TRIPs, Pharmaceuticals, Developing Countries, and the Doha “Solution”, John M. Olin Law 

& Economic Working Paper No. 140: 2D Series, Chicago, (2002), http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=300834; THE 

DOHA DECLARATION ON THE TRIPS AGREEMENT AND PUBLIC HEALTH, ESSENTIAL MEDICINES AND 

HEALTH PRODUCTS, WTO publication No.  WT/MIN(01)/DEC/W/2, WORLD HEALTH ORGANIZATION (2001), 

http://www.who.int/medicines/areas/policy/doha_declaration/en/. 
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It also led to permissive attitude towards “parallel imports” of essential life-saving drugs to 

LDCs who were not competent for indigenous manufacture of patented drugs.  The principle 

of parallel imports is intricately linked to the doctrine of territoriality. Parallel import allows 

importing of patented products to a country from another country, where the product has 

already been legally sold or manufactured with the consent of the patent holder. This then 

raises the question as to whether patent rights are exhausted at the international, regional or 

national level. Again, as per exhaustion principle the patent holder would lose any right in 

any material containing their patented product, once they have sold the product or licensed 

it in lieu of some remuneration. But differential pricing of the same product in different 

countries would then interfere with their right of exploitation of the patent according to the 

principle of territoriality.76 

Thus, a concerted endeavor spearheaded by developing countries and bolstered by LDCs 

found strength in numbers at the multilateral trade and intellectual property fora and 

gradually progressed in tilting the overall mindset of IP regimes away from a solely market 

driven profit-making angle towards a socially beneficent perspective. 

IX. PARALLEL IMPORTS IN PHARMACEUTICAL PATENTS: 

CHALLENGES TO DOHA 

In case of pharmaceutical patents, the permissiveness to parallel imports faced a new 

challenge in view of the granting of compulsory licenses on patented drugs. The TRIPS 

agreement (provisions of Article 31f) allows compulsory licenses on patented medicines in 

exigent circumstances, only for domestic consumptions, and forbids export of low-priced 

versions of patented drugs, to prevent undercutting the market of the patent holder in other 

countries. But withdrawing this export barrier would be a boon to solve the problems faced 

by LDCs who cannot manufacture essential drugs themselves, as outlined previously. 

Cheaper versions of patented essential drugs would enable their people to afford and have 

access to such medicines, bypassing the exorbitant prices demanded by the patent holders. 

The WTO Ministerial Doha Declaration, endeavoured to bring parallel imports to the 

 
76 Alan O. Sykes, TRIPs, Pharmaceuticals, Developing Countries, and the Doha “Solution”, John M. Olin Law 

& Economic Working Paper No. 140: 2D Series, Chicago, Vol 19, (2002), 

http://papers.ssrn.com/abstract=300834. 
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mainstream of drug supply to these underdeveloped states.77 Not only were member states 

with ability to manufacture medicines allowed to export cheap generic versions of patented 

medicines to LDCs, i.e. the Article 31 (TRIPS Agreement) restrictions to domestic use were 

waived; the recipient LDCs were exempt from paying licensing fees to the patent holders 

with the manufacturing states bearing the cost of those royalties.78 The condition that 

compulsory licenses were permissible only in case of emergency situations was effectively 

waived as LDCs had the discretion to determine the grounds to issue compulsory licenses.79 

However, even this attempt was fraught with various hurdles in its implementation. 

Differently situated LDCs would take advantage of the parallel import mechanism, and 

negotiate a lower price from a non-patent holding vendor.80 Developing Patent – licensing 

system systems for the sole purpose of export of cheap priced drugs, posed a complication 

in itself, requiring overcoming the pharmaceutical lobbies.81 Past sanctions and bilateral or 

TRIPS Plus deals have dissuaded developing countries to confront patent holders.82 The 

onus of remunerating the patent holder being shouldered by the exporting country 

discouraged such drug licensing-export ventures.83 Even though Human Rights groups 

championed the Doha Declaration, the same did not possess the strength of TRIPS 

agreement itself and was, at the most, considered soft laws.84 

This was further evident from the fact, that even in 2008, consignments of cheaper versions 

of essential drugs from Indian pharmaceutical firms were seized as counterfeit materials, en 

route to their destinations at needy LDCs, during trans-shipment at European ports.85 The 

general picture was so dismal that even fourteen years after the Doha Ministerial Declaration, 

as late as in in 2015, the Report of the UN Special Rapporteur addressing “the implications 

 
77 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17. 
78 Implementation of paragraph 6 of the Doha Declaration on the TRIPS Agreement and public health, ¶3, 

WT/L/540 and Corr.1, (September 1, 2003). (Decision of the General Council of 30 August 2003), 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/implem_para6_e.htm.  
79 Access to Medicines, supra note 56. 
80 Alan O. Sykes, supra note 76 at 19,20. 
81 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 124; Katri Paas, Compulsory licensing under the 

TRIPS Agreement – a cruel taunt for developing countries?, 31(12)  E.I.P.R.  612-613 (2009). 
82 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 124. 
83 Supra note 81. 
84 Alan O. Sykes, supra note 76 at 24. 
85 John W. Miller & Geeta Anand, India Prepares EU Trade Complaint, WALL ST. J., (Aug. 6, 2009); Nirmalya 

Syam, Seizures of Drugs in Transit: Why Europe’s Law and Actions Are Wrong, 3 SOUTH BULLETIN (Sept. 22, 

2009); Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17; Paul Hunt, supra note 65 at 22. 
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of patent policy for the human right to science and culture”86 stated that: “According to the 

Global Commission on HIV and the Law, current international intellectual property laws 

have failed to promote innovation to treat diseases that primarily affect low- and middle-

income countries.”87 The Doha Ministerial Declaration had to negotiate such an array of 

minefields that it was only in the beginning of 201788 that the agreed-upon amendment to 

TRIPS agreement in the form of Article 31bis of TRIPS agreement of 200589 ultimately 

became ratified and adopted by the required two-thirds of WTO member states.90 

The tussle to etch out human rights on the landscape of pharmaceutical patent regimes was 

not an easy fought one and developing and least developed countries had to overcome many 

an obstacle to secure a foothold in this multilateral intellectual property arena. 

X. COMPETING INTERESTS – TIPPING THE BALANCE 

As the member states on either side of the North-South divide continued in their adversarial 

posturing, of late the political situation looked seemingly favourable towards diverting the 

schema of WIPO, from further strengthening and expanding intellectual rights, towards a 

“Development Agenda” aimed at taking into consideration various stakeholders in the 

intellectual property regime, promotion of technology transfer and more equitable sharing of 

benefits arising from game changing innovations.91 Perhaps, even though not explicit, this 

Development Agenda (2007) can be construed to encompass right to health and access to 

medicines while formulating policy making on patents in medicines.92 This is perhaps most 

palpable, in the ways developing countries have asserted their rights to extend incremental 

access to patented medicines, despite resistance from multinational corporates.93 

 
86 Farida Shaheed, Report of the Special Rapporteur in the field of cultural rights, 2 U.N. DOC. A/70/279, GENERAL 

ASSEMBLY, (Aug. 2015), http://ap.ohchr.org/documents/alldocs.aspx?doc_id=25540. 
87 Id., at 14. 
88 WTO, WTO IP Rules Amended to Ease Poor Countries’ Access to Affordable Medicine, WTO 2017 NEWS 

ITEMS: TRIP, (Jan.  23, 2017), https://www.wto.org/english/news_e/news17_e/trip_23jan17_e.htm. 
89 Amendment of the TRIPS Agreement, Annex to the Protocol Amending the TRIPS Agreement, Art. 31bis, ¶1-

2, WT/L/641 (Dec. 8, 2005). (Decision of 6 December 2005), 

https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/wtl641_e.htm. 
90 AMENDMENT OF THE TRIPS AGREEMENT, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY: TRIPS AND PUBLIC 

HEALTH, https://www.wto.org/english/tratop_e/trips_e/amendment_e.htm. 
91 John W. Miller & Geeta Anand, supra note 85. 
92 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17at 126. 
93 John W. Miller & Geeta Anand, supra note 85; Laurence R. Helfer, Regime Shifting in the International 

Intellectual Property System, 7(1) PERSPECT. POLITICS., 41 (Mar., 2009). 
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The downside is the burning question as to, at what point the investment in innovations, 

especially in the field of path-breaking innovations in pharmaceutical industry, would suffer, 

consequent to diminishing returns to the profit driven private enterprises. Market dynamics 

may hold the answer to lowering of drug prices, as lesser investment would be required by 

outsourcing and technology transfer to developing countries. Also, in order to bypass the 

concerted opposition by advocates of Human Rights in sympathetic fora like WHO, Food 

and Agriculture Organization (FAO) and Convention on Biological Diversity (CBD), 

industrialized patent- rich states have taken to sidestep the WIPO/ WIPO/TRIPS regime of 

protecting their intellectual properties through bilateral and regional trade and investment 

treaties, many containing TRIPS Plus norms.94 In lieu of expanded market access and foreign 

investment, these countries demand more stringent adherence to protection of intellectual 

property, far exceeding the most protective multilateral agreements.95 

Many have tried to misuse the existing patent rules, by making minimalistic modifications of 

patented medicines, to extend the duration of protection, by artificially creating 

innovativeness in the endeavour to perpetuate extraction of exclusive benefits from their 

patents. The case of Novartis raised this issue before the Hon’ble Supreme Court of India, 

in which the patent holder tried to extend patent protection to an anti-cancer drug, by 

claiming that the modified end-product was better absorbed into the body.96 Delving into the 

facts of this case, the pharmaceutical giant had patented the drug imatinib (parent drug) and 

also its subsequent derivative imatinib mesylate. They subsequently sought patent on their 

newly invented beta-crystalline form of imatinib mesylate (derivative of mesylate salt) 

shrewdly claiming improvement in bio-availability (proportion of administered drug reaching 

the target organ) over the mesylate (first derivative) salt, but factually disclosing improvement 

over the parent drug only. This landmark decision elaborated on Section 3(d) of the Indian 

Patent Act of 197097 choosing to grant such a privilege of patent protection to any such 

technical improvement shown by a new drug only if it demonstrates increased therapeutic 

 
94 Id.  
95 Laurence R. Helfer & Graeme W. Austin, supra note 17 at 125; Humphrey et al, Unit 10.3, UDHR, Supra 15, 

976; Frederick M. Abbott & Jerome H. Reichman, Doha Round’s Public Health Legacy: Strategies for the 

Production and Diffusion of Patented Medicines under the Amended TRIPS Provisions,  10 J. INT ’ L ECON, L . 

921, 963 (2007). 
96 L Novartis AG v. Union of India (UOI) & Ors.; Natco Pharma Ltd. v. UoI & Ors.; M/S Cancer Patients Aid 

Association v. UoI & Ors., Decided on Apr. 1 2013, Civil Appeal No. 2706-2716 (2013). 
97 The Patent Act, 1970, §3(d), http://ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/ev/sections/ps3.html. 
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efficacy over the prior art, and put an end to the attempts of pharmaceutical companies in 

‘evergreening’ their products, i.e. securing patents on minimal incremental improvements of 

patented drugs, taking advantage of a patent system that sets a low bar for inventive step.98 

The dismissal of this infringement suit brought by Novartis allowed cheaper generic versions   

of the beta-crystalline form of imatinib mesylate to be available to needy cancer patients in 

India. This demonstrated that even the established IP regime could be used to ensure 

affordable innovative drugs to developing countries.  

To summarize, it ultimately boiled down to safeguarding the self-interests of predominantly 

innovation-creating and predominantly innovation-consuming states by exploiting the leeway 

and nuances in multilateral agreements to their own advantage, based on their fortitude and 

relative bargaining power in the marketplace. 

CONCLUSION 

Pharmaceutical patents have reignited the jurisprudential debate between Intellectual 

Property Rights and Human Rights. Whereas traditional human rights issues encompassed 

Civil and Political Rights to eradicate the most egregious actions of oppressors; these were 

primarily related to negative liberties, to force the state powers to refrain from actions that 

infringe inviolable human rights. Advocacy related to Economic, Social, and Cultural Rights 

are more controversial and more difficult to implement. Achieving these goals entail taking 

affirmative steps, which poses different challenges when placed before countries with 

dissimilar cultural background and socio-economic standing, requiring weighing of costs and 

benefits and policy consideration about competing rights. This has been never more relevant 

 
98 Shamnad Basheer & Prashant Reddy, The “Efficacy” of Indian Patent Law: Ironing out the Creases in Section 

3(d), 5(20), SCRIPTED,  (Aug., 2008),  http://ssrn.com/abstract=1086254; Novartis AG v. Union of India & 

Others, Natco Pharma Ltd v. Union of India & Others, M/S Cancer patients Aid Association v. Union of India & 

Others, A.I.R. 2013 S.C. 1311 (India), at 94-96 (per Aftab Alam, J) (“189. (T)he positions that emerges is that 

just increased bioavailability alone may not necessarily lead to an enhancement of therapeutic efficacy. Whether 

or not an increase in bioavailability leads to an enhancement of therapeutic efficacy in any given case must be 

specifically claimed and established by research data. …192. Section 2(1)(j) defines “invention” to mean, “a new 

product or…”, but the new product in chemicals and especially pharmaceuticals may not necessarily mean 

something altogether new or completely unfamiliar or strange or not existing before. It may mean something 

“different from a recent previous” or “one regarded as better than what went before” or “in addition to another or 

others of the same kind”. However, in case of chemicals and especially pharmaceuticals if the product for which 

patent protection is claimed is a new form of a known substance with known efficacy, then the subject product 

must pass, in addition to clauses (j) and (ja) of section 2(1), the test of enhanced efficacy as provided in section 

3(d) read with its explanation.”), https://sci.gov.in/jonew/judis/40212.pdf. 
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than in its implication on protection of Intellectual Property Rights of pharmaceutical patents 

and ensuring the Right to Health as a Fundamental Right.  Even the UN led General 

Comment no 17 on ICESCR could not fully reconcile its stand on primacy of human rights 

over intellectual property rights, and its acknowledgement of the justifiable material interests 

of authors to enable them to maintain an enjoyable living.99 The national entities on either 

side of the North – South divide have used intellectual property rights and human rights in 

one way or other, to adapt to emerging situations in this arena of international relations 

related to these two pathways, which though began with different objectives, were destined to 

face each other. Only time will tell as to whether this will result in further confrontation or 

conciliation.  

 

** 

 

 
99 Rochelle Cooper Dreyfuss, supra note 22 at 12. 
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ABSTRACT 

The legal status of non-traditional trademarks stirs up enormous controversy owing 

to the specific nature of these kinds of trademarks and the uncertainty of juridical 

regulation. The need to agree to a united approach of regulation is dictated by the 

existing imbalance between the interests of business society and government 

authorities. The author seeks to reveal similarities and differences with respect to the 

approach of judicial and administrative bodies as to the registration of non-

traditional trademarks - colour trademarks in two different jurisdictions (EU and 

Russia). The relatively recent case law in both jurisdictions illustrate an apparent 

reluctance to grant the status of colour trademark. Further, the concept of acquired 

distinctiveness is still a stumbling block in the way of successful registration of colour 

trademarks due to complexity in proving the same. For the resolution of the situation 

at hand, legislative and judicial bodies have to adhere to one-for-all approaches 

concerning non-traditional trademarks, with any other approach leading to legal 

uncertainty, thereby negatively impacting intellectual property as a whole. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Beyond a reasonable doubt, the 21st century is a time when the legal protection of intellectual 

property rights has, for many reasons, become increasingly relevant.1 The range of the objects 

of intellectual property, which should be subject to legal protection has extended. Thus, the 

business community makes all possible efforts to protect their rights by means of registration 

and subsequently, obtaining monopoly rights on these objects.2 The technological 

development and speedy progress of particular areas of science like the perfumery industry 

(chemistry),3 engineering4 and information technology5, will undoubtedly lead to the creation 

of new non-conventional trademarks. Hence, the legal regulation of this issue should be clear 

and consistent.  

 The legislative and judicial bodies of different countries throughout the world demonstrate 

quite a controversial approach in relation to this matter. On the one hand, the burning need 

of protection of non-traditional trademarks is emphasised by authorities.6 While on the 

other, throughout the years, the courts of different jurisdictions as well as the regulatory 

bodies responsible for the registration of trademarks, have expressed reluctance in their 

decisions for registration of new non-conventional trademarks because of the non-fulfillment 

of the stated legal requirements for registration.7. Obviously, such an approach should be 

deemed inappropriate because this unwillingness would lead to the inability of the business 

society to secure their rights from illegal actions of third parties. For the same reason, the 

requirements for the registration must be feasible and the grounds for the rejection of 

registration have to be unified. Otherwise, the legal uncertainty will be a cause of economic 

collapse. 

 
1 Shahid Alikhan & Raghunath Mashelkar, Intellectual Property and Competitive Strategies in the 21st Century 

(4th ed. 2009). 
2 Andrew Griffiths, Trade Mark Monopolies in the Digital Age, 2 IPQ 123-151 (2017). 
3 Agnieszka Machnicka, The Perfume Industry and Intellectual Property Law in the Jurisprudence of the Court 

of Justice of the European Union and of National Courts, 43(2) IIC 123, 123-158 (2012). 
4 INNOVATION, COMMUNICATION AND ENGINEERING 731 (Teen-Hang Meen et al. eds., 1st ed. 2014). 
5 Vakul Sharma, Information Technology Law and Practice 505 (3 ed. 2011). 
6 Qian Zhan, The International Registration of Non-Traditional Trademarks: Compliance with the TRIPS 

Agreement and the Paris Convention, 16(1) WORLD TRADE REV. 111, 111-140 (2017). 
7 Case C-218/01, Henkel KGaA v Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt, 2004 E.C.R. I-1725; Case C-173/04, P 

Deutsche SiSi-Werke v OHIM, 2006 E.C.R. I-551; Case C-49/02, Heidelberger Bauchemie GmbH, 2004 ECR I-

6129. 
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The present article presents a brief outline of the current practice concerning the registration 

of colour trademarks by the regulatory bodies in two different jurisdictions: Europe and 

Russia. 

EUROPE 

I. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

The legislative framework for trademark regulation was established at the international level. 

This included: Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property 18838, Madrid 

Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks 18919 and Madrid Protocol 

198910 thereto, Trademark Law Treaty 199411, the Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of 

Intellectual Property Rights (TRIPS)
12

, and Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks 

2006.
13

  

As far as concerns surrounding the legal regulations of the European Union go, there are a 

few essential legislation which provide the basis for the regulation of legal relations in 

connection to the trademarks: the Directive (EU) 2015/2436
14

 (repealing the Directive 

2008/95/EC
15

) and the amended  Community Trademark Regulation (EU) 2015/242416 

(amending the Council Regulation (EC) no 207/2009
17

 on the Community trademark, and 

the Commission Regulation (EC) no 2868/95
18

 implementing the Council Regulation (EC) 

no 40/94
19

 on the Community trademark) and the Regulation (EU) 2018/626
20

. 

 
8 Paris Convention for the Protection of Industrial Property, Mar. 20, 1883, 828 U.N.T.S. 305. 
9 Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks, Apr. 14, 1891, 828 U.N.T.S 389. 
10 Protocol Relating to the Madrid Agreement Concerning the International Registration of Marks, adopted June 

27, 1989, [2001] A.T.S. 7. 
11 Trademark Law Treaty, Oct. 27, 1994, 2037 U.N.T.S. 35. 
12 Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organization, Apr. 15, 1994, 1867 U.N.T.S. 154. 
13 Singapore Treaty on the Law of Trademarks, Mar. 27, 2006, [2009] A.T.S. 9. 
14 Directive 2015/2436, 2015 O.J. (L 336) 1 (EU). 
15 Directive 2008/95/EC, 2008 O.J. (L 299) 25. 
16 Regulation 2015/2424, 2015 O.J. (L 341) 21 (EU). 
17 Council Regulation 207/2009, 2009 O.J. (L 78) 1 (EC). 
18 Commission Regulation 2865/95, 1995 O.J. (L 303) 1 (EC).  
19 Council Regulation 40/94, 1994 O.J. (L 11) 1 (EC). 
20 Commission Implementing Regulation 2018/626, 2018 O.J. (L 104) 37 (EU). 
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Additionally, in 2002, the CJEU handed down its landmark decision in Sieckmann21, and 

established seven compulsory criteria which must be fulfilled for the registration of 

trademarks (legal doctrine terms these requirements, ‘Sieckmann criteria’)22. 

II. INHERENT DISTINCTIVENESS 

As it is stipulated in Article 15(1) of TRIPS, there are two types of distinctiveness which can 

be indicated:  inherent and acquired. Starting with inherent distinctiveness, the cases decided 

by the CJEU demonstrate that colour can have inherent distinctiveness, but simultaneously, 

the circumstances for the recognition of inherence should be exceptional.23 In Libertel, the 

Court clarified that a colour in pure form may be inherently distinctive in the case of the 

goods being very rare, and the market where the goods are realised is very peculiar.24     

The same position was established by the EU IPO (OHIM) in Orange Personal 

Communications Services, where the Court pointed out that an exclusive shade of colour 

could have an inherent distinctiveness only in the event of representation of unique kinds of 

products or services.25 A good example of this statement is the Christian Louboutin26

 case, 

where the regulatory authorities admitted that the red colour was inherently distinctive for 

the outsole of womens’ shoes. However, it was highlighted that the colour had become an 

integral part of this line of shoes, and the applicant sought the protection of the red colour as 

a design characteristic rather than the colour in itself. 

It is important to note that, in Linde AG 27, the CJEU gave an affirmative statement that there 

is no differentiation between any kind of trademarks in connection with their distinctiveness.28 

Nevertheless, an applicant who is going to register a colour trademark usually tries to prove 

the acquired distinctiveness because the process of proving an inherent distinctiveness is quite 

complicated and a successful result is hardly probable. 

 
21 Case C-273/00, Sieckmann v Deutsches Patent- und Markenamt, [2002] ECR I-11737. 
22 Id. 
23 Jekaterina Kudrjavceva, Issues Surrounding Registration of Colour Trademarks, 9 R.G.S.L. RESEARCH PAPERS, 

2-62 (2012). 
24 Case C-104/01, Libertel Groep BV v Benelux-Merkenbureau, [2003] ECR I-3793. 
25 Case R 7/97-3, In Re Orange Personal Communication Service Ltd., [1998] ETMR 337. 
26 Case C-163/16, Louboutin v Van Haren Schoenen BV, ECLI:EU:C:2018:423. 
27 Joined Cases C-53/01 to 55/01, Linde AG (C-53/01), Winward Industries Inc (C-54/01) and Rado Uhren AG 

(C-55/01), [2003] ETMR 78. 
28 Id. 

https://www.multitran.ru/c/m.exe?t=5888795_1_2&s1=%F1%EB%E5%E4%F3%E5%F2%20%EE%F2%EC%E5%F2%E8%F2%FC,%20%F7%F2%EE
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III. ACQUIRED DISTINCTIVENESS 

The legislative rules, which are determined in Article 4(4) of the new TMD no. 2015/2436 

regarding acquired distinctiveness, are similar to the rules specified in Article 3(3) of the 

TMD no. 2008/95/EC but for one exception. The new provisions of the TMD 2015/2436 

stipulate that, in invalidity cases, the applicants will be authorised to submit evidence of 

acquired distinctiveness from the date after the trademark registration. In comparison, the 

TMD no. 2008/95/EC gave applicants the right to submit evidence which had been collected 

before the date of application of the trademark. From a legal perspective, it means that the 

chance to overcome the arguments for invalidation has significantly increased due to the 

ability to obtain more evidence for the applicants’ benefit.29 

One of the most important issues in respect of acquired distinctiveness is the public 

evaluation. In Windsurfing Chiemsee, 30 the Court formulated the general principle which 

should be used as a legal basis for defining a trademark’s acquired distinctiveness: the 

respective group of individuals or at a minimum, a substantial part of them, should recognise 

that the product derives from a certain enterprise due to the trademark.31 It is correctly stated 

in the jurisprudence theory that the group of individuals can be varied according to their 

awareness about the product, educational attainment, etc.32 As can be seen in KUKA 

Roboter, 33 the public might consist of technical staff, who are employed in factories,34 or as 

was stated in Procter & Gamble, 35 it could be simply informed average buyers.36 Moreover, 

the means of proving the ascertainment of a product’s acquired distinctiveness can be 

different37 and a case law38 also shows that an opinion poll can be adequate evidence, despite 

 
29 The Community Trade Mark - what changes lie ahead?, LEXISNEXIS BLOG (Jan. 12, 2016), 

http://blogs.lexisnexis.co.uk/wipit/the-community-trade-mark-what-changes-lie-ahead.  
30 Joined Cases C - 108/97 & 109/97, Windsurfing Chiemsee Produktions und Vertriebs GmbH v Boots und Seg

elzubehor Walter Huber, [1999] ECR I-2779. 
31 Id. 
32 Martin Senftleben, The Trademark Tower of Babel - Dilution Concepts in International US and EC Trademark 

Law, 40 IIC, 45-77 (2009). 
33 Case T-97/08, KUKA Roboter GmbH v OHIM, [2010] ECR II-5059. 
34 Id. 
35 Joined Cases C-468/01 P to 472/01 P, Procter & Gamble v OHIM, [2004] ECR I-5141. 
36 Id. 
37 Kudrjavceva, supra note 24, at 24-26. 
38 Case C-353/03, Société des produits Nestlé SA v Mars UK Ltd, [2005] ECR I-6135. 

http://blogs.lexisnexis.co.uk/wipit/the-community-trade-mark-what-changes-lie-ahead
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the fact that sometimes these sociological surveys can misinform due to the incorrectness of 

the way a question is put. 

The moderate buyer's level of attention has been noted to change in conformity with the type 

of products or services that the buyer considers.39 While the consumer’s attention towards 

the colour of detergent for a dishwashing machine is not likely to be very close,40 the attention 

to the colour of a piece of furniture would be notably higher.41  

Moreover, the process of assessment of acquired distinctiveness does not include only the 

opinion of the public. Hence, the regulatory and judicial bodies should consider ‘other 

factors, such as the way the colours are arranged or applied to the goods.’42 The case law 

explained that the acquired distinctness can be proved by means of the popularity of a mark 

within a certain geographical territory, the opinion of respective business representatives, like 

trade associations or chamber of commerce or just the temporality of a mark’s use.
43

  

RUSSIA 

I. LEGISLATIVE FRAMEWORK 

The legal reform of civil legislation in post-Soviet Union countries44 entailed them to revise 

the approach towards private property, civil law and subsequently, intellectual property. The 

legal possibility to register non-traditional trademarks appeared spontaneously in the 

legislations of those countries. The first legal act after the fall of the Soviet Union was the Law 

of the Russian Federation of September 23, 1992 No. 3520-1 "On trademarks, service marks 

and appellations of origin of goods", which currently has no legal power. The fourth part of 

the Russian Civil Code, entered into force on January 1, 2008, still remains the key legal act 

that sets forth most of the questions on intellectual property law.  

 
39 DAVID BAINBRIDGE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 653 (7th ed. 2009). 
40 See Procter & Gamble, [2004] ECR I-5141. 
41 Case R 799/2004-1, Inter-IKEA Systems v Office for Harmonisation in the Internal Market, para 18. 
42 Charlotte Schulze, Registering Colour Trade Marks in the European Union, 25(2) E.I.P.R., 55-67 (2003). 
43Joined Cases C - 108/97 & 109/97, Windsurfing Chiemsee Produktions und Vertriebs GmbH v Boots und Seg

elzubehor Walter Huber, [1999] ECR I-2779. 
44 JURGITA MALINAUSKAITE, MERGER CONTROL IN POST-COMMUNIST COUNTRIES: EC MERGER REGULATION IN 

SMALL MARKET ECONOMIES 41 (2010). 
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Unfortunately, a closer examination shows that even relatively new legislation does not 

contain comprehensive regulation of non-traditional trademarks. The legal framework for 

the registration of the colour trademarks is Article 1482 of the Civil Code of the Russian 

Federation. It stipulates that verbal, pictorial, volumetric and other designations or 

combinations thereof may be registered as trademarks. Also, the trademark can be registered 

in any colour or colour combination.  

The Russian Federal Service for Intellectual Property («Rospatent») is the national 

governmental body in charge of intellectual property and responsible for the registration of 

trademarks.45 The chamber for patent disputes is a structural subdivision of Rospatent. The 

Board of the Chamber makes its expert opinion on the case, and it is attached to the final 

decision of Rospatent. It is the decision that is subject to challenge. 

Due to the lack of case law as well as sufficient legislative regulation, the Russian practice 

does not clearly show the difference between acquired and inherent distinctiveness of colour 

trademarks. Nevertheless, the current practice can be divided into two categories: successful 

and unsuccessful cases.  

II. INHERENT DISTINCTIVENESS 

In Russia, till now, there have been no cases where a colour trademark has been granted 

because of the inherent distinctiveness of a sign. There can be many reasons for the same 

and as mentioned above, the most obvious is the difficulty to prove inherent distinctiveness. 

Also, relative novelty of existence of colour trademarks in Russia presumes that courts and 

regulatory bodies are cautious and reluctance with regard to the granting of a colour 

trademark status. Thus, it is to be hoped that we will be able to observe some examples of 

them in the near future.  

III. ACQUIRED DISTINCTIVENESS 

 In Russia, all the rare registered colour trademarks possess an acquired distinctiveness. 

Generally, all cases where Rospatent considered the question whether to grant the status of 

trademark or to reject it, can be split into two categories: successful and unsuccessful cases.  

 
45 UNITED NATIONS: ECONOMIC COMMISSION FOR EUROPE, INTELLECTUAL ASSETS: VALUATION AND 

CAPITALIZATION 106 (2003). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Intellectual_property
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There are few registered colour trademarks registered in the Russian Federation. For 

instance, the pink colour in relation to bleaching preparations belongs to the notorious 

‘Vanish’. The green colour in respect of banking services was registered in 2015 in the name 

of PJSC ‘Sberbank’. The red colour in relation to telecommunications services was registered 

in 2016 in the name of PJSC ‘MTS’. In 2016, PJSC ‘Gazprom’ registered the blue colour for 

a whole list of different types of goods and services while Tiffany acquired the trademark for 

the turquoise colour Pantone1837. 

For the successful registration of a colour as a trademark, there are general requirements 

which must be fulfilled by the applicant. Generally speaking, they are similar to the European 

requirements. The corresponding colour should be firmly associated with specific products 

or activities of a company. The registration of colour trademarks is allowed only on the 

condition of providing convincing evidence of the acquisition of distinctiveness as a result of 

prolonged and intensive use. All evidence must be submitted to Rospatent by the applicant, 

and in each case, the issue of registration is resolved individually. The terms during which 

the applications were considered in Rospatent also testify to the difficult registration of these 

trademarks. Thus, the trademark of Sberbank was registered for three years and eight months 

and the registration of the MTS trademark was for two years.  

An example of a successful case in acquiring a colour trademark status is by Sberbank, which 

obtained a colour trademark for green colour matching Pantone 349.46 All branches of 

Sberbank are decorated in green; bank employees wear either green ties for men or 

headscarves for women and its website is designed in green (www.sbrf.ru). Sberbank spent a 

large amount of money on advertising its services. In addition, Sberbank registered a large 

number of verbal and visual trademarks in which the green colour is fully or partially used. 

For the obtaining of a colour trademark, Sberbank conducted a sociological survey on the 

results of which it was found that 97% of respondents replied that they knew Sberbank well 

by its green colour.47 

Initially, Rospatent stated that a colour could not perform the function of a trademark, since 

green is used by many legal entities and could not individualise the services of a particular 

legal entity. Simultaneously, the governmental body testified that consumers associated the 

 
46 GREEN SERVICES OR “COLOR REVOLUTION”, GORODISSKY (May 26, 2006), 

https://www.gorodissky.com/publications/newsletters/green-services-or-color-revolution/. 
47 Id. 

https://www.gorodissky.com/publications/newsletters/green-services-or-color-revolution/
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color green with the services of Sberbank. Protection was sought only in respect of one green 

colour (Pantone 349), while in practice, different shades of green were used.48 In the light of 

this issue, Rospatent requested a detailed description of the potential trademark with the 

words characterising this green colour.  

It was noted that green is one of the primary colours in the spectrum. Green refers to the 

colours of the spectrum with a wavelength of approximately 500 - 565 nanometers, that is, 

colours characterised by a very narrow range.49 Additionally, it was also argued that the choice 

of colour was due to positive associations formed by this colour-green: the colour of life, it is 

inherent in most plants and it has a calming effect on the human psyche. According to 

common practice, it has a permissive character - the green colour of traffic lights. Finally, 

Rospatent concluded that the trademark is the green colour Pantone 349 and when this 

colour was shown to respondents, they associated this colour with banking services provided 

by Sberbank.50 Ultimately, Sberbank won this legal battle. 

MTS received the right to a trademark of red colour in the market of services of mobile 

communication. Rospatent registered a red colour with the trademark corresponding to 

Pantone 485 on the basis of the application by MTS for goods and services in the field of 

mobile radiotelephone communication and telematics communication services in the 

territory of the Russian Federation. MTS invested significant resources into the development 

and recognition of its own brand, which had a direct impact on the capitalisation of the 

company and the strengthening of its reputation. Registration of a branded red colour of a 

certain shade as a trademark of MTS in the field of mobile communications was a logical 

continuation of the strategy of protecting the MTS brand. The results of a sociological study 

commissioned by MTS in 2013 showed that the red colour in the sphere of mobile 

communication services is widely known in Russia and, by default, is associated with MTS. 

In contrast, unsuccessful cases where an applicant gets a refusal from the registered body is a 

significantly more widespread practice. A good example is the landmark case between the 

famous British-Dutch oil and gas company ‘Shell’ and the Russian limited liability company 

 
48 Id. 
49 Id.  
50 Id. 
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‘Petrovsknefteprodukt’.51 The latter owns a tank farm and 13 gas stations in three districts of 

the TRANS-Baikal territory, including the Federal highway Irkutsk-Chita. According to the 

British-Dutch company, the colour design of the ‘Petrovsknefteprodukt’ filling stations 

illegally used two yellow and one red stripe on the roof over the fuel dispensers. Moreover, 

the Russian company used a heart sign with a unit, similar to the symbol Shell – coquille, on 

the stele with information about the price of fuel.  

Petrovsknefteprodukt questioned the legality of granting legal protection to these trademarks, 

pointing out that the combination of colours did not have a distinctive ability, since it did not 

bear individualising features. Also, the Russian company stated that the number of Shell 

filling stations located in the territory of the Russian Federation was less than 1% of all filling 

stations located in Russia. In the TRANS-Baikal territory, there were no Shell filling stations. 

In addition, Petrovsknefteprodukt indicated that such colours in the design of their gas 

stations were used by PJSC 'Rosneft' and PJSC 'Gazprom'; therefore, Shell could not claim 

the uniqueness of its trademark.  

Shell’s arguments were based on several crucial facts. First, paragraph 1 of Article 15 of the 

"Agreement on trade-related aspects of intellectual property rights" expressly provides for the 

possibility of registration as a trademark, a combination of colours and confirms the existence 

of such combinations of distinctive ability. Second, the recognisability of the Shell trademark 

by the consumers is associated not only with the large-scale use of the trademark in the 

territory of the Russian Federation, but also with the using of the disputed trademark in the 

other countries. The specified combination of colours of the Shell brand symbols have been 

known since 1915, while the first Shell gas station appeared in Russia in 1998.  

Shell invested a huge amount of money in the promotion of the trademark, thereby it was 

possible to increase the recognition of the colour combination as the trademark. Shell 

represented evidence which showed that this fact was confirmed by the conducted researches, 

in particular, a sociological survey.52 According to the results of the survey, the disputed 

trademark was known to 65% of consumers living in the territory of the Russian Federation. 

 
51 Shell Brands Intl’. AG v Petrovsknefteprodukt LLC., A78-6764/2017 (RUSS. CT.  INTELL. PROP. RTS. Feb. 06, 

2018). 
52 Id.  
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In finality, the court rendered its decision in favour of Shell, making this precedent the first 

case when the violation of exclusively colour trademarks was recognised in Russia. 

The second case touches the situation when Rospatent refused the registration of the yellow 

colour trademark of LLC ’Russian Caviar’ for the retail class.53 There was no evidence that 

the manufacturers only applied yellow colour on the lid of cans with caviar and that 

consumers perceived yellow as a trademark and not a packaging element.54 The arguments 

of the applicant’s representative that the yellow colour of the lids was able to individualise the 

goods of the applicant due to the traditional color difference of the lids of the packages with 

caviar depending on the type of sturgeon, were deemed as inappropriate.55 The reason was 

that it did not indicate that the applicant was the only manufacturer using yellow caps for the 

packaging of the caviar. Thus, the consumers did not perceive the yellow colour as a symbol 

of individualisation for the presented products.56 Therefore, Rospatent made the decision on 

refusal in the state registration of the trademark.  

According to the conclusion by results of the examination, the declared designation 

represents the image of yellow colour which did not possess the distinctive ability as colour 

is a characteristic of a certain object. Instead of an object, it is used for execution of a sign in 

the chosen colour combination, which is considered at the examination of a sign along with 

its appearance. In the conclusion, it was noted that the materials submitted by the applicant 

did not contain information on the declared designation and could not be the proof of long 

use of the designation.  

The applicant did not submit information to prove the acquisition of distinctiveness, such as: 

no information about the duration, intensity of use designation, areas and volumes of goods 

marked by the declared designation, the cost of advertising, its duration and intensity. 

Moreover, there was evidence regarding the degree of awareness of consumers about the 

claimed designation and the manufacturer of the goods, including the results of sociological 

surveys. 

 
53  On refusal of state registration of a trademark on Application No. 2016717043, (2018). 
54 E.V. Shcherbakova, Trademark color as a trademark, 21 Mag. Ct. Intell. Prop. Rts. 88, 88-95 (2018), 

http://ipcmagazine.ru/trademark-law/color-capability-as-a-trademark#21. 
55 Id. 
56 Id. 
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One more example of an unsuccessful case was SARMA’s precedential example, where the 

detergent and soap maker applied for a trademark in the form of a combination of red, white 

and gradient blue.57 Rospatent made a decision on refusal of state registration of the 

trademark.  In fact, if the packaging contains these colours, they are used in combination with 

other elements, such as verbal and visual (verbal element "SARMA", images of plumbing 

devices, clothing, etc.), and in combination with other colours (yellow, green, crimson, 

orange, etc.).58 It is due to these additional elements that the individualisation of goods was 

carried out. The colour combinations of packaging products listed in the materials submitted 

by the applicant, were used in different configurations (vertically, horizontally or diagonally 

oriented) and proportions (more white or blue). 

In analysing the circumstances of the case, the Board also analysed the argument contained 

in the objection that the combination of red, white and blue gradient colours was typical only 

for the applicant's products, while the variants of packages of various detergents present in 

civil circulation in the territory of the Russian Federation were investigated by the applicant 

himself. From the sample of detergents of other manufacturers presented in the materials of 

the objection, it was seen that the presence of a combination of red, white and gradient blue 

colours are characteristics, for example, for the design of labels and bottles of products under 

the designations Domestos, Glorix, Safeguard, in which these colours appear in different 

configurations and proportions.59 

Such a variety of packages using different verbal and visual elements of both the applicant 

and its competitors did not allow to come to the conclusion that the colour stripes given in 

the claimed designation were perceived solely as a means of individualisation of the 

applicant's goods.60 

No sociological studies containing the opinion of consumers about the individualising ability 

of the claimed designation, in the form of strips of a certain proportion and colour, were 

conducted. On this basis, the applicant was refused to obtain a trademark for the combination 

of the aforementioned colours. 

 
57 On refusal of state registration of a trademark on Application No. 2015742525, (2018). 
58 Id.  
59 Id.  
60 Id.  
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CONCLUSION 

The problem of colour trademarks’ registration is that the regulatory bodies in different 

jurisdictions have concerns as to the granting of the rights of a colour to a certain commercial 

entity. On the one hand, such an approach is reasonable because a trademark empowers the 

owner to control and to restrict the other participants of the market from using the same 

mark for business purposes. On the other hand, if the entity invests heavily in a particular 

colour as a distinguishing sign of its activities for canvassing of customers, keeping up a 

reputation and brand and subsequently establishing itself on the market, it would be fair to 

grant the entity the right to a colour trademark. 

However, as it can be seen in both jurisdictions, the granting of a colour trademark is not a 

matter-of-course. The concerned parties are struggling to present the essential scope of 

evidence for justification of grant of a colour mark. While the European jurisdiction has a 

more entrenched tradition of registration of non-traditional trademarks, the Russian 

jurisdiction cannot boast of such tradition. The category of cases as to the inherent 

distinctness of colour trademarks is still an insurmountable obstacle for all those wishing to 

obtain a status of colour trademark.  

Nonetheless, existing cases in Europe and Russia hold out hope of a new era of non-

traditional trademarks in both jurisdictions and the successful development and protection 

of intellectual property in general. 
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I. TECHNOLOGY SECTOR 

A. Exclusive and Sole Licenses in the Technology Sector  

A technology licence is deemed to be exclusive when the license is allocated an exclusive 

territory for the exploitation of the licensed technology, and the licensor undertakes not to 

produce with the licensed technology or to license others within the said territory. A sole 

license, on the other hand, involves a commitment by the licensor not to license third parties 

within a given territory, thereby reserving for itself the right to exploit the licensed technology 

in said territory.  

i. Between Competitors 

Pursuant to Article 4 (1) (c)1, reciprocal exclusive licensing between competitors, which 

entails a commitment by the parties not to license their competing technologies to third 

parties, constitutes an allocation of markets or customers, or market sharing, which would be 

deemed a hard-core restriction of competition. By contrast, reciprocal sole licensing is not 

deemed a hard-core restriction because the parties expressly reserve for themselves the right 

to compete with their respective technologies in each other’s territory. Nonetheless, such 

licensing may facilitate collusion where the parties have significant market power by ensuring 

that on the licensed territories, they are the only parties marketing products produced with 

the licensed technology. For this reason, reciprocal sole licenses are protected by the 

Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations (TTBER), but they are subject to 

individual assessment above the 20 per cent market share threshold.  

A non-reciprocal exclusive license does not necessarily involve market sharing because the 

licensor would retain the right to exploit its competing technology in the territory assigned to 

the license for the exploitation of the licensed technology. However, such a license may 

produce anti-competitive effects which are subject to Article 812 because the licensor 

effectively undertakes to cease the exploitation of its competing technology in the licensed 

territory. Where the licensor has more than a nominal market presence, its non-exploitation 

 
1 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 4(1)(c), 2004 

O.J. (L123) 11.  
2 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 81, 2004 O.J. 

(L123) 11.  
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of its competing technology in the licensed territory may result in a significant lessening of 

competition. For this reason, the TTBER covers non-reciprocal exclusive licenses up to the 

20 per cent market share threshold, over which subjects such licenses to individual 

assessment under Article 81. On the other hand, the application of Article 81(1)3 may be 

clearly excluded where the licensor has a limited position on the relevant produce market or 

lacks the capacity to exploit its competing technology. 

ii. Between Non- Competitors  

Exclusive licensing between non-competitors is viewed by the Commission as generally pro-

competitive. Such licenses, which are the most common of two-party licensing arrangements, 

are considered necessary to induce the licensee to invest in the licensed technology and for 

the commercialisation of products embodying the technology. The historical view of the 

court and the commission is that such licenses are not likely to fall within the scope of Article 

81 (1) provided that the license is “open”. It must be open, in that it does not provide absolute 

territorial protection for the licensee4, and the exclusivity does not extend beyond the period 

of validity of the licensed technology. To the extent that an exclusive license is caught by 

Article 81(1), the commission’s view is that such a license is likely to fulfil the conditions of 

Article 81(3)5. The Commission would be unlikely to intervene, irrespective of the territorial 

scope of the license. However, intervention may be warranted in several circumstances. First, 

where a dominant licensee obtains an exclusive license to the licensor’s competing 

technology, thereby foreclosing third party licenses and preserving the licensee’s market 

power, and where entry barriers are high, the Commission’s view is that Article 81(1) would 

be applicable and that the conditions of Article 81(3) would not normally be met. Secondly, 

where a licensor’s restriction on passive sales into an exclusive territory or to an exclusive 

customer group allocated to another licensee has exceeded a two-year period, the restriction 

is no longer block exempted by the TTBER and becomes a hard-core restriction which is 

not likely to meet the conditions of Article 81(3). Thirdly, the Commission has seen no 

 
3 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 81(1), 2004 

O.J. (L123) 11.  
4 Case 258/78, Nungesser v Comm’n, 1982 E.C.R. 2015 ¶¶ 57-58, 60.  
5 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 81(3), 2004 

O.J. (L123) 11.  
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justification under Article 81(3) for exclusivity in a technology license when the underlying 

patents have expired. 

B. Sale Restrictions 

i. Between Competitors 

Restrictions on active and passive sales by one or both parties to a reciprocal license between 

competitors, which prevent the affected party from selling into territories or to customer 

groups reserve for the other party, are considered hard-core restrictions pursuant to Article 

4(1)(c) of the TTBER. Such restrictions are considered market sharing and are unlikely to 

qualify for exemption under Article 81(3).  

Restrictions on active and passive sales by one or both parties to a non-reciprocal license 

between competitors, which prevent the licensor and/or the licensee from selling into 

territories or to customer groups reserved for the other party, are block exempt as an 

exception to Article 4(1)(c) of the TTBER up to the 20 per cent market share threshold. 

Likewise, the TTBER block exempts restrictions in such licenses of active sales by the 

licensee into the exclusive territory or to the exclusive customer group allocated by the 

licensor to another licensee, provided that the latter was not a competing undertaking of the 

licensor at the time of the conclusion of its own license. Above the 20 per cent market share 

threshold, such restrictions are caught by Article 8(2) where one or both parties have 

significant market power. However, according to the Technology Transfer Guidelines, such 

restrictions may be deemed indispensable, within the meaning of Article 81(3), for the 

dissemination of technology and to facilitate market penetration by third party licensees. The 

Commission specifically notes that restrictions on active sales by either party, for the purposes 

of Article 4(1)(c)(iv)6 may be deemed indispensable to induce the other party to conclude the 

license, particularly when the latter party has a weak market position. However, it should be 

noted that restrictions on passive sales, within the meaning of Article 4(1)(c)(iv) and (v), may 

be problematic under Article 81(3). Whether restrictions on passive sales, within the meaning 

of Article 4(1)(c)(iv), are indispensable is not addressed by the Technology Transfer 

Guidelines the indispensability of such restrictions would be a question of fact in each case, 

 
6 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 4(1)(c)(iv), 

2004 O.J. (L123) 11.  
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such restrictions would need to be objectively justified. The fact that restrictions on passive 

sales by licensees into a territory or to a customer group allocated to another licensee are 

hard- core restrictions under article 4(1)(c) should provide reason to proceed with caution. 

ii. Between Non- Competitors 

In the Nungesser judgment7, the European Court held that “absolute territoriality” protection 

granted to a licensee in order to enable parallel imports to be controlled and prevented results 

in the artificial maintenance of separate national markets is contrary to the treaty.8 This 

interdiction is now embodied in Article 4(2)(a)9 of the TTBER, which states that the 

restriction of the territory into which, or of the customers to whom, the licensee may passively 

sell the contract products constitutes a hard-core restriction.10 However, the TTBER 

indicates that the restriction of passive sales would be block-exempted up to the 30 per cent 

market share threshold were the licensor to restrict the licensee’s passive sales into an 

exclusive territory or to an exclusive customer group reserve for the licensor. Above the 30 

per cent market share threshold, the Commission’s position is that the above restrictions are 

unlikely to fall within the scope of Article 81(1), unless the licensor has significant market 

power or there are network effects flowing from similar license agreements containing such 

restrictions. On the other hand, the Court has held that a technology license is caught by 

Article 81(1) where the licensor imposes a restriction on the licensee preventing it from 

manufacturing or using the licensed technology in a territory where there is no patent 

protection.11 

Where the licensor and licensee are non-competitors, sales restrictions on the licensor do 

not constitute hard-core provisions within the meaning of Article 4(2)(b) of the TTBER. As 

in the case of exclusive licensing between non-competitors, the Commission considers that 

restrictions on active sales by the licensor may be indispensable to induce the licensee to 

conclude the license and to incur the necessary investments and commercial risks. Therefore, 

 
7  Case 258/78, LC Nungesser KG and Kurt Eisele v Commission of the European Communities, 1972 E.C.J. 

2015.  
8 Id., p. 61. 
9 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 4(2)(a), 2004 

O.J. (L123) 11.  
10  Council Decision 73/238, Raymond & Co and Nagoya Rubber Co. Ltd., 1972 J.O. (L143) 39. 
11 Case C-193/83, Windsurfing International Commission v Comm’n, 1986 E.C.R. 11 ¶ 82. 
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Commission policy is that when such restrictions are caught by Article 81(1), they should 

nevertheless fulfil the conditions of Article 81(3). 

Where the licensor and licensee are non-competitors, the licensor’s restriction of the 

licensee’s passive sales into an exclusive territory or to an exclusive customer group allocated 

by the licensor to another licensee during the first two years that this other licensee is selling 

the contract products in that territory or to that customer group is covered by the TTBER 

up to the 30 per cent market share threshold.12 Above this market share threshold, the 

Commission considers that such restrictions, to the extent that they infringe Article 81(1), 

they would probably fulfil the conditions of Article 81(3). However, if the same restriction 

remains in force subsequent to this initial two-year period, the restriction becomes hard-core 

in nature within the meaning of Article 4(2)(b) and is not likely to satisfy the conditions of 

Art. 81(3).  

C. Output Restrictions 

i. Between Competitors 

Pursuant to Article 1(1)(b)13 of the TTBER, output restraints imposed on both parties to a 

reciprocal license between competitors constitute hard-core restrictions. However, where 

restraints on the output of the contract products are imposed on the licensee within the 

context of a non-reciprocal agreement or are imposed on only one of the licensees in the 

case of a reciprocal agreement, such restraints are block exempted up to the 20 per cent 

market share threshold. Above this threshold, Article 81(1) may be applicable where the 

parties have significant market power. The applicability of Article 81(3) in these situations, 

according to the Technology Transfer Guidelines, would depend upon whether the licensor’s 

technology is significantly superior to that of the licensee and whether the output limitation 

substantially exceeds the output of the licensee prior to the conclusion of the licensee. When 

these circumstances are present, the effects of such output restraints, including site licenses, 

are viewed as minimal even when demand is growing. Such restraints may be deemed 

indispensable for the licensor’s granting of a license to its competitors. On the other hand, 

 
12 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 4(2)(b)(ii), 

2004 O.J. (L123) 11.  
13 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 1(1)(b), 2004 

O.J. (L123) 11.  
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the presence of output in combination with other restrictions in a license between 

competitors, such as assignment of exclusive territories or customer groups, suggests that the 

license is intended to partition markets, and this would militate against the application of 

Article 81(3). 

ii. Between Non- Competitors 

Output restrictions imposed by the licensor upon the licensee, where the parties are non-

competitors are block exempted up to the 30 per cent market share threshold, with the main 

anti-competitive risk being reduced to intra-technology competition between licensees. The 

likelihood of such effects would depend upon the market power of the licensor and licensees 

and the extent to which the output-restraint prevents the licensee from satisfying demand for 

products incorporating the licensed technologies. However, to the extent that such output 

restraints infringe Article 81(1), they are generally considered to promote the dissemination 

of technology within the meaning of Article 81(3). In the Commission’s view, where the 

parties to the license are non-competitors, the licensor should be free to determine the output 

of contract products by its licensees. If this were not possible, the licensor could be 

discouraged from granting licences, and this would set back the dissemination of its 

technology.  

D. Tying and Bundling 

Tying and Bundling, in the sphere of technology licensing, are given different meanings in 

the Technology Transfer Guidelines. According to para. 191 of the Guidelines, tying occurs 

when the licensor makes the licensing of one technology (the “tying” product) conditional 

upon the licensee taking a license for another technology or purchasing a product from the 

licensor or someone designated by him (the “tied” product). Bundling occurs when two 

technologies or a technology and a product are sold together as a bundle (even though the 

commercial and legal result is effectively a tie). However, neither tying nor bundling can occur 

unless the relevant technologies and products are separate in terms of demand 

substitutability.  
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Tying and bundling are not identified in Article 414 of the TTBER as either hard-core 

restrictions or as stated exceptions to such restrictions. However, tying and bundling are 

subject to the 20 per cent and 30 per cent market share thresholds of Article 315, depending 

on whether the parties to the license are competitors or non-competitors. The affected 

relevant technology or product markets, for the purposes of the market share calculation, are 

those for both the tying and tied products.  

Above the market share thresholds of Article 3, tying (and therefore, bundling) may be 

subject to Article 81(1). The main competition concern is the foreclosure of competing 

suppliers of the tied product. There are other potential restrictive effects of tying, such as the 

raising of barriers of entry where the licensor effectively forces new entrants to enter several 

markets at the same time, and the prevented switching by the licensee to alternative 

technologies where it is dependent on the tying product and the licensor may lock in the 

licensee with higher royalty costs. The above competition risks usually depend upon the 

licensor having market power in the market for the tying product, since in the absence of 

market power, the licensor cannot foreclose competition in the market for the tied product. 

Where the licensor does not have market power, the Commission’s position appears to be 

that Article 81(1) is inapplicable to tying where this practice is necessary to ensure the 

intended technical exploitation of the licensed technology.16 

According to the Technology Transfer Guidelines, tying the licensor may fulfil the conditions 

of Article 81(3) where the result is a “technically satisfactory exploitation” of the licensed 

technology or adherence to quality standards. The Commission has stated that the licensor 

has a “legitimate interest” in ensuring the quality of the products incorporating the licensed 

technology particularly where the licensee is using the licensor’s trademarks. Moreover, 

licensees may feel compelled to accept the licensor’s tie when the practice coincides with 

consumer’s expectations. However, the conditions of Article 81(3) would not be met where 

the licensee is required to obtain certain unpatented goods from the licensor where such 

goods are not indispensable to a proper technical exploitation of the licensed technology. 

Even in those situations in which Article 81(3) is applicable, the parties to a license remain at 

 
14 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 4, 2004 O.J. 

(L123) 11.  
15 Commission Regulation (EU) 316/2014, Technology Transfer Block Exemption Regulations, art. 3, 2004 O.J. 

(L123) 11.  
16 Council Decision 88/143, Rich Products/Jus r01, 1988 O.J. (L69) 21. 
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risk under Article 82, the usual basis in EC Competition law for the interdiction of tying by 

dominant firms.17 

II. TELECOMMUNICATION SECTOR 

A. Abusive Behaviour Related to Third Party Access 

The refusal of third-party access to essential infrastructure can constitute an abuse of 

dominance on the access market. The existing level of competition on the downstream 

market can be threatened or its development can be obstructed by an undertaking’s refusal 

to grant access to key infrastructure. This may result in an obligation for dominant 

undertakings to grant competitors access to their networks and services, however subject to 

two restrictions. Third party access must be economically feasible and technically possible 

for the infrastructure owner and the access user to be willing to pay an appropriate price in 

exchange. Under those conditions, access seekers are entitled to request non-discriminatory 

treatment.18 In the telecommunications sector, third party access is in principle granted by 

way of sector-specific regulation. Nevertheless, there is still scope for competition 

enforcement action under Article 82 EC, in so far as the regulation does not provide for a 

satisfactory solution to the competition problem in individual cases. 

The commission examined a number of cases of possible access refusals in the 

telecommunications sector, mainly based on formal or informal complaints by competitors. 

Several cases of this type were dismissed following the rejection or withdrawal of the 

complaints, since the regulatory authorities managed to ensure the required third-party access 

for the competitors with the regulatory instruments at their disposal.  

B. Predatory Pricing  

In the event a dominant company sells a product or service on the retail market below its 

own production costs, in order to prevent its competitors from entering the market, this can 

amount to an infringement in the sense of Article 82(2). The same applies if a dominant 

company forces its competitors out of the market while strengthening its own market position 

with the possibility to raise the prices. In principle, such a price abuse can be found if the 

 
17 Case C-395/96, Compagnie Maritime Belge Transports v Comm’n, 2000 E.C.R. I-1365; Case T-51/89, Tetra 

Pak Rausing v Comm’n, 1990 E.C.R II-309. 
18  Case C-7/97, Oscar Bronner GmbH&Co. KG v Mediaprint Zeitungs-und Zeitschriftenverlag GmbH&Co. KG 

and Others, 1998 E.C.R. I-7791. 
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price is set below the average variable costs of the dominant company or below the average 

total costs, provided that the intention to pre-empt the market entry can be proven as well. 

The European Court of Justice considers as average variable costs those costs that vary 

according to the quantity produced, assuming that a dominant company only has an interest 

in charging such prices with a view to foreclosing the markets for its competitors so as to be 

able to increase the prices later on by abusing its dominance or even its monopoly position.19 

Under these circumstances, the sale of each unit produced represents for the company a loss 

of the value of its entire fixed  costs and at least a proportion of the variable costs per 

produced unit.  

For the telecommunications services, a price which corresponds to the variable costs can be 

substantially lower than the price which an operator must charge in order to cover its costs 

for providing the service on its network. For the application of these criteria on prices charged 

by a vertically integrated operator, which are basis for investment and market entry strategies 

of competitors, only the incremental costs for the provision of these services should be taken 

into account. The predatory pricing test is applicable also to emerging markets, since they 

cannot from the outset be excluded from the scope of article 82 of EC. The application of 

this test is in particular justified if a company bears practically no fixed costs, since the 

necessary investments are made by their parent company which gains substantial profits with 

its wholesale services.  

C. Excessive Pricing 

Competition problems usually occur in the form of high access prices to be paid by the 

competitors to the incumbent operators. Independent service providers need access to input 

products and services, because they often do not have or get equivalent alternatives to the 

infrastructure and service portfolio held by the incumbents. Therefore, the dominant 

operators are in a position to prevent market entry by fixing the level of the wholesale tariffs 

at an inadequately high level compared to the economic value of service provided.20 Such 

excessive pricing can be demonstrated on the basis of a comparison between the actual price 

and the underlying costs, if this reveals the profit margin for the product or service in 

 
19 Case C-62/86, AKZO Chemie BV v Commission of the European Communities, 1991 E.C.R. I-2259 ¶ 71; Case 

C-333/94, P Tetra Pak International SA v Commission of the European Communities, 1996 E.C.R. I-5941. 
20 Case 26/75, General Motors Continental NV v Commission of the European Communities, 1975 E.C.R. 150 ¶ 

12. 
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question.21 Therefore, an adequate cost allocation is of fundamental importance. If a 

company carries out a number of different activities, the relevant costs as well as an 

appropriate share of the overhead costs are to be attributed to each of the different activities. 

The assessment of excessive pricing can alternatively be based on a comparison of the price 

in question with the prices charged in other geographical areas, serving as a reference prince. 

A comparison is also possible between the price of the dominant company in question and 

the price on other markets which are subject to potential competition.22 Any relevant sources 

of Community law regarding the price setting in the sector concerned can support the 

comparison.23  

The commission has applied these principles for the assessment of excessive pricing in a 

number of cases in the telecommunications sector. The sector-specific regulation can also, 

in this respect, contribute to the prevention of such infringements. However, if this is not 

achieved in an efficient manner, be it for legal or administrative reasons, competition law 

procedures and remedies are possible in order to ensure fair competition. Several 

procedures for excessive pricing that were launched already, before or immediately after the 

complete liberalization of the telecommunications markets, on the grounds that the sector-

specific reregulation did not exist, was not applicable or sufficiently pro-competitive. 

D. Patent Abuses 

In the last years, several Article 82 investigations have had as their object the licensing of 

intellectual property rights. The CFI’s endorsement of the Commission’s decision in the 

Microsoft Case24 seems to have encouraged the Commission to pursue further patent abuse 

cases in a number of different sectors. Besides launching a sector inquiry into the 

pharmaceuticals sector alleging, inter alia, a misuse of the patent system, in 2007 the 

Commission opened two patent abuse cases against companies operating in the 

telecommunications sector.  

 
21 Case 27/76, United Brands v Comm’n, 1978 E.C.R. 207. 
22  Case 30/87, Corinne Bodson v SA Pompes funebres des regions liberees, 1988 E.C.R. 2479; Cases 110/88, 

241/88 and 242/88, Francois Lucazeau and others v Societe des Auteurs, Compositeurs et Editeurs de Musique 

(SACEM) and others, 1989 E.C.R. 2811 ¶ 25.  
23  Case 66/86, Ahmed Saeed Flugreisen and Silver Line Reiseburo GmbH v Zentrale zur Bekampfung unlauteren 

Wettbewerbs, 1989 E.C.R. 803 ¶ 43.  
24 Case T-201/04, Microsoft v Commission of the European Communities, 2007 E.C.R. 289. 
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A refusal to license intellectual property rights by a dominant undertaking does not constitute 

an abuse per se. In order to determine whether such refusal amounts to a break of Article 

82 EC it is necessary to balance the incentive to innovate, protected by the intellectual 

property rights, against the promotion of competition in the market. With the view to 

encourage investments in innovative technologies, the ECJ has considered a refusal to license 

intellectual property rights as being abusive only under exceptional circumstances. The test 

to be applied was set out in the Magill 25 and IMS Health 26 cases and reaffirmed lately in the 

Microsoft case. According to the jurisprudence of the Community Courts, the refusal to 

license intellectual property rights is tantamount to a breach of Article 82 EC under the 

following conditions, if the intellectual property right is indispensable for carrying on a 

particular activity on a neighbouring market, if the refusal is such as to exclude any effective 

competition on that neighbouring market, and prevents the emergence of a new product for 

which where is potential consumer demand, and if it is not objectively justified.  

Even if these circumstances have been qualified by the ECJ as ‘exceptional’, they are very 

likely to happen when intellectual property rights are included in a standard. On the one 

hand, standardization plays a pivotal role in promoting technological development especially 

in IT, telecom and other network industries, since it reduces problems of compatibility and 

interoperability. On the other, the creation of a single standard can lead to a restriction or 

even to the complete elimination of competition in a market, given that the choice of one 

technology for a standard, locks out alternatives. This is why standard setting organizations 

(SSOs) often impose constraints on those taking part in the standardization process to ensure 

that the advantages of standardization are passed on to consumers. Such constraints typically 

consist of obligatory ex-ante disclosure of essential patents and the commitment to license 

such patents on Fair, Reasonable and Non-Discriminatory Terms (FRAND commitment).  

In a complaint against Qualcomm before the Commission, several phone and chipset 

manufacturers, alleged an infringement of the FRAND commitment as imposed by the 

European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI). Qualcomm holds patents 

essential to UMTS standards, for the licensing of which it allegedly charged disproportionate 

and discriminatory royalties. Having considered the complaints since 2005, the Commission 

 
25  Case C-241/91, Radio Telefis Eireann (RTE) and Independent Television Publications Ltd (ITP) v Comm’n, 

1995 E.C.R. I-743. 
26  Case C-418/01, IMS Health GmbH & Co. OHG v NDC Health GmbH & Co. KG, 2004 E.C.R. I-5039. 
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decided in August 2007 to initiate formal proceedings against Qualcomm. The commission 

is not competent to take a decision on an alleged breach of ETSI’s contractual rules governing 

the conditions under which intellectual property rights may be licensed. However, given the 

existence of a clear link between Article 82 EC and Commission does have formal standing 

to investigate whether Qualcomm is dominant in the third-generation mobile phones market 

and whether the licensing terms and royalties imposed by Qualcomm are fair, reasonable 

and non-discriminatory. 

The commission has also started proceedings against Rambus, a US company which 

develops memory chips for, inter alia, communication products. This is the first time that a 

‘patent ambush’ is being investigated under EC antitrust law. A company incurs in ‘patent 

ambush’ whenever it withholds information about patents around a proposed standard. As 

abovementioned, before a standard is set, companies engaging in the creation of the standard 

should make clear whether a particular technology is covered by a patent. Moreover, patent 

holders have a duty to license their technology on a fair, reasonable and non-discriminatory 

terms to the companies wishing to implement the standard. Allegedly, Rambus took part in 

industry efforts to create a standard for DRAM (Dynamic Random Access Memory) chips 

without revealing that it held a blocking patent. Subsequently, it charged unreasonable 

royalties for the use of those patents. In the Commission’s preliminary view, Rambus abused 

its dominant position by claiming unreasonable royalties, which it wouldn’t have been able 

to charge without its patent ambush. It is noteworthy that similar charges were brought against 

Rambus in the United States. Here, the district court before which the case was pending 

cleared the company of abusing its patents in a standards-setting forum on the grounds that 

the company did not engage in deceptive disclosure of facts and that the obligations imposed 

by standard setting organization were not clearly defined at the time of the creation of the 

standard. Although the Commission’s case is separate from the US case, this judgment could 

have an impact on the outcome of the proceedings out of EC level.  

It has been argued that the fact that the Commission has been ascribing particular importance 

to patent-related abuses, especially in the IT and telecommunications sector, is due to public 

policy considerations. This is well illustrated by the Microsoft case.27 In its decision, the 

Commission stated that the refusal to supply interoperability information assumed a special 

 
27 Microsoft, supra note 16. 
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character which set it apart from other refusal to supply decisions, because of the relevance 

of compatibility and connectivity in the software industry where network effects are pervasive. 

Also, the CFI recognized the importance of this issue when it noted that the ‘the disclosure 

of information for interoperability purposes is beneficial for the society as a whole’.28 This is 

the reason why, when assessing whether the conditions under which intellectual property 

rights are licensed are compatible with the provision of Article 82 EC, the Community Courts 

have used a balancing test between incentives for inventors and the competitive situation in 

the market place, rather than ascertaining whether the IP right is no longer being used 

according to its essential function but instead to achieve an anti-competitive purpose. The 

Commission’s approach could lead to the attachment of liability to the mere fact of refusing 

to grant access to intellectual property rights rather than a full inquiry into anti-competitive 

purposes and objective justifications. 

CONCLUSION 

Through the course of the research paper, the basic principle that dominant companies are 

under certain circumstances obliged to grant third party access to their networks and services 

is of great importance in the technology/telecommunications sector, since in many areas, the 

incumbent operators still have quasi-monopolies. Even if straight-forward access restrictions 

were eliminated, competition on the downstream markets would still depend on the prices 

and conditions of the upstream network access, which allows for a gradual marketed entry. 

A company which is dominant on a given product or service market and which commits an 

abuse in the sense of Article 82 EC can prevent the emergence of a new product service.  In 

order to terminate the abuse, the company in question can then be required to grant to its 

competitors, access to its network and services. Is it important to note that, the Competition 

Act, 200229 or the concomitant provisions in the Intellectual Property Regulations do not 

regulate such complex technology transfer agreements. Therefore, the Indian courts have 

been forced to rely on the jurisprudence of EU. Apart from the aspect of granting access to 

the network and services, the research paper has dealt to a considerable extent with the 

regulations and the licensing practices involved during the technology transfer. While there 

have been few cases in this regard, it is hoped that the regulations and the practices adopted 

 
28  IMS Health, supra note 18, ¶ 305. 
29 The Competition Act, No. 12 of 2003, INDIA CODE (2010) 31.  
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by the companies bring in more consistency and clarity so that the jurisprudence of anti-trust 

violations on these emerging areas can be well developed.  
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ABSTRACT 

On 24th June 2019, the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade 

(DPIIT) under the Ministry of Commerce and Industry released the Draft Guidelines 

for the use of Geographical Indications (GI) Logo and Tagline. The logo and tagline 

are intended to serve as a certifying mark which will enable consumers to identify all 

authentic and genuine Indian GI products.  

By ensuring that only those permitted use the logo and tagline, consumers are 

expected to recognise authentic GI products. Thus, it is a significant step towards 

ensuring that only genuine and authorised GI products remain in the market. The 

objective of the guidelines is praiseworthy as one of the major problems faced by the 

owners and consumers of the GI is the presence of duplicate products in the market.  

However, the question is whether the guidelines in its present form sufficiently 

addresses all concerns. This article analyses and critiques the guidelines by raising 

fundamental concerns regarding the practical implementation of the guidelines in its 

present form and the possible solutions thereof.  
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INTRODUCTION 

On 24th June 2019, the Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade (DPIIT) 

released the draft guidelines for the use of the Geographical Indication (GI) logo and tagline.1 

Under Public Notice, the objectives of the guidelines lays down that the GI logo and tagline 

(released on 1st August 2018) is  with an intent to encourage promotion and marketing of 

Indian products registered as GI. Further, the common GI logo will act as a certifying mark 

that can be used to identify all Indian products registered as GI, which would help make it 

convenient for consumers to recognise authentic GI products and thereby protect the interest 

of genuine GI producers.2 The same finds mention in the guidelines.3 It is ensured that 

production of products embodying the GI logo is by persons authorized to produce so under 

the Act. This is the objective of the guidelines as delineated under the public notice.4 

While the objective of the guidelines is laudable, the pertinent question here is regarding the 

effectiveness of the mechanism envisaged to ensure that the use of logo and tagline is only by 

authorised persons for legitimate purposes. This also raises questions about the mechanism 

in place to ensure authenticity of GI products and legal measures provided for in case of 

contravention. The answer for this can be understood if we ask ourselves; firstly, who will 

ensure the authenticity of the GI products? Secondly, how will it be guaranteed, that is, what 

are the mechanisms envisaged in the guidelines to achieve it? Also, thirdly, what are the legal 

measures provided for in case of contravention?  

The introductory portion of the guidelines retraces the objectives sought to be achieved. 

Namely, creation of awareness amongst GI producers and consumers to increase 

marketability and saleability of these products and preventing confusion resulting from the 

use of different logos for different products.5 

 

 
1 Guidelines for permitting the use of Geographical Indication (GI) Logo & Tagline, P-24026/10/2018-IPR-IV-

Part (1) (Proposed Draft Jun. 24, 2019) [hereinafter Guidelines]. 
2 Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Public Notice on Proposed Guidelines for permitting 

the use of Geographical Indication (GI) Logo & Tagline, (Jun. 24, 2019), 

http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/News/536_1_GI_Guideline__Finalised_.pdf. 
3 Guidelines at p. 1, 2. 
4 Supra note 2. 
5 Guidelines at p. 1. 
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I. OWNERSHIP 

The first part of the guidelines deals with ownership of the logo and tagline. Ownership vested 

with the DPIIT through the Secretary.6 However, the right of usage of the tagline and logo is 

reserved only for Indian GI products registered in India or abroad and it explicitly bars 

foreign GI products whether registered in India or abroad, from utilising the same.7 The first 

issue here is regarding the use of the word ‘or’ in ‘Indian GI products registered in India or 

abroad’. It implies that Indian GIs can be registered either in India or abroad. This raises 

three inferences.  

The first is a situation where an Indian GI is registered in India. It is valid, provided the 

registration of the GI is as per the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and 

Protection) Act, 1999. The second is of an Indian GI product registered in a foreign country 

and not in India. This is not possible as per Article 24(9)8 of the TRIPS Agreement, 1994, 

and Section 9 (f)9 of the GIAct, which provides that for a GI to be protected in any country, 

it needs to enjoy protection in the country of origin. So, an Indian GI has to be registered in 

India before it can be registered elsewhere. The third could be that the GI is registered 

abroad and not in India. It again is not possible as the guideline elucidates in the public notice 

that the objective is to encourage products registered as GI thus dismissing the possibility of 

use of logo or tagline for unregistered products. This section should therefore be reworded 

to ‘Indian GI products registered in India and abroad’ to remove confusion.  

One pertinent issue that needs redress if India intends to use the logo and tagline on exports 

is ensuring the authenticity of the product and the legal measures DPIIT can take in case of 

a contravention. Since the guidelines bars foreign GI products from using the logo and 

tagline, a question that arises is whether it is detrimental to the marketing and sale of foreign 

GI products, as consumers may prefer an Indian product. 

 
6 Id at 2. 
7 Id at 4. 
8 Agreement on Trade Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights, art. 24(9), Apr. 15, 1994, Marrakesh 

Agreement Establishing the World Trade Organisation, Annex 1C, 1869 U.N.T.S 299, 33 I.L.M 1197 (1994) 

[hereinafter TRIPS Agreement]. 
9 The Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Act, No. 61 of 1999, §.9(f). 
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As to the foreign GI products, the guideline explicitly bars them, irrespective of whether 

registered in India or abroad, from utilising the logo.10 Reading it with the objective of the 

guideline where under not only identification but also guaranteeing the authenticity of GI 

products is sought to be achieved the genuine question which arises is whether it enables a 

consumer to identify an authentic Indian GI product with ease, whereas foreign GI products 

would be harder to identify considering an implicit lack of familiarity? Would this give undue 

commercial advantages to Indian GI products? 

The guidelines prima facie discriminates between a foreign and an Indian GI product as 

Indian GI products can use the logo which allows the consumers to ensure its quality whereas 

this privilege is not afforded to foreign GIs.  This raises two questions. Firstly, in an era of 

increasing globalisation where a country has both domestic as well as foreign goods in its 

market, the logic behind establishing a framework to ascertain the genuineness of domestic 

products is to be questioned. 

Secondly, under the TRIPS Agreement obligations, India is mandated to provide equal 

treatment to foreigners and citizens. This principle is known as national treatment.11 Sections 

84 and 85 of the GI Act incorporates national treatment.12 When the Act seeks to ensure 

authenticity and genuineness of all GI products without any discrimination as to foreign or 

domestic, are the guidelines ultra-vires the Act? Moreover, does the guidelines violate India’s 

international obligations under the GATT Agreement13, TRIPS Agreement and the TBT 

Agreement14? 

Firstly, the public notice elucidates that the guidelines seeks to encourage promotion and 

marketing of Indian GI products.15 So it is evident that the logo seeks to give an economic 

advantage to the Indian products, but this results in foreign GI goods standing discriminated. 

 
10 Draft guidelines for permitting the use of Geographical Indication (GI) Logo & Tagline, (proposed June 24, 

2019), Department for Promotion of Industry and Internal Trade, Ministry of Commerce and Industry, P-

24026/10/2018-IPR-IV-Part (1), Annexure I p.3, (8th November, 2019), 

https://dipp.gov.in/sites/default/files/GI_Guideline_Finalised.pdf. 
11 TRIPS Agreement, art. 3. 
12 GI Act, §§.84-85. 
13 General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade 1994, Apr.15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World 

Trade Organization, Annex 1A, 1867 U.N.T.S 120, (1994) [hereinafter GATT Agreement]. 
14 Agreement on Technical Barriers to Trade, Apr.15, 1994, Marrakesh Agreement Establishing the World Trade 

Organization, Annex 1A, 1868 U.N.T.S 187, 33 I.L.M 1153 (1994) [hereinafter TBT Agreement]. 
15 Supra note 2. 
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Further, the Act mandates equal treatment between a foreign and an Indian good.16 Hence, 

the provision of the guidelines that prohibits foreign GIs from using the logo or tagline is 

ultra-vires the Act. Secondly, the guidelines are likely to violate India’s international 

obligations as India is placing foreign GI products at a disadvantage by denying them the use 

of the logo and tagline which ensures authenticity and genuineness of GIs. 

Looking at the specifics, one needs to glance at the WTO case of European Communities 

(EC)-Protection of Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural Products and 

Foodstuffs (2006)17. In the complaint filed, United States18 and Australia19 challenged the EC 

Regulations20 that provides that “if the name of a protected third country was identical to a 

community protected name (EC) then its registration shall only be authorised if the country 

of origin of the product was made visible in the product” as giving less favourable treatment 

to the imported products.21 The issue at hand was a labelling requirement which gave priority 

to GI’s registered in EC than GIs from non-EU countries when both the names were 

identical.  The regulation was under challenge as violative of the principle of national 

treatment incorporated under Article III:4 of the GATT Agreement22, Article 2.1 of the 

TBT Agreement23 and Article 3.1 of the TRIPS Agreement24. We can draw parallels to 

India’s draft guidelines as it also provides for a labelling requirement which gives priority to 

Indian GIs in comparison with foreign GIs. 

 
16 GI Act, §§ 84, 85. 
17 Two complaints have been filed. One by US and the other by Australia. Consequentially there are two separate 

WTO Panel Reports each in respect of the complaints filed:Panel Report, European Communities-Protection of 

Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural Products and Foodstuffs, WT/DS174/R, (adopted 

Apr. 20, 2005); and Panel Report, European Communities-Protection of Trademarks and Geographical 

Indications for Agricultural Products and Foodstuffs, WT/DS290/R, (adopted Apr. 20, 2005). 
18 Panel Report, European Communities-Protection of Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural 

Products and Foodstuffs, WT/DS174/R, (adopted Apr. 20, 2005). 
19 Panel Report, European Communities-Protection of Trademarks and Geographical Indications for Agricultural 

Products and Foodstuffs, WT/DS290/R, (adopted Apr. 20, 2005). 
20 Council Regulation 2081/92 of Jul. 14, 1992, Protection of geographical indications and designations of origin 

for agricultural products and foodstuffs, art. 12(2),   1992 O.J. (L 208) (EC).Article 12 (2) states that “if the 

protected name of a third country is identical to a Community protected name, registration shall be granted with 

due regard for local and traditional usage and the practical risks of confusion. Use of such names shall be 

authorised only if the country of origin of the product is clearly and visibly indicated on the label”. 
21 Australia claimed that the labeling requirement applies to the use of GI’s from other WTO countries so that use 

of GI on a product from another country could only be authorised if meets the labeling requirement. See supra 

note 26 at pp. 9, 100. See also supra note 25 at pp. 106, 107. 
22 Supra note 25 at p. 112. 
23 Supra note 26 at p. 100. 
24 Supra note 25 at p. 110. 
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The principle of national treatment embodied under the TRIPS Agreement25 seeks to 

prevent discrimination between nationals of one’s own country with that of other WTO 

members. The issue is whether the guidelines deals with nationals alone. Prima facie, it 

doesn’t, as it deals with GI products and not nationals. However, owing to the peculiar nature 

of GI, i.e., an owner of a GI of a particular country will ordinarily be a citizen of that country 

and not of any other country. If we take the example of a GI from France, it will ordinarily 

be a French citizen and not a citizen of China or USA. The direct effect of the guidelines is 

therefore on nationals, even though it deals with GI products. So, we must examine whether 

the provisions of the guidelines violate national treatment under the TRIPS Agreement. 

Regarding TRIPS Agreement violation, the Panel opines that two conditions have to be 

satisfied for proof of violation: that it must concern the protection of intellectual property; 

and that it gives less favourable treatment to the nationals of other Members. Protection of 

intellectual property concerns the acquisition, scope, availability, enforcement and 

maintenance of the intellectual property, as well as the use of IP, specifically addressed in the 

Agreement.26 The draft guidelines affects the enforcement of IP, as the logo enables 

authorities and customers to differentiate between genuine and non-genuine products. 

resulting in better enforcement of Indian GI goods. 

Now, as to the inquiry into less favourable treatment, the Panel notes that the test is whether 

the Regulation provides for effective equality of opportunities to both the goods and also the 

fundamental thrust and effect of the Regulation.27 The Panel interprets ‘effective equality of 

opportunity’ as effective equality of opportunities to imported products in terms of the 

application of laws, regulations and requirements affecting the internal sale, distribution, 

offering for purchase, sale, or use of the product and ‘fundamental thrust and effect’ as 

including an analysis of its terms and practical implications.28 The guidelines confers an 

economic advantage to Indian products and could affect the internal sales of the foreign GI 

products. Denying the use of GI logo and tagline deprives the foreign GIs of an opportunity 

for easier marketing and communicating the authenticity of the product to the customers. 

 
25 The national treatment principle under TRIPS Agreement focuses on nationals and whether the nationals of 

other WTO members are accorded less favourable treatment that their own. See TRIPS Agreement, art. 3. 
26 Supra note 25 at p. 110. 
27 Id at p. 111. 
28 Id at pp. 44, 45. 
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Moving on to the GATT Agreement29, Article III deals with discrimination between a 

domestic and an imported product. The Panel notes two requirements to be assessed here, 

First, whether the law in question is one that affects the internal sales and offering for sale 

and second, whether it formally discriminates between domestic and imported products.30 

Again, the guidelines affects the internal sales, purchase, use, offering for sale of the product 

as the use of logo and tagline will give an economic advantage to Indian products, and it 

formally discriminates between the products as under the guidelines, consumers would prefer 

Indian products compared to similar foreign products  as  they would consider it authentic if 

it contains the logo, whereas they would be apprehensive about the genuineness of the foreign 

GI products.  

Concerning the allegation of violation of the TBT Agreement31, the Panel observes that the 

essence of Article 2.1 is that it needs to be a technical regulation and must concern like 

products. Further, the regulation does not afford any less favourable treatment to imported 

products. Technical regulation means a regulation which lays down production method, 

product characteristics or related processes, including the related administrative provisions. 

There must be a labelling requirement with which compliance is mandatory.32 The guidelines 

are a labelling requirement as it prescribes the circumstances for the use of the label (logo 

and tagline). Compliance with it is mandatory as the guidelines use the words ‘are not allowed 

to use’,33 expressing the nature of compliance. Thus, it is a technical regulation within the 

ambit of TBT Agreement.34 

As to whether the usage mandated concerns ‘like’ products, the guidelines applies to any GI. 

Thus, wine from France registered under the Act might not be able to use the logo and tagline 

 
29 GATT Agreement, art. III:4 states “the products of the territory of any contracting party imported into the 

territory of any other contracting party shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to like 

products of national origin in respect of all laws, regulations and requirements affecting their internal sale, offering 

for sale, purchase, transportation, distribution or use. The provisions of this paragraph shall not prevent the 

application of differential internal transportation charges which are based exclusively on the economic operation 

of the means of transport and not on the nationality of the product”. 
30 Supra note 25 at pp. 113, 114. 
31 TBT Agreement, art. 2.1 states that “Members shall ensure that in respect of technical regulations, products 

imported from the territory of any Member shall be accorded treatment no less favourable than that accorded to 

like products of national origin and to like products originating in any country.”.  
32 Supra note 26 at p. 104. 
33 Guidelines at p. 3. 
34 Supra note 25 at p. 107. 
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whereas as Indian wine registered under the Act can avail of the benefit of the logo and 

tagline, so it applies to ‘like’ products.  

As to whether the regulation affords ‘less favourable treatment’ to the imported products, the 

Panel observes that the inquiry is whether it provides any difference in treatment.35 The result 

of the guidelines is clear: it affords less economic opportunity for foreign GI goods in 

comparison with similar Indian GI goods. Consumers are likely to choose Indian products 

with the logo and tagline, which are marks of authenticity and genuineness than similar 

foreign products with no such logo or tagline. 

Therefore, a case can be made out by alleging that the provision in the guidelines providing 

for a blanket prohibition of foreign goods from using the logo or tagline violates India’s 

international commitments under the TRIPS, GATT and TBT Agreements. The guidelines 

states that the DPIIT shall have the right to withdraw permission to use the logo and tagline 

without any notice.36 Such a provision is unfair as it can result in applicants being at the threat 

of withdrawal of permission at any time, even after making substantial investments concerned 

for the event/sale. Such withdrawal should only be allowed after due notice. 

II. TERMS AND CONDITIONS 

The next part of the guidelines is titled ‘terms and conditions for the use of GI logo and 

tagline’. It states that DPIIT shall not be accountable for the quality or authenticity of the 

products which uses the logo or tagline or for any information shared or distributed in any 

media.37 This provision contradicts the objective of the guidelines, that is ‘the GI logo will act 

as a certifying mark which will be used to identify all GI’s registered in India and make it 

convenient for consumers to recognise authentic GIs’.38 This raises the question of who 

becomes responsible for ensuring the authenticity of products. The objective of the logo and 

tagline is to ensure authenticity and genuineness of products, and if there is no framework to 

ensure this, the purpose of the guidelines will become futile. 

 
35 Supra note 26 at p. 108. 
36 Guidelines at p. 3. 
37 Id cl. 1(iv) at p. 3. 
38 Supra note 2. 
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Sub-clause (vii) provides that in the event of any unauthorised use of the logo or tagline, 

DPIIT is entitled to take action as it may deem fit.39 The word ‘may’ highlights that the power 

is discretionary and DPIIT could choose not to take action in genuine cases. This reduces 

the deterring effect of the provision. It is clarified when read with sub-clause (iv) the stand 

taken under the guidelines. DPIIT will act as a passive observer, and if a violation is brought 

to their notice, they may take action, which again implies that there will be no monitoring 

system under the guidelines. One major criticism levelled against the GI Act is that there is 

no post-market monitoring and quality control of the products. So it is disappointing that 

such a passive stand has been taken under the guidelines too. 

Further, the guidelines are silent as to the punishment in case of a breach. If the guidelines 

are to have any impact on the unauthorised use of GI logo, it should have specific actions 

which the DPIIT can take. Having said this, one needs to ask ourselves even with potent 

criminal remedies provided for violation of the GI Act, how many infringement suits have 

been filed across various High Courts and at the Supreme Court in the post-GI Act period. 

It will highlight the fallacy of the current approach and the need for altogether a new one. 

Under the guidelines, it is the responsibility of the entity seeking permission to use the logo 

and tagline to ensure that the use is in association with genuine Indian GI products sold by 

Authorised Users registered under the Act.40 It is not clear on whom the responsibility to 

ensure the genuineness of the product lie. It is in line with the GI Act, where again the 

responsibility to ensure that the product is genuine is on the producers of the product41? Let 

us ask as to how this presumption has been working in India? 

 
39 Guidelines cl. 1(vii) at p. 3. 
40 Id cl. 1(viii) at p. 3. 
41 Section 11 of the GI Act prescribes the content to be included in the application to be filed for registration of a 

GI. Rule 32 of the Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) Rules, 2002, in this connection 

prescribes that a statement as to the particulars of the mechanism to ensure that the quality, integrity, consistency 

and other special characteristics in relation to the goods are maintained by the producers, maker or manufacturer 

of the goods, is to be included in the application. Further the details of the inspection structure, if any, to regulate 

the use of the GI are also to be provided. See The Geographical Indications of Goods (Registration and Protection) 

Rules, 2002, r. 32, Gazette of India (2002), pt. ii sec. 3, http://egazette.nic.in.  

The Manual of Geographical Indications Practice and Procedure further clarifies that the application may contain 

details of the inspection body set up by the applicant to monitor the production in respect of the quality, 

consistency and integrity of the product as well as the genuine use of the GI. Thus, the responsibility of ensuring 

the genuineness of the product is on the applicant himself and the Act does not envisage any external agency to 

regulate it. See Office of The Controller General of Patents, Designs and Trademarks & Registrar of Geographical 

Indications, Manual of Geographical Indications Practice and Procedure, 
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Though there is no extensive study to answer this question, literature42 suggests that things 

have not been working well at the ground level. The Act has brought in the notion of 

Registered Proprietor to enhance registration, and for defending the GI’s against 

infringement.43 The number of litigations initiated by the Registered Proprietor will give an 

idea about its effectiveness. In this context, it should be said that it is because government 

organisations have stepped into shoes of a Registered Proprietor, many GI registrations have 

been encouraged44, but their role in filing infringement suits remains unclear. 

Another fascinating point in the guidelines is that entities must only use the logo and tagline 

concerning products provided by Authorised Users registered under the Act.45 Does the 

DPIIT honestly believe that at least 50 or even 25 per cent of the actual users/producers of 

GI has registered themselves as Authorised Users? The tip of the iceberg can be seen from 

the number of Authorised Users given in the Registry’s website. In the case of famous 

Kancheepuram Silk, the website provides information only of two Authorised Usernames46 

as Authorised Users.47 Authorised User. The case of Mysore Silk or Coorg Orange is no 

different as there is no mention of even a single name.48 When this is the sad state of affairs 

of the registry’s website, an applicant cannot ensure that the supplier is an Authorised User. 

 
http://www.ipindia.nic.in/writereaddata/Portal/IPOGuidelinesManuals/1_31_1_manual-of-geographical-

indications-practice-and-procedure.pdf. 
42In India, there is no post-registration quality control mechanism. Empirical studies have shown absence of 

inspection mechanism on the ground in GI dominated areas and calls for stringent quality control mechanisms in 

place to ensure that the authenticity and quality of the products are preserved. See Yogesh Pai & Tania Singla, 

‘Vanity GIs’: India’s Legislation on Geographical Indications and the Missing Regulatory Framework, in 

GEOGRAPHICAL INDICATIONS AT THE CROSSROADS OF TRADE, DEVELOPMENT, AND CULTURE: FOCUS ON ASIA-

PACIFIC 333–358 at pp. 333-345 (Irene Calboli & Wee Loon Ng-Loy eds., 2017). 
43 GI Act, § 21. 
44 An analysis of the first 100 GI applications and applications from no. 100 to 200 revealed that 64% and 57% of 

the applications respectively, were filed and subsequently registered in the name of government agencies. 

See Prashant Reddy, The Nationalization of Geographical Indications in India, SPICYIP (Feb. 12, 2012), 

https://spicyip.com/2012/02/nationalization-of-geographical.html; See also, Prashant Reddy, More on the 

Nationalization of GIs-Sarkar Raj - Power cannot be given - It has to be taken, SPICYIP (Feb. 17, 2014), 

https://spicyip.com/2012/02/more-on-nationalization-of-gis-sarkar.html. 
45 Guidelines cl 1(vii) at p. 3. 
46 The two authorized users are Mrs. B. Padma W/O Mr Balasubramaniam and Shri. S. Chitrambalam of M/s 

Shiva Sakthi Silks. See Authorized User Details of Kancheepuram Silk, Gᴇᴏɢʀᴀᴘʜɪᴄᴀʟ Iɴᴅɪᴄᴀᴛɪᴏɴs Rᴇɢɪsᴛʀʏ, 

http://ipindiaservices.gov.in/GirPublic/Application/Details/15, (last visited Dec. 4, 2019). 
47 Id. 
48 Details of Mysore Silk, Gᴇᴏɢʀᴀᴘʜɪᴄᴀʟ Iɴᴅɪᴄᴀᴛɪᴏɴs Rᴇɢɪsᴛʀʏ, 

http://ipindiaservices.gov.in/GirPublic/Application/Details/11 (last visited Dec. 4, 2019); Details of Coorg 

Orange, Gᴇᴏɢʀᴀᴘʜɪᴄᴀʟ Iɴᴅɪᴄᴀᴛɪᴏɴs Rᴇɢɪsᴛʀʏ, http://ipindiaservices.gov.in/GirPublic/Application/Details/33 (last 

visited Dec. 4, 2019). 
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One may argue that the government record’s uploading on the website was not proper, but 

the reality is that most of the users/producers of the GI are not registered.  

Sub-clause (viii) further entrusts the applicant with the responsibility of ensuring genuineness 

of the product concerned, making it clear that there is no monitoring system envisaged. So, 

the need is to shift the entire burden of defending the GIs from the shoulders of the 

applicants or Authorised Users or Registered Proprietors. The government needs to come 

up with surveillance and monitoring committees to ensure that illegal goods do not flood the 

market. If the government is shying away from its responsibility, the entire exercise of 

promoting GIs and release of logos will be wasteful. 

Sub-clause (xi) states that DPIIT will decide the duration of the use of the logo on a case to 

case basis.49 So inevitably DPIIT is going to grant different periods for different uses ranging 

from a day’s use to several months depending on the case in hand. We have two categories 

here: one who can use it without permission and the other who requires approval. 

Both cases do not contemplate unauthorised use or a framework to monitor it. Since there 

is no post-market or post-grant monitoring mechanism under either under the Act or the 

guidelines, the effectiveness of action taken by DPIIT can be questioned. Action can be taken 

only on the basis of complaints, practically meaning there will be widespread unauthorised 

use of the logo and tagline. 

The model followed under the Act and the guidelines is a market-based approach rather 

than a regulatory one with the underlying faulty assumption that GI owners are capable of 

taking care of their intellectual property and thus, least governmental intervention is justified. 

It is high time that such a presumption, taking into account the Indian reality, is questioned 

and debated. 

III. PROCEDURE FOR GRANT OF PERMISSION 

Clause two, of the guidelines deals with the process for grant of permission to use the logo 

and tagline. It entrusts the power of approval in the hands of Joint Secretary, DPIIT. DPIIT 

can seek additional information, and in case of use of the logo for electronic media, the 

details must be submitted at least 30 days advance.50 The procedure for grant of permission 

 
49 Guidelines cl 1(xi) at p, 3. 
50 Id at pp. 3, 4. 
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is thus loosely worded, and even in case of use of the logo in electronic media, where the risk 

of unauthorised usage is high, the guidelines fails to mandate steps to ensure prevention of 

the same. Further, it does not prescribe any time limit for granting the permission by the 

DPIIT which may result in pendency of an application for an extended period which can be 

detrimental to the commercial interest of the applicant.  

IV. CATEGORIES NOT REQUIRING PERMISSION 

Clause 3 deals with the groups which do not need permission for the use of logo and tagline 

and it includes, among others, offices and officers of DPIIT, all central and state government 

departments and Indian embassies/missions abroad for programmes directly organised by 

them.51 In the case of Registered Proprietors and Authorised Users, they shall use the logo 

and tagline for the product for which they have obtained registration without obtaining 

permission.52 However, the guidelines further mentions that “for the sake of information, it 

is desirable that they submit the required information as provided in the enclosed format” 

given at the end of the guidelines. This shows that there is no mandate on the Registered 

Proprietors and Authorised Users. 

An important point is that the Act confers the right to use the GI only to Authorised Users 

and explicitly denied the Registered Proprietors this right.53 The reason is attributable to the 

fact that there exists a high possibility that the Registered Proprietors may abuse its position 

to usurp the benefits which should go to the Authorised Users if given an independent right 

to use the GI. In tune with this, it would only be logical to allow the Registered Proprietor to 

use the logo after obtaining permission from the DPIIT that is to add them under the 

category of individuals who requires permission to use the logo.  

  

 
51 Id at p. 4. 
52 Id cl 3(iv) at p. 4. 
53 GI Act, § 22. 
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V. CATEGORIES REQUIRING PERMISSION  

Clause 4 deals with categories which can use the GI logo and tagline with the permission of 

DPIIT. They include inter alia, all central/State government ministries and departments for 

programmes conducted in association with industrial bodies like CII/FICCI/ASSOCHAM,54 

events organised by private bodies for promoting GI,55 for the broadcast of logo and tagline 

on electronic media or other modes of communication,56 for use in articles, blogs through 

newspaper, magazine, internet57 and for sale and display of products by retail/wholesale 

outlets or e-commerce platforms58. The guidelines are silent on whether a wholesale outlet 

that has purchased genuine GI products from Authorised Users containing the logo and 

tagline need to obtain permission from DPIIT to sell the products, and in such a case, do 

they require permission each time or for a particular period. Further, the guidelines are silent 

on whether permission is granted for a product or classes of products or use of any GI 

product. 

The effect of this provision clearly would be to discourage whole or retail outlets or e-

commerce platforms from the promotion of GI products. Taking into consideration the 

delay in getting permission from a government body like DPIIT; E-commerce platforms or 

retail outlet would be unwilling to get permission. Further, if an Authorised User has sold the 

goods, an e-commerce platform would be required to obtain additional permission.  

Regarding wholesale and retail outlets, it can include small shops selling few products to giant 

mega marts. Can one expect all these establishments to seek permission from DPIIT? If yes, 

then the DPIIT would be flooded with applications from all the categories of individuals, 

including permission applications for individual functions. The irony here is that permission 

is to be sought by private bodies and e-commerce platforms without any surveillance and 

monitoring mechanism after granting of the permission.  

The categories requiring permission also includes the Registered Proprietors and Authorised 

Users of other GIs than the one which they are registered.59 This provision is not 

 
54 Guidelines cl 4(i) at p. 4. 
55 Id cl 4(iii) at p. 4. 
56 Id cl 4(iv) at p. 4. 
57 Id cl 4(v) at p. 4. 
58 Id cl 4(vi) at p. 4. 
59 Id cl 4(vii) at p. 4. 
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necessary.Why should a Registered Proprietor or Authorised User of, say Darjeeling tea be 

allowed to use the logo and tagline for Kancheepuram Saree? The Act clarifies that the right 

of use with respected to a registered GI is vested with the Authorised User of the GI 

concerned60 and definition of the producer,61 does not envisage Registered Proprietors or 

Authorised Users of any other GI. If the guidelines refer to a situation in which Registered 

Proprietors or Authorised Users of one GI is assisting others to help with the sale of the 

latter’s GI products, equitable participation of the former will resolve the issue. 

VI. THE WAY FORWARD 

In this article, three critical questions were raised in the beginning to assess the overall 

effectiveness of the guidelines. Firstly, as to who will ensure the authenticity of the GI 

products, Secondly, how will it be guaranteed that is, what are the mechanisms envisaged in 

the guidelines to achieve it? Furthermore, thirdly, what are the legal measures provided for 

in case of contravention. 

Regarding the first, it is the burden of the applicants themselves who seek permission from 

DPIIT to ensure that the affixation of the logo and tagline are on genuine products. As 

regards the second, there is no mechanism envisaged under the guidelines to ensure the 

genuineness of the GI products as there is no quality control or monitoring mechanism 

envisaged. Regarding the third, there are no specific legal measures provided for in case of 

contravention. The only thing mentioned in the guidelines is the discretionary powers vested 

with the DPIIT to take action if they wish to do so. Therefore, the guidelines in its present 

form cannot be said to be effective in achieving its objective, that is to use the logo and tagline 

as a certifying mark by which consumers can identify and recognise authentic GI products 

which will, in turn, benefit the genuine producers of the GI goods. 

The solution in this regard would begin by envisaging a framework whereunder the entire 

responsibility is not the shoulders of the applicants alone. The presumption that least 

governmental intervention is only required is in line with that of the Act whereunder the 

responsibility to ensure the genuineness of the product is with the producers of the GI 

themselves. This approach must change, and the government must step forward to undertake 

 
60 GI Act, § 21. 
61 GI Act, § 2(k). 
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monitoring and surveillance mechanism to ensure that the logo and tagline are used only on 

genuine products.  

The specific measures that can be taken could be to deploy inspection squads who can 

conduct surprise inspections as to the genuineness of the products using the logo and tagline, 

thereby keeping the applicants on high alert and reducing instances of misuse of the logo and 

tagline. Such surveillance and monitoring should be on the categories of individuals 

prescribed under the guidelines, be it those who require permission or those who do not and 

should even include foreign products and Indian products exported outside. 

Discriminating between the Indian and foreign products seems to be an imprudent approach 

which needs to be changed, the latter must also have the opportunity to use the logo and 

tagline as their mark of genuineness. As the guidelines is silent on the penalty in cases where 

any person duplicates or forges the logo and tagline and uses it on products or persons who 

abet it, it must provide for specific but moderate penal punishments if found to be using or 

abetting the unauthorised use of the logo and tagline. Consumers and other interested parties 

must get an opportunity for quality inspection of the products where they can approach either 

the inspection squad or selected testing centres to test the quality or other features of the 

product as mentioned in the application. DPIIT should also set up anti-piracy cells to 

monitor using the logo and tagline online through the internet or other electronic means 

which can also receive complaints from interested parties. 

The time delay that might take place in approving the applications is another cause of 

concern. It may prove to be a significant deterrent to willing e-commerce platforms or other 

parties interested in promoting the product genuinely. The guidelines must provide for a 

deeming provision under which the maximum period within which the DPIIT must give the 

permission should be 30 days, failing which it shall be deemed to have been given. Further, 

the applicant must be afforded a provision for administrative appeal in case of rejection of 

the permission.  

Allowing use of logo and tagline by Registered Proprietors should only be after obtaining 

prior approval from DPIIT. Allowing Authorised Users to use the logo and tagline for GIs 

(other than the GIs for which they have registered) should be done away with as they can 

result in misuse. If any other Registered Proprietor or Authorised User wants to promote 
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and sell other GIs they can collaborate with the Authorised Users of the GI concerned and 

use the logo and tagline. 

The guidelines have not elucidated whether the application for permission can be by way of 

online applications or only offline. Such clarification is required, and facilities should be given 

for both online and offline applications.  To conclude, one thing which can be said is that 

the guidelines, at least in its present form will not create any significant impact in ensuring 

that the GI product is genuine and in enhancing the marketability of the product. If the 

guidelines follow the same path as that under the Act, it will do little to help the genuine 

producers, and the whole exercise of releasing the GI logo and tagline would prove to be 

wasteful, both in terms of time and money. 

** 
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ABSTRACT 

A football team called Patiala City FC was established in the year 2015- with a 

number of academy grown players. In a short span of time, it came to the forefront in 

the Indian footballing arena. Its journey started from the third division of the football 

league, winning back to back promotions to the premier football league of India, 

currently holding the pole position in order to qualify for AFC Champions League, 

the equivalent to the UEFA Champions League held in Europe. Due to this feat, the 

club has become one of the most popular clubs in India, with a large fan base. The 

club has an impressive Jersey inspired from the rich culture of Punjab, a regal logo 

and a thumping motto “Our Blood, Our Sweat, Your Tears”. Its merchandise (Jerseys, 

Player memorabilia, etc.) was selling like hot cake. The Club even had a home-grown 

centre forward player, who was fundamental to the team’s success over the past few 

years. His stellar performances made him a top target for European Clubs, but with 

success came forth the breach of his image rights, personality as well as privacy. Lack 

of legal knowledge, as well as the void of law in our country, made things tumultuous 

both for the club and also the player to sustain their economic rights. Popular video 

games used his persona in the game without any consent or contract, with the player 

seemingly confused as to what legal action, if any, he has at his disposal and should 

subsequently pursue. 

Though the situation narrated above is hypothetical, it might ensue that a high-calibre 

athlete could potentially lose out on revenue opportunities from the utilization of his 
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image rights and suffers this breach of privacy, failing to tap in the commercial 

conduits which were worth fortunes, flowing from his right to publicity, along with 

jeopardising the position of our country’s sporting franchise. In these situations, there 

is nothing that the athlete or the franchise can do except for approaching the court 

under the outmoded facets of law. Thus, there is an increasing need for protecting the 

IPR in the ever-growing arena of Sports and the myriads of E-sports. 

 

* 
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I. THE SO-CALLED BUSINESS OF SPORT 

In India or the United Kingdom, sports cannot be owned by one entity, simply stating, it’s 

incapable of being owned by anyone. Back in the mid-19th century, sports were not beheld 

upon as an industry. The Webster dictionary defines it as, “Any physical activity undertook 

for enjoyment, pastime; such an activity which more or less requires bodily exertion of force 

and is being carried on according to such rules/ regulations as laid down”1 

Sports no longer remains a social activity linked with recreation, amusement or victory & 

defeat and sporting events no longer look anything like such events for the money flowing in 

has increased manifold. Due to the fact that people relate to sports and feel an inherent 

association to certain sports teams/clubs, sports have become commercially exploitable and 

generate revenue. For example, in India, the game of cricket has transformed into a colossal 

commercial diversion attracting mammoth capital, ventures, and profits. Furthermore, in the 

recent past, leagues like the IPL, Pro Kabaddi, ISL- Football, the organizing of Formula one 

races etc. has only streamlined sports as a business in the country. 

As far as the ownership of sports is concerned, the settled position in Britain is that under 

the law that “a spectacle cannot be owned in any ordinary sense of the word” 2 then why is so 

much of money being invested in sports today? Also, why are a lot of sporting activities being 

treated as a valuable economic asset? The answer is that the capability of a sporting event to 

generate money is no longer constrained to the ticket sale. here are various analogous 

commercial aspects  to sports, like P.R., building a brand out of a sportsman, licensing of 

certain rights to the sponsors, which the event organizers can exploit in order to earn money.3  

As the economic facet of sports and sporting events amplified, there usurped   the need to 

protect the economic interests of the players as well as the owners who have invested 

astronomical amounts in the venture. 

 

 

 
1Definition of Sport, MERRIAM WEBSTER (Nov. 03, 2019, 5:18PM), https://www.merriam-

webster.com/dictionary/sport. 
2 Victoria Park Racing and Recreation Grounds Co Ltd v Taylor & Ors. (1937) 58 CLR 479. 
3 MUKUL MUDGAL, LAW & SPORTS IN INDIA: DEVELOPMENTS, ISSUES AND CHALLENGES, (2nd ed, 2016).   
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An Intertwined Relationship: Sports and IPR 

Intellectual Property Rights (IPR) in sports, chiefly Trademark & Copyright can be a 

pragmatic instrument towards the marking of exhausting digressions, inspiring more 

innovations & inventiveness, sports clubs/groups, big-name status, etc.4 IPR can protect a 

franchise and a player to protect its commercial value from fraudsters/ forgers copying their 

IP without permission and at the same time makesure that inventors and creators get a fair 

reward for their work5, by giving them the monopoly to protect their goodwill and sell the 

rights which are “the life-blood of sports events at all levels, right from the elite level athletes 

down to the grassroots participants”.6  

There have been a lot of instances wherein both the club as well as the player benefitted from 

their marketability. Football due to its popularity has benefitted the most from rights selling. 

Since 2011, Real Madrid has been designated as the ambassador of the “Made in Spain” 

brand, signing a deal to promote Visit Spain campaign for the Spanish Government.7 Another 

such instance was that of David Beckham after he moved to Real Madrid in 2004. Adidas 

had fashioned an exclusive emblem for him, depicting his bravura of scoring from free kicks 

, which was enthused from Michael Jordan’s Nike logo . He had a fall out with 

the club president over absolute ownership of his image rights and before leaving the club 

prematurely, he had interestingly minted approx. €4 Million from playing football for the 

Madrid based club but around €19 Million out of commercial endorsements.8 

  

 
4 Shrishti Sharma, Sports and IPR, 2 Sports and Legislature 30 (2018). 
5 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND SPORTS: TRACING THE CONNECTIONS, WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 

ORGANIZATION (NOV. 04, 2019, 7:24 PM), HTTPS://WWW.WIPO.INT/IP-

OUTREACH/EN/IPDAY/2019/IP_SPORTS.HTML. 
6 Mark Lichtenhein, Reach for Gold: IP and Sports, 2 WIPO MAGAZINE (2019). 
7REAL MADRID TO PROMOTE SPANISH TOURISM, KYERO (NOV. 04, 2019, 7:48 PM), 

HTTPS://NEWS.KYERO.COM/2011/03/REAL-MADRID-TO-PROMOTE-SPANISH-TOURISM/3579. 
8 BECKHAM DRIVES MADRID TO TOP OF MONEY LEAGUE, THE GUARDIAN, 

(Nov. 04, 2019, 8:02 PM), https://www.theguardian.com/football/2006/feb/16/newsstory.sport; BBC Sport, 2007. 
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II. TRADEMARK:  BRANDING & CORRELATIVE RIGHTS IN 

SPORTS 

It is a costly affair if one decides to stage a sporting event. Use of IPR can help the organizers 

and franchisee owners to stand apart in the marketplace and recover the costs of organizing 

the mega sporting events. Research by World Trademark Review has crowned Sports club 

like Manchester United as the trademark champions with the Manchester-based club having 

413 marks in its portfolio.9 The club brand was valued at nearly £1.4 billion as it capitalized 

from the International registration of marks through digital media rights and other 

sponsorship deals. For example, between 2015 to 2017 it had enjoyed a 4.6% compound 

annual growth rate in its sponsorship proceeds10. When it comes to the players and athletes, 

they too have become more IP savvy, Barcelona FC’s Lionel Messi leads the chart and has 

the biggest trademark portfolio with as many as 76 marks registered, breaking down the 

macro IP bundle into micro shreds circumscribing his logo, name & signature.11 

A. Brand Protection: The First Step Ahead 

A considerable time, energy and money have been disbursed by the event organizers and the 

clubs to make a brand name. A strong brand has a direct correlation with a higher value for 

the products and services provided by its sponsors or promoters. The Marketers’ pay 

astronomical amounts to get sponsorship/ title deals for a prestigious and reputed event or a 

Sports club, as any sort of association with the big sporting events, which attracts big crowds, 

gets the brand a higher recognition. If the Brand is properly protected by using IP rights, it 

can be a major source of revenue for the event organizers which is perfectly elucidated by the 

fact that Star India paid a whopping ₹16,347.50 Cr. to the Board of Control for Cricket in 

 
9 MANCHESTER UNITED TOPS PREMIER LEAGUE OF TRADEMARKS, WORLD TRADEMARK REVIEW (NOV. 10, 2019, 

10:56 AM), https://www.worldtrademarkreview.com/brand-management/manchester-united-tops-premier-

league-trademarks-messi-overtakes-neymar-player. 
10 The International Trademark System and Sports, WORLD INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY ORGANIZATION (WIPO), 

https://www.wipo.int/ip-outreach/en/ipday/2019/madrid_trademarks_sports.html (Accessed, 09 Nov 2019). 
11 WTR, supra note 9. 
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India (BCCI) for the media rights of Indian Premier League (IPL)12 and Pepsi shelved out 

₹396.8 Cr.13 to become the exclusive title sponsor.  

The Delhi High Court recognized the desirability of brand protection in the case of World 

Wrestling Entertainment v. Savio Fernandez.14 In India, one of the few legislations which 

provides fortification to sports branding is the Trade Marks Act, 1999. The Act provides for 

registration and protection of trademarks used for business or on goods and also protects 

against the use of fraudulent marks. The Act follows the Abercombie factors15, which follows 

a spectrum of distinctiveness and gives giving protection to words which denotes the 

source/uses of the word or those which are wholly invented or fanciful in nature. 

The latest trends of brand protection by individual athletes also include registration of a 

winning pose/ celebration such as that of Real Madrid & Welsh footballer Gareth Bale’s 

popular ‘eleven of hearts’ pose or Usain Bolt’s ‘lightning bolt’ pose. Such 

trademarks are called “Unconventional” or “non- traditional”16 marks. Its growth was 

bolstered by an EU Regulation17 which eased the prerequisite of graphic representation for 

registration. 

B. Cybersquatting: An Imminent Menace 

Cybersquatting is the practice whereby individuals maliciously register a domain name which 

contains the name of well-known celebrities, registered trademark, etc. and then sells the 

same to the rightful trademark holders or the celebrity. In the past celebrities such as Julia 

Roberts,18 Madonna,19 along with some others have, through suits against alleged 

 
12 Star India wins IPL media rights for next five years, THE TIMES OF INDIA (Nov. 05, 2019, 2:35 PM), 

https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/sports/cricket/ipl/top-stories/star-india-wins-ipl-media-rights-for-next-five-

years/articleshow/60355842.cms. 
13 Pepsi pay Rs. 396.8 Crore to be IPL title sponsors, FIRSTPOST (Nov. 05, 2019, 4:12 PM), 

https://www.firstpost.com/sports/ipl/pepsi-bid-rs-396-8-crores-to-be-ipl-title-sponsors-530517.html. 
14 World Wrestling Entertainment v. Savio Fernandez, 2015 SCC Online Del 6716. 
15 Abercrombie & Fitch Co. v. Hunting World, 537 F.2d 4 (2nd Cir. 1976). 
16 Davide Dabergami, Unconventional marks in sports- when celebration becomes a trademark, BARZANO & 

ZANARDO (Nov. 07, 2019, 7:17 PM), https://www.barzano-zanardo.com/en/approfondimenti/unconventional-

marks-in-sports-when-celebration-becomes-a-trademark/. 
17 Regulation (EU) 2015/2424 of European Parliament of 16th December 2015, EUR- LEX, (Nov. 06, 2019, 3:28 

PM), https://eur-lex.europa.eu/eli/reg/2015/2424/oj. 
18 Roberts v. Boyd, No. D2000-0210 (World Intellectual Prop. Org. May 29, 2000). 
19 Ciccone v. Parisi, No. D2000-0847 (World Intellectual Prop. Org. Oct. 12, 2000). 
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cybersquatters, re-claimed the domain names which were either identical, confusing or 

contained their names. The practice of cybersquatting is very common in the sports arena. 

People tend to buy domain names which are the same as or similar to the names of sports 

teams. Football Club Barcelona had to deal with a lot of cases pertaining to this menace In 

one of the cases20 they were put in an unwarranted and  precarious situation wherein, an 

individual from U.A.E. purchased the domain name <fcbarcelona.soccer> and contacted the 

football club so offering to sell it to them for $400,000. The Catalan club approached 

WIPO’s Arbitration Centre and it pronounced a verdict in favour of the club stating the 

registered domain name was suggestively deceptive and confusing enough to put any prudent 

person in a state of pandemonium.  

CyberSquatting is a growing menace which needs to be addressed seriously but in India there 

is a dearth of laws on this matter except for the IT Act, 2000 which was hastily drafted. There 

exists no concrete protection (except Interlocutory Injunctions under Civil Procedure Code, 

1908) whatsoever from the perils of cybersquatting. The Trademark Act, 1999 provides 

protection to registered marks as well as to marks which are unregistered under Section 27. 

The latter will be discussed in the next head. Section 135 provides for the remedies of 

injunction and damages for passing off and it forms part of the most common domain name 

disputes.  

C. Sports Merchandising: Passing off Fake as Real 

When Cristiano Ronaldo made a sensational move to Juventus, the Italian club sold a 

staggering 5,20,000 Cristiano Jersey in the space of a day, adding up almost $62 Million.21 

The fans love to associate themselves with the club they support and to fuel their thirst for 

the game, they buy the jersey, cap and other such merchandise which bear the trademark 

logo or other official insignias (registrable as ™) of the club. The figure above mentioned 

accounts for the sale of official jersey and there is a void on the data for the sale of replicas. 

It is projected that the volume of sale of replicas supersedes that of the original. Top 

European clubs such as Manchester United, Barcelona, etc. earn colossal amounts from the 

sale of branded merchandise. But it is observed that a lot of entities sell replicas by 

 
20 Futbol Club Barcelona v. Ali Mohamedali, WIPO Arbitration & Mediation Centre, Case No. D2017- 1257. 
21 Niall McCarthy, Juventus have sold $60 Million of Ronaldo Jerseys in 24 hours, FORBES (Nov. 07, 2019, 11:39 

AM), https://www.forbes.com/sites/niallmccarthy/2018/07/20/juventus-have-sold-60-million-of-ronaldo-jerseys-

in-24-hours-infographic/#629ebc67392b. 
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misrepresentation as well as deceit thereby riding on the popularity and goodwill of the 

claimant club. This perilous situation has emphasized the requirement for passing-off 

action,22 and the recognition of the player’s right in his image. One such instance was when 

Mr. Irvine’s (a Formula One driver) image was used in an advertisement without his 

permission.23 These Passing off issues are dealt under either the trademark law of the 

respective country or by a dictum of the court of law, but irrespective of the judicial 

pronouncements, there subsists a limitation to the aegis of law which the trademark owner 

should keep in mind. In Arsenal FC v. Mathew Reed,24 (landmark case on this matter in the 

UK) Mr. Reed was selling merchandise bearing the trademark ‘Arsenal’ & ‘Gunners’. The 

court gave a dictum in favour of Mr. Reed wherein it was stated that, if a person could prove 

that there was no confusion in the minds of the consumer as to the source of the goods, i.e. 

there is no misrepresentation of it being official merchandise, then the person wouldn’t 

necessarily violate the trademark of the club. Therefore, it is one thing to sell merchandise 

without confusing the people of its origin & not selling it as an original and it is another thing 

to sell the merchandise maliciously, intending to deceive the buyer of its true origin, the 

former is not passing off but the latter calls for a passing off action. 

In India, the action is similar to that in the United Kingdom.  The action against this offence 

can be claimed under the Trademarks Act. Section 27 provides protection to unregistered 

marks, recognizing the common law right of an unregistered trademark owner to take action 

against any person for passing off. Indian courts have declared that, “although the action of 

passing-off is normally available to the owner of a distinctive mark, it is an action not only to 

preserve the reputation of the plaintiff but also to safeguard the public”25, The court here laid 

emphasis on prior use doctrine. Another, very important aspect which the Indian courts too 

have recognized, like in the UK is the action of misrepresentation with the key ingredient 

being the likelihood to cause confusion without having to prove any malafide intention.26.  

 
22 Irvine & Another v. Talksports Ltd, (2002)) 1 W.L.R 2355. 
23 Id. 
24 Arsenal Football Club v. Matthew Reed, (2001) 2 CMLR 23. 
25 Satyam Infoway Ltd. v. Sifynet Pvt Ltd, (2004) 6 SCC 145. 
26 Telemart Shopping Network Pvt Ltd v. Tvc Life Sciences Ltd & Anr, (2018) 249 DLT 27. 
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III. THE SCOPE OF COPYRIGHT PROTECTION IN THE WORLD 

OF SPORTS 

Copyright forms an unformidable part of protection for sports in toto (players, teams, 

brands). In order to protect one’s right from being flouted and to safeguard its value, the 

copyright regime is heavily relied upon by the owners. Copyright in Sports applies in diverse 

segments preserving the right of the creator, creators image rights, computer games, mottos, 

books, team emblem, etc. The Copyright Act of 1957 might cover these catenae of creations 

and supplementarily protect them but this remains an uncertainty since the Act doesn’t 

expressly include them. 

A. The Relation between Right of Publicity, Personality & Copyright Law 

The relation between Publicity, Personality and Trademark/Copyright has been a 

contentious as well as frequently litigated topic in the US Laws.27 It is worthwhile to note that 

the right to publicity varies from that of privacy.  

The right to privacy extends to one’s ‘right of being left alone’.28 In this transient world players 

and other celebrities’ publicity is being transgressed with a lot of fans/paparazzi being 

inquisitive about every single aspect of their personal lives. In Cohen v. Herbal Concepts 

Inc.,29 Plaintiffs photo was used on the cosmetic product. Defendant argued that the mother 

and daughter were not recognizable in the picture, but the court thought otherwise and 

damages were awarded recognizing her image rights. Therefore, in cases of such breach, the 

athlete can either claim compensation for ‘invasion of privacy’ or in the form of the avowal 

of their ‘right to privacy’.30 Moreover, apart from compensation which is  the raison d’être 

for advocating privacy rights, emphasis can also be laid on the protection it provides to one’s 

autonomy and self-esteem. In Auto-Shankar case,31 the Supreme Court endorsed the view 

that celebrities’ right to privacy rights form part and parcel of Art. 21 and termed it as a 

 
27 Joshua Beser, False Endorsement or First Amendment: An Analysis of Celebrity Trademark Rights and Artistic 

Expression, 41 SAN DIEGO L. REV. 1787 (2004). 
28 Louis Brandeis D & Warren Samuel D, The right to privacy, 4(5) HARV.L.REV. (1890). 
29 Cohen v Herbal Concepts Inc, (1984) 63 NY.2d 379. 
30 Tabrez Ahmad, Celebrity Rights: Protection under IP Laws, 16 J. INTELL PROP. L. 7 (2011). 
31 Rajagopal v. State of Tamil Nadu, (1994) 6 SCC 632. 
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horizontal right (surprisingly). Horizontal rights apply both against the State as well as citizens 

unlike most of the Fundamental rights, which apply only against the State.   

Unlike Privacy rights, the right to publicity shields an athlete from being commercially 

plundered by somebody else of his likeness, image or his tag; the player or the celebrity as 

the case is, is “the one to decide when and where, and to be paid for (the exposure).”32 The 

celebrities, as well as the players in the US, have registered their marks in the State of 

California for it is one of the only states where laws existing which recognize both the 

common law as well as the statutory rights of publicity. It states: “Any person who knowingly 

uses another's name, voice, signature, photograph, or likeness, in any manner, on or in 

products, merchandise, or goods, or for purposes of advertising… without such person's prior 

consent… shall be liable for any damages sustained by the person or persons injured as a 

result thereof."33  

The Supreme Court of India in Justice K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) v. Union of India, overruled 

the case of Kharak Singh v. State of U.P.34 explicitly stating that the right to privacy is a 

fundamental right protected by the golden triangle35 of the Constitution. Sanjay Kishan Kaul, 

J. elevated personality/ publicity rights from a meagre common law right to that of a 

Constitutional right which in turn is comprised of within the right to privacy under the Art. 

21. He stated that: “Every person should have definitive control and right over his life and 

image as depicted to the multitudes and to administer the commercial use of his persona and 

identity”36 

As regards the personality rights of a celebrity/player, the case of Rajat Sharma & Zee Media37 

had explicitly dealt with this contentious issue which is still at a nascent stage. The Delhi H.C. 

enumerated that the promotional advertisement put forth by Zee Media in the national 

newspapers bore a clear reference to Mr. Sharma’s well-known TV show (Aapki Adalat). 

This advertisement (promoting anchor-less news initiative) took a dig at some of the 

 
32 Lerman v. Flynt Distrib. Co., 745 F.2d 123, 127-30, 134 (2d Cir. 1984) (regarding the scanty public figure's 

right of privacy and publicity asserting against pornographic magazine for erroneously identifying her as nude 

woman in photograph). 
33 California Civil Code, § 3344, (West 1997). 
34 Kharak Singh v. State of U.P, 1964 1 SCR 332, 345, 347 
35 INDIA CONST., art.14, 19 & 21.  
36Justice K.S. Puttaswamy (Retd.) V. Union of India, (2017) 10 SCC 641. 
37 Rajat Sharma v. Ashok Venkatramani (Zee Media), CS (COMM) 15/2019.  
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renowned TV anchors of India.38 The court placed high reliance on the principle of 

identifiability39 and held that Rajat Sharma was clearly identifiable as a celebrity and that such 

rights transgress the out-of-date laws of advertisement.  

Personally, after going through the order, it was felt that the court could have given a deeper 

analysis of this evolving field. Additionally, a blatant flaw with the narrative that these rights 

are part of IPR is the “lack of recognition of the role of the public in nurturing and forming 

publicity rights.”40 It will be apt to state that the fame & recognition, consequential to public 

exaltation (even dislike, like the Sergio Ramos or Kardashians) is pre-eminent for exploiting 

personality rights. 

B. Image Rights and Endorsements Rights of a Player/Athlete 

Each athlete enjoying a zealous fan base is not just a player participating in sport to win, but 

he is in himself a brand, a commodity which is capable of being traded and creating 

commercial value. Players like Cristiano Ronaldo, Roger Federer, Lebron James, etc. earn 

more commercially because of their glimmering image than they do it from the sporting 

conduits. In India, the Delhi H.C. had recognized this aspect and held that this right vests in 

an individual rather than an organization.41 FIFA (the governing council of football) 

corroborates and promotes the principle which gives players the  right to explore his/her own 

image rights by himself and at the same time, clubs the right to exploit the rights  in a group 

of players or the squad as whole…42 

It is to be noted that the concept of image rights is akin to that of goodwill, as stated above, it 

is no less than an “intangible asset” or “brand” which has been developed over the period of 

time by unremitting jaw-dropping performances week-in & week-out. In India, like the U.K., 

there is no specific legislation defending these rights, and legal action can be taken only in 

 
38 Appendix 1 (Newspaper Advt. in Rajat Sharma v. Zee) 
39 Prarthana Patnaik, Rajat Sharma v/s Zee Media- Delhi HC’S Latest Order on Personality Rights, SPICY IP (Nov. 

08, 2019, 12:37 PM), https://spicyip.com/2019/01/rajat-sharma-v-s-zee-media-delhi-hcs-latest-order-on-

personality-rights.html. 
40 Harshavardhan Ganesan, Reveries of a Publicity Right, SPICY IP (Nov. 08, 2019, 12:54 PM), 

https://spicyip.com/2017/07/reveries-of-a-publicity-right.html (Accessed, 11 Nov 2019). 
41 ICC Development (International) Ltd. v Arvee Enterprises & Anr, 2003 (26) PTC 245 (Del). 
42 Professional Football Player Contract Minimum Requirements (Circular 1171/2008), FIFA (Nov. 08, 2019, 

1:07 PM), www.fifa.com/mm/document/affederation/administration/97/29/01/circularno.1171-

professionalfootballplayercontractminimumrequirements.pdf. 
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cases where any of their legal rights which form part of the “rag baggage” of law43 was infringed 

or illegal reproduction of their image rights took place44 or in cases where breach of 

commercial confidentiality took place.45 Nonetheless they are specifically dealt in football 

players’  contracts, for example, Clause 4 of the English Premisser League’s Standard 

Contract vows for the protection of a players image rights.t states that the image of a player 

can be used by a club only when it is being used with 2 or more club players and that the 

image right circumscribes the use of nickname, signature, voice, photo or any virtual/ 

electronic depiction which is distinctive and related to one’s fame.46 

Lately, this issue has also surfaced in the arena of eSports. Ex-Bayern Munich, now retired 

goalkeeper, Oliver Kahn had successfully sued47 EA Sports for using his image and name in 

their football game without any express consent from his side.48 After the emergence of 

eSports, it has become a prerogative for the legislatures to ponder upon  this issue as well as 

for us to discuss IPR’s in the world of eSports. 

IV. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE WORLD OF ESPORTS 

In a relatively short span of time, eSports has rapidly but surely solidified their position as a 

highly competitive and spectator-friendly entertainment industry. In 2018 alone, the 

combined viewership numbers of various esports tournaments and events rose to nearly 400 

million, outnumbering the spectatorship of flagship traditional sporting events such as 

Wimbledon and the US Golf Masters.49 Apart from the success of ‘traditional’ eSports titles 

based on the Multiplayer Online Battle Arena (MOBA) and First-Player Shooter (FPS) 

formats such as League of Legends (LoL), Dawn of the Ancients 2 (DotA 2) and Counter-

 
43 Art. 21 of the Constitution of India, 1950 “breach of Privacy”; Breach of Confidence under Torts; Trademark 

Act § 135; Breach of Advertising codes (ASCI), etc.  
44 Elvis Presley Enterprises v. Sid Shaw Yours, CHANF 1997/ 0686/ 3 E No 1337. 
45 Douglas & Ors v. Hello Limited, (2001) 2 WLR 992. 
46 Premier League Contract, The IP Mall- Intellectual Property Collection, UNIV. OF NEW HAMPSHIRE (Nov. 09, 

2019, 2:51 PM), 

https://ipmall.law.unh.edu/sites/default/files/hosted_resources/SportsEntLaw_Institute/Agent%20Contracts%20

Between%20Players%20&%20Their%20Agents/6_PREMIER%20LEAGUE%20PLAYERS%20CONTRACT.

pdf. 
47 Kahn v. Electronic Arts GmbH, OLG Hamburg, unreported, 25 Apr 2003. 
48 Ian Blackshaw, Understanding Sports Image Rights, WIPO (Nov. 09, 2019, 4:36 PM), https://www.wipo.int/ip-

outreach/en/ipday/2019/understanding_sports_image_rights.html. 
49 Christopher Ingraham, The massive popularity of esports, in charts, THE WASHINGTON POST (Oct. 21, 2019, 

2:47 PM), https://www.washingtonpost.com/business/2018/08/27/massive-popularity-esports-

charts/?noredirect=on&utm_term=.1affcebbb590. 
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Strike, there is also a seeming convergence of sorts between traditional sports and eSports, 

represented by the overwhelming success of the FIFA eNations Cup50  and the e-Premier 

League, an international gaming tournament in which players represented and competed as 

their home countries on FIFA 19, a popular football video game.51 This has further 

contributed to the success of the eSports model and its positive reception worldwide amongst 

the next generation of sports enthusiasts. 

The meteoric rise of eSports, however, has also brought with it a host of legal and regulatory 

complications, which if not addressed and dealt with judiciously, can pose major hindrances 

to its continued growth.  

Traditional sports have over time established a stable and sustainable ecosystem of operations 

and revenue distribution. However, the structure of the eSports ecosystem extensively differs 

from that of traditional professional sports and as a result, suffers from multiple 

discrepancies.52  

The fragmented nature of the industry, with each video game title being distinct from the 

other and each having a different framework of rules which is pre-programmed into the game 

by developers, makes the implementation of a common set of guidelines for eSports 

governance especially challenging. The highly diverse nature of game mechanics in different 

eSports titles, varying from sports based games to combat and shooter based games, unlike 

traditional sports which operates on a set of fundamental rules that extend to all events and 

tournaments involving the sport, also indicates the expansiveness of the eSports edifice, so 

much so that it can be considered to be a sub-industry in itself, operating as a part of the 

larger sports industry, further representing the difficulty in formulating an all-encompassing 

general regulatory framework. Organisations such as the International e-Sports Federation 

(IeSF) and World Esports Association (WESA) have been established in this respect, to assist 

in the regulation of eSports but have largely failed in achieving their purpose, primarily due 

to the lack of participation of game publishers, who are the prime players in the industry and 

responsible for organising most of the large-scale eSports tournaments. Publishers refrain 

 
50 Jack Morton, FIFA eNATIONS cup 2019, DAILYESPORTS (Oct. 21, 2019, 3:05 PM), 

https://www.dailyesports.gg/fifa-enations-cup-2019-need-to-know/. 
51 FIFA 19 - Soccer Video Game, EASPORTS (Oct. 21, 2019, 3:22 PM), https://www.easports.com/fifa. 
52 Roman Brtka, Intellectual Property in the World of eSports, IPWATCHDOG (Oct. 22, 2019, 5:42 PM), 

https://www.ipwatchdog.com/2018/04/02/intellectual-property-esports/id=95245/. 
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from engaging in such organizations as they see regulation as an obstacle to their profit-

making motives. Publishers unlike tournament organizers in traditional sports events whose 

operations are restricted to regulating a specific sport, see eSports as a secondary activity, 

their primary concern being selling the video games they produce. As a result, they often 

overlook the interests of other stakeholders such as the players and spectators.53  

A. IP Monopolisation - Distribution and Streaming Conflicts between 

Publishers and Organisers 

Esports, at their core, involve competition between players of video games. These video 

games are essentially creative works produced by various game publishers, hence being 

capable of protection under intellectual property law (copyright).  Intellectual property and 

the revenue derived therefrom, constitute the backbone of the eSports industry. Players, 

publishers and tournament organizers earn significant sponsorship and broadcasting revenue 

through the intellectual property involved in video games. The issue raised herein is that third 

parties are superficially making money from rights that they do not own and in which they 

do not have an immediate interest from a legal standpoint. There are a number of rights and 

interests of multiple stakeholders, which need to be balanced when it comes 

to intellectual property. What is especially difficult is protecting these rights and 

simultaneously catalyzing the growth of the burgeoning phenomenon that is eSports.54  

IP monopolization has been a long-standing issue which has plagued the intellectual property 

framework of eSports. Decision making, with respect to the usage of the games by 

tournament organizers, broadcasters, teams, and players lie solely with the publishers, who 

effectively exercise a monopoly over other stakeholders. Since these stakeholders place heavy 

reliance on the intellectual property (the game) of the publishers, it puts the publishers in a 

position of unprecedented power, where they can easily exploit any benefits derived by other 

entities from the usage of their IP and control such usage as well.55 This has been a cause for 

much tension between the various stakeholders of the eSports community. In the current 

 
53 Joost, Esports Governance and its Failures, MEDIUM (Oct. 22, 2019, 6:07 PM), 

https://medium.com/@heyimJoost/esports-governance-and-its-failures-9ac7b3ec37ea. 
54 Richard Wee, Three key legal issues currently facing the Esports industry: A perspective from Asia, 

LAWINSPORT (Oct. 22, 2019, 6:21 PM), https://www.lawinsport.com/topics/articles/regulation-a-

governance/item/three-key-legal-issues-currently-facing-the-esports-industry-a-perspective-from-

asia?category_id=115. 
55 Max Miroff, Tiebreaker: An Antitrust Analysis of Esports, 52 COLUM. J.L. & SOC. PROBS. 177 (2018)  
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scenario, the reproduction of a computer or video game in any form, whether permanent or 

temporary, for whatever purpose, is subject to authorization from the developer. Such 

authorization is generally granted through end-user license agreements between the 

publishers and other entities, but by and large, these agreements expressly prohibit the 

‘commercial exploitation’ of the games, subject to any further agreement to the contrary’.56 

Commercial exploitation here refers to the sale, franchising, licensing or merchandising of 

the intellectual property for economic benefit.57 A centralized IP structure provides 

publishers with exorbitant power with regards to the commercial dissemination of their 

games, raising many ethical concerns for players as well as sponsors.58 Although publishers 

have to some extent, accommodated their license agreements to allow for streaming of 

gameplay by players and streamers, it only extends to non-commercial and free streaming, 

which disentitles individual streamers from prospective revenues.59 

IP retention by publishers has been a factor behind a number of disputes in the eSports 

community, relating to the usage rights of third-party entities, the most notable of which is a 

copyright dispute, the SpectateFaker case, which involved the unlicensed streaming of 

gameplay by third-party streamers. SpectateFaker is a channel on Twitch, a popular video 

game streaming platform, which streamed gameplay footage of Faker, a League of Legends 

player. This exact footage, however, was already being utilized by Faker himself on another 

streaming platform, Azubu. Azubu consequently filed a complaint against Twitch for 

streaming content which does not belong to them. As the actual rights to the footage of the 

game lay with Riot, the developer of League of Legends, neither of the conflicting parties 

could claim ownership and Twitch was thereby held non-liable for streaming the disputed 

footage.60 This dispute highlights the seeming grey area regarding the right to the usage of in-

game footage, gameplay and other content by derivative entities such as Twitch and Azubu. 

 
56 Brtka, Supra note 55. 
57 James, Commercial exploitation of intellectual property rights, CLENDONS BARRISTERS AND SOLICITORS (Oct. 

22, 2019, 6:59 PM), http://www.clendons.co.nz/resources/background-papers/intellectual-property/commercial-

exploitation-intellectual-property-rights/. 
58 Richard P. Flaggert & Calvin Mohammadi, Copyright in esports: a top-heavy power structure, but is it legally 

sound? DLA PIPER (Oct. 22, 2019, 7:23 PM), 

https://www.dlapiper.com/en/northamerica/insights/publications/2018/09/ipt-news-q3-2018/copyright-in-

esports/. 
59 Id. 
60 John DiGiacomo, Copyright Infringement and eSports, REVISION LEGAL (Oct. 23, 2019, 4:48 PM), 

https://revisionlegal.com/revision-legal/copyright-infringement-esports/. 
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B. The Intersection of Antitrust and IP Law 

One of the major setbacks caused by IP monopolization is entity overlap. Since the 

intellectual property rights lie solely with the publishers by virtue of the law61, they are entitled 

to utilize the same in whatever manner they please and also the benefits derived from such 

use. This often leads to the publishers assuming the role of organizers, broadcasters as well 

as sponsors. The most notable example of entity overlap is seen with Riot Games. Riot is the 

developer of the popular eSports title ‘League of Legends’ (LoL) and also organizes the LoL 

Championship Series. Additionally, Riot also controls the broadcasting of the Championship 

Series.62 In this way, Riot deprives many tournament organizers and broadcasters of revenue 

prospects. Apart from losing out on potential revenues, third-party entities may also be able 

to carry out the dissemination process better effectively, being experts in these processes and 

having a wider spectator following. It is understandable why publishers such as Riot seek to 

retain their IP rights. As developers, they see themselves better equipped and qualified to 

regulate the game in tournaments and other events and also for promoting the game. 

However, absolute control over these rights can sometimes stifle the operations of third-party 

entities, as was the case with the Riot and OGN (a South Korean video game channel 

dedicated to eSports) debacle in 2017. OGN, which previously broadcasted the LoL 

Championship Series in South Korea and to whom Riot supplied broadcasting rights, were 

relieved from this prior agreement. Following this, Riot entered the South Korean market as 

the sole broadcaster of the Championship, which wiped out OGN’s share in the market.63 

The biggest losers from the current monopolistic IP ecosystem in eSports are tournament 

organizers. Tournament organizers work in collaborative arrangements with sponsors and 

broadcasters. Sponsors provide the bulk of financial input for running the tournament, in 

return for adequate promotion of the sponsor by the organizer, which varies from sponsor 

to sponsor. For example, if the sponsor is a computer hardware company, such as Intel or 

MSI, they require organizers to specifically incorporate their hardware in conducting the 

event. Food and beverage companies like Coca-Cola and Red Bull, require organizers to 

officially supply their beverages for consumption by spectators and participants. However, if 

 
61 In India, video games are considered to come under the ambit of ‘cinematographic work’ according to § 2 of 

The Copyright Act, 1957 as a “process analogous to cinematography”. 
62 Taylor Cocke, How the League of Legends World Championship Shaped an Entire Esport, THE ESPORTS 

OBSERVER (Oct. 23, 2019, 5:11 PM), https://esportsobserver.com/esports-essentials-league-worlds/. 
63 Miroff, supra note 58 at 189. 
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the sponsor is a streaming company such as Twitch or YouTube, they might require 

organizers to enter into exclusive broadcasting agreements for streaming the tournament.64 

The problem arises in the case of such category of sponsors, with reference to the organisers 

further supplying intellectual property not being their own. Organisers enter into contracts 

with developers for the usage of the game for competitive purposes in events. These contracts 

are generally not expansive in terms of the scope of the passed-on IP rights extending to their 

distribution to third-party entities such as sponsors. This is largely done by publishers to 

prevent entailing the potential loss of revenue through Ambush Marketing by unlicensed 

sponsors. However, what this also does is greatly hamper businesses with derivative 

operations dependent on the utilisation of such IP rights for their sustenance.  

The thrust of competition law, as well as intellectual property law, is fostering fair competitive 

markets that ensure consumer welfare (Competition Law) while protecting the proprietary 

work of the competitors (Intellectual Property Law). The existing IP monopoly threatens the 

essence of what competition law seeks to protect, by limiting the market competitors to the 

publishers, a resultant of the persisting entity overlap ecosystem in the eSports market. 

Publishers are increasingly endorsing an exclusionary approach by retaining organising and 

broadcasting operations.65 What publishers fail to realize is that by not involving independent 

tournament organisers in the distribution mechanism, they sacrifice mutual spectator growth 

along with other publishers.66 Independent organisers such as ESL organises national as well 

as international eSports tournaments involving a diverse catalogue of eSports titles for players 

to compete on, including Counter-Strike, DOTA 2, StarCraft II and Mortal Kombat. These 

games have all been developed by separate publishers (Valve, Blizzard and Electronic Arts) 

but are contested under the aegis of ESL, allowing for existing spectators of one game to 

gravitate towards viewing other titles simultaneously being contested in the same event. The 

success of ESL clearly represents the viability and long-term benefits of decentralised IP 

distribution. 

 

 
64 Wee, supra note 57. 
65 Miroff, supra note 58, at 186. 
66 Taylor, supra note 60. 
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C. Gamertags and Avatars – Protecting Image and Performance Rights of 

eSports Players 

Contrary to traditional sports, where the player has control over his image rights, which 

includes the right to the use of their face or name or likeness, subject to any contract between 

the player and a sponsor, players in eSports generally control an avatar or Gamertag 

(nickname) through which they compete. This avatar or Gamertag is in-game and being a 

part of the game, any commercial aspects of the character lie with the publishers. Therefore, 

with respect to building player reputation and popularity, the question of image rights arises 

with regards to who has the control and subsequent right to monetary gains from the 

commercial usage of the player’s in-game image. 

The complexity involved herein is classifying what part of the game and its related content 

can be considered to be as the IP of the publisher and what can be considered as affiliated 

to the eSport athlete’s image. While the actual footage of the game belongs to the developer, 

as far as the streaming of footage involving a particular player on streaming platforms is 

concerned, the player’s image rights are affected as the player has a vested interest in the 

commercial utilisation of his gamertag or avatar.67  

The legal ambiguity surrounding the ownership of the image rights of virtual identities of 

eSports players has wide-ranging implications on the commercial exploitation of image rights 

through licensing and merchandising player likeness’. A perfect representation of publishers 

exploiting the image rights of eSports players is the contract entered into by Riot Games with 

contestants of its LoL Championship Series. According to § 5 of this contract, Riot is granted 

unlimited and unfettered usage rights to the player’s in-game avatar. This section completely 

disentitles players from any potential commercial gains made from the usage of their in-game 

likeness.68 Players in the Championship Series, as a result, become completely dependent on 

tournament winnings as sponsorship revenue is literally ‘snatched’ away from them by the 

publishers. Taking into account the low probability of coming out on top from a pool of 

thousands of players, many players make little or no return on their hard work to qualify for 

such major tournaments. This is especially alarming as unlike traditional sports where players 

 
67 Alex Chun, Esports players – Do You Know Your IP Rights?, SPARK LLP (Oct. 24, 2019, 4:21 PM), 

https://spark.law/video-game-law/esports-know-your-ip-rights/. 
68 Adam Levy, PWND or Owned? The Right of Publicity and Identity Ownership in League of Legends, 6 PACE. 

INTELL. PROP. SPORTS & ENT. L.F. 163 (2016). 
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are largely in control of their image rights and earn regular revenue through the licensing of 

the same and salary income (in the case of sports like football and basketball, where players 

are signed to clubs in the capacity of an employee), eSports players have no source of regular 

income and whatever little income they receive from their teams is sparsely inadequate.69 

These teams, unlike professional clubs in traditional sports, lack an organised structure with 

directors, management and staff are usually a group of players who play together. This means 

that teams have to solely rely upon the limited IP they have (the team name and logo) for 

funding themselves through sponsorships and endorsements. In comparison to traditional 

sports, where teams have a global following which allows for an abundance of sponsorship 

opportunities, eSports teams who are largely unknown in this regard,do not present lucrative 

sponsorship avenues to the sponsors. The sponsorships they do receive are largely from 

computer hardware companies, who, unlike their cash-rich counterparts in traditional sports, 

can ill-afford paying handsome amounts to these eSports teams.70 

The professional teams which eSports players are contracted to often undertake the control 

and usage of the IP rights of their members through the player's contracts entered into by the 

members. In addition to losing out on the control of their image rights to their teams, any 

contracts with brands or sponsors on an individual level further dilute the ownership of their 

image rights. Considering the young age of the majority of eSports players, a lack of awareness 

on their part about their image rights further aggravates the possibility of their IP rights being 

exploited. Teams and sponsors, try to capitalise on the intellectual property of these 

uninformed young eSports players via the inclusion of exploitative clauses in player contracts. 

Players can become victim to breaching sponsorship agreements due to such exploitative 

clauses and also because of the lack of effective communication from the team on conflicting 

sponsorships. Teams should clearly specify team sponsors to their members to ensure clarity 

to the players while choosing individual sponsors to prevent the possibility of agreements 

being breached.71 To this effect, strengthening the licensing system to better protect the 

publicity rights of eSports professionals is key. Impeding the licensing rights of developers 

and sponsors is essential in preventing the abuse of these rights. This provides players greater 

 
69 Id. 
70 Daniel Alfreds, IP and Rights Package: Legal issues to consider in esports sponsorships, THE ESPORTS 

OBSERVER, (Oct. 24, 2019, 4:50 PM), https://esportsobserver.com/legal-issues-to-consider-in-endorsements-and-

sponsorships-part-1/. 
71 Id. 
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discretion in commercialising their identity in a manner they best see fit, while also ensuring 

proportional distribution of benefits accrued from the commercial utilisation of player IP.72  

D. What do the players exactly own? 

In-game character/avatar authorship by eSports players is characterised as derivative 

ownership as the construction of such avatars relies on the existence of a game, without which 

they rendered useless, supporting the retention of commercial exploitation rights with the 

publisher. The concomitant nature of avatar authorship coupled with the derivative 

interpretation of their avatars somewhat weakens the stance of eSports players with regards 

to claiming copyright protection.73 However, a point in favour of eSports players here is that 

the reliance on input (the game and its programmed code) does not grant an absolute right 

of exploitation to the publishers, primarily because of the possibility of an immense number 

of outcomes when avatar construction extends to the in-game performance of the avatar 

through the control of the player. Individual players have unique ways of controlling their 

avatar by way of using different combinations of movements and interactions. The outcomes 

of these combinations are neither scripted, nor comprehensively pre-anticipated by the 

publishers.74 This demonstrates that the larger proprietary concern from the point of view of 

eSports athletes is of player performance, over the question of avatar proprietorship.  

Player performance and its protection under intellectual property law present yet another 

legal conundrum, specifically with regards to the inherent difference between the artistic 

expression of skill in eSports versus traditional sports.75 In traditional sports, a degree of skill 

and technique underlying the actions of athletes is ever-present and achieved through 

rigorous practice. The skill an individual athlete possesses and the execution thereof is 

distinct from his fellow counterparts and entirely unique, thus making it easier to establish 

copyright originality. In eSports, though there is a similar level of application of skill and 

technique and practice involved, the execution is through the virtual persona of the player, 

blurring the lines of distinction between the performances of one player from the other, 

subsequently complicating claims of proprietorship over a specific style of performance. 

 
72 Esports Contracts: 5 Things Every Athlete Should Consider, GORDON LAW (Oct. 25, 2019, 9:04 AM), 

https://www.gordonlawltd.com/esports-contracts-5-player-considerations/. 
73 Brtka, supra note 49. 
74 Dan L. Burk, “Owning E-Sports: Proprietary Rights in Professional Computer Gaming”, 161 U. PA. L. REV. 

1535 (2013). 
75 Id. at 1569. 
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Although the playing styles of the topmost eSports professionals are clearly identifiable and 

distinguishable to spectators and fans alike, the implementation of these styles by other 

players cannot be safeguarded against as the execution takes place on digital platforms, which 

as of now remains unchartered territory in terms of the jurisdiction of copyright law76. 

CONCLUSION 

The quandary of publicity and personality protection in the current IP regime of the eSports 

and Sports ecosystem, makes it increasingly pertinent to stress upon a community-oriented 

distribution of IP rights. The developers cannot claim to be the sole beneficiaries from the 

IP of their games. Players and teams have, if not an equivalent, a considerable stake in these 

games and corresponding elements. With the proposed inclusion of eSports in the 2024 

Paris Olympics77, eSports players are set to stand on an equal pedestal to traditional sport 

participants, representing their countries at the grandest sporting spectacle. This puts them 

in a position where they can and for their own benefit, should leverage their interests relating 

to their ‘e-Personas’ and game performances.78  

Sports organisations, at the national and international level should strive to ensure 

cooperation and competitive balance between players, organizers and developers in the 

Sports and eSports industry, supporting the parallel growth of Sports as business by adopting 

a decentralised distribution model. This ensures every stakeholder in this ecosystem is 

assured a piece of the pie in terms of revenues and a systematic allocation of costs involved 

in organising, broadcasting, sponsorships, merchandising, etc. between publishers and other 

third-party entities. Apart from a stable revenue and cost-sharing model, decentralisation also 

offers more autonomy to participating players and teams with regards to sponsorships and 

endorsements related to their own intellectual property. 

**

 
76 § 38 of the Indian Copyright Act, 1957 provides protection to the performance right of authors. The operative 

word here, however is “author” and the scope thereof.  Legally speaking, authorship refers to the producers of the 

creative work, which in the case of eSports are the publishers. The extension of authorship to the originality of 

player performance still remains largely unanswered in the legal context. 
77 Liz Lanier, Esports Could Be in the Olympics by 2024, VARIETY (Oct. 26, 2019, 12:16 PM), 

https://variety.com/2018/gaming/news/esports-olympics-2024-1202880818/. 
78 Marijam Didžgalvytė, Labour Rights in Esports, NOTES FROM BELOW (Oct. 26, 2019, 12:33 PM) 

https://notesfrombelow.org/article/labour-rights-in-esports. 
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ABSTRACT 

In this work, the author looks at the bigger question: whether the demands of 

abolition of price control by the pharmaceutical innovator companies have any 

merit, and the policy options with a government post-TRIPS to ensure launch of 

new drugs by Big Pharma without compromising affordability. The aim of this 

Article is to study the impact of price regulation on launch of patented drugs in 

India, and whether the faults can be corrected simply by removing price ceiling for 

five years and if doing so is an ethical and constitutional step.  

The author also seeks to examine the importance of standard of patentability and 

how patent authorities implement it, and their expertise in instilling a conscious 

understanding of the inherent effect of patenting on right to health. 

The Article solves these questions in the context of implications of price control in 

the Indian pharmaceutical industry with its unique history of generic drug 

production, in terms of balancing accessibility (the launch of new drugs by foreign 

companies) with affordability (the purchasing capacity of the people). The author 

also examines whether changes in the patent process, reforms in price-control 

processes and a cost-based approach would be a viable approach forward. 
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INTRODUCTION 

If one were to put it briefly, the problems in healthcare are quite straightforward: most 

medicines and medical treatments, especially the new ones, are too costly, and the new 

medicines are not developed for certain sections of people, that is those customers who lack 

the purchasing capacity to incentivise innovation. Access to medicine has, thus, two 

foundational aspects: affordability and accessibility. This ostensibly straightforward problem 

might have had simpler solutions earlier, such as government hospitals and subsidized 

healthcare, but it has been unkindly complicated with the advent of intellectual property 

rights (‘IPR’). At the most fundamental level, the aim of a neo-liberal society is to maximise 

profits with only a secondary regard to the question of essentiality of that service to people. 

The predominance of the West exists in pharmaceutical innovation as much as it exists in 

other areas, and a new drug is launched in a market only if the innovator expects it to be 

profitable. There are a wide range of factors both economic and non-economic that 

determine profitability.  

A new drug is not always a drug that can be patented. To be granted a patent, it needs to 

meet certain thresholds and in India these are: novelty, industrial application, and inventive 

step.1 The focus of this Article is on patented drugs and not all kinds of new drugs. Broadly 

speaking, two factors have played a role in the decision to launch a patented drug—the 

strength and efficiency of the patent regime, and price regulation of patented drugs. One 

should be mindful to not underestimate other (overlapping) factors such as the income-group 

of the country, population size, local competition, coverage under public health care system, 

etc. Normally, the price of a drug is the numero uno factor particularly so in a country that 

lacks a public healthcare or expansive insurance system.2 As their financial constraints dictate, 

the R&D in low-income countries has historically never been strong, especially in comparison 

to Big Pharma. This makes the global South and/or the low and middle-income countries 

not only dependent on their innovations, but also compel the governments to protect the 

West’s specious superior right on knowledge over their domestic needs. 

 
1 The Patents Act, No. 39 of 1970, INDIA CODE.    
2 Sakthivel Selvaraj, How Effective Is India’s Drug Price Control Regime? (Jul. 30, 2007) (unpublished comment) 

(on file with the Harvard School of Public Health). 
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The term ‘Big Pharma’ refers to multinational companies, mostly based out of the United 

States that command a superior name in market, both in their role as lobbyists and as 

manufacturers and innovators (and even conspiracy theories).3 When a new drug is made by 

a foreign company, they might choose to not launch it elsewhere, or they might get a patent 

for it but choose to not market it for a multitude of reasons. The effect of an extensive patent 

system is that if the originator chooses to not launch or price it at an unaffordable rate, patients 

are left untreated or undertreated respectively. The alternative to overpriced or unavailable 

drugs is the production of affordable generics that are based on the original drug as was the 

practice in India for decades.4  

The freedom of governments to implement policies expediting the right to health in their 

jurisdiction was severely limited and systemised with the World Trade Organisation’s 

Agreement on Trade-Related Aspects of Intellectual Property Rights (‘TRIPS’) in 1995. 

India, as a country that had campaigned and implemented an open and thriving market 

prioritising public health since its independence, was a leading opponent to the Agreement 

but in vain.5 TRIPS required all signatory countries to provide both product and process 

patents, and when the grace period exhausted in 2005, India passed the Patent (Amendment) 

Act, 2005. TRIPS was heavily criticised for dangerously linking health rights to trade 

sanctions and benefits. It institutionalised prioritising of patents and rights of patent holders 

over needs of access. Me ́decins sans Frontie ̀res (‘MSF’) together with other non-

governmental organizations had formulated the following concerns in its relation: 

– The increased patent protection would invariably lead to higher drug prices.  

– The legal reinforcement of the monopoly of multinational firms will be a huge blow 

to domestic industries.6 

These concerns that arose globally, especially from the developing countries, resulted in the 

Doha Declaration in 2001 to adjust public health in the structure of TRIPS. As per the Doha 

 
3 Robert Blaskiewicz, The Big Pharma conspiracy theory, 22(4) MEDICAL WRITING 259, 259-261 (2013). 
4 Jayashree Watal & Rong Dai, Product patents and access to innovative medicines in a post-TRIPS era (WTO 

Staff, Working Paper No. ERSD-2019-05).  
5 FREDERICK M. ABBOTT, WTO TRIPS Agreement and its Implications for Access to Medicines in Developing 

Countries (United Kingdom Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Study Paper 2a,  2002), 

http://iprcommission.org/papers/pdfs/study_papers/sp2a_abbott_study.pdf 
6 Alan O. Sykes, TRIPs, Pharmaceuticals, Developing Countries, and the Doha 'Solution (John M. Olin Program 

in Law and Economics Working Paper No. 140, 2002). 

http://iprcommission.org/papers/pdfs/study_papers/sp2a_abbott_study.pdf
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Declaration, countries retained latitude on some aspects such as compulsory licenses and its 

thresholds, standards for what constitutes a national emergency, etc.    

Bearing in mind the expected price increases that were bound to follow TRIPS, especially 

for essential medicines with inelastic demands, Jayashree Watal, Counsellor at WTO and 

India’s representative in the TRIPS negotiations, had recommended cost-based price control 

and compulsory licensing as the two policy options that India would have to implement if it 

wanted to prevent an imbalance that would sink the domestic manufacturers. In theory, both 

policies were executed, and as one could expect these have been a source of relentless 

lobbying by the Big Pharma. This ultimately prompted a shift from cost-based to market-

based pricing under the Drug Pricing Control Order passed in 2013. With regard to 

compulsory licensing as a solution, does it offer a permanent and sustainable path, especially 

in light of the frequency of its use being so uninspiring?7 There are concerns that compulsory 

licensing raises, including shifting burden on the people in the form of civil society 

organisations and local companies to prove before authorities the requirements for a 

compulsory license. After TRIPS came into effect in 2005, the legal complexities associated 

with generic production were bound to increase, and this meant that Indian manufacturers 

would have to make a timely shift to investing in research and development in order to survive 

in the globalised landscape of pharmaceuticals. While there have been efforts in this 

direction, very few Indian companies have the resources and scale in comparison to the Big 

Pharma such as Pfizer or GSK, to sustainably invest into molecules that might never result in 

a success. This means that there is even less incentive to explore original solutions for 

‘neglected’ diseases as the margins expected would naturally be lower.8 

India has historically implemented policies that promote generic production and low drug 

prices. The policies have been carefully crafted on the principles of indigenisation and self-

sufficiency. The post-independence the Patents Act was passed in 1970 (‘1970 Act’) based 

on recommendations of the Ayyangar Committee Report, 1959 with a limited scope of 

patentability, that is process patents only. Process patents are relatively weak as the innovator 

exercises a monopoly only for a limited time because eventually another entity can legally 

 
7 Dina Halajian, Inadequacy of TRIPS & the Compulsory License: Why Broad Compulsory Licensing is Not a 

Viable Solution to the Access Medicine Problem, 38(3) BROOK. J. INT’L. L. 1191, 1220-1231 (2013). 
8 Murphy Halliburton, The View from Hyderabad: The “Indian” Pharmaceutical Industry and the New Patent 

Regime, in INDIA AND PATENT WARS 116, 120-130 (ILR Press, 2017). 
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devise (and patent) a new method that gives the same product. Many countries chose a 

process-only patent regime to foster domestic industry which was built on inventing around 

the originators’ manufacturing processes. According to the 1970 Act, the term of process 

patents was 7 years and compulsory licenses could be issued after three years. By essentially 

legalising reverse engineering, the Act gave the desired space to domestic producers for 

expanding rapidly.9 Even today India’s drug manufacturing capacity and capability to reverse 

engineer is considered one of the top in the word and many developing and under-developed 

countries rely on its exports. As a large number of Indian manufacturers have expanded from 

their roots to export, some have even reached wealthier economies such as the US. Names 

such as Sun Pharma and Dr. Reddy are famous and reputed multinational companies today. 

India’s model of suiting pharmaceutical production to the level of development of a country 

inspired a change at a global level, before TRIPS. The 2005 Amendment changed the system 

legally but policies within the ambit of Doha Declaration continued to preserve the culture 

through high standards of patentability and preventing evergreening. The Novartis judgement 

in April 2013 proved the strong standards for patent that the judiciary is committed to 

maintaining and this premier decision fell in line with India’s tradition of protecting public 

health.10  

Since the 1970s the Government of India has also pursued a National Drug Policy under the 

Essential Commodities Act, 1955, to promote domestic generic production and price 

controls on selected products. In 1995, the Government issued a Drug (Prices Control) 

Order in 1995 which included 74 bulk medicines within its ambit and the pricing of the drugs 

were fixed on the basis of manufacturing costs declared by the drug manufacturers.  

In 2013, the Government replaced the 1995 Order with a new Order which empowers the 

National Pharmaceutical Pricing Authority (‘NPPA’) to regulate prices of essential drugs 

under the National Pharmaceutical Pricing Policy (‘NPPP’) passed in 2012 by the 

Department of Pharmaceuticals. As per the new DPCO, all strengths and dosages specified 

in the National List of Essential Medicines (‘NLEM’) would be under price control. In the 

earlier avatar of DPCO, 74 drugs were subject to price control, but the 2013 version 

expanded the list five-fold. However, the NPPP 2012 withheld any comments on price 

 
9 Dinar Kale & Steve Little, From Imitation to Innovation: The Evolution of R&D Capabilities and Learning 

Processes in the Indian Pharmaceutical Industry, 19 TECH. ANALYSIS & STRATEGIC MGMT. 589 (2007). 
10 Rory Horner, The Global Relevance of India’s Pharmaceutical Patemt Laws, 48 ECON. POL. WKLY. 16 (2013). 
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control for patented drugs as this was under consideration of a special committee. The 

Report of the Committee on Price Negotiation for Patented Drugs looked at different point 

of views and substantiated on the concerns of various shareholders. It categorically rejected 

eliminating price control in India and expressed that as the medicine market does not feature 

perfect competition, price control was necessary. The Committee had invited comments 

from stakeholders on price negotiations as a mechanism for setting price limits. Inputs from 

the industry were broadly that price negotiation should be used only for government 

purchases, and reference pricing should be done vis-à-vis the developed countries such as 

UK, Australia, and New Zealand. There were some associations that favoured of price 

negotiations but expressed fear of dilution of compulsory licensing as a consequence. The 

Indian Drug Manufacturer Association submitted that price negotiation should take place for 

all patented drugs, and government forms should be formalised that each producer submits 

along with breakup of the costs involved. It also submitted, and correctly so, that compulsory 

licensing is a lengthy process and it should run separately from price negotiations.  

In 2017, the Draft Pharmaceutical Policy was released which made the following note makes 

a crucial point in its new policy initiatives:  

“DPCO will include only ‘off-patent’ medicines in its schedule. ‘InPatent’ 

medicines will not be subjected to price ceiling by NPPA. They can be 

regulated through compulsory licensing under the Patents Act or by use of 

emergency powers under paragraph 19 of DPCO-2013, that too, only when 

expressly directed by the government in the Department of Pharmaceuticals 

to do so.” 

If this policy had been implemented, it would have wreaked havoc on accessibility because 

of how rare and lengthy the process of compulsory licensing is, not to mention the 

precondition that it requires a generic competitor which might not always exist early enough 

or possess the requisite evidence for it. The Indian government has, so far, issued only one 

compulsory licence.  

For understanding context behind the Draft Policy 2017, it becomes important to assess the 

international pressure, especially from the US that has been piling up on the Indian 

government. United States Trade Representative (‘USTR’) conducts an annual review of IP 

laws in its trading partners, essentially to check how well they fare in supporting US right 

holders, and India is one of the 12 countries placed on the Priority Watch List by USTR, 
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and the report describes its longstanding issues as “narrow patentability standards, the 

potential threat of compulsory licensing and patent revocations, as well as overly broad 

criteria for issuing such licenses and revocations under the Indian Patents Act.”11 

Furthermore, in the 2016 review assurances were exchanged by representatives of the U.S-

India Business Council that compulsory licences provisions would not be put to use by it for 

commercial purposes.12 In response to such statements, the Ministry of Commerce and 

Industry issued a clarification that India’s IP system was within the confines of TRIPS and 

the Doha Declaration, and it retained the sovereign right to issue compulsory licenses.13 

While India should develop on concerns on a timely application process, unauthorised 

commercial production, and informing patent holders of likely disputes based on market 

approval applications, the adverse remarks on the requirement to produce locally seem 

discriminatory to needs of the Indian population, and unjust wriggling with its IP laws.  

By good fortune, the Draft Policy 2017 did not progress beyond consultations with 

stakeholders. It was never released publicly for comments and there have been reports that 

the Department was ordered to prepare a new policy as Prime Minister was not satisfied with 

it.14 Jai Priye Prakash, Secretary, Department of Pharmaceuticals spoke to the media that in 

view of an impending amendment to the Drug Price Control Order (DPCO), 2013, the need 

for the policy had been obviated.  

On 3 January, 2019 the DPCO (‘The Amendment’) was amended to exempt newly patented 

drugs from price control for five years from the date of commencement of its commercial 

marketing by the manufacturer including ‘orphan drugs’ that are used to treat rare genetic 

disorders. Prior to the Amendment, such an exemption was available only to drugs which 

were not produced elsewhere and were developed through indigenous R&D. The 

Amendment means that a drug can be launched at any price if it is patented under the Patents 

Act, 1970 and developed and produced by the patentee anywhere in the world. Even if the 

 
11 OFFICE OF THE UNITED STATES TRADE REPRESENTATIVE, 2018 SPECIAL 301 REPORT 49-50 (2018). 
12  Special 301 Review Public Before the Office of the United States Trade Representative 202-203 (2016) 

(statement of Mukesh Aghi, President of the US-India Business Council). 
13 PRESS INFORMATION BUREAU, GOVERNMENT OF INDIA, CLARIFICATION ON MEDIA REPORTS REGARDING 

COMPULSORY LICENSE (2016), 

https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=138271&utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter. 
14 Sohini Das, Draft pharma policy fails to impress PMO, may take time to see light of day, BUSINESS STANDARD 

(Sep. 18, 2018), https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/draft-pharma-policy-fails-to-

impress-pmo-may-take-time-to-see-light-of-day-118091701341_1.html. 

https://pib.gov.in/newsite/PrintRelease.aspx?relid=138271&utm_source=twitterfeed&utm_medium=twitter
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exemption is only for five years, it marks a stern change from the policy of price control and 

reflects the political will and external pressures that the developing countries are subjected 

to. Assuming that the Amendment is not a mere manner of preparing for the worst (which 

would be eventually removing price control altogether), it is given to understand that by 

limiting the exemption to the first five years from “date of manufacture”, which should be 

international manufacture, it intends to entice companies into launching sooner.  

The debate of price control vis-à-vis the notion of patent rights in a field of human rights has 

been of huge significance to policy makers, activists, courts and political parties. As might 

now be evident, from the start the discourse has heavily disfavored low and middle-income 

countries and it continues as governments attempt to balance innovation with access to 

medicine.  

The aim of this Article is to study the impact of price regulation on launch of patented drugs 

in India, and whether the faults can be corrected simply by removing price ceiling for five 

years and if doing so is an ethical and constitutional step. Since the pharmaceutical industry 

of India is unique owing to its history of generic drugs and heavy exports, the exogamous 

factors that push India towards a stricter patent regime should not be ignored. The author 

also seeks to examine the importance of standard of patentability and how patent authorities 

implement it, and their expertise in instilling a conscious understanding of the inherent effect 

of patenting on right to health.  

DISCUSSION 

One should not be too quick to assume that the regime of IPR is inescapable if the society 

wants to encourage innovation. On the subject of medicine access, there exist two viewpoints 

that deserve equal consideration. The first is the approach stemming from Prof. Amy 

Kapczynski’s arguments in her article titled ‘The Cost of Price: Why and How to Get Beyond 

Intellectual Property Internalism’.15 She argues that before assuming a priori that IPR is the 

most efficient method for innovation, we need to draw fair comparisons to other methods 

such as prizes and government contracts, which she called an external perspective to IP.  

 

 
15 Amy Kapczynski, The Cost of Price: Why and How to Get Beyond Intellectual Property Internalism, 59 UCLA 

L. REV. (2012). 
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A. External Perspective of Pharma Innovation and Right to Health 

Is it right to presume IPR as an inevitable structure despite its obvious contradictions with 

distributive justice? According to Prof. Kapcznski, an internal perspective from within the 

field of IPR cannot support this because its scholarship addresses only those questions that 

pertain to this world of property rights— for example, how broad or narrow should exceptions 

to IP rights be? Here, the supposedly manifest connection between innovation and IPR is 

that if the rights over one’s innovation are not protected then they have no reason to continue. 

So the 20 years of patent protection is the reward during which it is assumed or hoped that 

the innovator will fairly reap benefits of their innovation, and finally upon completion the 

innovation will revert to the society for further use. In a neo-liberal society, such monopoly 

is viewed from the lens of exploitation for economic benefits. Therefore, patents are based 

on a simple yet dangerous premise that the exclusion of society in access to patented 

information goods is justified because of the economic outcomes that incentivise the 

innovator. However, does the element that healthcare is a basic human requirement not 

necessitate re-evaluation of these assumptions to a fairer allocation where surpassing power 

to decide prices does not rest with private innovators?  

Prof. Kapczynski argues that the primacy given to IPR is not justified in terms of innovation 

and efficiency and more so in light of the deepening of existing injustices and inequalities. In 

neo-liberalism, government’s non-interference is the rationalised on the ground that ‘price’ 

is the correct indicator of demand and it signals to the manufacturers the direction in which 

innovation should move. Since signalling is done by people, social welfare is ensured. This 

is the signalling function of price. The argument that private companies are more efficient in 

using this information than the government is, is put forth against prizes and government 

contracts. But scholars have brought our attention back to this overestimation of benefits by 

suggesting models of government supported innovation that would escape the bureaucratic 

hurdles of innovation, such as ex ante prizes. Moreover, as experience of the past few decades 

tells bureaucratic delays and corruption cannot be escaped entirely even in market driven 

innovation because of our dependence on patent officials and courts for enforceability.  

The reason that all policy makers seem to struggle with balancing the interests of their 

electorate with IPR is not because of personal deficiencies in their analysis. The problem lies 

in the sheer contradiction of the two systems that are attempted to be balanced. IPR pertains 
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to private rights and to juxtapose it with human rights in one policy is bound to result in 

theoretical and ideological conflicts. As much as the industry likes to advocate for IPR, it is a 

structure (in-hands with trade preferences and sanctions after the TRIPS Agreement) that 

develops rights only of the innovators. This tension was evident in the making of the Doha 

Declaration.16 Human rights and IPR are formalistically distinct and intellectually 

inconsistent, and to expect that they can be put to work together with ease is a 

misrepresentation of the two.  

These contradictions do not reflect with equal vigour in society because of the existing 

inequalities in distribution of goods and resources, and therefore IPR strengthens 

multinational companies and the developed countries.17  A shift in regime from IPR to 

human rights is difficult because of the resources that are invested in lobbying to retain the 

focal point of this conversation on how human rights can be adjusted within intellectual 

property rights, which at the same time must be protected at all times. Conversations within 

mainstream media and in international organisations are limited to how far we can stretch 

the boundaries of IPR—which prevents purposive thinking of real external options. As long 

as the background norm and the setting of our political norms continues to be private 

property and profit maximisation, policy makers will be misguided and they will continue 

struggle to make space for generic and low-priced medicines with the overarching threat of 

WTO.18  

An external perspective has to be conformed to at the global level because without a 

multilateral agreement the only recourse that countries can conceivably offer is through 

courts and TRIPS flexibilities in individual cases. It is required that academicians and 

scholars broaden the horizon by bringing to forefront the impact that IPR has on political, 

social, and economic landscape by furthering neo-liberalism. 

  

 
16 Ellen 't Hoen. TRIPS, Pharmaceutical Patents and Access to Essential Medicines: Seattle, Doha and Beyond, 

3 CHI J. INT’L L. 27 (2002). 
17 Siva Thambisetty, Improving Access to Patented Medicines: Are Human Rights Getting in the Way? (London 

School of Economics and Political Science, Working Paper No. 03, 2018). 
18 Amy Kapczynski, The Right to Medicines in an Age of Neoliberalism, HUMAN. J. (Apr. 26, 2019), 

http://humanityjournal.org/issue10-1/the-right-to-medicines-in-an-age-of-neoliberalism/. 
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B. Internal Perspective of Pharma Innovation and Right to Health 

Product patents provide market exclusivity stronger than process patents by creating 

incentives for originators to enter markets on the guarantee that their products will be safe 

from generic competition. The risks of product patents were apparent to the developing 

countries that could not fathom meeting their healthcare requirements through the Big 

Pharma. After TRIPS, some scholars suggested that the risk was ‘minimal’ for the Indian 

domestic industry only because price control already existed, compulsory licensing was legal 

and there was a general culture in the country and its bureaucracy against granting of patents 

easily.19  

Empirical Studies  

From an internal perspective the question posed by the 2019 Amendment is simple: whether 

exemption of price control actually encourage foreign firms to launch their drugs in India so 

substantially early that it will offset the high prices?  

Jayashree Watal, wrote in 2000 that among the possibilities that India had after TRIPS was 

enforcement of selective and effective price controls that would balance the benefits and costs 

of product patenting. She advocated for a cost based price determination, and that in any 

case compulsory licensing would be a better policy.20 In other works as well, it has been 

proposed that if the price control is selective in nature and there are reasonable but strict 

mark-ups on the profit that is permitted based on the innovation undertaken, such price 

regulations would be a balanced policy.21 

A study in 2005 showed that the probability of a drug launch in a low or middle-income 

country (LMIC) within two years was about 9%. In countries with a strong R&D such as India, 

new pharmaceuticals were less likely to come quickly without strongest level of patent 

production because of the fear of generic competition. The study found that price regulation 

did not make an impact on whether the drugs were eventually launched but only on the speed 

of this release. The 2019 Amendment has a similar intent. In other words, it did not appear 

 
19 Janice M. Mueller, Taking TRIPS to India — Novartis, Patent Law, and Access to Medicines, 356(6) NEW ENG. 

J. MED. 541, 541-543. 
20 Jayashree Watal, Pharmaceutical Patents, Prices and Welfare Losses: Policy Options for India Under the WTO 

TRIPS Agreement 23(5) THE WORLD ECON. 733 (2000). 
21 F.M Scherer & Jayashree Watal, Post-TRIPS Options for Access to Patented Medicines in Developing 

Nations. 5(4) J. INT’L ECON. L. 913 (2002). 
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that price regulation was severely limiting the ultimate entry of new products, and there were 

other reasons why companies might make that decision. The most seminal observation was 

that it distinguished between the price regulation in different countries between the strictness 

of the regulation. It showed that extensive price regulation slows launch, but moderate price 

regulation on average had no effect. In a country (such as India) which is marked by acute 

income inequality, the innovator firm has two options. It may set low prices with small profit 

margins in an attempt to achieve extensive market penetration, that is economics of scale, or 

it can set high prices with the expectation of reaching only the elite. The study showed that 

the chances of launch in a lower-income country increase if income distribution is unequal 

so the foreign firms appeal only to the “elite”. This also sheds light on the allegations that 

even if patent protection and higher prices do incentive more R&D, in so far as the 

developing countries are considered this will necessarily flow to research on neglected 

tropical diseases. 

In a study, launch data in 25 countries from 1994 to 1998 was used to look at the effect of 

price regulation on the launch delay of new drugs. It was established that there was a strong 

positive effect of higher expected prices (proxy for less price regulation) on the probability of 

launch. But since the study focused on parallel imports in the European market, it found that 

the price spillovers due to parallel trade and external referencing was a main deterrent from 

a speedier launch, which could be a huge factor for India. Companies would launch drugs as 

long as the price regulation was not so low that they could not meet the fixed costs and the 

marginal costs of production and transportation, and price spill-overs played a major role in 

this decision.22 

In another study in 2014, authors compared drug launches in US, Germany and India and 

found that among the 97 drugs that were at risk of launching in India, only 8 percent became 

available in a year, 30 percent within three years and 43 percent in five years of the first 

worldwide launch.23 It must be kept in mind that this study was dealing with new drugs, not 

necessarily drugs that were patented. There was no direct cause to show the cause of delay, 

and neither is it reasonable to expect a single cause. They recommended India to have 

 
22 Patricia. M. Danzon, Richard Wang & Liang Wang. The impact of price regulation on the launch delay of new 

drugs? Evidence from twenty-five major markets in the 1990s, 14 (3) HEALTH ECON. 269 (2005). 
23 Ernst Berndt & Iain M. Cockburn, The Hidden Cost Of Low Prices: Limited Access To New Drugs In India, 

33(9) HEALTH AFF. 1567 (2014). 
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stronger patent protection as it was found that in India over one-third of new drugs were 

multi-sourced in the same calendar year, and over 85 percent were multi-sourced three years 

after their launch there. Here, the fear of foreign firms was largely concluded to be the generic 

competition. In contrast, in Germany none of the drugs for which the authors determined 

single-source or multisource status faced generic competition in the fifth year after launch, 

and in the United States only 2 percent were genericized after five years.  

In 2016, a study of 642 new molecules in 76 countries during 1983-2002 showed that price 

regulation delays launch, while longer and more extensive patent rights accelerated it. The 

results were constant for developing and high-income countries. It was noted that the same 

policies that bring drugs faster are also the ones that make them costlier and therefore, these 

are the trade-offs that a government has to decide on.24 

Another study examining drugs statistics after TRIPS found that on average, access had since 

increased. The study recorded instances where prices of patented drugs had decreased, but 

this could only be attributed to policies such as price controls or threat of compulsory 

licensing, and not the competitive pricing by the manufacturers.25  

A recent research paper from IIM Ahmedabad on the impact of price controls under the 

new DPCO 2013 on drug sales found that there was a decrease in sales post-price control as 

many firms were either exiting or cutting their marketing as they were finding it difficult to 

survive. This means that when another possible effect of extremely stringent price control is 

that pushes the smaller and medium-sized manufacturers as they do not have enough sales 

to sustain on low margins for long.26  

A working paper that studied short term changes since DPCO 2013 found that after the 

Order even prices of exporter and local firms decreased if their previous prices were within 

the range of the price ceiling. This was a result of the revision pricing in which the 

multinational firms had slashed their prices. The prediction on producer’s exit found that if 

the price ceiling were set reasonably then it would not necessarily lead to exit of companies, 

 
24 Iain M. Cockburn, I., Jean. O. Lanjouw & Marl Schankerman, Patents and the Global Diffusion of New Drugs 

106(1) AM. ECON. REV. 136 (2016). 
25 Margaret Kyle & Yi Qian, Intellectual Property Rights and Access to Innovation: Evidence from TRIPS 

(National Bureau of Economic Research, Working Paper No. w20799, 2013). 
26 Arvind Sahay and Saravana Jaikumar, Does Pharmaceutical Price Regulation Result in Greater Access to 

Essential Medicines? Study of the impact of drug price control order on sales volume of drugs in India (Indian 

Institute of Management Ahmedabad, Working Paper No. 2016-02-01, 2016). 
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and to the extent that it would, local firms would exit because of the difference in their 

marginal costs of production. This meant that price sensitive customers and those living in 

rural areas where the multinationals are unlikely to reach are negatively affected. In such a 

scenario, the last mile problem comes to forefront as multinationals withdraw from areas that 

have a high transaction costs such as far off and low-income regions, which is a catastrophic 

in a country that does not have a public health system to cover the gap. If generic competition 

is experiencing a decrease then the gap would have to be filled by the government by on one 

hand instituting policies for domestic R&D and manufacturing, as well as adopting methods 

of bulk procurement for remote areas. The study showed that even after the five-fold increase 

in the number of price-controlled drugs, there was no increase in the number of MNCs 

withdrawing from India. However, two MNCs requested to withdraw when the prices of knee 

stents were capped.  

USA is one of the only countries which does not have a federal drug law though it has systems 

for discounts for specific people and rebates. The pricing strategy that companies use in US 

sheds light on the repercussions of a completely unregulated industry. A study of anti-cancer 

drug prices in US revealed that companies used reference pricing in which prices of drugs in 

a similar therapeutic class would be used to calculate the new drug price. Since this calculation 

is in the hands of the industry broadly speaking so, each time a new drug is launched, the 

prices move up which encourages repeated players to push for higher prices by others in the 

industry for a shared benefit to all.27  

The Study read: 

“market structure effectively provides no mechanism for price control in 

oncology other than companies’ goodwill and tolerance for adverse publicity” 

(Anand 2007). The observation begs the question: What is to stop a 

manufacturer from setting the price of a drug at $1,000,000 or more?” Drug 

manufacturers are able to set higher prices for new drugs, but they must be 

mindful of physicians’ ability to exact retribution when manufacturers violate 

physicians’ norms of fairness in pricing.”  

Duggan, Garthwaite and Goyal in their study of market effects of the Patents Act 2005 noted 

that while the number of domestic firms engaged in the business had not depleted, the 

concentration of sales had significantly changed in the favour of foreign firms. More 

 
27 David H. Howard et al., Pricing in the Market for Anticancer Drugs, 29(1) J. ECON PERSPECTIVES 139 (2015). 
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importantly, they recorded that an increase in prices of product patents, which was concluded 

to be relatively small at an aggregate level meaning that molecules issued prior to 1995 

(TRIPS) had little price change but the price change after that was larger and growing. To the 

extent that the price increase had not exceeded 10% even among the recent molecules, this 

feature was attributed to India’s price control policy. 28  

Claims of Pharmaceutical Companies 

The industry makes claims for removal of price control at various platforms through 

interviews with media, submissions to government bodies, and sponsored empirical data. 

The common thread in all their averments is that the cost of R&D that they would have to 

make good through sales. These claims have created a perception of truthfulness because of 

who they are, and the power and resources that is put into lobbying these claims.29 However, 

civil society organisations and scholars have time and again pointed out several lapses in their 

claims. Evidence shows that companies spend a lot more on marketing than on R&D. The 

industry has advocated a free market to assert that competition will maintain low prices even 

without price ceiling.  

Firstly, in such a case, a reasonable price ceiling does no harm to recovering costs as all 

competitors are evenly subjected to it. The companies’ focus should be on putting in place a 

price regulation policy that is not excessively strict and disproportionate instead of the 

outright removal of one. Secondly, evidence on the price controlling character of a free 

market shows that this claim is utterly unfounded. For instance, a comparison of prices of 

drugs that were controlled under DPCO, 1987 but decontrolled under DPCO 1995 showed 

an upward movement and some categories even had a double digit rise.30 Moreover, several 

companies that base their prices on high R&D costs actually benefit immensely from 

government subsidies and grants for it.31 A report titled ‘Promoting Access to Medical 

Technologies and Innovation – Intersections between public health, intellectual property and 

 
28 Mark Duggan, Craig Garthwaite & Aparajita Goyal, The Market Impacts of Pharmaceutical Product Patents 

in Developing Countries: Evidence from India, 106(1) AM. ECON. REV 99, 132-133 (2016). 
29 Marcia Angell, Why do drug companies charge so much? Because they can, THE WASH. POST (Sep. 25, 2015), 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/why-do-drug-companies-charge-so-much-because-they-

can/2015/09/25/967d3df4-6266-11e5-b38e-06883aacba64_story.html. 
30 Supra note 1. 
31 UACT SUBMISSION TO USTR ON SPECIAL 301 OUT-OF-CYCLE REVIEW OF INDIA (2014), 

https://cancerunion.org/files/UACT-Special301-OCR-India.pdf. 
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trade’ was published by the WTO, WIPO, and WHO in 2012 (‘Trilateral Study’) which also 

revealed that estimations of R&D costs made by the companies varied more than nine fold.  

James Love has played a remarkable role in access to medicine and public health campaigns 

in USA has called this “a deliberate veil of ignorance”. This has led to the dawn of a 

movement for delinking the incentive to research through prices, which has recently been 

attested to by the UNSG’s High Level Panel on Access to Drugs as well. This would mean 

that patent laws and policies across the world have to be adequately amended to reflect the 

realities of expenditure on innovation so that these laws justify their own consequences 

objectively and not profits of companies.  

However, a noteworthy problem with relying R&D data as indicator of innovation is that it is 

difficult to verify it without requisite disclosures, which companies are very reluctant to make. 

There are other added complications such as change in the definition of R&D over time.32 

As stated above, the US permits drug companies to charge patients whatever they choose.33 

This has led to criticisms and public research initiatives pressing the government to pass 

regulatory laws. For the first time, a suit has been filed by the federal government against 

Gilead accusing it of infringing government patents of preventing H.I.V. with a daily pill and 

the lawsuit has placed prime emphasis on the public funding of the R&D by which the 

medicine came about. Gilead had claimed that the patents held by the government should 

be cancelled because its researcher had conceived this idea before. The two drugs that 

constitute the drug regime for H.I.V. priced exorbitantly high at 20,000 dollars by Gilead as 

opposed to 60 dollars of its generic form which is available in other countries.34 

Most studies that are sponsored by the pharmaceutical industry stimulate interest for the 

public welfare by putting the act of concern for the poor and needy and making policy 

recommendations. The most common recommendation is the setting up of a public 

healthcare system that either insures the people or offers reimbursements, or the bulk 

 
32 Iain M. Cockburn, WORLD INTELL. PROP. ORG., Intellectual Property Rights and Pharmaceuticals: Challenges 

and Opportunities for Economic Research, in The Economics of Intellectual Property: Suggestions for Further 

Research in Developing Countries and Countries with Economies in Transition 161 (2009). 
33 Amy Kapczynski & Aaron S. Kesselheim, Three things Trump can do to bring drug prices ‘way down’, THE 

WASH. POST (Nov. 21, 2017) https://www.washingtonpost.com/opinions/what-trump-should-do-if-he-actually-

wants-to-cut-drug-prices/2017/11/21/f7522422-be4f-11e7-8444-a0d4f04b89eb_story.html. 
34 Donald G. McNeil Jr., & Apporva Mandavilli, Who Owns H.I.V.-Prevention Drugs? The Taxpayers, U.S. 

Says, THE N.Y. TIMES (Nov. 8, 2019) https://www.nytimes.com/2019/11/08/health/hiv-prevention-truvada-

patents.html. 
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procurement of medicines by the government. Two countries have had a particularly difficult 

past in their attempt to cover as many medicines as possible for their people—Brazil and 

Columbia. Brazil incurred billions in paying for expensive drugs for its people under a public 

health care system. Such policy initiatives therefore lead to a public healthcare that fails under 

the increasing profit demands of the industry and the countries are forced to put aside a 

substantial chunk of their GDP for filling their pockets in the garb of unverified R&D.35  

In US that has relied on the market to give low prices, the outcome is clearly disastrous. Since 

the companies are aware that they need to provide drugs at discounted rates to certain 

patients under other regulations, they accordingly increase prices for other customers. This 

can either be catastrophic for the economy of that country, especially if the courts interfere 

to the extent that they can and order the executive to expand their list of procedure 

medicines, or the country would be pressurized to not have a public healthcare system. In 

both cases, companies would have it their way. Increased coverage does not give companies 

an incentive to reduce prices and the ultimate consequence is that government has to reduce 

its coverage. These price increases in the US have finally started to take shape in terms of 

legislative efforts, for instance through fair pricing bills. Fair pricing bills seek directly to 

constrain the soaring prices of pharmaceuticals. Several states have proposed—and two states 

have passed—legislation requiring drug manufacturers (1) to justify certain prices increases or 

face penalties; or (2) to provide rebates when prices exceed a certain threshold.  

It is notable that in the same year as the amendment to DPCO in India, Canada moved to 

stricter price regulatory system for patented drugs in light of soaring prices. It is the biggest 

reform since the introduction of the Patented Medicines Regulations in 1987. Under the new 

rules, Canada will drop USA and Switzerland as the countries that are referred to for the 

purpose of price setting. The agency will have the power to look into the cost-effectiveness 

of new medicines.36 A very promising change is that companies will now be obligated to 

disclose confidential discounts. The review is only of the patented drugs and this marks a 

 
35 Healthcare in Brazil: An injection of reality, The Economist (Jul. 30, 2011), https://www.economist.com/the-

americas/2011/07/30/an-injection-of-reality. 
36 Allison Martell & Anna Mehler Paperny, In Canada, a little-known drug regulator shows its teeth, REUTERS 

(May 8, 2019) https://www.reuters.com/article/us-canada-pharmaceuticals-pricing-insigh/in-canada-a-little-

known-drug-regulator-shows-its-teeth-idUSKCN1SE0E0. 
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huge distinction from India because India is yet to act fully on the Report of the Committee 

on Price Negotiations for Patented Drugs.  

Patentability 

The single greatest challenge to incorporation of ‘human rights thinking’ in domestic patent 

law is the way in which the grant of patents is separated from consequences of exploitation of 

patents. According to TRIPS, patents can be granted on any inventions that are “new, involve 

an inventive step and are capable of industrial application”. Thus, evergreening is when a 

company uses deliberately prolongs its patent usually by speciously claiming a “new use”. 

According to the Access Campaign of Doctors without Borders, evergreening is a major 

problem in India where because companies regularly rely on marginal improvements in 

patented drugs to continue their monopoly. For example, in 2017 the Patent Office granted 

a patent to a pneumonia drug when the patent had been revoked in Europe and challenged 

in other countries like South Korea and USA.37 

As discussed in the WHO Commission on Intellectual Property Rights, Innovation and 

Public Health, eradicating secondary patents is not analogous to dismissing innovations that 

are creative but fall short of the patent standard. Incremental innovations should not be 

conflated with evergreening as in the former there are genuine modifications to drugs that 

are not ground-breaking but provide better results than existing ones.38 The Trilateral Study 

shared these concerns and stated that to obliterate secondary patents from our patent systems, 

changes would need to be made to the following:  

- the patentability criteria defined by national law and interpreted by case law and 

practice 

- the manner in which examiners apply the patentability criteria and whether it is in line 

with the established definition and interpretation. 

WHO urged that WTO Members should use the options in TRIPS itself called TRIPS 

flexibilities, such as Article 27, to put a stop to evergreening by setting by administering 

 
37 Indian patent office delivers major blow to affordable pneumonia vaccine hopes, MÉDECINS SANS FRONTIÈRES 

ACCESS CAMPAIGN (Aug. 22, 2017) https://www.msfaccess.org/indian-patent-office-delivers-major-blow-

affordable-pneumonia-vaccine-hopes. 
38 WHO, REPORT OF THE COMMISSION ON INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY RIGHTS, INNOVATION AND PUBLIC HEALTH. 

(2006). 
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rigorous definitions of invention and patentability in favour of public health.39 In India S. 3(d) 

of the Indian Patents Act protects from evergreening states: 

“…the mere discovery of a new form of a known substance which does not 

result in the enhancement of the known efficacy of that substance or the mere 

discovery of any new property or new use for a known substance or of the 

mere use of a known process, machine or apparatus unless such known 

process results in a new product or employs at least one new reactant.” 

A study on secondary inventions in India, Brazil and Argentina, found that S. 3(d) is a sorely 

underutilised provision. Though it is overused by organisations for objecting to patentability 

and there is a huge overlap between raising oppositions on primary patentability and 

secondary patenting, the officials rarely focus on holding independent assessments for 

primary and secondary patentability. This means that there is almost never a finding of 

evergreening.40 

A report released in 2018 found that the error rate of the Indian Patents Office is 72% and a 

total of 1654 patents had been granted.41 It is thus important that officers are well trained and 

informed about the consequences of granting patents. As those discussing norms for grant or 

denial of patents do not and cannot directly analyse the outcomes of such grants on the 

healthcare of the population and because the faith in the incentive effect of patents is so 

strong, there is very little reflexive space for consideration of human rights in the patent 

system. The UN has called for action at the international level through WHO, WIPO and 

WTO to strengthen the capacity of patent examiners so that standards of patentability are in 

sync with public health needs. This particular recommendation needs more attention and 

changes must be introduced to patent check lists and qualification standards for patent 

officers. This is especially important because a treaty or resolution by a UN body that is 

widely ratified would take the burden from the developing world to fight every single battle 

individually in fear of trade retaliations. The enforcement of strict patentability standards 

based on a regional or multilateral treaty would frustrate direct pressure politics employed by 

developed countries on LMICs.  

 
39 WHO, HEALTH STATISTICS 2016: MONITORING HEALTH FOR THE SDGS (2016). 
40 Bhavan N. Sampat & Kenneth C. Shadlen, Indian pharmaceutical patent prosecution: The changing role of 

Section 3(d), 13(4) PLOS ONE (2018). 
41 Dr. Feroz Ali et al., Pharmaceutical Patent Grants in India: How Our Safeguards against Evergreening Have 

Failed, and Why the System Must Be Reformed, ACCESSIBA (2018), 

https://accessibsa.org/media/2018/04/Pharmaceutical-Patent-Grants-in-India.pdf. 

https://accessibsa.org/media/2018/04/Pharmaceutical-Patent-Grants-in-India.pdf
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For better accountability and communication between demands of the people of the patent 

office, it becomes crucial to allow representations from experts and public-spirited entities 

such as MSF. Therefore, use of S. 25(1) of the Patents Act which allows opposition 

proceedings against patent applications needs to be encouraged and the patent officials 

should be trained to undertake a rigorous assessment of facts.  

RECOMMENDATIONS 

The author posits that price control is absolutely essential for people to be treated, but it 

should not be seen is the be-all and end-all of ensuring the right of health. First and foremost, 

the standard of patentability has to be strict and effectively implemented by all patent offices 

to ensure that these drugs that are then treated separately under a policy are well-deserving 

and truly innovative drugs. This ensures that transaction and administrative costs in dealing 

with these innovations does not become overpowering and protection from generic 

competition is not given to frugal innovations.  

Once it is ensured that only well-deserving innovations are granted patents, then the next step 

is to have an effective and transparent method of price control that is based on conducting 

price negotiations on the basis of cost-based pricing along with reference pricing. Reference 

pricing can be harmful if it based on launch in developed and high income countries, so the 

social and economic capabilities of the patients in the referred countries should be the same 

as those in India and comparisons should not be made from the narrow point of view of 

economic growth or size of the GDP. Furthermore, price control should not be imposed on 

all patented drugs and drugs should be distinguished on their therapeutic value and 

essentiality. The Report of the Committee on Price Negotiations for Patented Drugs had 

recommended a similar distinction among differently valued patented drugs. The criterion 

of excessive pricing was provided for the category of breakthrough or drugs that give 

substantial improvement, which should not exceed prices of comparable products in the 

therapeutic class and the international median price of the said medicine.  

Price negotiations are made effective with the support of a healthy and active healthcare 

system which is relied upon by a majority of its population. This gives the government 

bargaining power vis-à-vis the manufacturer, especially in India, which is a huge market for 

medicines, by threatening the company with non-coverage. Similarly, compulsory licensing 
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is another provision that puts the government in a better position to claim its space as the 

primary decision-making authority. 

The broad theme across all problems that India and many other countries face today from 

both the internal and external perspective is the over-reliance on private multi-national 

companies to innovate. The task of finding new life-saving drugs has been completely 

relegated to it and this has made all other considerations subject to the one question of 

whether we are doing enough to please these companies so that they undertake R&D for us. 

In such a scenario the society is a slave to the demands of companies and their choices of 

which disease gets drugs and in which areas the drugs reach. Therefore, an underappreciated 

but crucial element of ensuring access to medicine is for the government to undertake and/or 

fund research in institutions that are not guided by profit, such as independent research 

centres, generic manufacturers (government contracts) and universities. From the perspective 

of long-term gains and innovation, the route has to be of public funded but effective research, 

with opportunities of public private collaborations. 

By choosing to ignore the detailed recommendations of the Report of the Committee on 

introducing price negotiations and other aspects on patented drugs, and passing a short 

amendment excluding application of DPCO the government implicitly rejected efforts to 

cater to price settlements on patented drugs through a transparent manner. The 2019 

Amendment was not backed with any public empirical research. There was no data released 

to prove that there were lags in launches in India as compared to other countries with similar 

income levels and unequal distribution of income, and that if lags existed then they could be 

directly attributed to the price control policy. It is possible that the choice to not launch is 

made as the drug is not innovative enough to be covered by patent law standards in India and 

the threat of generic production is too high. The absence of coverage in India also makes it 

a less lucrative of market because the companies cannot rely on the government to bring 

more patients to the pharmacy to buy their expensive medicines. After empirical research 

and negotiations with stakeholders, the government should examine the viability of offering 

market exclusivity instead of exemption from price control. This simply means that the 

government will create limited periods of market exclusivity for first entrants independent of 

the patent system, such as the five-year period of market exclusivity given to new drugs by the 

FDA in the United States. The advantage of this system is that price is regulated and 

manufacturer’s concerns about generic competition are also taken care of. Of course, if 
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market exclusivity was implemented without price control it would not lead to only bigger 

problems.  

A cost-based approach should be adopted for pricing that uses input costs and costs of R&D 

along with other factors such as risk of failure to assess the base price, and adds a mark-up 

over and above that by reference to the price of that drug in other socially and economically 

similar countries as well as costs of the other drugs in the same therapeutic class in India. 

This is within the earlier categorisation of patented drugs where some might be completely 

ground-breaking in their therapeutic effects and there might not be parallel drugs that offer 

the same results. In such a case, prices can be allowed to be higher and the government’s 

public health care system can fill in with higher coverage. In cases where a large portion of 

the R&D was funded by the government of the multinational firm or cases where the drug 

has been in circulation for a sufficiently long period to have recovered the sunken costs the 

mark up should be decreased accordingly. This approach requires submission of data and 

research, and it will also include factors and risks that are either difficult to convert to 

monetary terms or are difficult to be converted to an equivalent value in India. Clearly the 

transaction costs of cost-based pricing are high and the government should put in place 

advisory committees, and review boards with members from the industry, civil society 

organisation, academicians and consumer right groups. These members should be well-

trained and the capacity of such committees should be reasonable. It is not uncommon to 

see laws that require the manufacturer to put evidence before the government to justify the 

price it seeks to impose. An example is the bill passed recently in Maryland, USA which 

prohibits “unconscionable” price increases for essential generic drugs and drug-device 

combinations and requires such manufacturers to provide justifications for increases.42  

Similarly, under the federal drug-pricing bill in US called “Improving Access To Affordable 

Prescription Drugs Act” a progressive rebate can be imposed on any price increase which is 

greater than the rate of medical inflation and to avoid this rebate, justifications need to be 

provided. While it is true that the difficulties that India and US face are remarkedly different 

because US is a first market in which multinational firms launch as compared to India which 

has to take steps to attract these companies. Firstly, the intent of the Amendment is precisely 

not that, it only caters to companies that were planning a launch and are being encouraged 

 
42 Jared S. Hopkins, Maryland Takes Step Toward Capping Drug Prices, WSJ (Apr. 30, 2019) 

https://www.wsj.com/articles/maryland-takes-step-toward-capping-drug-prices-11556616600. 
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to do it sooner. In such a case, the provision to submit data and costs to the government is a 

step that they would need to take eventually. Secondly, the purpose of giving instances from 

the USA is only to show that the costs of studying data given by the company and engaging 

with it does not amount to unbearable transaction costs for our government. 

Lastly, transparency laws should be introduced to encompass the entire drug industry 

requiring manufacturers to annually submit information including the costs of production, 

marketing and advertising costs, profits, discounts and charity by the company or opening of 

company run patient assistance programs, clinical trial phases, public funding etc.43 These 

laws should apply uniformly to domestic and foreign firms. This information is neither 

central to drug companies’ business model nor is it comprehensively secret. Given the 

significant budgetary and public health interests, states are well-positioned to require public 

disclosure of substantial information. The intent to introduce such laws is not to only easing 

the government in its assessment of price caps or caps on annual price increase, but it is also 

to equip the civil society and patients with better information so that the current information 

asymmetry which shields the pharmaceutical industry ends. In the current environment, 

manufacturers’ arguments are frequently based on exaggerated and unsubstantiated claims 

and a law that puts costs of R&D in public domain will allow both patients and regulators to 

make more informed decisions about whether prices are excessive, and introduce rationality 

and evidence into pricing debates.44 A transparency law that operates independently of the 

price control policy will also immensely bring down the transaction and administrative costs 

of the latter police. This will be especially effective and safe if transparency laws become a 

global phenomenon, perhaps suggested and pushed by the WHO and WIPO, and so large 

amount of calculations and assessments could be simply re-submitted without additional 

costs. Keeping in mind interests of the companies, it should provide for protection of trade 

secrets provided the company submits evidence to substantiate such an exemption claim.  

Though NPP 2012 did not comment on patented drugs, there are some key takeaways on 

disclosures and availability of information by companies. The 2012 Policy exclusively relies 

on IMS Health for information of the pharmaceutical market. IMS health is a 

 
43 WHO, HIGH-LEVEL PANEL ON ACCESS TO MEDICINES (2016).  
44 Aaron Berman et al., Curbing Unfair Drug Prices: A Primer for States (Aug., 2017) (Global Health Justice 

Partnership Policy Paper, Yale Law School). 
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pharmaceuticals market data specialising company which means that the government is 

foregoing any possible responsibility by outsourcing its job and compromising on objectivity.  

CONCLUSION 

In conclusion, by exempting patentees the 2019 Amendment takes an easy and narrow 

approach to solving the health crisis in India. It is the government’s attempt at a middle path 

between correcting the dangerous disadvantages of market-based pricing, and a complete 

exemption from price regulation. However, it failed to understand depth of the problems 

and the intersection of various factors that come together in the decision into launch lag. To 

add to that, the move to a market-based pricing to avoid the task of a cost-based price could 

possibly be a huge deterrent for companies fearing that average price of the generic 

competitive market in India will actually result in extensive and unreasonable price 

regulation. Any step forward would need that India makes empirical research that is 

conducted or funded by the government its foremost priority so that only policies that are 

free from on myths and false claims are formulated.  

** 
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ABSTRACT 

In the age of the Internet, the commission of copyright infringement by innumerable 

anonymous users through internet intermediaries, has become rampant. Owing to the 

technical difficulties of tracking down each individual infringer, copyright holders 

have held the intermediaries who are facilitating the access and use of the Internet, 

responsible. An argument in support of holding the intermediaries responsible is that 

the intermediaries are also profiting of such infringing content indirectly. However, 

the nature of the Internet is such that the normal framework of redressal accorded to 

copyright infringement in the tangible medium, cannot be applied on the Internet. 

Imposing a very strict standard of liability on intermediaries will adversely affect the 

dynamic nature of the Internet and curb economic development in the digital age. Due 

to these reasons, the development of an intermediary liability and copyright 

infringement framework which balances conflicting interests, has become essential.  

In this paper, the author has made comparisons to the frameworks that exist in India 

and USA under the Digital Millennium Copyright Act (DMCA); as the US framework 

has given rise to a number of successful internet-based businesses. By this, a robust 

framework has been proposed to be implemented in India. In pursuant to this 

objective, this paper has been divided into three parts. Part I provides an outline of 

the legal framework of intermediary liability and copyright infringement that exists in 

India and USA. Part II makes a comparative study between the legal framework in 

India and USA, in order to identify the lacunae and deviations that exist. Part III 

makes certain recommendations to be implemented for having a more conducive and 
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effective intermediary liability and copyright infringement framework in India, and 

subsequently concludes.  
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INTRODUCTION 

The development of copyright law has kept abreast of the development of technology. With 

every new technological advance that has been made, questions as to how this would affect 

the rights of copyright holders have been raised. The economic value of a copyright is derived 

from the holder’s control over how the copyrighted work is reproduced or distributed. 

Without such control, a copyright would be of little value and would not act as an effective 

incentive to the creator.1  Intermediaries facilitate such reproduction or distribution. This is 

not a new development as it has been so from the time of the invention of the printing press; 

printers became the very first intermediaries between the author and the reader in the 

fifteenth-century. In the modern day, the internet has emerged as a new and indisputably 

integral intermediary, enabling global transfer of creative works. While this has greatly 

benefited and encouraged the creation of new works, it has also posed grave threats to the 

rights of copyright holders, both because of the way the internet works and the nature of 

copyright itself. The internet has changed the way in which content is created and distributed 

and this of increased relevance to copyright law which concerns itself with protection of such 

content.  

COPYRIGHT INFRINGEMENT AND THE INTERNET 

The internet acts as global network by facilitating devices across the world to communicate 

with each other through the transfer of material from one device to another. In this process, 

the devices are essentially making ‘copies’. Thus, it can be said that the internet works on 

‘copying’. Due to this, the regulation of activities that infringe copyright protection for works 

on the internet is radically different than for those works that are fixed in a tangible medium. 

For example, the purchaser of a hardcopy of a book is not held liable of copyright 

infringement for acts such as reading, gifting and re-selling the book. However, these acts 

constitute violations on the internet as it involves the making of ‘copies’. Another definitive 

factor for liability is that the internet enables an individual user to make an unauthorised copy 

of the work and circulate it to large number of people almost instantaneously and at low cost, 

compared to infringing in the tangible medium. Access to such infringing works is also 

 
1 DAVID BAINBRIDGE, INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY (10th ed. 2018). 
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facilitated by search engines or links to work. Copyright infringement by such individual 

violators is often harder to detect, but they eat away the rights of the copyright holder.2 

This kind of infringement perpetrated by individuals is due to the presence of online 

intermediaries. The term ‘intermediary’ covers a wide range of parties such as Internet 

Service Providers (ISPs), web hosting service providers, search engines, transitory 

communication systems, telecom service providers, online market places and cyber cafes 

among others.3 These intermediaries connect users to the internet, allow them to interact 

with each other and also to share and receive content. They facilitate both communication 

and trade online. Due to the significant role that intermediaries play on the internet, they are 

often embroiled in intellectual property disputes.4 The liability of intermediaries arise 

because they host or facilitate the transfer of infringing content uploaded by their users. In 

the past, many intermediaries have sometimes been able to avoid liability by claiming that 

they are simply facilitating transfer or are hosting, and do not have any direct control over the 

selection of the content and are unaware of the specific details of the content. In many 

jurisdictions, intermediaries have taken advantage of the immunity accorded to them by ‘safe 

harbour’ provisions. ‘Safe harbour’ provisions are those provisions that provide immunity to 

online intermediaries from the infringement of intellectual property rights such as copyrights 

and trademarks. However, with the growth of the internet and at the increased threat of unjust 

enrichment, a different global regime has emerged, one where there is an increasing pressure 

on online intermediaries to prevent copyright infringement and to take effective action and 

responsibility where such infringement has already occurred.5 

The law imposes liability for copyright infringement on intermediary by imposing upon them 

a duty to actively monitor the content being uploaded by their users. Although intermediaries’ 

resort to defences such as their capacity or working only as a host and not having made any 

modifications in the content, there is a very strong justification for holding them liable. The 

 
2  Precious A Adeyemi, International Developments in Licensing and Rights Management for Copyright Protected 

Works on the Internet: Implications for Copyright Exceptions and Limitations, ACADEMIA, 

https://www.academia.edu/37877320/International_Developments_in_Licensing_and_Rights_Mangement_for_

Copyright_Protected_Works_on_the_Internet_Imlications_for_Copyright_Exceptions_and_Limitations (last 

visited Dec. 21, 2019).  
3 Karthik Chawla, Intermediary Liability-An Explanation, NALSAR TECH LAW BLOG (Oct. 7, 2014) 

https://techlawforum.wordpress.com/2014/10/07/intermediary-liability-an-explanation/.   
4 1 INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY AND INFORMATION WEALTH 307-308 (Peter Yu ed., 2009). 
5 Jeremy Beer and Christopher Clemmer, Global Trends in Online Copyright Enforcement: A Non-Neutral Role 

for Network Intermediaries?, 49 JURIMETRICS J. 375, 375–409 (2009).  

https://www.academia.edu/37877320/International_Developments_in_Licensing_and_Rights_Mangement_for_Copyright_Protected_Works_on_the_Internet_Imlications_for_Copyright_Exceptions_and_Limitations
https://www.academia.edu/37877320/International_Developments_in_Licensing_and_Rights_Mangement_for_Copyright_Protected_Works_on_the_Internet_Imlications_for_Copyright_Exceptions_and_Limitations
https://techlawforum.wordpress.com/2014/10/07/intermediary-liability-an-explanation/
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justification is that online intermediaries earn advertising revenue from the content that is 

shared or allowed to be accessed by the. Further, the costs that the copyright holder will have 

to incur for identifying the individual infringer is an unreasonable one. Therefore, it makes 

sense to hold the intermediaries liable as they are profiting from such infringing material. 

The question of intermediary liability is not about whether there should be complete 

immunity for copyright infringement online. Copyright liability cannot be absolutely 

eliminated, whether online or offline.  However, there is a need to keep in mind the 

restrictions faced by the intermediaries as well due to the fact that it is not feasible to examine 

all the content that is uploaded online due to the sheer amount of data that is being exchanged 

simultaneously. This would make the business of intermediaries expensive and would 

eventually increase the cost of accessing the internet to individual users.6 Further, the 

intermediary cannot be held solely liable for all the infringing content where the individual 

user is let-off scot free. Online intermediaries and copyright holders are mostly the 

stakeholders whose rights have been discussed in debates around the world. However, there 

is a third important stakeholder who is the user of the internet who is entitled to the right of 

fair dealing. When the content that has been uploaded by a user is taken down by the 

intermediary on the basis of a claim by the copyright holder, it is necessary that a counter 

claim mechanism is provided to the user to make his defence. Otherwise the rights of fair 

dealing or fair use, assured by many copyright legislations, will be violated. Keeping in mind 

the interests of these stakeholders, there is an impetus for determining the level of liability to 

be apportioned to online intermediaries in the process of protecting the rights of copyright 

holders and internet users.  

It is apparent that the evolution of intermediary liability, especially with respect to copyright 

law, has been a contentious one with recommendations of “blanket immunity”, 

recommendations for the removal of the due diligence requirement and a limited approach 

to defining intermediaries being taken.7 Therefore, there is a lack of clarity with regard to the 

same. Having an ambiguous and unclear safe harbour provision is detrimental both to the 

copyright holders as well as to the intermediaries. This has been the case in India where the 

statutes are unclear. Further, the situation has become more complex due to the varied 

 
6 COPYRIGHT ENFORCEMENT AND THE INTERNET 121-122 (Irini Stamatoudi ed., 2010). 
7 The Information Technology Bill, No. 135 of 1999 §78, Gazette of India (1999), pt. II sec. 2, 

http://egazette.nic.in. 
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approaches taken by different courts in India. All this has had an adverse impact on the 

growth of internet-based start-ups and businesses in India.8 At this juncture, this author is of 

the opinion that there is a need to bring about sweeping reforms in the law concerning 

intermediary liability. Therefore, this paper makes a comparative study between India and 

the United States of America, a country which has several successful internet-based businesses 

and has emerged as a pioneer in safe harbour laws on the global level. Even South Asian 

countries like Singapore have heavily borrowed from the US framework and benefited from 

the same.  

PART I 

LEGAL FRAMEWORK REGARDING INTERMEDIARY LIABILITY VIS-À-

VIS COPYRIGHTS IN INDIA AND USA 

While talking about the liability of online intermediaries and copyright infringement in the 

Indian context, there are two important legislations which come into play – the Information 

Technology Act, 2000 (hereinafter referred to as “ITA 2000”) and the Copyright Act, 1957 

(hereinafter referred to as “CA 1957”). Both of these statutes contain provisions which deal 

with intermediary liability extensively and these provisions have been amended several times 

since its inception.  

In order to make an effective and useful comparative analysis of the frameworks in India and 

the United States, it is pertinent that one understands the evolution and current position of 

the American laws regarding the same. In the US, the issue of intermediary liability and 

copyright infringement is dealt with in the Digital Millennium Copyright Act which was 

enacted in 1998 (hereinafter referred to as “DMCA”). The DMCA is a collection of different 

laws enacted by the US Congress in order to curb the issue of copyright infringement in the 

internet age. This Act discussed the providing of safe harbour to online intermediaries, 

shielding them from copyright infringement liabilities upon the fulfilment of certain 

conditions. Before the enactment of the DMCA, the US courts had an extremely aggressive 

approach towards intermediary liability whereby they found the intermediaries to be “directly 

 
8 PRASHANT REDDY & SUMATHI CHANDRASHEKARAN, CREATE, COPY AND DISRUPT 223-224 (2017). 
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liable” in the case of copyright infringements. Such an approach can be seen in prominent 

cases like Playboy v. Frena9 and Sega v. Maphia10 (in the preliminary hearing).   

A drastic and radical shift in the approach of the US Courts can be seen in Religious 

Technology Center v. Netcom Online Communication Services Inc.11 (hereinafter referred 

to as “Netcom”). The defendants in this case were a bulletin board service (BBS) and an 

Internet Service Provider (ISP) who were being accused of liability for copyright infringement. 

The infringing materials were uploaded on the BBS by Dennis Erlich using the services of 

Netcom, the ISP. In the judgment, it was held that since the infringing user was already being 

held directly liable, it was not logical to hold various other parties liable for merely setting up 

a system that made the Internet accessible and functional. It was not feasible for the 

intermediary to monitor the billions of bits of data flowing through the Internet. However, 

the judge also held that it would be reasonable for the ISP to implement measures such as 

removing the infringing content once they are notified as the same, in order to prevent further 

violations of the rights of the copyright holder.12  

The judgment in Netcom is important as it became the basis for the safe harbour provisions 

in the Section 512 of the US Copyright Act. This provision was incorporated in the DMCA 

under Title II which emerged as a result of the Online Copyright Infringement Liability 

Limitation Act (OCILLA). The safe harbour provisions in the DMCA have succeeded in 

striking a balance between various conflicting interests and this has been proven through the 

test of time.  

  

 
9 Playboy Enterprises, Inc. v. Frena, 839 F Supp. 1552 (1993). 
10 Sega Enterprises Ltd. v. Maphia et al., 857 N.D. Cal. 679 (1994). 
11 Religious Technology Center v. Netcom, 907 N.D. Cal. 1361 (1995). 
12 REDDY, CHANDRASHEKARAN, supra note 8, at 231. 
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PART II 

COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS BETWEEN INDIA AND THE UNITED STATES 

OF AMERICA 

The analysis can be understood under three main headings. They are – Meaning and 

Definition, Notice and Takedown Mechanism, and Counter Notice and Restoration 

Mechanism.    

I. MEANING AND DEFINITION  

Under the Information Technology Act, 2000 

Section 79 Before the 2008 Amendment  

As can be understood from the evolution of the intermediary liability framework in India 

which has been in this paper previously, it can be understood that the Information 

Technology Act, in its original form in 2000, took a rather narrow approach. Under the ITA 

2000, Section 79 which provided ‘safe harbour’ for intermediaries was titled “network service 

providers not liable in certain cases”. Section 79 reads thus – 

“…it is hereby declared that no person providing any service as a network 

service provider shall be liable under this Act, rules or regulations made 

thereunder for any third party information or data made available by him if 

he proves that the offence or contravention was committed without his 

knowledge or that he had exercised all due diligence to prevent the 

commission of such offence or contravention.”13 

In the explanation to Section 79, “third party information” has been explained as 

“information dealt with by a network service provider in his capacity as an intermediary”. 

Here, the term intermediary is merely constituted by network service providers. Further, the 

term “intermediary” is emphasized to be the provider of “connectivity” and “transmission”. 

These two functions are in connection to an “electronic message” which has not been defined 

in the ITA 2000. Further, the definition makes it clear that only transient or incidental storage 

is considered here and not permanent storage of data. All this leads to the inevitable 

 
13 The Information Technology Act, No. 21 of 2000 §79, Gazette of India (1999), pt. II sec. 1, http://egazette.nic.in. 

http://egazette.nic.in/
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conclusion that only Internet Service Providers (ISPs) are considered to be intermediaries for 

the purposes of this provision.  

Section 79(3)(b) contains certain references such as “residing”, “controlled by the 

intermediary” and “remove or disable access” which seem to imply that it applies to hosts that 

engage in permanent storage of third-party content. Since this has not been explicitly stated, 

the conditions set out are unclear on whether or not it is applicable to temporary storage. This 

is unlike the DMCA 512.14 The aforementioned references have been borrowed from 

Section 512(c)(1) of the DMCA which is in reference to hosts only. Further, the words 

“temporarily stored” have been used in certain places in Section 79. Therefore, one can argue 

that the takedown procedure mentioned in these provisions are applicable only to permanent 

storage and not to temporary which is contradictory in nature.  

Section 79 also limited the liability of an intermediary only to “under this Act, rules or 

regulations made thereunder”. The ITA 2000 did not actually impose any liability on 

intermediaries. At this juncture, the safe harbour provision was wholly in favour of the 

intermediaries and accorded no importance to the protection of copyright holders as it 

excluded the application of any other statute including the Copyright Act, 1957.  

Section 79 after the 2008 Amendment  

Following the 2008 Amendment, Section 2 defines an “intermediary” as any person who on 

behalf of another person receives, stores or transmits an electronic record or provides any 

service with respect to that record and includes telecom service providers, network service 

providers, internet service providers, web‐hosting service providers, search engines, online 

payment sites, online‐auction sites, online‐market places and cyber cafes.   

Further, Section 2(1)(t) defines “electronic record” as –  

“data, record or data generated, image or sound stored, received or sent in 

an electronic form or microfilm or computer-generated microfiche.”15 

Thereby the IT Act (following the amendment) now was not merely restricted to ISPs but 

also included a wide range of online intermediaries in its ambit including hosts, search 

 
14 ROBERT P. MERGES ET AL., INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY IN THE NEW TECHNOLOGICAL AGE 699-703 (6th ed. 

2012). 
15 The Information Technology Act, No. 21 of 2000 §2(1)(t), Gazette of India (1999), pt. II sec. 1, 

http://egazette.nic.in. 

http://egazette.nic.in/
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engines, online payment sites, online marketplaces, cyber cafes etc. The only essential 

criterion was that these intermediaries had to be dealing with third party content. This new 

definition of an “intermediary” can be compared with the definition in the DMCA.  

In the DMCA, Section 512(k)(1) mentions four categories of activities – transitory digital 

network communications, system caching, hosting and information location. These have been 

explained from Section 512(a) to (d). The ‘safe harbour’ extends to any “service provider” 

who is engaged in one or more of these activities. A two-pronged approach has been taken to 

define a “service provider”. For the activity of transitory digital network communications 

under Section 512(a), Section 512(k)(1)(A) defines a “service provider” as  “an entity offering 

the transmission, routing, or providing of connections for digital online communications, 

between or among points specified by a user, of material of the user’s choosing, without 

modification to the content of the material as sent or received.”16 This definition extends to 

ISPs. For the activities of system caching, hosting and information location from Section 

512(b) to (d), Section 512(k)(1)(B) defines a “service provider” as “a provider of online 

services or network access, or the operator of facilities therefor, and includes an entity 

described in subparagraph (A).”17 This definition has a broader scope and includes the 

providers of other online services as well.  

In correspondence to the changes made in the definition of an intermediary, Section 79 has 

also been amended to have a broader scope. Firstly, the term “network service provider” has 

been replaced with “intermediary”. Secondly, the intermediary is not liable for any “third 

party information, data or communication links”. The term “communication links” has not 

been defined in the ITA but it has been defined in the Information Technology 

(Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules 2011 and has been accorded a broad coverage of content.18  

 

 

 

 
16 17 U.S.C. § 512(k)(1)(A) (1998). 
17 17 U.S.C. § 512(k)(1)(B) (1998). 
18 Rishabh Dara, Intermediary Liability in India: Chilling Effects on Free Expression on the Internet, CENTRE FOR 

INTERNET & SOCIETY-BANGALORE (Apr. 27, 2012), https://cis-india.org/internet-governance/chilling-effects-on-

free-expression-on-internet.  

https://cis-india.org/internet-governance/chilling-effects-on-free-expression-on-internet
https://cis-india.org/internet-governance/chilling-effects-on-free-expression-on-internet
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Under the Copyright Act, 1957 

The Copyright Act, 1957 was amended in 2012 and two provisions dealing with the liability 

of online intermediaries were added under Section 52. Section 52 is a general provision that 

deals with the exceptions to copyright.   Section 52(1)(b) states that the transient or incidental 

storage of a work or performance purely in the technical process of electronic transmission 

or communication to the public does not constitute copyright infringement. Section 52(1)(b) 

states that the transient or incidental storage of a work or performance for the purpose of 

providing electronic links, access or integration, which has not been expressly prohibited by 

the right holder will not constitute copyright infringement, unless the person responsible has 

knowledge, or reasonable grounds to believe that the work or performance is an infringing 

copy.  

Further, the proviso states that if the person responsible for the storage of the copy has 

received a written complaint from the owner of copyright in the work then such person 

responsible for the storage shall refrain from facilitating such access for a period of twenty‐

one days or till he receives an order from the competent court and in case no such order is 

received before the expiry of such period of twenty‐one days, he may continue to provide 

the facility of such access.19 

Both Section 52(1)(b) and (c) are speaking about “transient” or “incidental” storage of a work. 

It is apparent that these two provisions are referring to caching activities. As we know, caching 

is a separate category of activity identified under the DMCA safe harbour. In the judgment in 

the case MySpace v. SCIL, activities like hosting that constitute permanent storage of data do 

not qualify for protection under Section 52.20  

Further, the Court also made an important distinction between Section 52(1)(b) and (c) by 

stating that Section 52(1)(b) provides absolute immunity to those intermediaries that it 

considers to be the “backbone” of the internet such as ISPs, and Section 52(1)(c) provides 

limited immunity to other intermediaries such as hosts and search engines, provided that they 

implement a notice and takedown procedure. However, the Court has not provided any 

justification for making such a distinction. This is a problematic classification as the ambit of 

Section 52(1)(c) may extend to ISPs as well as ISPs also fall within the category of access 

 
19 Copyright Act, No. 14 of 1957 §52, Gazette of India (1957), pt. II sec. 1, http://egazette.nic.in. 
20 Myspace Inc. v. Super Cassettes Industries Ltd., MIPR 2017 (1) 274. 

http://egazette.nic.in/
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providers mentioned in this provision.21 Complete immunity is provided to ISPs in the 

performance of its technical functions but Section 52(1)(c) would only give immunity based 

upon the condition of a notice and takedown mechanism with respect to the temporary 

reproductions of copyrighted works that may occur in the course of the technical functions.  

Therefore, it is pertinent that the positions of Sections 52(1)(b) and (c) with regard to the 

granting of immunity must be clarified.  

II. NOTICE AND TAKEDOWN MECHANISM 

Notice and takedown mechanisms have been established both under the IT Act 2000 and 

the Copyright Act, 1957. 

Notice and Takedown Mechanism under the IT Act 2000 

Section 79(3)(b) of the Act and Rule 3(4) of the Intermediaries Guidelines form the basis of 

the notice and takedown mechanism under the IT Act. Section 79(3)(b) stipulates that the 

safe harbour will not be applicable if the intermediary fails to remove or disable access to the 

infringing material upon receiving actual knowledge.22 Rule 3(4) of the Intermediaries 

Guidelines stipulates that the intermediary who has received “actual knowledge by itself or by 

a notification in writing” by the aggrieved copyright holder regarding any information 

prohibited under Rule 3(2)(a) to (i) should “act within 36 hours and where applicable, work 

with user or owner of such information, to disable such information”.23 It has been clarified 

in 2013 that the intermediary has to acknowledge the receipt of the complaint within 36 hours 

and initiate action. Moreover, redressal can be made within 1 month as per Rule 3(11). 

However, specific categories of activities carried out by intermediaries have not been made 

and therefore, specific procedures to be followed by different types of intermediaries have 

also not been stipulated. This has been implemented in the DMCA.24 

 
21 Mridula Dalvi, India: Intermediary Liability and Copyright, KHURANA & KHURANA (July 26, 2018), 

http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/829986/Copyright/Intermediary+Liability+And+Copyright.  
22 The Information Technology Act, No. 21 of 2000 §79(3)(b), Gazette of India (1999), pt. II sec. 1, 

http://egazette.nic.in. 
23 Information Technology (Intermediaries Guidelines) Rules, 2011 Rule 3(4), Gazette of India, pt. II sec. 3(i) 

(Apr. 11, 2011).  
24 Adam Holland et al., Intermediary Liability in the United States, BERKMAN CTR. INTERNET & SOC’Y HARV. 

UNIV. (FEB. 18, 2015), 

https://publixphere.net/i/noc/page/OI_Case_Study_Intermediary_Liability_in_the_United_States.  

http://www.mondaq.com/india/x/829986/Copyright/Intermediary+Liability+And+Copyright
http://egazette.nic.in/
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 Under the DMCA, as mentioned earlier, different categories of activities carried out by the 

service providers have been identified. Section 512(b), (c) and (d) are referring to caching 

activities, hosting activities and information location providing activities respectively.25 In the 

case of caching activities, the service provider is obligated to remove the infringing content in 

order to receive safe harbour protection only if the content has been removed at its source or 

a court has ordered the removal of such material. In the case of hosting and information 

location activities, the service provider is obligated to remove the infringing content – 

a) upon receiving actual or red flag knowledge of an infringement, or  

b) upon receiving a notice of infringement in the prescribed format. 

Unlike the Indian safe harbour framework, the DMCA also requires the service provider to 

remove the infringing content upon the receipt of constructive or red-flag knowledge. The 

red-flag requirement in the US has actually been the recipient of criticism due to its lack of 

certainty. This is because it is difficult for the intermediaries to determine whether they have 

the knowledge of the required amount of facts and circumstances upon which they can reach 

the conclusion that the content is infringing. This approach has not been followed in India 

and it is one of the aspects in which the Indian framework is better than its American 

counterpart. However, the advantage of arriving at more certain outcomes in the Indian 

framework has been adversely affected due to the fact that there has been no prescribed 

format given to be followed in the submission of notices of claimed infringement under the 

IT Act.  Unlike the Indian safe harbour, the DMCA requires that the notice of claimed 

infringement be made in a prescribed format.   

Notice and Takedown Mechanism under the Copyright Act, 1957 

Section 52(1)(c) of the Copyright Act, 1957 requires that the intermediary who has 

“reasonable grounds” to believe that the transient or incidental storage of data which has taken 

place is of an infringing nature will have to takedown such data in order to be eligible for the 

protection granted by the safe harbour.26 This requirement of having to act on the basis of 

“reasonable grounds of belief” is nothing but the constructive knowledge standard or red-flag 

knowledge followed under the DMCA. As explained earlier, this requirement of red-flag 

 
25 17 U.S.C. § 512 (1998). 
26 Copyright Act, No. 14 of 1957 §52(1)(c), Gazette of India (1957), pt. II sec. 1, http://egazette.nic.in. 
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knowledge is absent in the safe harbour provisions of the IT Act. This is a serious discrepancy 

between the two legislations.  

Section 52(1)(c) provides a notice and takedown mechanism to be followed by 

intermediaries.27 However, the approach taken is vastly different from the approach taken 

under the DMCA. In the case of intermediary which is involved in caching activities, it has to 

expeditiously remove or disable access to the alleged infringing material upon receiving a 

notice of claimed infringement.28 Therefore, under the DMCA, would only lose the immunity 

granted if the notice and takedown mechanism was not implemented after the receipt of actual 

knowledge through a notice. Further, in the case of caching activities, the cached content only 

has to be removed when the source material has been removed or there exists a court order 

requiring that the source material be removed. These two mechanisms have been 

instrumental in preventing abusive takedown practices and they are absent in the Indian 

framework.29  

Section 52(1)(c) requires the intermediary to restore access to the cached content after 21 

days if the complainant has not produced an order from a competent court. There is no such 

requirement under the DMCA as the cached content is only required to be removed after 

the content at the source has been removed. This is because the removal of the source content 

has rendered the cached content to be immaterial. The requirement of restoring access to the 

cached content after 21 days is not supported by logic as the source material itself may not 

exist after the 21-day period.  

It has already been stated that the IT Act 2000 does not provide any prescribed format to be 

adhered to in the notice that is submitted. However, Rule 75(2) of the Copyright Rules, 2013 

lays down the requirements to be fulfilled by a valid notice. They are –  

a) “a description of the work with sufficient information to identify the work in 

which copyright subsists 

b) details establishing that the complainant is the owner or licensee of copyright 

in the identified work 

 
27 Id.  
28 Althaf Marsoof & Indranath Gupta, Shielding internet intermediaries from copyright liability—A comparative 

discourse on safe harbours in Singapore and India, J. WORLD. INTELL. PROP. (July 2, 2019), 

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jwip.12126.  
29 Id.  

https://onlinelibrary.wiley.com/doi/abs/10.1111/jwip.12126
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c) details establishing that the transient or incidental copy of the work is an 

infringing copy and that none of the exceptions to copyright protection apply 

d) details of the location where the temporary storage of the work is taking place 

e) the identity of the person, if known, who is responsible for uploading the 

material infringing the copyright in the work of the complainant 

f) an undertaking that the complainant shall file an infringement suit in the 

competent court against the person responsible for uploading the infringing 

material and produce the orders of the competent court having jurisdiction 

within a period of 21 days from the date of the notice/complaint.”30 

The DMCA requires the complainant to furnish information necessary for the intermediary 

to contact the infringing party, a physical or electronic signature of the complainant and a 

statement that the complaint made and the information provided is legitimate under penalty 

of perjury. These requirements are necessary for ensuring that the notice and takedown 

mechanism is not abused. Such important requirements are absent in the Copyright Rules, 

2013.  

III. COUNTER NOTICE AND RESTORATION MECHANISM 

Both the ITA 2000 and the CA 1957 do not contain any provisions that provide for a counter 

notice and restoration mechanism. Such a counter claim mechanism is present in the DMCA. 

The absence of a counter claim mechanism has a deeply adverse impact on copyright law, 

specifically the fair dealing rights (known as ‘fair use’ in USA), and the free speech rights of 

third parties or users.    

In order for a service provider (hosts in this case) to continue to be eligible for immunity 

under the DMCA, the service provider has to perform a counter notice and restoration 

mechanism. This mechanism provides an opportunity for the aggrieved user whose content 

has been removed to challenge the validity of the notice given by the copyright holder. The 

mechanism consists of –  

a) takes reasonable steps to notify the subscriber that it has removed the material,  

b) upon receiving the receipt of a counter notification from the person responsible 

for the material that was removed, the person who served the notice of claimed 

 
30 Copyright Rules, 2013 Rule 75(3), Gazette of India, pt. II sec. 3(i) (Mar. 14, 2013). 
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infringement with a copy of the counter notification should informs that person 

that it will replace the removed material 

c) replaces the removed material in not less than 10, and no more than 14, business 

days following receipt of the counter notice, unless the person who served the 

notice of claimed infringement informs that an action has been filed seeking a 

court order to restrain the person responsible for the alleged infringement of the 

owner’s content.31 

If the service provider fails to restore legitimate content which was wrongfully taken down, it 

will lose its immunity. However, this requirement is only applicable in cases where the service 

provider has received actual knowledge through a notice of claimed infringement only, and 

not acquired by itself or through red-flag knowledge. 

The only restoration process provided through the CA 1957 is with respect to the restoration 

of cached content after a period of 21 days if no court order has been issued pursuant to the 

same. This is not a counter notice mechanism and such a restoration process is not needed. 

There is a need for a restoration process to be established so that aggrieved users have formal 

channel through which they challenge the takedown.  

HARMONIOUS READING OF THE IT ACT 2000 AND THE COPYRIGHT 

ACT 1957 

In MySpace v. SCIL32, the question arose before the Divisional Bench as to whether the IT 

Act 2000 and the CA 1957 were to be read harmoniously. This arose as a result of the parties 

relying on different statues with regard to the provisions of the safe harbour which were 

Section 51(a)(ii) of the CA 1957 and Section 79(1) of the ITA 2000 (as amended). After a 

reading of both the aforementioned provisions a conclusion was drawn that the intermediary 

would become disentitled to the safe harbour provisions only in the case where even after 

acquiring actual knowledge, the intermediary fails to remove the infringing content. However, 

under Section 51(a)(ii) of the CA 1957, a reasonable belief of infringement was a sufficient 

condition for the liability of a host, whereas under the ITA 2000 actual knowledge of an 

infringement was required to be held liable. This difference in the standard of knowledge 

 
31 Digital Millennium Copyright Act of 1998, Pub. L. No. 105-304, 112 Stat. 2860 (1998). 
32 Dalvi, supra note 21. 
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requirement in both the provisions questioned as to which law would be applicable over the 

other. In this context, the court considered the implications of Section 81 of the ITA 2000 

which reads – “the provisions of this Act shall have effect notwithstanding anything 

inconsistent therewith contained in any other law for the time being in force”. However, this 

provision was subsequently amended and a proviso was added to Section 81, which stated 

that “provided that nothing contained in this Act shall restrict any person from exercising any 

right conferred under the Copyright Act, 1957 (14 of 1957) or the Patents Act, 1970 (39 of 

1970)”. Following the addition of the proviso, some clarity regarding the Parliament’s intent 

of protecting the rights of the copyright and the patent holders was brought about. Following 

this the Court held that Sections 79 and 81 of the IT Act and Section 51(a)(ii) of the Copyright 

Act have to be read harmoniously.  

It has become increasingly clear that there is an urgent need to remove the discrepancies that 

arise in determining which statute is to be applied. This is seen in the recent case of M/s Shri 

Krishna and Ors. v. Google India Pvt. Ltd. and Ors.33 The Plaintiff in this case is a film 

production company which is involved in the making of cinematograph films, audio visual 

songs, etc. The contention of the Plaintiff was that the Defendants 1, 2 and 3 namely Google 

India Pvt. Ltd., YouTube LLC and Google Inc., were infringing upon the copyrights of the 

Plaintiff. The Defendants contented that they were merely providing a platform for exhibition 

of information available worldwide and that they were not aware of the content being of an 

infringing nature. However, the district court ruled in favour of the Plaintiff as they had 

suffered monetary loss. An appeal was filed by the Defendants. The issues raised in the appeal 

were that firstly the Defendants were not provided notice according to the Section 51(a)(ii) of 

the Copyright Act, and secondly no URL was provided by the Plaintiff to locate the infringing 

content in furtherance of the judgment provided in MySpace. Only a mere notice stating that 

infringing content was being held was stated. This brought about the question as to whether a 

notice which is not compliance with the Rules of the IT Act can be considered as the 

defendants having sufficient knowledge. Another question that arose was whether the 

defendants would be disqualified from safe harbour protection, if they had not removed the 

infringing content upon receiving such an incomplete notice, or not taking action with respect 

 
33 M/s Shree Krishna International & Ors. v. Google India Pvt. Ltd. & Ors., CS/1358/2014. 
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to the same. These questions are yet to be answered, as the case is pending before the High 

Court. 

SUGGESTIONS 

On the basis of the comparison that has been made, the deviations between the Indian 

framework and the American framework can be clearly identified. For the most part, these 

deviations exist because the Indian framework does not take into consideration the interests 

of all the stakeholders and strike an effective balance. In the interest of achieving the same, 

the lacunae that is present in the Indian framework can remedied by adapting certain 

mechanisms practiced in the DMCA in the US. Pursuant to the same, this author makes 

certain suggestions which can be incorporated into the Indian law. They are – 

1. Categorization of intermediaries on the basis of their activities – The DMCA identifies 

4 distinct categories of service providers on the basis of the activities undertaken by 

them, such as transitory digital network communications, caching, hosting and 

information location. Different knowledge standards are to be followed by each 

category of service providers which is most suited to their nature. In India, no 

categories are made and there is only a blanket requirement that action must initiated 

within 36 hours of the receipt of the complaint for all intermediaries. It would increase 

the effectiveness and ease of the redressal mechanism if India also makes such 

categories of intermediaries.   

2. Expeditious redressal of complaint notice – The ITA 2000 and the Intermediaries 

Guidelines provide to the intermediaries a 36-hour timeframe within which the 

intermediary has to initiate action. However, a clarification issued by the Indian 

Government in 2013 stipulates that the intermediary merely has to 

respond/acknowledge the notice within 36 hours. Further, the Intermediary 

Guidelines 2011 allows for the intermediary to take a period of up to one month for 

redressal of complaint. This kind of mechanism is not well-suited for the dynamic 

nature of the Internet where large-scale changes can be brought about in a minuscule 

period of time. A more expeditious redressal procedure is required.  

3. Clarity in immunity granted under Section 52(1)(b) and Section 52(1)(c) – In MySpace 

v. SCIL, the Court made a distinction by stating that Section 52(1)(b) provides absolute 

immunity to intermediaries that act as the backbone of the internet such as ISPs. 
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Section 52(1)(c) provides limited immunity to other intermediaries. However, Section 

52(1)(c) can be applicable to ISPs as well. It is also problematic because of the 

technical functions that may take place during temporary reproductions of 

copyrighted works. No justification has been provided for making such a distinction. 

This position taken in the Indian framework must be clarified.   

4. Uniform format to be prescribed in notices of claimed infringement – The DMCA 

prescribes a clear format to be followed in a notice of claimed infringement submitted 

by an aggrieved copyright holder. This prescribed format contains certain requisite 

information which has to be furnished by the copyright holder. Such a format is 

conspicuously absent in the IT Act, 2000. The only requirement is that the notice 

must contain an electronic signature. However, a prescribed format is present under 

the Copyright Rules 2013. There is a need for a uniform approach to be taken by 

both the legislations. 

5. Inclusion of certain important requirements in the prescribed format – Even though 

the prescribed format of a notice is given in the Copyright Rules 2013, certain 

important requirements such as the contact information of the infringing party, 

physical or electronic signature of the copyright holder and a statement by the 

copyright holder that the information provided in the complaint is legitimate under 

the penalty of perjury. These requirements are from the DMCA and they been 

instrumental in ensuring that the notice and takedown mechanism is not abused.  

6. Removal of red-flag knowledge requirement in the CA 1957 – Under the CA 1957, 

there is a requirement for the intermediary to act on “reasonable grounds of belief”. 

This is nothing but the constructive knowledge or red-flag requirement which is 

present in the DMCA. The DMCA has been criticised for having this requirement as 

it leads to uncertain outcomes. The IT Act does not contain this red-flag knowledge 

standard and has been lauded for the same. Therefore, it is nonsensical to have it in 

the CA 1957 and it needs to be altered.     

7. Removal of requirement to restore cached content – The CA 1957 requires the 

intermediary to restore access to the cached content after 21 days if a judicial order 

has not been produced. This requirement is absent in the DMCA as the cached 

content becomes redundant once the content at source has been removed. Therefore, 
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the restoration required after 21 days is unnecessary as the source content may not 

exist after that period.  

8. Establishment of a counter notice and restoration mechanism – There is no counter 

claim and restoration mechanism provided for in the Indian framework under both 

legislations. This is absolutely essential for protecting the fair dealing rights of users. 

Therefore, the Indian framework should adopt the robust counter notice procedure 

laid down in the DMCA. 

CONCLUSION 

The liability of intermediaries and copyrights framework in India is unique compared to other 

jurisdictions, because of its two-pronged approach under the IT Act, 2000 and the Copyright 

Act, 1957. While it is commendable that the law in India has developed by leaps and bounds 

in recent years, in order to keep pace with the technological developments and the demands 

of the changing global requirements, many sweeping changes are required to be adopted. The 

comparative analysis and suggestions made in this paper are aimed at achieving a workable 

and profitable balance between the rights and interests of the internet intermediaries, 

copyright holders and users of the internet.  
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